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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview of this Book 

This book covers nonlinear structural analysis using Solutions 106 and 129, including statics, dynamics, and 
stability. This book does NOT cover nonlinear statics using Solution 601. For information on 
Solution 601, see the book on this solution sequence. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF NONLINEAR CAPABILITIES 

Nonlinear effects in structures occur mainly due to nonlinear materials and large rotations. Contact 
problems exhibit nonlinear effects due to changes in boundary conditions. All of these attributes 
may be represented by nonlinear elements. 

The nonlinear element library of NX NASTRAN consists of: 
• RODs, CONRODs, and TUBEs for unidirectional truss members; 

• BEAMs for axially and laterally deforming line members; 

• QUAD4s and TRIA3s for membrane, plate and shell modeling; 

• HEXAs, PENTAs, and TETRAs for solid modeling; 
• GAPs for contact and friction simulation. 
Nonlinear elements may be combined with linear elements for computational efficiency if the 

nonlinear effects can be localized. Primary operations for nonlinear elements are updating element 
coordinates and applied loads for large displacements, and the internal relaxation iteration for 
material nonlinearity. Refer to Table 1.2.1 for a summary of the nonlinear element properties. 

The geometric nonlinearity becomes discernible when the structure is subjected to large 
displacement and rotation. Geometric nonlinear effects are prominent in two different aspects: 
geometric stiffening due to initial displacements and stresses, and follower forces due to a change 
in loads as a function of displacements. The large deformation effect resulting in large strains has 
not been implemented. 

Material nonlinearity is an inherent property of any engineering material. Material non-linear 
effects may be classified into many catagories. Included are plasticity, nonlinear elasticity, creep, 
and viscoelasticity. Creep and viscoelasticity, implemented as a generalized nonlinear viscoelastic 
capability, may be coupled with plasticity. Many sophisticated options are available for yield 
criteria and hardening behavior in plasticity. 

The primary solution operations are gradual load or time increments, iterations with con-
vergence tests for acceptable equilibrium error, and stiffness matrix updates. The iterative process 
is based on the modified-Newton's method combined with optional expeditious methods such as 
the quasi-Newton (BFGS) update and the line search. The stiffness matrix updates are performed 
occasionally to improve the computational efficiency, and may be overridden at the user's 
discretion. A number of options of arc-length methods are also available for snap-through or 
post-buckling analysis of the static problems. For the transient response analysis, a number of 
options are available for implicit direct time integration, combined with adaptive and expedient 
iteration strategies similar to those implemented for static analysis. 
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Solution sequences 106 and 129 consolidate all the nonlinear features described above. SOL 
106 is applicable to static, quasi-static, and nonlinear buckling analyses. SOL 129 is primarily 
applicable to dynamic transient response analysis with some limited static analysis capability. Both 
of these solution sequences can accommodate superelements  
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Table 1.2.1 Summary of Properties of the Nonlinear Elements

N G Material Static DATA
N o. e Properties Loads Recovery
o. 0 N G

0 m 0 r
0 f e n 1 S
f t 1 d t

C G r N 1 r C
0 G a 1 0 n A 0 P u 0

n P R u c n e n r 0 c n
n r I s 1 a I i t 1 t t
e 0 D s i r s s h P n u 0

c p n 0 0 0 T r G t r u
t e P P e t t t h e r S S e r
1 r 0 0 a r r r e s a t t F
v t i i r 0 0 0 r s v r r 0 P P
1 i n n 1 p P P m u 1 e e r 1 1
t e t t t 1 1 i a r t s s c 0 0

y s s s y c c c 1 e y s s e t t
CBEAM PBEAM 3 16* X 1 X X X X X

PBCOMP
CGAP PGAP 3 0 X X

CHEXA PSOLID 8 8 X 1 9 X X X X X X
CONROD - - - - - 2 1 X 1 X X X X X
CPENTA PSOLID 6 6 X 1 9 X X X X X X
CQUAD4 PSHELL 4 5* X 1 2 8 X X X X X X X X

PCOMP
CROD PROD 2 1 X 1 X X X X X

CTETRA PSOLID 4 1 X 1 9 X X X X X X
CTRIA3 PSHELL 3 5* X 1 2 8 X X X X X X X X

PCOMP
CTUBE PTUBE 2 1 X 1 X X X X X

NOTES:
1. Integers listed. under Material properties identify (i) on MATi Bulk Data entries.
2. MATSl and CREEP may be attached to MATI.
3. Edge nodes are not applicable to nonlinear elements.
4. * may be changed by the user.
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1.3 PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE 

The software has a modular structure to separate functional capabilities which are organized 
under an efficient executive system. The program is divided into a series of independent 
subprograms, called functional modules. A functional module is capable of performing a 
pre-defined subset of operations. It is the Executive System that identifies every module to 
execute by MPL (Module Properties List). 

The Executive System processes the input data by IFP (Input File Processor) and the general 
initialization, which are known as Preface,operations. It then establishes and controls the sequence 
of module executions in the OSCAR (Operation Sequence Control Array) based on the 
user-specified DMAP (Direct Matrix Abstraction Program) or solution sequence. The Executive 
System allocates system files to the data blocks in the FIAT (File Allocation Table) and maintains 
a parameter table for module interface. The Executive System is also responsible for the database 
management and all the input and output operations by GINO (General Input/Output 
Routines). 

The functional module consists of a number of subroutines. Modules communicate with 
each other only through secondary storage files, called data blocks (matrix or table). Each 
module performs a certain function with input data blocks and produces output data blocks. A 
module may communicate with the Executive System and with other modules through 
parameters, which may be input and/or output variables of the module. Modules utilize main 
memory dynamically. If the size of the main memory is insufficient to complete an operation, the 
module uses scratch files, which reside in the secondary storage as an extension of the main 
memory. This is known as a spill operation. 

DMAP is a kind of macro program using a data block oriented language. The solution 
sequence is a collection of module statements written in the DMAP language tailored to process a 
sequential series of operations, resulting in a specific type of structural analysis. A typical solution 
sequence consists of three phases of functional operations: formation, assembly, and reduction of 
matrices; solution of equations; and data recovery. Solution sequences that process superelements 
have built-in superelement loops in the first and the last phases. 

The nonlinear solution sequences have built-in loops in the second phase for subcase 
changes, load increments, and stiffness matrix updates. Nested in this DMAP loop, nonlinear 
solution processes comprise a number of internal iteration loops. Confining the discussion to SOL 
106 and SOL 129, the hierarchy of the nonlinear looping is shown in Fig. 1.3.1. Central to the 
nonlinear processes are modules NLITER and NLTRD2 for SOL 106 and SOL 129, respectively. 
These modules are self-contained to perform iterations for converged solutions. 
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- - - - DMAP Control Loops

Module Control Loops

- 0 - 0 Subroutine Control Loops

SUBCASES (BOUNDARIES, TEMPERATURES, LOADS, OUTPUTS),-------------------
LOAD INCREMENTS (NLITER FOR STATIC),-------------

TIME STEPS (NLTRD2 FOR TRANSIENT)

STIFFNESS MATRIX UPDATES,---------
ITERATIONS (VECTOR ARITHMETIC)

LINE SEARCHES

ELEMENTS (NLEMG),0_0_0-
INTERNAL RELAXATION
(FOR BEAM, HEXA, AND PENTA),0_0_0_0_0-

VOLUME INTEGRATION (GAUSS POINTS),0_0_0_._0_._.
STRAIN SUBINCREMENTS (NMATD),0_0_0_0_._.

I I I I STRESS COMPONENTS

Figure 1.3.1 Hierarchy of Nonlinear Looping
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1.4 RUDIMENTS of USER INTERFACE 

The input data structure, as was designed originally, still has the most popular format consisting 
of an optional header, Executive Control Section, Case Control Section, and Bulk 
Data Section. All the features and principles for the user interface are common in the software. 
Needless to say, all the features of the user interface for nonlinear analysis are compatible with 
those for the linear analysis. Review Reference [1.1] for details of the general features. Any 
exceptions for nonlinear analysis will be explained in the relevant chapters that follow. 

Mechanical design is dictated by the strength, dynamic, and stability characteristics of the 
structure. The software provides the analysis capabilities of these characteristics with solution 
sequences, each of which is designed for specific applications. The type of desired analysis is 
specified in the Executive Control Section by using a solution sequence identification. SOL 66 (or 
106) is designed for static, quasi-static, and buckling analyses. SOL 99 (or 129) provides 
nonlinear transient response analysis. 

The basic input data required for a finite element analysis may be classified as follows: 
• Geometric data 

• Element data 

• Material data 

• Boundary conditions and constraints 

• Loads and enforced motions 
• Solution methods 

The first three classes of data may not be changed during the course of an analysis whereas the last 
three classes of data may be changed in midcourse via subcases under the Case Control Section. 
Examples of input data are illustrated in Tables 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 for nonlinear static and dynamic 
analyses, respectively. 
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Table 1.4.1 Example Input Data for Nonlinear Static Analysis

ID TETRAC,V65 $ CJS 18-JULY-85
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT
TIME 8 $ FOR VAX
CEND $ END OF EXECUTIVE CONTROL DATA
TITLE = TEST OF CTETRA ELEMENT (CUBE SUBJECT TO UNIAXIAL LOADING)

SEALL = ALL $ FOR ALL MATRICIES
DISP = ALL
STRESS = ALL

SPC = 100
$ RESTART PARAMETERS
PARAM SUBID
PARAM LOADINC
PARAH LOOPID
SUBCASE 1

SUBTITLE = ELASTIC -- LOAD TO 850. PSI
LABEL = LOAD TO YIELD
LOAD = 50
NLPARM = 50

SUBCASE 2
SUBTITLE = PLASTIC -- LOAD TO 1000. PSI
LABEL = LOAD BEYOND YIELD
LOAD = 100
NLPARM = 100

SUBCASE 4
SUBTITLE =ELASTIC -- UNLOAD COMPLETELY TO O. PSI
LABEL = FULL UNLOAD
LOAD = 200
NLPARM = 200

$OUTPUT (PLOT) $ PLOT DATA ADDED FOLLOWING THIS LINE IF NEEDED
$ END OF CASE CONTROL DATA
BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS FOR NONLINEAR ITERATION
NLPARM 50 1 AUTO UPW NO
NLPARM 100 8 SEMI UPW NO
NLPARM 200 2 AUTO UPW NO

ENDDATA
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Table 1.4.2 Example Input Data for Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis

ID VGAP, V65 $ .SHL
SOL 99 $ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUT
TIME 5 $ FOR VAX
CEND $ END OF EXECUTIVE CONTROL DATA
TITLE = GAP VERIFICATION BY NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

SEALL = ALL $ FOR ALL MATRICIES
SET 1 = 201 $ ,202,200
SET 3 = 22 $ .23
SET 4 = 20 $ CONROD

DISP = 1
STRESS = 3 $ FOR GAP FORCES
ELFORCE = 4

LOADSET = 20
'SPC = 100

$ RESTART PARAMETERS
$PARAM LOOPID
$PARAM STIME
SUBCASE 1 $ UP TO 0.5 SECONDS

DLOAD = 210
TSTEPNL = 22

SUBCASE 2 $ UP TO 1 SECOND
DLOAD.= 210
TSTEPNL = 21

OUTPUT (XYFLOT)
CSCALE = 1.3

XTITLE = TIME IN SECONDS
YTITLE = DISPLACEMENT IN INCHES
YMIN = O.
YMAX = 15.

XYPLOT DISP RESP/201(T1).202(T1).200(T1)
$ END OF CASE CONTROL DATA
BEGIN BULK
TSTEPNL 21 200 .0025 2 AUTO 10 W

ENDDATA
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1.4.1  Case Control Section 

The Case Control Section may be regarded as a central control panel where select switches for 
input and output are set. The primary purpose of the Case Control Data is to define subcases. 
The subcase structure provides a unique means of changing loads, boundary conditions, and 
solution methods by making selections from the Bulk Data. Confining the discussion to SOL 66 
(or 106) and SOL 99 (or 129), loads and solution methods may change from subcase to subcase 
on an incremental basis. However, constraints can be changed from subcase to subcase only in 
the static solution sequence. As a result, the subcase structure determines a sequence of loading 
and constraint paths in a nonlinear analysis. The subcase structure also allows the user to select 
and change output requests for printout, plot, etc., by specifying set numbers with keywords. Any 
selections made above the subcase specifications are applicable to all the subcases. Selections 
made in an individual subcase supersede the selections made above the subcases. Table 1.4.3 
summarizes the Case Control Data for nonlinear analysis. 
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Table 1.4.3 Summary of Nonlinear Case Control Data

Load Selection .
LOAD
CLOAD
DLOAD
LOADSET
NONLINEAR
IC

Solution Method
Selection

METHOD
NLPARM
TSTEPNL

Output Requests
DISPLACEMENT
VELOCITY
ACCELERATION
ELFORCE
STRESS
SPCFORCES
NLLOAD
OUTPUT (PLOT)

Superelement Control
SUPER

SEALL

SEKR

SELG

SELR

SEMG

SEMR

Selects static loading condition
Selects static load combination for· superelements
Selects dynamic loading conditions
Selects static load sets defined on the Bulk data LSEQ
Selects nonlinear loading (NOLINi) for transient response
Selects initial conditions for transient respon~e

Selects methods for eigenvalue analysis
Selects iteration methods for nonlinear static analysis
Selects iteration methods for nonlinear transient analysis

Requests output for displacements of physical points
Rquests output for velocities of physical points
Requests output for acceleration of physical points
Requests output for element forces
Requests output for element stresses
Requests output for constraint forces of SPC points
Requests output for NOLINi in transient response
Requests the beginning of the plotter output

Specifies the superelement identification number and the
load sequence number
Combines the functions of SEMG, SELG, SEKR, SEMR,
and SELR
Specifies the superelement identification numbers for which
stiffness matrices will be assembled and reduced
Specifies the superelement identification numbers for which
load vectors will be generated
Specifies the superelement identification numbers for which
the static load matrices will be assembled and reduced
Specifies the superelement identification numbers for which
stiffness, mass, and damping matrices will be generated
Specifies the superelement identification numbers for which
the mass and damping matrices will be assembled and reduced
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1.4.2 Bulk Data Section

The primary input media is the Bulk Data, where all details of the input data are specified.
Some of the Bulk Data may not be used during a program execution if they are not selected in
the Case Control Data. The nonlinear Bulk Data are summarized in Table 1.4.4. All the input
data specially designed for nonlinear analysis will be described in the relevant chapters that
follow. Descriptions of the Bulk Data pertinent to nonlinear analysis are listed in Appendix A.

Table 1.4.4 Summary of Nonlinear Bulk Data

Element Connectivity
CBEAM Defines connection for beam element
CGAP Defines connection for gap or frictonal element
CHEXA Defines connection for six-sided solid element
CONROD Defines connection and properties for rod
CPENTA Defines connection for five-sided solid element
CQUAD4 Defines connection for quadrilateral element with bending

and membrane stiffness
CROD Defines connection for rod with axial and torsional stiffness
CTETRA Defines connection for four-sided solid element
CTRIA3 Defines connection for triangular element with bending a.nd

membrane stiffness
CTUBE Defines connection for a tube

Element Properties
PBCOMP Defines properties for composite CBEAM
PBEAM Defines properties for CBEAM
PCOMP Defines properties for composite material laminate
PGAP Defines properties for CGAP
PROD Defines properties for CROD
PSHELL Defines properties for CTRIA3 and CQUAD4
PSOLID Defines properties for CHEXA, CPENTA and CTETRA
PTUBE Defines properties for CTUBE
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Material Properties
CREEP Defines creep material properties
MAT2 Defines anisotropic material properties for shell elements

MAT8 Defines orthotropic material properties for shell elements

MAT9 Defines anisotropic material properties for solid elements
MATSl Defines properties for plastic and nonlinear elastic material

TABLESl Defines a function for stress-dependent material properties
TABLEST Combines many TABLESl entries for

temperature dependent material properties

Constraints
SPC Defines single-point constraints and enforced displacements
SPCl Defines single-point constraints
MPC Defines a linear relationship for two or more degrees of freedom

Loads
CLOAD Defines a static load combination for superelement loads
FORCEi Defines concentrated load at grid point
LSEQ Defines static load sets for dynamic analysis
MOMENTi Defines moment at a grid point
NOLINi Defines nonlinear transient load
PLOAD Defines pressure loads on QUAD4 and TRlA3
PLOAD2 Defines pressure loads on shell elements, QUAD4 and TRlA3
PLOAD4 Defines pressure loads on surfaces of HEXA, PENTA, TETRA

TRlA3, and QUAD4 elements
RFORCE Defines load due to centrifugal force field
TEMP Defines temperature at grid points
TEMPPi Defines temperature field for surface elements
TEMPRB Defines temperature field for line elements
TIC Specifies initial values for displacement and velocity
TLOADi Defines loads as a function of time

Solution Methods
NLPARM Defines iteration methods for nonlinear static analysis
NLPCI Defines arc-length methods for nonlinear static analysis
TSTEPNL Specifies integration and iteration methods

for nonlinear transient analysis
EIGB Defines eigenvalue extraction method for buckling analysis
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1.4.3 Parameters 

Parameters constitute an important part of input data in their own right because they maintain 
communications among the user, DMAP, and modules. Parameters are single-valued input data, 
used for requesting special features or specifying miscellaneous data. Parameters are initialized in 
the MPL, which can be overridden by a DMAP initialization. Modules may change the parameter 
values while the program is running. 

There are two different types of parameters: user parameters (V,Y,name in the DMAP) and 
DMAP (non-user) parameters. For the user parameters, users are authorized to change the initial 
values by specifying PARAM data in the Bulk Data Section or occasionally in the Case Control 
Section. Many options are con-trolled by user-specified parameters. Table 1.4.5 lists the parameters 
used in nonlinear solution sequences 64, 66, 99, 106 and 129. Key parameters which allow options 
for nonlinear analyses are listed below: 

AUTOSPCR Default = NO in SOL 66 or 106 
 Provides for automatic single-point constraints for the residual structure. 

BETA Default = 0.333333 in SOL 99 or 129 
The value of BETA is the transient integration control factor for the 
Newmark-Beta method with AUTO and TSTEP methods. 

BUCKLE Default = -1 
If a value of 1 is specified in SOL 66 or 106, nonlinear buckling analysis is 
activated. This capability should be used in the restart runs. 

CNSTRT Default = 1 for SOL 64 only 
 This parameter is used to control restarts but not recommended. 

DBDR.NL Default = 0 for SOLs 66, 99, 106, and 129 

By default in SOLs 66, 99, 106, and 129, the database directory is printed upon 
completion of the nonlinear analysis phase. PARAM, DBDRNL, -1 will suppress 
this printout. 

K6ROT Default = 100.0 for SOLs 66, 99, 106, and 129 
If K6ROT > 0.0, then stiffness is added to the normal rotation for QUAD4 and 
TRIA3 elements. This is an alternative method to suppress the grid point 
singularities, and is intended primarily for geometric nonlinear analysis. The 
recommended value is in the range of 10.0 to 1.0E+4. 
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LANGLE Default = 1
In SOL 66 (or 106) and SOL 99 (or 129), large rotations (using
PARAM,LGDISP) are treated by the gimbal angle approach through a de
fault option. A rotation vector approach is implemented in Version 67, and
can be selected by PARAM,LANGLE with a value of 2.

LGDISP Default = -1
If LGDISP=l, all the nonlinear elements allowed in SOLs 66 and 99 will
be assumed to have large displacement effects (updated element coordinates
and follower forces). If LGDISP=-l, no large displacement effects will be
considered. If LGDISP=2, follower force effects will be ignored while large
displacement is accounted for.

LOADINC Default = 1
Defines the beginning load step of the subcase in which the restart analysis
is to be initiated in SOL 66.

LOOPID Default = 0
Defines the loop number for initial conditions in SOL 66 or SOL 99 for
restarts.

MAXLP Default = 5
Maximum number of iterations allowed internally for element relaxation and
material point subincrement processes in SOL 99 (or 129). This parameter
is set to 10 in SOL 66 (or 106), which does not allow user's specification of
any other value.

NDAMP Default = 0.025 for SOLs 99 and 129 only

Numerical damping introduced in the two-point integration (ADAPT
method in SOL 99 or 129) for numerical stability (implemented in Version
67). The numerical damping increases as the value of NDAMP increases,
with zero being no numerical damping. Recommended range is from 0.0 to
0.1. For most cases the value of 0.01 is adequate.

NLAYERS Default = 5 (minimum = 1, maximum = 12)

This parameter defines the number of layers used to integrate through the
thickness of isotropic material nonlinear QUAD4 and TRIA3 elements. Set
NLAYERS=1 for efficiency if no bending is selected (MID2 = 0 or -1 on
all PSHELL data entries). A larger value of NLAYERS will give greater
accuracy at the cost of computing time and storage requirements.
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NMLOOP Default = 0
In Version 67, nonlinear modal analysis capability is built in SOL 106 with
PARAM, NMLOOP. In SOL 106, normal modes can be computed with the
updated stiffness if PARAM, NMLOOP, n is specified where n is the desired
LOOPID. This option also requires the presence of the METHOD command
in the Case Control section and EIGR or EIGRL entry in the Bulk Data
section.

OUTPUT Default = 0
In SOL 64 this parameter is used in geometric nonlinear analysis to control
restarts in a loop. If it is desired to skip operations in the loop prior to stress
recovery, set OUTPUT=-1 (and usually set NODATA=-1).

SDATA Default = 1
In SOL 99 (or 129), SDATA=-1 with the proper value (last value) for
LOOPID allows data recovery restarts, skipping nonlinear computation loop.

SKPLOAD Default = 1
This parameter is used to control the calculation of loads, as an efficiency
feature. If the loads of the present subcase are the same as in the previous
case, set SKPLOAD=-l. The default causes recalculation of the loads, even
if they do not change (SOL 64 only).

SKPMTRX Default = 1
This parameter is used to control the matrix reduction and decomposition,
an efficiency feature in geometric nonlinear analysis (SOL 64). IT the matrix
of the present subcase is the same as in the previous case (sometimes called
right side iterations), set SKPMTRX=-l. Use of this parameter results in
a lower solution cost per iteration, but will usually require more iterations
for convergence.

SLOOPID Default = 0
In SOL 99 (or 129) transient analysis, this parameter identifies the initial
conditions from a previous SOL 66 (or 106) nonlinear static solution. The
printout LOOPID=x is given for each subase and load increment in SOL 66.
Setting SLOOPID=x and providing the static data base will cause SOL 99
to start from the static deformed position.
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SMALLDB Default = -1 (No longer available from Version 66)

This parameter is provided in SOL 66 to allow a small database option in
connection with the "INTOUT" field of the NLPARM entry. With a value
of 1, the database will retain only those data blocks corresponding to the
load steps for which an output request is made by the "INTOUT" field in
the NLPARM entry. Restarts will be restricted to those starting from these
steps.

SSG3 Default = 0
This parameter is used to control restarts in a loop for geometric nonlinear
analysis (SOL 64). If it is desired to skip operations in the loop prior to
FBS (for example, restart after time limit), set SSG3 = -1 (and usually set
NODATA = -1).

STIME Default = 0.0
In SOL 99 (or 129) restarts from previous SOL 99 runs, the user provides
STIME=tN, where tN is the last time step of the subcase to be continued
with a new or changed subcase in the new run. Thus the loading and printout
will start from tN as though the original run contained the new subcase data.

SUBID Default = 1
Defines the record number of the case control data (for SEID=O) in which
the beginning load step is defined for the restart in SOL 66 (or 106). In
SOL 64, SUBID is the subcase identification number (from a previous SOL
64 run) used for an initial guess.

SUBSKP Default = 0
Controls the skipping of subcases which are not desired in geometric non
linear analysis. SUBSKP can be used on restart to skip completed cases or
can be used to delete the static (first) or differential (second) subcase. The
number of subcases to be skipped is input, not the subcase ID number. The
default discards all previous results and is equivalent to a cold start.

TABS Default = 0.0
This is used to convert units of the temperature input (OF or °C) to the
absolute temperature, i.e.,

PARAM, TABS, 273.16 when Celsius is used

PARAM, TABS, 459.69 when Fahrenheit is used

Refer to the Bulk Data entry CREEP for a creep analysis with SOL 66 (or
106). Refer to PARAM,SIGMA for heat transfer analysis.
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TESTNEG Default = -1 for SOL 64, -2 for Newton's method in SOL 66, +1 for arc
length method in SOL 66 and SOL 106

Controls SOL 64 and SOL 66 solution sequence when negative terms are en
countered on the factor diagonal of matrix decomposition. Negative terms
indicate that the differential stiffness has introduced a structural instabil
ity. The instability may be real (structural buckling) or mathematical (the
current iteration appears unstable, but a stable solution exists).

Value Result
-1 Stop if negative terms occur.

+1 or 0 Continue if negative terms occur.
-2 If negative terms exist, do not use

differential stiffness.
+2 Do not use differential stiffness.

TESTSE Default = 1.0 X 1036

Used to control iterations within subcases for SOL 64. For subcases 1 and 2,
the output is skipped if the strain energy is greater than TESTSE. For sub
cases 3 onward, the solution iterates within the subcase until the incremental
strain energy is less than TESTSE.

TSTATIC Default = -1 (SOL 99 or 129 only)

If TSTATIC=l, a static solution may be obtained in SOL 99 by ignoring
inertial and damping forces. This option is available only with the adaptive
method, specified by ADAPT in the TSTEPNL.

W3,W4 Default = 0.0
The damping matrix for transient analysis is assembled from the equation

The values of W3 and W4 are used for w3 and w4, respectively. The default
values of 0.0 for W3 and W4 cause the associated terms in the damping
matrix to be set equal to zero, regardless of the presence of the PARAMeter
G or [Kjd] terms. The units for W3 and W4 are radians per unit time.
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Table 1.4.5 PARAMeters used in Nonlinear Solution Sequences

NOTES:
B - Usable in the Bulk Data Section only

E - Usable in either the Bulk Data or Case Control Data Section

PARAMETER SOLUTION

NAME SEQUENCE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

64 66 99

ASING B E E 0 Removes singularities by appropriate techniques

AUTOSPC B E E NO Specifies automatic single-point-constraints

AUTOSPCR E B NO Specifies automatic SPC's for residual structure

BAILOUT E E 0 Terminates superelement program with singularities

BETA B 0.33333 Specifies control factor for Newmark-Beta method

BUCKLE E -1 Selects nonlinear buckling analysis for restarts

CB1,2 E 1.0 Selects superelement damping matrix coefficients

CKl,2,3 E E 1.0 Selects superelement stiffness matrix coefficients

CM1,2 E E 1.0 Selects superelement mass matrix coefficients

CNSTRT B 1 Controls restarts for constraint change

COUPMASS B E E -1 Generates coupled rather than lumped mass matrices

CURV E -1 Computes stress data in a material coordinate system

CURVPLOT E -1 Requests x-y (curve) plots

DBCLEAN B B B 0 Empties database

DBDICT B B B -1 Prints database dictionary at the end and beginning

DBDRNL E E E 0 Prints database dictionary in the nonlinear loop

DBINIT B B B 0 Initializes database with empty data blocks

DBNAME B B B DBOl Specifies database name

DBNBLKS B B B 4000 Sets maximum number of GINO blocks

DBSETi B B B 0 Specifies database subsets for storing and fetching

DBSORT B B B 5 Sorts printout of database dictionary

DLOAD B B B 0 Indicates no other changes except for loads

DOPT E 0 Controls x spacing of curves for CURVPLOT
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PARAMETER SOLUTION

NAME SEQUENCE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

64 66 99

EPPRT E E E 1.0E-8 Prints singularities of stiffness matrix

EPSBIG E 1.0E+8 Turning parameter for generalized dynamic reduction

EPSMALC E 1.0E-8 Turning parameter for generalized dynamic reduction

EPSMALU E 1.0E-1O Turning parameter for generalized dynamic reduction

EPZERO B E E 1.0E-8 Determines printed singularities compared to EPPRT

ERROR E E -1 Terminates run for superelement errors

EST B E E 2 Requests element measure and volume computation

FACTOR B B B 10,000 Generates SEQUID on SEQGP entry

GPECT B E E -1 Prints all elements connected to each grid point

GRDPNT B E E -1 Executes Grid Point Weight Generator

G E 0.0 Specifies uniform structural damping coefficient

HFREQ E 1.0E+30 Defines upper limit of frequency range

INRLM E 0 Requests appending of inertia relief modes

KDIAG E 1.0 Applies value of a spring constant to all DOF's

K6ROT E E E 100.0 Assigns stiffness to normal rotation of QUAD4

and TRIA3

LANGLE E E 1 Selects gimbal angle approach for large rotations if 1

and rotation vector approach if 2

LFREQ E 0.0 Defines lower limit of frequency range

LGDISP E E -1 Selects large displacement effects

LMODES E 0 Defines number of lowest modes

LOADINC E 1 Specifies load increment ID for restarts

LOOPID E E 0 Specifies loop ID in the database for restarts

MAXLP E 5 Maximum number of iterations for internal loop

MAXRATIO E E E 1.0E+5 Determines the singularity of the stiffness matrix

MODEL B B B 0 Stores several models in the database

MPCX B B B 0 Controls MPC and rigid element processing on restarts

NDAMP E 0.025 Specifies numerical damping in ADAPT method

NEWDYN E 1 Executes MTRXIN, GKAD, and GKAM modules
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PARAMETER SOLUTION

NAME SEQUENCE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

64 66 99

NEWSEQ B B B 3 Selects option used in Sequencing Processor module

NINTPTS E 10 Requests CURV to interpolate over all elements

NLAYERS B B 5 Specifies number of integration points through

thickness for QUAD4 and TRIA3

NOCOMPS E 1 Supresses composite stress output

NODATA B B B 0 Indicates no changes in Bulk Data

NOMECH E -1 Controls spurious mechanisms

NOTRED E 0 Controls t-set reduction

OG E 0 Calculates stress/strain data at grid points for CURV

OLDELM B 1 Computes element forces using old method

OPTION E ABS Sums structural responses using given convention

OUTOPT E 0 Sets format for output quantities computed by CURV

OUTPUT B 0 Jumps to data recovery

PDRMSG E 1 Suppresses data recovery messages

PLOT B E E 1 Jumps to undeformed plot

PLOTSUP E E 0 Makes undeformed plots for superelements

PLTMSG E E 1 Suppresses undeformed plot messages

POST E 1 Stores post-processing data blocks in database

PRGPST B E E YES Suppresses singularity printout

PROUT B E E -1 Suppresses execution and printout from ELTPRT

PRPHIVZ E 1.0E+37 Prints eigenvector matrix for general dynamic

reduction

RESDUAL E E 1 Skips to nonlinear operations (Phase II)

RSPECTRA E -1 Requests calculation of response spectra

RSPRINT E 0 Suppresses tabulated values of response spectra

SDATA E 1 Obtains additional solution set output

SEFINAL B B -1 Indicates no data changes if change SEFINAL

SEMAP B B SEMAP Determines partitioning of superelements .
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PARAMETER SOLUTION

NAME SEQUENCE DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

64 66 99

SEMAPOPT B B 42 Places exterior superelement grids on CSUPER

SEMAPPRT B B 3 Prints SEMAP table

SENAME E E SENAME Identifies superelement by name

SEQOUT B B B 0 Controls output options for NEWSEQ

SKPLOAD E 1 Skips load vector calculation

SKPMTRX E 1 Skips matrix reduction and decomposition

SLOOPID B 0 Specifies loop ID from SOL66 database for restart

SMALLDB E -1 Selects small database option

SOLID B B B 0 Stores several solutions in same database

SPCGEN B E E 0 Places automatic SPC's in SPC1 format

SSG3 B 0 Skips operations prior to FBS

START B B B 0 Defines number of grid points for NEWSEQ

STIME E 0.0 Specifies time step for restarts

SUBID B E 1 Specifies subcase ID for restarts

SUBSKP B 0 Skips a number of subcases for restarts

SUPER B B B 0 Deletes ungrouped grid points

TABID E 2 Controls punch for response spectra

TABS E 0.0 Converts units of temperature input to absolute

TESTNEG E E -1/-2/1 Tests for negative terms on factor diagonal of matrix

TESTSE E 1.0E+36 Tests for strain energy for iteration control

TSTATIC E 0 Selects static solution with TSTATIC=1 in SOL 99

using ADAPT method in TSTEPNL

USETPRT B E E -1 Selects output type for degrees of freedom

USETSEL B E E 0 Controls sets for row list output option

WTMASS B E E 1.0 Multiplies terms of structural mass matrix by value

W3,W4 E 0.0 Selects frequency for conversion of damping
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1.4.4 Nonlinear Element Output Codes for Plotting

Nonlinear elements (which reference nonlinear geometry and/or material) have different codes
from linear elements. The codes for linear elements can be found in the User's Manual, Vol. li.
The following codes may be used in SOL 66 (or 106) and SOL 99 (or 129).

(All items are stresses unless otherwise denoted)
Element Narne Word or

(Code) Component Item
CBEAM 2 External grid point ID

(94) 3 C (alpha-numeric value)
4 Long. stress at point C I

5 Equivalent stress
6 Total strain
7 Effective plastic strain
8 Effective creep strain

(Item codes 3 thru 8 are repeated
for points D, E and F. Then the entire
record (from 2 through N) is repeated
for end B of the element.)

CGAP 2 COMP-X
(86) 3 SHEAR-Y

4 SHEAR-Z
5 AXIAL-U
6 SHEAR-V
7 SHEAR-W
8 SLIP-V
9 SLIP-W

CHEXA 2 Grid/Gauss
(93) 3 External grid ill (0 = center)

4 STRESS-X
5 STRESS-Y
6 STRESS-Z
7 STRESS-XV
8 STRESS-YZ
9 STRESS-ZX
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Element Name Word or
(Code) Component Item

CHEXA 10 Equivalent stress
(93) 11 Effective plastic strain

(cont.) 12 Effective creep strain
13 STRAIN-X
14 STRAIN-Y
15 STRAIN-Z
16 STRAIN-XY
17 STRAIN-YZ
18 STRAIN-ZX

19-146 Items 3 through 17 repeated for 8 corners

CONROD Same as CROD
(92)

CPENTA Same as CHEXA but with only 6 corners
(91)

CQUAD4 2 ZI = Fibre distance 1 (Plane stress only)
(90) 3 STRESS-X (at ZI, if plane stress)

4 STRESS-Y (at ZI, if plane stress)
5 STRESS-Z (Plane strain only)
6 STRESS-XV (at ZI, if plane stress)
7 Equivalent stress (at ZI, if plane stress)
8 Plastic strain (at ZI, if plane stress)
9 Creep strain (at ZI, if plane stress)
10 STRAIN-X (at ZI, if plane stress)
11 STRAIN-Y (at ZI, if plane stress)
12 STRAIN-Z (Plane strain only)
13 STRAIN-XY (at ZI, if plane stress)

14-25 Items 2 through 13 repeated for fibre
distance Z2 (Plane stress only)
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Element Name Word or
(Code) Component Item

CROD 2 Axial stress
(89) 3 Equivalent stress

4 Total strain
5 Effective plastic strain
6 Effective creep strain
7 Linear torsional stress

CTETRA Same as CHEXA except with only 4 corners
(85)

CTRIA3 Same as CQUAD4
(88)

CTUBE Same as CROD
(87)
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1.5 NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS AND 
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Modeling for nonlinear analysis is not exempted from the guidelines for good modeling practice 
pertaining to linear analysis [1.1], which are summarized as follows: 

• The analyst should have some insight into the behavior of the structure to be modeled; 
otherwise, a simple model should be the starting point. 

• Substructuring should be considered for the modularity of the model and/or synergism 
between projects and agencies involved. 

• The size of the model should be determined based on the purpose of the analysis, the 
trade-offs between accuracy and efficiency, and the scheduled deadline. 

• Prior contemplation of the geometric modeling will increase efficiency in the long run. 
Factors to be considered include selection of coordinate systems, symmetric considerations 
for simplification, and systematic numbering of nodal points and elements for easy 
classification of locality. 

• Discretization should be based on the anticipated stress gradient, i.e., a finer mesh in the area 
of stress concentrations. 

• Element types and the mesh size should be judiciously chosen. For example, avoid highly 
distorted and/or stretched elements (with high aspect ratio); use TRIA3 and TETRA only 
for geometric or topological reasons. 

• The model should be verified prior to the analysis by some visual means, such as plots and 
graphic displays. 

Nonlinear analysis requires better insight into structural behavior. First of all, the type of 
nonlinearities involved must be determined. If there is a change in constraints due to contact 
during loading, the problem may be classified as a boundary nonlinear problem and would require 
GAP elements or some surface contact algorithm. The material nonlinearity is characterized by 
material properties. However, the material nonlinear effects may or may not be significant 
depending on the magnitude and duration of the loading, and occasionally on environmental 
conditions. The anticipated stress level would be a key to this issue. The geometric nonlinearity is 
characterized by large rotations which usually cause large displacements. Intuitively, geometric 
nonlinear effects should be significant if the deformed shape of the structure appears distinctive 
from the original geometry without amplifying the displacements. There is no distinct limit for 
large displacements because geometric nonlinear effects are related to the dimensions of the 
structure and the boundary conditions. The key to this issue is to know where the loading point is 
in the load-deflection curve of the critical area. 

The model is accepted for nonlinear analysis by SOL 66 or SOL 99, if it consists of: 
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• a parameter LGDISP (for geometric nonlinearity);

• any GAP element (CGAP and PGAP);

• any active nonlinear material data (specified on MATSl and/or CREEP);

• or any combination thereof.

The model may consist of superelements, but only the residual structure (superelement 0)
may consist of nonlinear elements, mixed with any type of linear elements. All the GAP
elements are always actively nonlinear if included in the residual structure. However, other
potentially nonlinear elements in the residual structure become actively nonlinear only if a
parameter, LGDISP, is used and/or if they use the nonlinear material data specified on the
MATSl and/or CREEP data entries.

The nonproportionalloading introduces additional nonlinearity to the structural mechan
ics problem. This nonlinearity is manifested in the path-dependent problems such as plastic
deformation, creep deformation, and contact problems with frictional forces. The cyclic load
ing, which belongs to this category of nonlinearity, makes the problem more complicated with
another nonlinearity known as the Baushinger effect. Such a nonlinearity is characterized by
a loading path, which can be controlled by multiple subcases in SOLs 66 and 99. When the
analysis involves a path-independent nonlinear problem such as a purely geometric nonlinear
problem, an incremental process may not be required. For computational efficiency, however,
the analysis of such a problem does frequently need incremental solutions.

With these points in mind, additional recommendations are imperative for nonlinear anal
ysis:

• Identify the type of nonlinearity and localize the nonlinear region for computational
efficiency. If unsure, perform a linear analysis by SOL 61 (or 24) or SOL 69 (or 27) prior
to the nonlinear analysis by SOL 66 or SOL 99, respectively.

• Segregate the linear region by using superelements and/or linear elements if possible.
Notice that the potentially nonlinear elements can be used as linear elements.

• The nonlinear region usually requires a finer mesh. Use a finer mesh if severe element
distortions or stress concentrations are anticipated.

• Be prepared for restarts with the database properly stored in cases of divergence and
changing constraints or loading paths via subcases.

• The subcase structure should be utilized properly to divide the load or time history for
conveniences in restarts, data recovery, and database storage control, not to mention
changing constraints and loading paths.

• The load or time for the subcase should then be further divided into increments, not to
exceed 20 load steps (for SOL 66) or 200 time steps (for SOL 99) in each subcase.
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• Many options are available in solution methods to be specified on NLPARM (for SOL
66) or TSTEPNL (for SOL 99) data entries. The defaults should 1>e used on all options
before gaining experience.

• Caution should be exercised in specifying GAP properties. In particular, the closed gap
stiffness should not exceed the stiffness of the adjacent degree of freedom by 1000 times.

• Normal rotation for QUAD4 and TRIA3 should be restrained by a parameter K6ROT
when the geometric nonlinearity is involved.

• Understand the basic theory of plasticity or creep before using these capabilities.

• Caution should be exercised in preparing input data for creep, because they are unit
dependent.

• For the transient analysis by SOL 99, some damping is desirable and the massless degree
of freedom should be avoided.

• The time step size for a transient response analysis should be carefully determined based
on the highest natural frequency of interest because it has significant effects on the
efficiency as well as the accuracy.

For any anomalies, refer to errors and limitations listed in the User's Manual Volume II.
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Chapter 2

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

2.1 DISCRETE SYSTEM FOR A
NONLINEAR CONTINUUM MODEL

Theories in solid mechanics are dictated by three governing relationships [2.1]:

• The state equilibrium that requires

(2.1.1)

where Uij are stress tensor components, bi are body forces, and x j are space coordinates;

• The constitutive relations represented by stress-strain relations, e.g., for linear elasticity,

(2.1.2)

where €kl are strain tensor components and Dijkl are elastic constants;

• The compatibility represented by strain-displacement relations, e.g., for a small defor
mation,

(2.1.3)

where Ui 'are displacements.

These systems of governing differential equations must be satisfied for every infinitesimal
element throughout the domain of the continuum. The complete set of state variables, nam~ly
displacements, may be determined by solving these systems of equations supplemented by
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boundary conditions, and in dynamic situations by initial conditions as well. For the non
linear problems, the governing equations should be satisfied throughout the history of load
application. The material nonlinearity is manifested in the constitutive relations. The geo
metric nonlinearity is pronounced in the strain-displacement relations, but it also affects the
equilibrium equation by changing applied loads. Changes in constraints affect the boundary
conditions, which constitute contact problems..

Most of the known solutions for the solid mechanics problems are based on ideal geometry
and linear approximations. However, the real nature is more complicated and inherently
nonlinear. The linear system is a very particular case of a general problem. Even the nonlinear
solutions that we seek deal with only a small subset of special cases in a general category
of nonlinear problems. When the nonlinear system is confronted, no general mathematical
solutions exist and superposition no longer applies. The system may even be nonconservative.

The first phase of the structural analysis is the idealization of a physical system into a
simpler and more manageable engineering problem. The idealization process involves simpli
fications of the geometry, boundary and joint conditions, and loading conditions, etc. using
engineering intuitions, experimental data, empirical observations, and classical solutions. If the
idealized structural system renders a problem that can:~lot be resorted to a classical method of
analysis, further idealization is required, namely discretization, for numerical analysis.

Finite elements represent spatial discretization of a continuum. As such, however, they do
not immediately impose nonlinearity. When nonlinearity has to be taken into account for large
displacements and/or stresses, a numerical model poses new dimensions to the discretization
in addition to the n-dimensional Euclidean space. That is, the discretization is applied to
time, load, and material properties by using piecewise linear curves. While discretization
allows approximate solutions by numerical methods, it introduces numerous mathematical
singularities which may complicate computational processes. Fortunately, the efficiency of
modern digital computers makes it feasible to apply complicated computational procedures to
the complex systems of engineering problems.

For the discrete system, governing differential equations are converted to algebraic equa
tions. The fin:ite element model represents a structure by an assemblage of fin:ite elements
interconnected at nodal points. State variables are the displacements (displacement method
or stiffness approach.) of the nodal points which carry fictitious forces representing distributed
stresses actually acting on the element boundaries. The equilibrium requirements are satisfied
at nodal points by the nodal force balance. The material constitutive laws are satisfied at the
integration points of the element. The compatibility is ensured by the displacement continuity
between elements. It is noted, however, that the compatibility of the non-conforming elements
is ensured by a patch test.
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2.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS

The variational principle renders the system governing equilibrium equations when applied to
a functional ll, representing a total potential of a continuum [2.2-2.5], i.e.,

II=U-W (2.2.1)

(2.2.2)
&IT

&{u} = 0oroIT = 0

where U is the strain energy of the system and W is the potential energy of the external loads.
The equilibrium equations can be obtained by invoking the principle of virtual work or the
Ritz method, i.e.,

which implies that the total pot.ential of the system must be stationary with respect to the
state variables (displacement) for equilibrium to be ensured. The functional IT is so called
because it involves the integral of implicit functions of the state variables, {u}.

Considering a three-dimensional continuum for a nonlinear problem, the stationarity con
dition results in

(2.2.3)

where the dots and 0 denote infinitesimal increments and arbitrary variations, respectively.
The left-hand side represents variations in the strain energy increment and the right-hand side
represents variations in the external work which consists of body forces bi (such as a gravity
load), traction forces ti at the boundary surface (such as pressure loads), and concentrated
forces Pi. Now it remains to determine admissible functions expressing the arguments of the
functional II in terms of state variables {u}, which are valid throughout the whole region and
'satisfy the boundary conditions.

The finite element method can be characterized by the following features distinguished
from the conventional Ritz methods or the matrix method for frame structures:

• The whole region of the system is divided into numerous subdomains, called finite ele
ments, which have simple geometrical shapes.

• The variational process is limited to each finite element, which aggregates into a whole
region when assembled.

• The admissible displacement field within each element, {u}, can be expressed in terms
of nodal displacements using interpolation functions known as shape functions, N, Le.,

{u} = [N]{u} (2.2.4)

where {u} is a displacement vector consisting of all nodal points of the element.
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matrix be evaluated only at the initial geometry. The software employs an approximate



where the element stiffness is

(2.2.10)

Notice that this expression represents an element stiffness due to the material stiffness without
geometric nonlinear effects. As will be shown later, an additional stiffness [J(d] due to initial
stresses should be included for an incremental process because the initial stresses exist from
the second increment.

The equilibrium must be satisfied in the whole region throughout the complete history of
load application. Equilibrium equations for the global discrete system are obtained when all
the elements are assembled, Le.,

(2.2.11)

where E over m denotes a summation over all elements. For the incremental process, the
equilibrium equation may be rewritten as

with

(2.2.12)

where {lTO} represents an initial stress or the stress state at the preceding load step.

Because of the approximations involved in the interpolation functions, the finite element
model provides an approximate solution even if the equilibrium equation (2.2.11) is satisfied
exactly. Consequently, the differential equations of equilibrium are not satisfied exactly even
for linear problems, but the error decreases as the finite element mesh is refined. This conver
gence condition is required and ensured by element formulations with regard to the element
convergence criteria. The convergence, however, may not be monotonic due to non-conforming
elements or reduced integration. By virtue of the non-conforming elements and the reduced
integration, the finite element model will have added flexibility and compensate the stiffening
effects by the displacement method. With a displacement approach, the finite element model
is generally known to produce a stiffer structure than in reality.
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2.3 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

The coordinate transformation is one of the most frequent operations in the finite element
method [2.6]. Vectors and matrices defined in a particular coordinate system can be trans-
formed into another system. Coordinate systems involved are:

€ Basic coordinate system: a cartesian coordinate system on which local coordinate systems
are defined

€ Local coordinate system: defined by the user in the Bulk Data, which may include special
coordinates such as cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems

€ Global coordinate system: a collective coordinate system which comprises all the local
coordinate systems specified for output quantities

€ Element coordinate system: a cartesian coordinate system unique to each element

€ Displaced element coordinate system: similar to element coordinate system but defined
in the displaced position

€ Material coordinate system: a cartesian coordinate sytem used to orient anisotropic
material properties

€ Modal coordinate system: a generalized coordinate system defined for each eigenmode.
It is noted that the global system is a cartesian coordinate system, although non-cartesian

coordinate systems are adopted to orient the local cartesian coordinates for output quantities.
In the software, all the displacements and forces, hence the system matrices, such as
the stiffness matrix, are expressed in the global coordinates. This implies that all the major
computations involved in the analysis are processed in cartesian coordinates. Element and
material coordinate systems are defined in the element connectivity description. Now we only
have to consider linear transformations between cartesian coordinate systems.

Let us consider a coordinate transformation between the primed and unprimed systems
which are right-handed cartesian coordinates. The transformation matrix T consists of direc-
tion cosines of unit vectors of the unprimed coordinate system, i.e.,



The forces and displacements are transformed from element to global
coordinates and vice versa, i.e.



2.4 DISPLACEMENT SETS AND
REDUCTION OF SYSTEM EQUATIONS

The equilibrium equations, and thus system matrices, are reduced in size using the displacement
set, which is a unique feature of this software. Mutually exclusive subsets of the global



from which the system is reduced to

(2.4.4)

where
K nn = G~n [Kmm Gmn + K mn] + [K;:n Gmn + K~n]

Pn = G~n Pm + ~
and

Qn = G~n Qm + Q~ .

The primes are used in K~n, P~, and Q~ to distinguish from K nn , Pn , and Qnl which are
resulting matrices after the reduction.

Equations in the n-set can be further reduced by eliminating single-point constraints, Le.,

(2.4.5)

which is reduced to
(2.4.6)

where
(by SSG2)

with
Us = Ys'

Notice that the effects of constraint forces (Qs and Qm) are not visible in Eq. (2.4.6). The
single-:point constraint forces are recovered by

(2.4.7)

Further reduction of equations in the f-set is perfo~med by an elimination of the o-set,
known as static condensation. The f-set is partitioned by a module UPARTN as follows:

(2.4.8)

from which
(2.4.9)

where
(by SSG3)

and
(by DECOMP and FBS).
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Then the reduced system of equations in the a-set is obtained as

(2.4.10)

where

and

There are some rules to remember regarding the displacement sets in nonlinear analysis.
They are:

• The r-set is not supported in SOLs 66 (or 106) and 99 (or 129). Do not use a Bulk Data
SUPORT.

• PARAM, AUTOSPC is applicable only to the superelements.

• PARAM, AUTOSPCR is available in SOL 66 (or 106) and applicable to the o-set in
the residual structure. However, the o-set may only be used in the linear part of the
structure.

• In SOL 99 (or 129), MPCs and SPCs can not be changed in the subcase level. Therefore,
all the constraints should be specified above subcases.

• In SOL 66 (or 106), SPCs and MPCs can be changed from subcase to subcase, but they
will be changed on an incremental basis.

• Rigid elements are formulated with linear multipoint constraint equations and do not
have large displacement capability. Consequently, erroneous results will be obtained if
the rigid element undergoes a large rotation. To avoid this, stiff elements should be used
in place of rigid elements for large displacement analysis.
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2.5 NONLINEAR SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The general-purpose program developer faces the task of providing the best workable solution
method for a wide spectrum of problems, while maintaining flexibility by allowing the user to
specify optional parameters. Based on the extensive numerical experiments, an attempt was
made to establish a general strategy suitable for most problems without requiring insight or
experience. Variations in combining theories, algorithms, criteria and parameter values with
numerous test problems resulted in a succinct implementation.

The major feature of the nonlinear analysis is the requirement for the incremental and
iterative processes to obtain a solution. The main issue is how to choose the most efficient
method from the options available for the incremental and iterative processes in the solution
of nonlinear equilibrium equations. The increment size for loads or time steps has the most
significant effect on the efficiency and the accuracy of the computation, particularly in the
path-dependent problems. The incremental and iterative processes are complementary to each
other because the larger the increment size the more iterations the solution requires. While an
excessively small increment reduces the computing efficiency without any significant improve
ment in accuracy, a large increment may deteriorate the efficiency as well as the accuracy; it
may even cause divergence.

It is impossible to optimize the incremental step size in the absence of prior knowledge of
the structural response. The best engineering judgement should be exercised to determine the
increment size based on the severity of the nonlinearity. Needless to say, no incremental load
steps are required when the response is linear. In principle, the size of the load increment
(or time increment for creep analysis) should be so chosen to yield a uniform rate of change
in strains or stresses for the material nonlinear problems and a uniform rate of change in
displacements for geometric nonlinear problems. Some adaptive methods are available, such
as an automatic time step adjustment and bisection of loads upon divergence.

User specifications for solution methods in nonlinear analyses are allowed via:

• Bulk Data NLPARM for the static analysis in SOL 66 or 106 (to be selected by a Case
Control Data NLPARM)

• Bulk Data TSTEPNL for the transient response analysis in SOL 99 or 129 (to be selected
by a Case Control Data TSTEPNL)

• Bulk Data EIGB for the nonlinear buckling analysis in SOL 66 or 106 (to be selected by
a Case Control Data METHOD)

The increment size can be variedfrom subcase to subcase by specifying different NLPARM or
TSTEPNL. It is recommended to define separate NLPARM or TSTEPNL for every subcase
even if the same values are specified, so that changes can be accommodated in the subcase
level as needed. Determination of the proper incremental time step will be treated in chapter
8, because it is dictated by dynamic characteristics as well as the loading history.
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Chapter 3

SOLUTION METHODS

3.1 ADAPTIVE SOLUTION STRATEGIES

Nonlinear finite element computations comprise material processes, element force computa
tions, and various global solution strategies. The computational procedure involves incre
mental and iterative processes ranging from local subincrements to global solution processes.
Performance of the finite element program can be scrutinized from three different perspec
tives: computational efficiency, solution accuracy and effectiveness. All of these attributes of
the nonlinear program can be improved by adaptive algorithms.

There is a broad range of processes for which adaptive algorithms may be adopted in the
computational procedure of nonlinear finite element analysis. The size of the load or time
increment has the most profound effect on the efficiency as well as accuracy. However, it is
difficult to determine optimal load or time increment size. The adaptive algorithm alleviates
this difficulty. The most CPU consuming processes in nonlinear analysis are the stiffness
matrix update operation and element force calculation. From the efficiency point of view, the
number of stiffness matrix updates and the number of iterations should be minimized, which
may be conflicting requirements. The adaptive algorithms can help to reduce these processes
or to choose a more desirable iteration path. Effectiveness may be interpreted as reliability
or user-friendliness. If the program provides a plausible solution or direction despite the poor
estimates or selection of control parameters, the engineering time can be reduced considerably.

. The effectiveness of the program is significantly improved by the adaptive algorithms.

The adaptive algorithm is related to cybernetics or artificial intelligence in a broad sense.
In engineering applications, the adaptive system is defined to be an automatic control system
which has the capability of automatic measurement of process dynamics and of automatic
readjustment (or redesign) of the control algorithm. Favorable performance of the automatic
control system is obtained when control parameters are tuned to process dynamics. The
control criterion is most critical and tuning the control parameters is the major design task.
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analysis. The groundwork was carried out during Version 65 development.

Adaptive features implemented in are as follows:



- Automatic time step adjustment.

- Adaptive bisection and recovery.

• Large rotations for Geometric Nonlinearity

- Gimbal angle approach with auxiliary angle.

- Rotation vector approach.

- Adaptive bisection based on rotations.

• Processes for Material Nonlinearity

- Internal relaxation iteration for select elements.

- Adaptive subincremental scheme in plasticity and creep routines.

- Adaptive bisections in plasticity.

- Adaptive bisection on creep time increment.

- Error control and stiffness updates for unloading.

• Processes in Gap/Friction Element for contact problems

- Adaptive subincremental process.

- Adaptive stiffness matrix update strategy.

- Adaptive bisection strategy.

- Adaptive penalty value adjustment.

- Adaptive friction to simulate stick-slip forces.

The main goal of the self-adaptive method is to relieve users from the chores and uncer
tainties of guessing or trial-and-error searches. By achieving this goal, an effective algorithm
design is automatically attained for efficiency as well as for solution accuracy. The primary
virtue of the self-adaptive method, however, is not the computational efficiency but the overall
engineering efficiency. This is because the adaptability makes it possible to produce a solu
tion at the very first trial without requiring advanced knowledge of structural behavior. As
a result, the goal of improving user-friendliness, solution efficiency and the accuracy has been
accomplished.

It is desirable to have a fully automated program which efficiently renders accurate solutions
to nonlinear problems. Adaptive algorithms in nonlinear analysis have shone some light toward
this goal. The adaptive algorithms in the lower level processes (element or material) in concert
with adaptive solution methods in global incremental/iterative processes, make it possible
to maintain an acceptable accuracy while maintaining the solution efficiency without user
intervention throughout the dynamic environment of nonlinear computation. Although the
optimal combination of all parameters is yet to be found, the success ofthe adaptive algorithms
in various levels presents the future direction of nonlinear capabilities development.
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3.2 NEWTON'S METHOD OF ITERATION

The equilibrium equations in the g-set may be written as

(3.2.1)

where {Pg}, {Qg}, and {Fg} represent vectors of applied loads, constraint forces, and element
nodal forces, respectively. Element nodal forces are nonlinear functions of displacements for
nonlinear elements. Since the equilibrium condition is not immediately attained in the presence
of nonlinear elements, an iterative scheme such as the Newton-Raphson method is required.
Since the error vanishes at constrained points and the constraint forces vanish at free points,
the unbalanced forces acting at nodal points at any iteration step are conveniently defined as
an error vector by

(3.2.2)

Notice that the a-set is equivalent to the I-set in the nonlinear analysis because the r-set does
not exist. The subscript a will be dropped for simplicity in the following discussion.

Based on Newton's method [3.1,3.2], a linearized system of equations is solved for incre
mental displacements by Gaussian elimination in succession. The Jacobian of the error vector
emerges as the tangential stiffness matrix. The equation to solve at the i-th iteration is

where

(3.2.3)

and
{Ri} = {P} _ {F(uin.

The iteration continues until the residual error {R} and the incremental displacements {~u}

become negligible, which is signified by the convergence criteria.

The tangential stiffness consists of the geometric stiffness in addition to the material stiff
ness, Le., without regard to the coordinate transformation,

(3.2.4)

where [Km] and [Kd] refer to the material and the differential stiffnesses, respectively. The
material stiffness is given in Eq. (2.2.10) with a material tangential matrix for [D]. The
differential stiffness, which is caused by the initial stress, is defined as follows:

(3.2.5)
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where [BN] represents the second order effects in the strain-displacement relations, [G] consists
of derivatives of shape functions and (M] is a function of stresses. Notice that the initial
displacement stiffness is not included in (KT] because its effects are already eliminated in the
element formulation.

Newton's procedure is implemented using a corrective force in MSC/NASTRAN until Ver
sion 65. Recalling that the element forces for linear elements are expressed as

{F} = [K]{u} ,

a corrective force vector may be defined as

{C} = {F} - [K]{u}.

The iteration starts with initial values

{uO} = last converged displacement;

{RO} = P - F(uo) = {AP} + {Re };

(3.2.6)

where {AP} is an incremental load vector and {Re } is a residual load error carried over from
the last converged solution. Then the successive error vectors can be evaluated by

(3.2.7)

It is noted that the corrective force vector vanishes for linear elements. The corrective force
calculation was removed in Version 66 and the error vector is computed directly from the
internal forces, Le.,

(3.2.7a)

Then the residual load error is automatically carried over to the next incremental process.

The merit of the Newton-Raphson method is the quadratic rate of convergence, Le.,

(3.2.8)

where u* is a true value of {u}, q is a constant, and 1111 represents a vector norm. From a
practical standpoint, however, determination of the tangential stiffness and its inverse at each
iteration entails a considerable amount of computation. As Fig. (3.2.1) suggests, one may
resort to the modified Newton's method which requires the tangential stiffness to be evaluated
just once at the initial position, {uO}, and used therea.{ter to solve for {Aui }. However, more
iterations are required for a given accuracy by the modified Newton's method. The Gaussian
elimination method is better suited for this approach than the iterative descent method because
the decomposition is performed only once.
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Variations of the modified Newtons method are ado pted in the software. A variation



• The solution has converged with the AUTO or SEMI method and

NQNV > MAX(MAXQN - 6,5)

where NQNV is the number of quasi-Newton vectors accumulated and MAXQN (integer
parameter to be specified in NLPARM) represents the maximum number of quasi-Newton
vectors allowed.

• The KMETHOD is AUTO or SEMI and if ik > 2 and

tk < ti X (Ni - 7) (3.3.1)

(3.3.2)

(3.3.4)

where tk and ti are the CPU time required for a K update and an iteration, respectively,
and Ni is the expected number of iterations for convergence without a K update. The
value of Ni (printed under the heading ENIC at every iteration) is estimated by

log (EPSP/ E~)
Ni =

log Ai

with E; being the relative error in terms ofloads at the i-th iteration, EPSP the specified
tolerance for E; and

Ai = min (Ai, 0.7 + O.lAi, 0.99)

where the convergence rate Ai (printed under the heading LAMBDA at every iteration)
is computed by

(3.3.3)

with an initial value Al = 0.1.

• The KMETHOD is AUTO or SEMI and if ik > 2 and

(Ni - 7) > (MAXITER - i)

where i is an iteration count and MAXITER (integer parameter in NLPARM) is the
maximum number of iterations allowed for an increment.

3.3.2 Divergence Criteria

The value of NEWK will be set to 2 if the solution tends to diverge. The MAXDIV field in the
NLPA.RM entry requires an integer to specify a limit on the probable divergence conditions
allowed for each iteration to continue. There are two classifications in the divergence condition:
probable and absolute. The absolute divergence is treated as two occurrences of the probable
divergence. Divergence criteria are defined based on the ratio of energy errors evaluated
before and after the iteration, Le., for the i-th iteration,

. {Aui}T {Ri}
E

1

= {Aui}T {Ri-I} .

Then, the divergence criteria are established as follows:
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• Absolute divergence if Ei > 1 + 10-5 or Ei < _1012

• Probable divergence if _1012 < Ei < -1 or excessive line search,

where the excessive line search condition is defined in Section 3.4. Another absolute divergence
condition is established based on the heuristic observations to prevent thrashing with excessive
K updates, Le.,

't
KMATUP> (1 + 4) and KMETHOD=AUTO

where KMATUP is a DMAP parameter representing the number of stiffness updates within
an incremental step.

Recalling those criteria, the solution is considered diverging if

NDIV ~ MAXDIV

where NDIV is the number of probable divergences encountered during the iteration. It
is noted that NDIV is incremented by 2 if the absolute divergence is encountered. When
the solution is diverging, or NEWK=2, and if the value of MAXDIV is positive, the current
solution base (displacement) is retracted so that the stiffness matrix is evaluated in reference
to the preceding iteration step. If the divergence is detected at the first iteration (ik=1) after a
new [K] is formed, however, the current solution base is not retracted to prevent a repetition of
the same diverging iteration. If the absolute divergence condition (NEWK=2) is encountered
in two successive iterations in spite of the new stiffness, the computation will be terminated
with a fatal message (UFM 4551) to that effect.

3.3.3 Time Expiration Criteria

If the remaining CPU time is not sufficient to continue the computation, the NLITER module
will set the NOGO Hag (DMAP parameter NSKIP=-2) and exit with a UFM 4311 to that
effect. The purpose is to allow adequate time for the data recovery with solutions previously
obtained. Sufficiency of the remaining time (tr ) is determined based on the K update time
(tk) and the iteration time (ti), depending on the succeeding process anticipated. To reserve
a minimum of 5% of the user-specified CPU time (ts ) for data recovery, the remaining time is
defined as

tr = (t s - elapsed CPU time) - O.05ts '

Then the NOaO flag will be set under the following conditions:

• tr < 1.2tk
when the solution has not converged and the stiffness matrix is scheduled to be updated.

• tr < lOti
when the solution needs more iterations without a new stiffness.
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• tr < 1.8tk

when the solution has converged and the stiffness is to be updated.

• t r < 0.8t k

when the solution has converged and the stiffness update is not required. This condition
includes pseudo convergence, where the number of iterations has reached MAXITER
(>0). If the number of iterations reaches MAXITER while MAXITER is negative, the
NOGO flag will be set regardless of the remaining time.

Flow diagrams for the stiffness update strategies, the divergence and retreat proce
dure, and the time expiration logic are shown for clarity in Figures 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5,
respectively.
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this software, some insights were gained for making the option more viable and effective.
The line search method was implemented and modified to optimize its usefulness for a general
class of problems in conjunction with quasi-Newton updates [3.10].



The process of determining the local minimum point in a given direction is called the line
search. Considering the i-th iteration, the new solution set is determined by

(3.4.5)

with
0} =K-1Ri- 1

where a positive search parameter (O!) is determined such that

(3.4.6)

(3.4.8)

The search parameter is introduced to expedite the convergence when Newton's method is
used. It could be effectively used at a distance from the solution, where nonquadratic terms
may not be negligible. By a line search procedure satisfying Eq. (3.4.6), the solution set {u}
is moved to a relative minimum point in the feasible direction {d}. Thus, the solution set is
placed at a superior position for the next iteration.

The line search should be particularly effective when the modified Newton's method or
the adaptive update method is used, because the approximation employed in Eq. (3.4.2) is
not appropriate. The supplementary approximation for a quadratic function can be made by
utilizing the gradients known at two successive iterations to estimate the Hessian matrix [K],
Le.,

II(u) ~ II(ui) - {Ri}T{u _ ui} _ !.{u _ ui}T R~ - R.
i
-

1

1
{u - ui} (3.4.7)

2 u' - u'-
which is known as the method of false position or the secant method [3.2]. The local minimum
point can be obtained by making the derivative of Eq. (3.4.7) vanish, which results in

. {Ri}T{~}

u =u' - {Ri _ Ri-l}'

This equation represents a linear interpolation in terms of {u} and {R}, which is the basis
of the line search method. Along the direction of descent {d}, the objective function to be
minimized can be regarded as a function of a single variable, the search parameter. The total
potential may be expressed in terms of the search parameter by substituting Eq. (3.4.5) into
Eq. (3.4.7); i.e.,

(3.4.9)

When the derivative of Eq. (3.4.9) with respect to O! disappears, the search parameter for a
local minimum is obtained by

(3.4.10)
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3.4.2 Search Criteria

It is impractical in general to obtain the exact minimum point for the line search procedure
because it does not render a final solution. Furthermore, each line search costs a considerable
amount of computing time, comparable to that of a modified Newton's iteration, to evaluate
element forces. Therefore, it is often desirable to sacrifice accuracy in the line search and to
conserve the overall computing time by terminating the search procedure before it has actually
converged to the local minimum.

One method of restricting the line search is to limit the maximum number of consecutive
searches at each iteration cycle. Another criterion for limiting line searches is based on the
divergence rate defined by a ratio of energy errors before and after the iteration, i.e.,

(3.4.11)

with

where i and k are indices for the iteration and the line search (within the i-th iteration),
respectively. Then, a criterion is established to end the line search procedure if

- LSTOL ~ Ek ~ LSTOL

where LSTOL is a tolerance specified in the NLPARM entry.

(3.4.12)

In the neighborhood of the solution point, the search parameter should have a value close
to unity. The line search will result in a dilemma if the selected search parameter is too small
or too large. If it is too small (i.e., close to zero), the iteration is not effective because the
solution vector retracts to the old value. To circumvent such a situation, the bisection process
can be adopted when a approaches zero; i.e.,

if anew < ATOL (3.4.13)

where ATOL is a tolerance. An excessively large value of a (compared to unity) does not
validate the underlying assumption of close proximity to the solution point and may cause a
numerical instability.

3.4.3 Implementation of Search Procedure

The search method was varied depending on the value of the relative error Ek in Eq. (3.4.11).
If Ek is initially (Le., at a = 1) greater than unity, the solution is diverging and ~he stiffness
matrix should be updated without the line search. If Ek is initially less than unity but outside
the tolerance, the search procedure is initiated by utilizing one of the following two schemes:
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• Linear interpolation with lllinois algorithm if Ek < -LSTOL

• Doubling scheme if LSTOL < Ek < 1

where LSTOL has a default value of 0.5. Note that the line search would not be meaningful
if the denominator (Eo) in Eq. (3.4.11) approaches zero. If it is close to zero, in fact, the
solution should have almost converged and the line search would not be required. Under such
circumstances, the line search is blocked by assigning zero to E1 •

The domains for different operations are shown schematically in Fig. 3.4.1, where Ek is
expressed as a function of a. The relative error Ek is normalized such that Ek is unity at
a = o. If E 1 is negative, there should be an a, between 0 and 1, that makes the error Ek

disappear. This value is predicted by a linear interpolation, Le.,

(3.4.14)

where k is a line search index. With k =1, corresponding to a =1, Eq. (3.4.14) is equivalent
to Eq. (3.4.10). A linear extrapolation can also be conceived by Eq. (3.4.14). However, two
poil).ts (corresponding to indices k and k - 1) involved in Eq. (3.4.14) are not necessarily the
most recent data points acquired from the preceding line searches. These two points were so
chosen to maintain two most recent points with the errors in opposite sign and the extrapo
lation was avoided. This scheme is employed because the error function (Ek) may not be a
monotonic function of a, as exemplified in Fig. 3.4.1. Thus, Eq. (3.4.14) should be rewritten as:

anew - aold
ak+l = anew-Enew E E

new - old
(3.4.14a)

The illinois algorithm was introduced for the subsequent searches to achieve faster con
vergence in the succeeding search process. If two successive line searches result in the error
of the same sign, the next line search uses one-half the value of the error in opposite sign for
interpolation, Le.,

1
Eold = "2Eold (3.4.15)

before using Eq.(3.4.14a). An example of the illinois algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1. As
shown in the example, the error Ek is allowed to increase in magnitude if it is negative because
the root (Ek = 0) is guaranteed to exist in this case.

For a positive value of E1 (for a = 1), the zero-crossing could be predicted by a linear
extrapolation based on the same mathematical reasoning as interpola~ion. This extrapolation
may result in a very large value of a, if E1 is close to 1. For this reason, a doubling scheme
was employed as a conservative approach by simply doubling the old value of a. The search
procedure is terminated if the doubling scheme results in an increasing relative error Ek. If Ek
becomes negative « -LSTOL), the doubling scheme is switched to the interpolation method
in the subsequent searches as shown in Fig. 3.4.2. The initial and the final values of Ek are
printed for every iteration under the headings E-FIRST and E-FINAL, respectively.
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in which

The number of consecutive line searches allowed for each iteration is limited by a user
specified parameter, MAXLS. This parameter, MAXLS, is defaulted to 5 for static analysis
and 2 for dynamic analysis. Upper and lower bounds of a are effectively set by combined
effects of MAXLS and the doubling scheme or the bisection. The bisection process is initiated
based on the criterion:

a< ATOL

1
ATOL = 10 * MAXLS

During the line search iteration, the data relevant to the computed minimum error (Emin, amin,
and Rmin) are resumed in case the line search is terminated due to reaching MAXLS or
increasing error (Ek)' The line search algorithm and its iteration scheme are shown succinctly
by flow diagrams in Figs. 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.

The method of false position is not globally convergent, or rather the process converges
only if it is started in close proximity to the solution point. The order of its convergence
approaches 1.618, the golden mean [3.4]. The convergence rate ofthe current line search process
is somewhat reduced by the doubling scheme, but expedited by virtue of the TIlinois algorithm.
However, the line search process is terminated before accurate convergence is achieved, and
the convergence rate as such is rather immaterial.

3.4.4 One-Dimensional Example

It is instructive to examine the line search procedure in a single degree offreedom system. Con
sider a fictitious structure that responds to the displacement with the internal force described
by a parabolic function:

F(u) = _u2 +6u.

Suppose that the structure is in equilibrium at u = 1 with an internal force (F) of 5. Starting
from this point, the external load (P) is increased from 5 to 8, as shown by a dashed line
in Fig. 3.4.4. The first iteration, ending at point 1, represents a Newton's iteration with the
initial stiffness (Ko = 6); Le.,

RO=P-pO=8-5=3

RO 3
dl = - = - = 0.5

Ko 6

which results in

and
R1 = P - F I = 8 - 6.75 = 1.25
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To perform the line search at point 1, the relative error in Eq. (3.4.11) is estimated:

E1 = d
1
R} = 1.25 = 0.4167.

dIRo 3

Since this error is smaller than the line search error tolerance by default (LSTOL= 0.5), the
line search will normally be skipped. If the line search is enforced (e.g., LSTOL= 0.4), the
doubling scheme will be employed since E1 is positive. The doubling scheme will result in:

u~ = U
O +2. *d

1 = 2.0

which is an exact solution and the iteration is finished. For the sake of comparison, however,
let us employ an extrapolation scheme for the line search, Le., based on Eq. (3.4.14):

01 - 00 0.4167
02 = 01- E1 E

1
- Eo = 1. - 0.4167-1. = 1.714

which results in:

and
R2 = p - p2 = 8 - 7.7 = 0.3

This point corresponds to point 2, which can be obtained by connecting points 0 and 1 on the
dashed line.

The line search seems to be more effective in the stiffening structure, which is illustrated
with another parabolic function representing an internal force:

Feu) = u2+u.

Suppose that the structure is in equilibrium at u = 1 with P = 2 and an external force (P) of
6 is applied as shown by a solid line in Fig. 3.4.4. The first iteration is a modified Newton's
iteration with a stiffness evaluated at certain point previously, e.g., K o = 2:

RO=P-pO=6-2=4

d1 = RO/ Ko = 4/2 = 2

u1 = uO +d1 =1 +2 =3

R1 =P - pI =6 - 12 = -6

The first line search will result in:

E1 = RVRo =-6/4 = -1.5
01- 00

02 =01 - E1 E E =0.4
1- °

u~ = uO +02d1 = 1.8

R~ =P - pJ = 0.96
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The second line search will result in:

E2 = R~/Ro =0.24
a2 -a1

a3 = a2 - E2E E = 0.4828
2- 1

U~ = uO +a3d1 = 1.9656

R~ = P - Fl = 1.7018

The second line search would not have been performed if LSTOL= 0.5. Let us assume that
LSTOL= 0.02 to continue discussion. The third line search would result in:

Now that E3 is positive again, the lllinois algorithm. is invoked:

a3 -a1
a4 =lt3 - E3 E

3
_ E

1
/2 = 0.5107

ul = U
O +a4d1 = 2.0213

Rl = P - Fl = -0.1071

As the line search continues, the solution converges to u = 2 with a = 0.5, without requiring
additional iterations. Such a convergence by using the line search alone is a peculiar behavior
in the single degree of freedom problem. The line search has a single parameter, which is not
sufficient to render a solution to a multi-variable system unless the direction vector happened
to be oriented in the right direction.

3.4.5 Other Provisions for Line Search

Notice that the displacement vector in the g-set is required to compute internal element forces
(F) at every iteration, while the residual error vector (R), to be minimized in the iterative
process, comprises only the I-set. For this reason, conversions from the I-set to the g-set and
vice versa should be performed at every iteration. In this context, there is another conversion
of displacement increments to treat the cumulative gimbal angle for large rotations. The line
search uses the direction vector in the g-set to avoid additional set conversions in the search
process, i.e.,

ug = ug + adg ,

where dg can be obtained by merging displacement increments in the m-set (~um) and s-set
(~~) to the I-set displacement increment from the Newton's iteration. It is noted that the
line search cannot be performed at the first iteration if the enforced displacements (SPCD or
SPC) are specified. This is because dg includes ~Y8 at the first iteration, but is set to zero at
the second iteration and on.

Considering Eq. (3.4.11), the line search would not be meaningful if the denominator (Eo)
approaches zero, not to mention the numerical difficulty. In fact, if the denominator is close
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to zero, the solution should have almost converged and the line search should not be required.
There are provisions to block the line search under such circumstances as follows:

, • Reset E1=0 if ABS(Eo) < EPSWxE* for the first iteration;

• Reset E1=0 if ABS(Eo) < 10-5 EPSWxE* for subsequent iterations;

• Reset E1 =LSTOL if ABS(Ek) > LSTOL and ABS(Eo) < 0.01 EPSWxE*;

where EPSW is a convergence tolerance in terms of work from NLPARM and E* is introduced
for dimensionless criteria (defined in Section 3.6). The first condition is employed for the creep
analysis because the line search or the quasi-Newton update is not appropriate for the first
iteration of the creep which always causes a small value of Eo. As will become clear in Section
3.5, the quasi-Newton update is not used if E1=0. The third condition is, therefore, introduced
to allow quasi-Newton updates while suppressing the line search.

It was discovered that the solution algorithm tends to thrash line searches when the struc
ture becomes physically unstable, such as at the collapse load. To alleviate exhausting CPU
resources in such cases, excessive line searches are treated like a probable divergence condition
by incrementing NDIV by 1. The excessive line search is defined to satisfy

TLSCT> (2 X MAXLS -1)

where TLSCT is the cumulative number of line searches after the new stiffness matrix is formed
within an increment.

Upon termination of the line search procedure, the results will be printed with other iter-
ation information under the following heading:

• FACTOR: 0 (final value for the search parameter)

• EFIRST : E1 (relative error at 0=1, divergence rate)

• EFINAL : Ei (Ek at the end ofline search)

• N-LS : LSCT (line search count k at the end)
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Figure 3.4.2 Flow Diagram for the Line Search Algorithm
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3.4.6 Quadratic Interpolation

A quadratic interpolation scheme is added to the line search method in Version 67. The
quadratic interpolation is implemented as an optional feature to be used instead of the linear
interpolation. A quadratic line search on the first iteration is the default option. In order to
suppress the quadratic interpolation, SYSTEM(141)=1 must be included in the NASTRAN
definition at the beginning of the input data, Le.,

NASTRAN SYSTEM(141)=1 $

which will revive the linear interpolation on the first iteration as in Version 66.

What follows is the theoretical basis for the quadratic interpolation. Let the error (gener
alized residual force vector) be defined (in terms of 0:) by

E(o:) = dT R(o:)

Known values of this function are

and

for 0: > o.

for 0: = 0

(3.4.16)

for 0: = 1.E1 =E(l) =dT R1

The derivative of E can be expressed as

dEl = dTaRI ~ _dT Kod = _dT R O = -Eo
do: a=O ao: a=O

(3.4.17)

where K o is a stiffness matrix formed at some preceeding step or iteration. In reference to
Fig. 3.4.5, the coefficients for the quadratic curve fitting can be obtained as

E(o:) ~ C2o:
2

- Eoo: + Eo

where C2 = E1 from E(l) = E1 • Solving for E(o:) = 0,

1 ± ,,11- 4E1/ Eo
0: = -......;.~--:-::=-..:...--

2E1 /Eo

(3.4.18)

(3.4.19)

Real roots can exist for t- 5 0.25. Considering the previous search criteria, the doubling

scheme is used for 0.5 < ~ < 1 and the linear interpolation with lllinois algorithm is used for
t < -0.5. Since the doubling scheme is safe and conservative, it is necessary to introduce
the quadratic interpolation only for t < -0.5. In this domain the determinant should be

E1
1- 4 Eo > 3.0
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Since a > 0, the positive sign in Eq. (3.4.19) should be discarded, i.e.,

(3.4.19a)

which is valid for t ::; o. Notice that the geometric stiffening case belongs to this domain.
The quadratic interpolation is deemed effective for the geometric stiffening case.

E

Xo = -Eo
I
I

Q} = 1Eo

o a

~ -------------------

Figure 3.4.5 Quadratic Interpolation Algorithm
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method was implemented and tested, im-



where
R(u) = P - F(u)

with F(u) being the aggregate vector of element nodal forces. Assuming that the load stiffness
due to follower forces is negligible, the stiffness matrix is formed by

K = _oR = of
ou ou

In view of Eq. (3.5.1), the data from two points, {Ui- I } and {ui }, should provide some infor
mation about [K], because they should satisfy:

with

,= K6 or (3.5.2)

and

(3.5.3)

(3.5.5)

(3.5.6)

I = Ri- I
- Ri • (3.5.4)

It is natural to attempt constructing successive approximations to [K]-I based on the data
obtained during the iterative procedure.

The earliest quasi-Newton scheme was proposed by Davidon and later elaborated by Fletcher
and Powell. By this scheme which is referred to as the DFP method [3.4], the inverse Hessian is
updated by adding two symmetric rank one matrices at each iteration. Therefore, the scheme
is a rank two correction procedure, Le.,

66T K-I T K-I

[K. ]-1 = [K.]-I + _ _ i II i
&+1 & ~T TK- I

Q I I i I

Notice that the formula simply satisfies Eq. (3.5.2) while preserving positive definiteness and
symmetry of [K]-I.

It is also possible to update approximations to the stiffness matrix itself, rather than its
inverse. Recalling the complementary roles of [K] and [K]-I with respect to the quasi-Newton
vectors in Eq. (3.5.2), the formula for [K] is found by interchanging 'Y and 6, Le.,

'Y 'YT Ki 66T Ki
[Ki+I] = [1(i] + 'YT 6 - 6T Ki 6

Another way of finding the formula for the inverse stiffness matrix is to invert Eq. (3.5.6).
This can be done by applying the general inversion identity known as the Sherman-Morrison
formula. The resulting formula is referred to as the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
update for the inverse Hessian, Le.,

(3.5.7)
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Numerical experiments have indicated that the performance of the BFGS method is superior
to that of the DFP method [3.4].

An equivalent form of Eq. (3.5.7) can be expressed for the j-th BFGS update as:

(3.5.8)

and

where

1
Zj = -::""{6=-=j}=T;'""";"{l.-j7} •

This is a recurrence formula employed in MSCINASTRAN, which is applicable to every pair of
quasi-Newton(QN) vectors. Notice that the indexj for the BFGS update may be different from
the iteration index i. The stiffness matrix (therefore its inverse) is assumed to be symmetric
and positive definite throughout the derivation.

3.5.2 Criteria for BFGS Update

There are cases where the BFGS update is not appropriate. These cases include the following:

Case 1. When the solution diverges at the current iteration.

Case 2. When the BFGS update makes [KJ-l near singular.

Case 3. When the BFGS update makes [KJ near singular.

Case 4. When two successive data points involved in QN vector generation are too closely
spaced.

Case 5. When the change in [K]-1 due to BFGS update is negligible.

Characteristics of such cases should be identified so that undesirable updates can be avoided.

The BFGS update formula in Eq. (3.5.8) can be expressed in an equivalent form as follows:

where

with

and

[Ail = [1J + {Vi} {wilT

(
t f ,.,- )1/2

{Vi} = lr le. J 6- [l(i-lJ {6j} - {ii}
3 3-1 3
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The condition number (ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue) of the matrix [A] can
be used to determine the characteristics of [KJ-I. Eigenvalues of [A] consist of multiple roots
of unity and a single non-unity eigenvalue, i.e.,

(3.5.11)

This non-unity eigenvalue itself or its reciprocal becomes the condition number.

In MSC/NASTRAN, the criteria for BFGS updates are established based on the squared
value of Eq. (3.5.11), which can be simplified as:

2 oj Kj_1 6j a
.;\ - = --='"

- 6J Ij 1- Ei

where Ei is the divergence rate defined as

with

(3.5.12)

(3.5.13)

{ti} = [Krl {Ri
-

I
}

and a is the line search parameter [3.10]. Based on Eq. (3.5.12), the following observations
can be made:

Case 1. In case of divergence (Ei > 1), .;\ has an imaginary value.

Case 2. As the condition number approaches zero, [Kj]-I will become nearly singular.

Case 3. If Ei approaches 1, the condition number approaches infinity, which makes [Kj] tend
to be singular.

Case 4. A small change in energy (Le., {6j}T{ij} approaches zero) makes the condition num
ber approach infinity, which causes [Kj] to become singular.

Case s. The BFGS should not be needed near the convergence or in the linear case where .;\
is close to unity.

Hence the undesired BFGS updates can be filtered based on the squared value of the condition
number in Eq. (3.5.12).

3.5.3 Implementation of the BFGS Update Strategy

The overall picture of the iteration module, in which the BFGS update method is implemented,
is shown by a :flow diagram in Fig. 3.5.1. Undesirable BFGS updates can be avoided by
establishing two admissible domains for the expression in Eq. (3.5.12), in which the updates
are performed:

TOLl < .;\2 < 1 - TOL2
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and
1 +TOL2 < ;\2 < TOL3 for Ei > O.

where the tolerances are determined based on the numerical experiments [3.14]. The algorithm
begins with an initial stiffness [Ko] (evaluated at some previous step), which has already been
decomposed, Le.,

Ko = LDLT (3.5.14)

(3.5.15)

where L is a lower triangular matrix and D is a diagonal matrix with the pivot elements in the
diagonal. Then, the direction vector is obtained by the forward and backward substitution,
expressed symbolically as

The quasi-Newton vectors are determined based on the data from two iteration steps, Le.,

(3.5.16)

and
{tj} = {Ri - I

} - {Ri
},

where a is unity if the line search is not performed. Notice that vectors {di } and {R i - I }

are generated before the line search is initiated and no QN vectors are created during the
line search process. If the candidate quasi-Newton vectors satisfy the criterion based on the
condition number, these vectors will be stored for the subsequent iterations by appending them
in a file (named QNV). However, the number of QN vector pairs to be stored is limited by a
user-specified parameter, MAXQN, which is defaulted to the maximum number of iterations
allowed (defaulted to 20). If MAXQN has been exceeded, the QNV file is not altered until it
is purged upon a stiffness matrix update. It is noted that the stiffness matrix is updated upon
convergence if MAXQN has been exceeded in order to stop dragging too many QN vectors.
The BFGS update can be suppressed by specifying MAXQN=0.

The BFGS update is a sequence of contiguous processes of dot products (4n multiplications
for each pair of QN vectors with n components), combined with a forward and backward sub
stitution (FBS). Using Eq. (3.5.8) for the BFGS update, multiple QN vectors can be processed
as follows:

{~} = [Kj]-I {Ri - I }

= [Cjf [Kj_Ir i [Cj]{Ri - 1
} - Zj {Cj} {c5j}T {Ri - I }.

Letting

and
(3.5.17)

with initially
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the recurrence formula is obtained as:

where
{qj-l} = [Gj] {qj} = {qj} - Pj hj}· (3.5.18)

This formula is processed recursively for Pj and {lJ.i-tl, sweeping the index backward from j
through 1. Then, the FBS operation applied to {qo} to obtain {so}, Le.,

The computational procedure can be completed by applying the following recurrence formula:

with

{Sj} = [Gj] {Sj-l} - Pj {OJ}

= {sj-d - (Pj + Tj){Oj} (3.5. 19)

Tj = Zj hj}T {Sj-l}.

For this 'procedure, the recursion is processed forward for Tj and Sj, sweeping the index from
1 to j. The end result {Sj} represents the direction vector {di }.

3.5.4 One-Dimensional Example

It is instructive to examine the effects of the BFGS update in the analysis of a single degree
of-freedom system. Consider a fictitious structure that responds to the displacement with the
internal force described by a parabolic function:

F(u) = _u2 + 6u.

Suppose that the structure is in equilibrium at u=l with an internal force (F) of 5. Starting
from this point, the external load (P) is increased from 5 to 8, as shown in Fig. 3.5.2. The
iteration process is illustrated with data points labeled 0 through 4. The first process, ending
at point 1, represents a modified Newton's iteration with the initial stiffness (Ko=6), Le.,

RO=P-pO=8-5=3

RO 3
d1

- - - - - 05- K o - 6 - .

which results in
and F 1 = 6.75.

If the BFGS update is performed at this point, the QN vectors will reduce to:

01 = ut
- UO = 1.5 - 1 = 0.5
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and
1'1 =: RO- R1 = 3 - (8 - 6.75) = 1.75.

Introducing the BFGS update formula in Eq. (3.5.8),

T C1 1
[X;]-1 = Z1 151 C1 = - =

1'1 3.5

from which the secant stiffness at 1 (connecting points 0 and 1) is found to be 3.5. This is a
significant improvement compared to the old stiffness (Xo=6) and the tangential stiffness (of
a value 3) at point 1. The second iteration using Ki will end at point 2 resulting in

d2 = R1 = 1.25 = 0.36
Xi 3.5

'I}.2 = u1 +d2 = 1.86

and
p2 = 7.70.

The second pair of QN vectors can now be computed:

C2 = u2
- u1 = 0.36

and
1'2 = R1

- R2 = 1.25 - (8 - 7.7) = 0.95

which results in a. modified [X] with BFGS update as:

[X*]-1 _ 152 _ 0.36 __1_
2 - - - •

1'2 0.95 2.639

Notice that the stiffness value of 2.639 (equivalent to connecting points 1 and 2) is arrived at by
recursive application of Eq. (3.5.8) with two sets of QN vectors, although the first QN vector
set has no effect on the end result in this case of a single degree-of-freedom problem. From this
observation, it can be deduced that the order of QN vector application is not commutative.
Invoking the BFGS upda.te criteria using Eqs. (3.5.12) and (3.5.13), values of .x2 for the first
and the second QN vectors are 1.714 and 1.316, respectively. Both of the QN vectors satisfy
the criteria to be used for BFGS updates in the subsequent iterations.

Let us now examine the effects of combining the line search [3.10] with the BFGS update.
To perform the line search at point 1, the relative error is estimated:

d1R 1 1.25
E1 = d1 RO = -3- = 0.4167 .

If the line search is enforced by using a linear extrapolation with Eo=1, ao=O, and a1 =1, the
line search factor is found to be: .

a2 = a1 - E1 (;:=;:)
= 1- 0.~~~~6~ 1 = 1.714
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which results in:
ul- = uo +1.714 X d1 = 1.86.

This point corresponds to point 2, which is the very point that was predicted by the sec
ond iteration using the BFGS update. This result occurs because the concept of line search
methodology is developed based on the secant method using a single parameter, and the BFGS
update is equivalent to the line search in a single degree-of-freedom model. IT the BFGS update
is applied at this point, the quasi-Newton vectors will be reduced to:

oi = 1/,2 - uo = 0.86

,i = JtJ - R2 = 2.70

and
[K;r1 = 0.86 = _1_

1.75 3.14

which indicates a secant stiffness (connecting points 0 and 2) having a value of 3.14. The next
iteration will result in point 3 in Fig. 3.5.2, Le.,

3 0.3
u = 1 + 3.14 = 1.956

with
R3 = p - p3 = 0.09 .

Compared to point 2 obtained without the line search, point 3 shows a significant improvement.
However, the third iteration using BFGS updates without the line search would have given a
more accurate result than point 3.
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• Initialize:
Uo, RO= P - F(uO), Kat
TOLl =10-6

TOL2 =10-4

TOL3 = 100
NQNV=O, i=O

.i=i+l
• ui = ui

-
1 + a (]i

• Ri = P - F(ui )
• di+l = K)7"1 R1
• If QNV exists,

K - I - rfl' K- 1 C. _ Z. £. <"'1'
j -vJ j-1) )0)0]

.~• Compute El =~
• Line Search Iteration; a

NO

• NQNV = NQNV + 1

• [ej] =a[£ii]

• hi] = [Ri-1] - [Ri
]

• Zj = [J;rft.y;]

• Append rei], ["ri], Zj to QNV

YES

\2 _ a
A - I-E'

NO

• Compute errors
• Print iteration informa.tion
• Convergence Test (CONV)
• Set K upda.te :flag (NEWK)

YES

NO

YES

FIGURE 3.5.1. Flow Diagram for Iteration with Quasi Newton Updates.
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Point u F K Derived from

0 1.0 5.0 -LO Starting Point

1 1.5 6.75 3.0 First modified Newton iteration

2 1.86 7.70 2.29 After line search or BFGS update

3 1.956 7.91 2.088 Second iteration with LS and BFGS

4 2.0 8.0 2.0 Solution Point

2.52.01.5

Starting Point

/

Load (F)

10

9

8
Applied load (P = 8)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
0.5 1.0

Displacement (u)

FIGURE 3.5.2. Comparison of Iteration Methods
(Quasi-Newton method with or without line search)
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(3.5.20)

3.5.5 BFGS Updates for Arc-length Methods

The BFGS update is required to make the arc-length methods more effective. The BFGS
updates have been implemented for the arc-length methods in Version 67. It has been proven
that the BFGS update is effective and efficient for convergence, especially when the stiffness
matrix is deficient. The BFGS updates compensate for the deficiency and frequently provide
converged solutions in difficult problems.

The iteration equation for the arc-length method (Section 3.7.1) is shown to be:

[K - ~~] .1.u = R(u,p) + .1.p..1.P

where the follower matrix may be omitted. The iterative process can be established by decom
posing Eq. (3.5.20) into two parts:

K.1.uR =R(u,p)

and
K .1.up = .1.P

Then the trial solution is obtained by

with
.1.u = .1.uR + .1.p..1.up

where .1.p. is obtained from the constraint equation.

(3.5.21)

(3.5.22)

(3.5.23)

(3.5.24)

The residual error, R in Eq. (3.5.21), is evaluated at every iteration and Eq. (3.5.21) is
solved again by FBS. However, Eq. (3.5.22) needs to be solved only once upon stiffness matrix
update in the absence of the BFGS update. Two different approaches for adopting BFGS
updates can be contemplated. The BFGS update may be applied to Eqs. (3.5.21) and (3.5.22).
Then, FBS has to be processed on both equations at every iteration. It is also possible to
adopt the BFGS update only on Eq. (3.5.21), Le.,

K.1.uR =R(u,p) (3.5.21a)

where K implies that the BFGS update is incoporated into K. The BFGS does not have to
be implemented in Eq. (3.5.22), or .1.up does not have to be reevaluated unless a new stiffness
matrix is formulated. The solution should not be altered by introducing the BFGS, but the
convergence will be expedited. This is because the effect of .1.up diminishes as the solution
converges (.1.p. approaches zero).

It is necessary to modify the quasi-Newton vector i for the arc-length method. For a
constant external applied load, the quasi-Newton vector is defined as in Eq. (3.5.4). The
applied load varies as a function of the load factor (fL) at every iteration in the arc-length
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methods. The changes in p, during the itera.tion can be accommoda.ted in the quasi-Newton
vector ("'() by

where NINe is the number of increments for the subca.se.

(3.5.4a)

Various strategies of the BFGS updates for the arc-length methods are implemented with a
control by SYSTEM(145). The NASTRAN definition at the top of the input data may include

NASTRAN SYSTEM(145) = n $

where

n = 0 (default) to update ~UR and ~up at every iteration with "'(.
n = 1 to update ~UR only with "'(
n = 2 to update ~UR only with "'(.

It is noted tha.t these options are available in Version 67.
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3.6 CONVERGENCE CRITERIA

The convergence test is an important factor that affects accuracy and overall efficiency in
nonlinear finite element analysis. Out-of-balance forces and changes in displacements should
vanish upon convergence in an iterative process. The energy error accommodates both quanti
ties and is usually adequate for most problems. However, the displacements could be in gross
error while the residual load error is negligible, or vice versa.

In order to ensure accurate and consistent convergence, multiple criteria with errors mea
sured in terms of displacements, loads, and energy should be combined. It is the error function
and the convergence tolerance that characterize the criteria. Error functions are formulated
using the weighted normalization so that the error measures are dimensionless. Tolerances
should be realistic for the solution scheme to be efficient. In this context, variations are con
sidered in search of the best workable combinations of error functions and tolerances for a wide
class of structural problems.

8.6.1 Rudimentary Considerations

The convergence test is a decision-making process, on which termination of the iterative process
is based, while the true solution is not known. The convergence criteria are extremely important
for the incremental/iterative solution strategy to be effective and efficient, because improper
criteria could cause inefficiency as well as inaccuracy. It is rather astounding to:find a scarcity
of publications on this subject, considering the significant impact of the convergence criteria
on the accuracy and the efficiency of the computation. Two distinct aspects are involved in
the convergence criteria:

• Error functions to be minimized by the iteration

• Tolerances of error functions within which errors are acceptable.

Both aspects must be defined properly for the criteria to be effective, for the solution scheme
to be efficient, and for the solution to be accurate.

A literature search [3.7,3.8,3.12,3.13] has revealed that there are no universally accepted
convergence criteria to date in the field of finite element analysis. Conditions to be met by
ideal convergence criteria for a general-purpose finite element analysis have been contemplated.
The convergence criteria should:

• be satisfied for linear cases at all times;

• be independent of structural units;

• be reliable (cancellation of errors are not acceptable);

• render consistent accuracy;

• be independent of structural characteristics (stiffening or softening);
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• be able to handle all the loading cases including constant loading, unloading, and no
external loading (applicable to creep analysis);

• have smooth transitions after the stiffness updates and loading changes.

These conditions dictate the formulation of error functions to be discussed [3.14].

3.6.2 Convergence Conditions

The iteration continues until the convergence is attained by satisfying the convergence criteria
and the residual error vector at convergence is carried over to the next incremental step. When
the convergence criteria are satisfied, the out-of-balance forces and the changes in displacements
should be sufficiently small so that the remaining error is not physically significant nor will it
cause any detrimental effects, numerically or physically, on the succeeding incremental steps.
Convergence tolerances have the following effects:

• excessively tight tolerances cause a waste of computing resources for unnecessary accu
racy;

• excessively loose tolerances cause not only inaccuracy but convergence difficulties in the
subsequent steps due to cumulative errors.

The fundamental difficulty of the convergence tests for a structural analysis lies in the fact that
the base vectors (forces and displacements) involve inconsistent units, namely, combinations
of forces and moments or translations and rotations. Indiscriminate use of these vectors will
cause unit-dependent convergence criteria. For example, while an error in forces is dominant
when the model is expressed in newton-meter, the error would be dominated by moments if
the same model is described in newton-millimeter.

The most natural and reasonable criterion for the convergence test is formulated in terms of
an energy error. The energy error is the logical choice because both the out-of-balance forces
{R} and the change in displacements {~u} should be minimized by the iteration process.
Furthermore, energy quantities do not pose problems of inconsistent units due to mixed units
associated with translations and rotations. '

Although the convergence test in terms of energy errors is usually adequate, some distinct
errors are not detected with this criterion; Le., displacements are in gross error while the
residual load error is negligible, or vice versa. This would be the case if the degrees-of-freedom
in error have a very small or a very large stiffness. Such cases compel the need for criteria in
terms of loads and displacements. Nominally, by visualizing the load-deflection curve for a one
dimensional case, it can be noticed that the convergence criterion in terms of loads governs the
stiffening structure and the criterion in terms of displacements governs the softening structure.
Scalar error functions for these criteria are formulated to be dimensionless by introducing the
weighted normalization.
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3.6.3 Error Functions and Weighted Normalization

All the error functions are defined as relative errors in terms of vector norms. The vector
norm is defined by a sum of absolute values of the components (11 norm or II Ill), where
subscript 1's are omitted for simplicity in the following development. The vectors used in
these norms, however, are not raw vectors but weighted vectors using other vector quantities
as weighting functions. The weighting functions are chosen so that the products have common
and consistent structural units.·

To define a relative error in terms of energy (or work) which is printed at every iteration
under the heading EWI, the energy error is normalized by another energy quantity (E*) that
is relatively stable throughout the analysis, i.e.,

with

and

IIR*aulI= LABS(Rj*auj)
j

E* = II pi * U II = :E ABS (Pj *Uj)
j

{pi} = {lap/} + {IPI}

(3.6.1)

(3.6.2)

(3.6.3)

(3.6.4)

(3.6.5)

where {ap} represents the incremental load (including increments in reaction forces due to
enforced displacements) and {P} pertains to the total load at the previous loading step; and {u}
and {au} represent the total and incremental displacements at the current iteration. Norms
as defined in Eqs. (3.6.2) and (3.6.3) are not dot products and should be viewed as weighted
vector norms. They are devised to prevent cancellation of errors, based on the concept of the
Cauchy-Schwarz in equality. Notice that smooth transitions between incremental steps upon
load changes are attempted by defining an absolute sum for {P'} as in Eq. (3.6.4), utilizing
the triangle inequality. Thus the normalization factor does not vanish unless the incremental
load as well as the total load disappear simultaneously.

The error function in terms of loads (printed at every iteration under the heading EPI) is
made dimensionless by a weighted normalization using the total displacement vector, Le.,

E _ II R*u II
P - \IP'*ulI

in which the numerator and denominator are defined respectively as in Eqs. (3.6.2) and (3.6.3).
Notice that the current displacement vector is used as a weighting function; thus, the energy
units resulting from the products are common and cancel each other. Cancellation of errors
due to orthogonality is thereby prevented effectively.

In order to formulate an error function in terms of displacements, the contraction factor
(q) of {au} should be introduced because the error in displacements is not known. Assuming
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a geometric progression of the displacement increments, the contraction factor is defined as a
ratio of displacement increments between two successive steps, Le.,

II ui+l - u i II II ~ui+! II
q = II ui - Ui- 1 II = II 6.ui II (3.6.6)

where i is an iteration index. If the contraction factor is assumed to remain constant with a
value less than unity, the upper bound of the absolute error in displacements can be estimated.
For all positive integers n, we have

II u - u i II < II u - un+! II + II un+! - Un+i
-

1 II + '" II u i+! - u i II
= II ~ui II (qn +qn-l +... +q)

where qn denotes the n-th power of q. Taking the limit as n approaches infinity, the above
expression is reduced to:

(3.6.7)

The convergence criterion in terms of displacements is not accurate, as is obvious from the
derivation of Eq. (3.6.7) with many assumptions. Contrary to the assumption, the contraction
factor may be ill-conditioned and does indeed fluctuate erratically. An averaging scheme is
employed to smooth a fluctuating q. After trial and error, we adopted:

with an initial value ql = 0.99.

i 2 II .6.ui II 1 i-I
q = 3 II ~ui-l 1\ + 3q (3.6.8)

The error function in displacements (printed at every iteration under the heading EUI) is
made dimensionless by a weighted normalization using the stiffness matrix, Le.,

E _ _ q_ II W *~u II
u - l-q IIw*ull (3.6.9)

in which the weighting function {w} is formed by collecting the square root of the diagonal
terms of [I{], Le.,

Wj = JI{jj (3.6.10)

and the norms of the weighted displacements are defined similarly to Eq. (3.6.2). All the
product terms have the same unit of the square root of the energy, which implies more equitable
participation of all terms in the error estimation. Note that the contraction factor is not used
for the divergence check because of its erratic and unreliable behavior.

An alternative approach has been considered to formulate error functions in loads and
displacements using a characteristic length specified by the user. The weighting functions in
this case will be formed using a mapping vector {L} consisting of 1's for the translational
degree-of-freedom and the specified characteristic length for the rotational degree-of-freedom.
The vector {L} and its reciprocal, denoted by {L'} are used as weighting functions for errors
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in displacements and loads, respectively. Then the error functions in terms of loads and
displacements are defined similarly to Eqs. (3.6.5) and (3.6.9) using {L' } and {L} ,respectively.
With this approach, the units are unified and errors become dimensionless. This method is
intuitively appealing from an engineering perspective, because the weighting functions are
known functions and the errors are measured in terms of physical units of length and force.
However, it may be difficult or cumbersome to determine what the characteristic length should
be.

3.6.4 Implementation

The convergence tolerance determines the efficiency of the solution scheme as well as the
accuracy of the solution. The tolerance should be realistic, not too toght nor too loose. It
is difficult to choose optimal default values for the convergence tolerances. However, efforts
have been made to set the default values to provide reliable solutions to the general class
of problems. Thus, default tolerances should be adhered to until good reasons are found to
change them.

The convergence test is performed at every iteration after the line search process (if appli
cable). Three error functions (in terms of displacements, loads, and energy) are computed and
compared to tolerances, Le.,

Eu < EPSU (= 10-3 by default)

Ep < EPSP (= 10-3 by default)

Ew < EPSW (= 10-7 by default)

where EPSU, EPSP, and EPSW are tolerances specified in the NLPARM entry. However, only
those criteria chosen by the user (combinations of U,P, and/or W) are designed to be satisfied
for convergence. The default values have been determined as a result of numerous tests on 47
problems with a wide variety of characteristics and options. The goal of the default tolerances
is to consistently provide sufficiently accurate solutions to a wide spectrum of problems without
sacrificing efficiency. .

The solution should converge in a single iteration if the structural response is linear. The
default option is designed to comply with this requirement. However, ifthe user inadvertently
specifies an undesirable condition such as an extremely small tolerance, the solution to the
linear case should still converge regardless of the convergence criteria. Thus, the absolute
convergence criterion is designed for this purpose using the error function in terms of the load
error, Le.,

Ep < 10-7 *EPSP (= 10-10 by default).

It is noted that divergence conditions are established independent of convergence criteria.
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Tables 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. The work was carried out during the development of MSC.NASTRAN® 
(MSC.Nastran is a registered trademark of MSC.Software Corporation) Version 65, and tests 
were conducted in comparison with Version 64. As illustrated in table 3.6.2, the current 
convergence criteria combined with line search [3.10] and BFGS updates[3.11] improved the 
convergence characteristics remarkably. Notice that 11 problems out of 50, which failed to converge
in Version 64, have been analyzed to completion successfully in Version65. The significant 
contribution of the current convergence criteria to the overall performance
of the program is demonstrated in providing reliable solutions with consistent accuracy for all
the converged solutions, covering a wide spectrum of problems. This effect is pronounced in
three problems which gave erroneous solutions in Version 64 and ran correctly in Version 65,
as indicated in Table 3.6.2.



Table 3.6.1 Test Problem Description

1. BBUCKL - Beam - for Euler buckling
2. BCTEST - Boundary condition test
3. BEAMZ - 10-BEAM model to test SMALLDB - reduced from ZBEAM for short run
4. BMLIFT - Beam with Gap/Lift-off
5. CBEAM - Cantilever beam with boundary condition changes
6. CLUTCH - Electro-mechanical dutch
7. CRDEMOS - Static analysis of nozzle to sphere attachment
8. CSR3065 - Gap error with friction
9. CTESHP - 1 HEXA and 2 PENTA elements to test plastic material
10. CTHEXA - 1 HEXA element to test plastic material
11. CTPENTA - 2 PENTA elements to test plastic material
12. CTSHELL - A single QUAD4 to test plastic material, loading and unloading
13. DRUM - Drum head model with thermal load
14. FOLFO - Follower force test problem with CRDEMO
15. GAPS - Gap elements - opening and dosing in sequence
16. GAPTST - Gap test with electro-mechanical clutch
17. GOODRICH - 2 layers of HEXA's to model bi-metal
18. HAMMER - Cantilevered rod hit by a mass with initial velocity specified

- mass connected to rod by gap
19. HDRULE - Kinematic hardening rule test - tension,unloadiong, compression
20. LGDROD - 2 DOF model with thermal load
21. LGDTEST - 3 shell elements to test LGDISP
22. MNEWTON - Modified Newton method with line search on RODTEST
23. NLCTIRE - Tire model with composite element and large displacement effects
24. NLELAS - Nonlinear-elastic material with differnet tension- compression properties
25. NLELAS2 - Shell elements with bilateral nonlinear-elastic material
26. NLELAS3 - Nonlinear-elastic HEXA with hydrostatic load
27. NLPATHI - Non-proportional loading specified by strain path
28. NLPATH2 - Non-proportional loading specified by stress path
29. NLROD - I-D plasticity in rod
30. NLSHELL - Imperfect spherical shell with shell element
31. NLSOLID - Imperfect spherical shell with solid model, includes buckling analysis
32. RODTEST - 2 DOF test problem for BFGS method with line search
33. SBUCKL - NLSHELL - for buckling analysis
34. SE66S1 - Superelement model of two tips plus a residual(TRIA3) in sort 1
35. SE66S2 - Superelement model of two tips plus a residual(QUAD4) in sort 2
36. SFRAME - Curved box-beam test for large displacements
37. SHLBEAM - Cantilevered beam with shell elements
38. SNAPS - Snap-thru of a spherical dome
39. SUPLCOP - Non-superelement model of two tips plus a residual
40. SWAVE - Cantilevered rod with a step forcing function at the end, testing stress wave
41. TCRP - Creep of plate under thermal load
42. TRIPOD - Basic nonlinear test with rod elements
43. UNIAX1P - Creep at constant stress
44. UNIAX2P - Elastoplastic-creep, reproducing isochronous curve
45. UNIAX2R - Code test for creep - relaxation prediction
46. UNIAX2T - Creep under variable temperature
47. UNIAX4 - Effects of stress reversal
48. VGAP - Gap verification with nonlinear transient analysis
49. ZBEAM - Z-shaped beam analysis with 10 BEAM elements
50. APLATE - Z-shaped beam analysis with 10 QUAD4 elements
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Table 3.6.2 Test Results Comparision : V64 vs. V65

Problem No.lters No.K Updates No. L.S. Remarks
Name V64 V65 V64 V65 V64 V65
BBUCKL 5 5 0 0 0 0
BBUCKL(R) 2 2 0 0 0 0
BCTEST 26 22 0 0 0 0
BEAMZ - 30 - 6 - 0
BEAMZ(R) - 10 - 2 - 0
BMLIFT 2 2 2 2 0 0
CBEAM 6 6 0 0 0 0
CLUTCH 9+ 54 3 12 14 56 1
CLUTCH(R) - 141 - 6 - 8
CRDEMOS 14 16 0 0 9 1 2
CSR3065 8+ 5 8 5 0 0 3
CTESHP 5+ 15 2 2 0 3
CTHEXA 5+ 15 3 3 0 0
CTPENTA 12+ 9 3 1 10 4
CTSHELL 15 23 2 0 7 0
CTSHELL(R) 3 3 0 0 0 0
DRUM - 36+ - 3 - 31
DRUM(R) - 15 - 2 - 10
FOLFO 12 9 0 0 0 0
GAPS 39 26 3 1 20 44 4
GAPTST 29 24 3 1 38 34 5
GOODRICH 11+ 155 3 14 24 20
HAMMER - - - - - - 6
HDRULE 21+ 15 9 2 0 6
HDRULE(R) 13 5 6 1 0 1 7
LGDROD 51 67 17 3 63 31 8
LGDTEST 17+ 40+ 3 5 0 36 9
LGDTEST 4+ 15+ 1 1 0 5
MNEWTON 4+ 79 1 15 0 18
NLCTIRE 13 39 6 3 5 5 10
NLELAS - 35 - 1 - 8
NLELAS2 16+ 40 0 1 12 7
NLELAS3 - 11 - 0 - 1
NLPATHI 25 20 4 4 0 0
NLPATH2 35 28 9 4 0 3
NLROD 10 9 3 3 0 0
NLSHELL 78 68 13 4 13 0
NLSOLD 77+ 74+ 21 11 65 20 11
NLSOLID(R) - 15 - 3 - 4 12
RODTEST 35(+) 47(46) 14 12(9) 81 29(30) 13
SBUCKL 51 60 13 13 34 6
SBUCKL(R) 10 11 2 2 8 0
SE66S1 12 13 2 2 0 0
SE66S2 11 13 0 0 5 0
SFRAME 54+ 71+ 19 15 49 13 14
SFRAME(R) - 7+ - 3 - 5
SHLBEAM 55+ 82 2 0 7 4
SHLBEAM(R) 60 41 6 4 0 0
SNAPS 36 40 5 2 25 15
SUPLCOP 9 10 0 0 3 0
SWAVE - - - - - - 6
TCRP 14 13 1 0 0 0
TRIPOD 14 22 2 1 26 14 15
UNIAXIP 20 13 4 2 0 3
UNIAX2P 75 89 5 3 0 21
UNIAX2R 31 46 0 0 14 0 15
UNIAX2T 146 179 3 2 0 0
UNIAX4 31 37 5 4 0 0
VGAP 22 22 4 4 0 0 6
ZBEAM 267+ 1907 54 200 358 310 16
ZPLATE 822 2621 292 335 940 291 16
(R) : Restart run, + : DIverging solutIon, -: V64 unaVailable for this analySIs
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. However, some convergence difficulties have been identified and resolved



The iteration equation could be derived by rearranging Eq. (3.7.4):

ap
[K - au ]~u = R(u,p) + ~p~P (3.7.5)

where the follower matrix may be omitted. The iterative process can be established by decom
posing Eq. (3.7.5) into two parts:

K~UR= R(u,p)

Then the trial solution is obtained by

and Ktiup =~p (3.7.6)

with

(3.7.7)

~u =~UR +~p~up

where tip, can be obtained from the constraint equation.

3.7.2 Riks' Method and Its Variations

The displacement increment is limited by a constraint equation:

(3.7.8)

(3.7.9)

where w is a user-specified scaling factor (to be specified in NLPCI) and ~l is defined by

~l2 = (~pl?[{~u~}T{~u~} + w2
]

if the initial value of ~p is given. The constraint of Eq. (3.7.9) has a disparity in the dimension
by mixing the displacements with the load factor. For this reason, the scaling factor (w) is
introduced so that the user can scale p, to the appropriate dimension or delete the ~p term.
The default value of w is zero (Fig. 3.7.3b). The iteration follows the path on the plane normal
to the initial tangent as shown in Fig. 3.7.1. Therefore the subsequent iterations (i > 1) must
satisfy

{~Ul}T{~ui} + w2tipl * ~p,i = 0

Recalling that the first iteration should result in

Eq. (3.7.10) may be reduced to

{~u~}T{~uk+~p,i~u~} +w2tip,i = 0

from which the load factors for the subsequent iterations are determined by
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and
p,i = p,i-l + !J1p,i

Notice that the normal plane does not change during the iteration by Riks' method. In addition,
{!J1up} remains constant if the iteration process is the modified Newton's method.

Alternatively, the normal plane may be updated at every iteration. If the normal plane
is to be normal to the cumulative incremental displacements for the preceding iterations as
shown in Fig. 3.7.2, the orthogonality condition in Eq. (3.7.10) should be modified to:

(3.7.10b)

(3.7.11b)

The increment in the load factor for i > 1 is obtained by solving Eq. (3.7.10b), Le.,

i _{ui- 1 - uO}T{!J1uk}
!J1p, = w2(p,i-l _ p,0) + {ui-1 _ uOF{!J1u~}

This variation of Riks' method has an advantage over Crisfield's method as it avoids the
solution of a quadratic equation.

3.7.3 Crisfield's Method

Instead of iterating on the normal plane, the solution is sought on the surface defined by
Eq. (3.7.9) with an arc-length of !J1£ as depicted in Fig. 3.7.3a, Le.,

(3.7.12)

This constraint can be interpreted as keeping the incremental displacement constant, if w=O,
as shown in Fig. 3.7.3b. Substituting Eq. (3.7.8) into the preceding equation, we obtain a
quadratic equation in terms of !J1p,:

(3.7.13)

where

a = {!J1u~}T{!J1u~}+w2

b = 2{!J1u~}T{(ui- 1 _ uO) + !J1uk} +2w2(p,i-l _ p,0)

c = {(ui- 1 - uO) + !J1uk}T{(ui- 1 _ uo) + !J1uk} +w2(p,i-l _ p,0)2 _ !J1£2

Since Crisfield's method leads to a quadratic equation, the selection of the proper root of
this equation becomes the most critical process for the success of this method. There are two
roots to Eq. (3.7.13), Le.,

. -b ± Jb2 - 4ac!J1p,1 = _
2a
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The root is chosen so that the angle between two vectors {Ui - I - uo} and {ui - uo} is less than
90 degrees, Le.,

cosO
{u i _ uO}T{Ui - I _ uO}

tJ.£2

= 1 + tJ.~2 {ui
-

I - uO}T{tJ.u i
} > 0

There are cases where no roots can be found. Such is the case when the trial solution is far
from the true solution and stays outside the region covered by the arc-length. In this case, the
trial solution vector is scaled so that the direction vector intersects with the surface defined by
Eq. (3.7.12).

The wrong choice of the root could cause an unintentional loading path reversal, by which
the solution returns to the previous state. Such cases can be detected by checking the orthogo
nality of the incremental displacements of the two successive solutions. H this case is detected,
the root is chosen so that the angle between {ul - UO} and {ui - uO} is an acute angle.

3.7.4 Adaptive Arc-Length Method

It would be difficult for a user to estimate a proper arc-length for multi-degree-of-freedom
problems. The initial arc-length for the Crisfield method can be determined by

(3.7.15)

with
I 1

tJ.p. = P.I = NINC

Notice that NINC is a user-specified value for the number of increments in the subcase.

The arc-length should be continuously updated at every increment using the information
gathered during the preceding increment. One method is to reduce the arc-length if it requires
an excessive number of iterations to attain a converged solution, Le.,

fEd
tJ.£new = 1- tJ.£old

max
(3.7.16)

where Id is the desired number ofiterations for convergence and Imax is the number of iterations
required for convergence at the preceding step. It is also desirable to decrease the arc-length
if the stiffness ratio increases, Le.,

with

1
tJ.£new = -K. tJ.fold

ratao
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where the subscripts (j, j - 1, j - 2) denote the converged solution steps. In terms of the
arc-length, the computation is simplified as

" [AP,n *aln-1 ]
I\.ratio = ABS a Al

P,n-l * n

The adaptive process should be based on the arc-length ratio, Le.,

ALRATIO = Al
new

alold

Combining two criteria, the new arc-length ratio may be adapted to the nonlinearity by

If (VJ1d
and -K1 . .GT.l.) then ALRATIO = MIN (VJ1d ,~)

max ratzo max .l\. ratio

If (VJ1d
and T.( 1 . .LT.1.) then ALRATIO = MAX (VJ1d

'K 1 . )
max .ll ratio max ratio

else ALRATIO = 1.

In order to maintain the stability for the adaptive process, ALRATIO should also be bounded,
Le.,

MINALR < ALRATIO < MAXALR (3.7.19)

where MINALR and MAXALR can be user-specified parameters, defaulted to 0.25 and 4.,
respectively. If the adjusted ALRATIO falls outside the bounds, ALRATIO should be reset
to the limit. Then the arc-length can be updated at the beginning of the next step based on
ALRATIO as follows:

Alnew = ALRATIO *Alold

If the iteration produces p,i which exceeds the value of p, for output points, Ap,i should be
adjusted to the specified value of p, for the output, Le.,

and

Ap,* = MIN(ap" p,* _ p,i-l) (3.7.20)

au* = auk +Ap,*AU~

where p,* is the specified value for output (end of subcase or intermediate points). In the
stiffening case this limit may be exceeded at the first increment of the subcase. This limiting
process may be implemented as follows:

Process Eq. (3.7.20) at every iteration with

* ~ 1
p, = NINC
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if INTOUT=ALL, otherwise J-L* = l.
Then if

II ui +~u* - uO 11< ~f
~J-Li = ~J-L* and ~ui = ~u*

otherwise ignore ~J-L* and ~u* and proceed to update ui and J-Li.

The arc-length should be updated upon convergence whenever this limiting process takes
place. Notice that this limiting process in effect reduces the arc-length method to the conven
tional Newton's iteration.

In the unstable regime where the stiffness is negative, the load factor decreases with a
forward step. When this happens, the sign of ~J-Ll should be reversed. This possibility should
be examined at the beginning of each increment. The sign can be determined by the sign of a
dot product, Le.,

if (3.7.21)

An adaptive bisection algorithm is also incorporated to cope with divergent cases. If the
iterative process using the arc-length method tends to diverge, the arc-length is bisected. The
bisection is combined in concert with the stiffness matrix update strategy. The bisection
procedure will continue until the iterative process is stabilized and a converged solution is
found. However, the number of contiguous bisections is limited by a user-specified parameter,
MAXBIS in the NLPARM Bulk Data entry. The variable arc-length at every increment invokes
the recovery from the bisection process once the difficulties in convergence are overcome.
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Figure 3.7.1. Riks'Method
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Figure 3.7.2. Modified Riks' Method
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Figure 3.7.3. Crisfield's Methods.
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. Note that the unloading steps did not coincide with the loading steps since the load 
increment varied adaptively during the analyses.
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POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR: AN IMPERFECT SPHERICAL CAP

A spherical shell with an initial imperfection was analyzed [3.19]. The shell was subjected to
an external uniform pressure, while the periphery was clamped. The problem was assumed to
remain axisymmetric in geometry and loading throughout the deformation. The details of the
geometry and the material are shown in Fig. 3.7.6. The initial imperfection was introduced by
making the radius of curvature near the apex greater than the shell radius. The material was
elasto-plastic with von Mises yield criterion and kinematic hardening. The large displacement
effect was also included in the analysis. The finite element model shown in Fig. 3.7.7 represents
a 10-degree sector with axisymmetric boundary conditions.

In the analysis, the external pressure was gradually increased: 2000 psi, 3000 psi, and 4000
psi at the end of SUBCASE 1, SUBCASE 2, and SUBCASE 3, respectively. Since Newton's
method is usually more efficient than the arc-length methods if the stiffness matrix is positive
definite and not close to being singular, it was decided to use Newton's method in the first two
subcases and Crisfield's in the third. The solution proceeded successfully and passed beyond
the peak point, unlike Newton's method. The run automatically stopped when the number
of load increments reached the maximum limit MXINC. Fig. 3.7.8 shows the load-deflection
curve at the apex. The peak pressure and its corresponding displacement are identified as 3574
psi and 0.0139 in., respectively. Since a finite number of load steps was used, the predicted
solution would not have passed through the exact peak point, but the error in the buckling
pressure should be small because the curve is plateaued in the vicinity of the peak. On the other
hand, the maximum displacement at buckling lies between 0.0139 in. and 0.0159 in., where the
DECOMP module encountered negative terms in the factor diagonal of the stiffness matrix.
By using the arc-length method, the buckling load as well as the post-buckling behavior can
be predicted in a single run. The deformed shapes are shown in Fig. 3.7.9.

When the same model was analyzed by using Newton's iteration method in all three sub
cases, the solution diverged in the third subcase. A restart run was made in SOL 66 for the
eigenvalue analysis [3.20], starting from the solution at P=3300 psi. Solutions at P=3400 psi
and 3500 psi were repeated and a buckling analysis was performed using the stiffnesses be
tween those two steps. The buckling pressure and displacement estimated by this method are
3547 psi and 0.0122 in., respectively. This solution is not as accurate as that predicted by the
arc-length method.
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Figure 3.7.6. Imperfect Spherical ShelL
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Figure 3.7.7 Model for Imperfect Spherical Shell.
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In nonlinear finite element analysis, lower-order elements are often preferred over higher-order
ones because of their robustness and reasonable accuracy at reduced costs. The software
employs linear elements, rather than quadratic or cubic elements, to process nonlinearity.
When using lower-order elements, quadrilateral and hexahedral elements are generally pre-
ferred over triangular, pent ahedral or tetrahedral elements. Triangular and tetrahedral ele-
ments can exhibit excessively stiff behavior, and caution is needed when using these elements
;T, hull,

Another common modeling problem involves offsets at the interface boundary. Offset op-
tions in beam, plate and shell elements are provided by the software. These offset options
are not fully validated for nonlinear analysis, especially for material nonlinearity. Alternatives
to these offset options are



The solver's element library includes about forty elements, of which some are
considered obsolete and some are not applicable to the nonlinear analysis. Elements which
may be used and are recommended for nonlinear analysis are tabulated below:

All the elements listed above may be used in the nonlinear analysis (SOL 66 and SOL
99) if they are combined properly in the model. Elements that are potentially capable of
nonlinear processes (those denoted by ) become actively nonlinear if the parameter LGDISP
is turned on or nonlinear material is assigned to those via MATS1 or CREEP bulk data. As
for geometric nonlinearity, the software does not currently support large strain capability.
However, large displacement is treated effectively by computing element stresses and strains in
the updated element coordinates. Active nonlinear elements may only be used in the residual
superelement. Linear elements [4.1], however, may be used in the residual superelement for
the region that remains linear throughout the analysis. All the upstream superelements are
assumed to remain linear throughout the analysis.



with

and T = l TT8z dA (4.1.1)

ax =JE dfx and T(}z = G,(}z (4.1.2)

where E is the Young's modulus or an appropriate modulus for the nonlinear material and G
is the shear modulus.

Geometric nonlinear effects are reflected in the stiffness via the differential stiffness and the
internal forces using the method of updated element coordinates. However, nonlinear material
behavior will only be exhibited in the axial deformation. The torsional stress is assumed linear
and not coupled to the axial stress, Le., the linear shear stress is simply computed by

Tc
T(}zlmax = J with (4.1.3)

(4.1.4)

where T is the torsional moment, J the torsional rigidity, and c the user-specified value to
determine the stress. The stress is determined based on a single Gauss integration; therefore
the stress and strain are assumed constant throughout the length. The strain is computed
based on the small strain theory, Le.,

L - Lo
Lo

where Land Lo denote the current and original length of the element, respectively. The
stiffness matrix for a ROD element is the (8x8) matrix shown below:

kx

[-~ -! ] K=
kd

1(= with (4.1.5)
1( kd

k(}

where
EA GJ

and kd = Aax
kX=L' k(}= -

L L

The BAR element is derived from classical beam theory; the plane cross-section remains
planar under deformation. It provides exact linear solutions for end loads of any kind. Its
major limitations are that it is prismatic (Le., properties do not vary along the length), that
the shear center and the neutral axis coincide, and that the torsional stiffening due to warping
is neglected. These limitations are relaxed with the BEAM element in addition to the nonlinear
capabilities to be described in the following section. Geometrical properties and the directions
of internal forces of the BEAM are shown in Fig. (4.1.1).
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The BEND element forms a circular arc, connecting two nodal points. Its primary use is
to model a piping elbow. RROD and RBAR are rigid elements, corresponding to ROD and
BAR, respectively.

4.1.2 Surface Elements

The plate and shell elements (QUAD4, QUAD8, TRIA3, TRIA6) can be used to model mem
branes, plates and shells. The quadratic elements (QUAD8 and TRIA6) are applicable only
for the linear part of the structure and provide mid-side nodes that may be deleted. These
quadratic elements can represent the singly-curved shells or linear curvature shells more ac
curately than the linear shell elements at the same cost. However, this is not the case in the
doubly-curved shells.

Linear shell elements (QUAD4 and TRIA3) may be used for nonlinear analysis with ge
ometric and material nonlinearities. In general, the quadrilateral elements are more reliable
than the triangular elements, because the TRIA3 element exhibits behavior too stiff in mem
brane action. Properties of shell elements are specified in the PSHELL data, but PCOMP can
be alternatively used to model the composite layers. If the PCOMP is selected, however, no
nonlinear material may be referenced. In other words, no material nonlinear capability exists
in the composite elements.

The element coordinate systems are implicitly defined by positions and the order of the
nodal connectivity. The different material coordinate system with respect to the element
coordinate system may be defined in the shell element connection card as shown in Fig. (4.1.2).
Components of forces and stresses, as shown in Fig. (4.1.3), are always recorded and output
in the element coordinate system.

The SHEAR element can be used to model the shear panel in the linear part of the structure.
The RTRPLT element may be used to model a rigid plate in the linear structure.

4.1.3 Solid Elements

Solid elements (HEXA, PENTA and TETRA) are quadratic isoparametric elements that may
be degenerated to linear elements. Various schemes of Gaussian quadrature may be selected
for the volume integration in the element property data specified in the PSOLID entry. The
element coordinate systems are implicitly defined by positions and the order of the nodal con
nectivity (see description of HEXA, PENTA and TETRA for details). The material coordinate
system (defaulted to the element.coordinates) can be defined in the PSOLID entry. Stresses
and strains for these elements are recorded in the material coordinate system.

The quadratic element with mid-side nodes may not be used in the nonlinear region. Linear
solid elements applicable to the nonlinear region will be discussed in the following section.
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4.1.4 Other Elements

The GAP element simulates a point-to-point contact including the friction effect, but without
effects of large rotation. The formulation is based on the penalty method. The GAP element
is a nonlinear element and loses its significance if included in a linear analysis. Plane strain
elements are available for nonlinear analysis using QUAD4 and TRIA3 elements by specifying
-1 in the MID2 field of the associated PSHELL entry. Plane strain elements were implemented
by suppressing bending and enforcing the plane strain condition instead of the plane stress
condition.

Other elements, which are linear but available for nonlinear analysis, include a lumped
elastic spring (ELASi), an axisymmetric element (TRIAX6), a lumped mass (CONM2), a
general element (GENEL), and rigid elements (RBE2, RBE3). The GENEL element is used
to represent the stiffness of a substructure which has an arbitrary number of connected grid
points. The input data may be obtained either from another computer run or from test data.
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Most of the elements are isoparametric elements, in which the shape
functions are expressed in terms of isoparametric coordinates. In what follows, derivations
are shown for the isoparametric coordinates, shape functions, element matrix describing the
strain-displacement relations, volume integration for stiffness and mass matrices by Gauss
quadrature, and element loads are derived for a tetrahedron element to illustrate element
related operations.



Shape functions for the quadratic tetrahedron can be derived using Lagrangian interpola
tion. These are

(2L 1 - 1)L1 , etc. for corner nodes

and for midside nodes
(4.2.3)

Notice that these shape functions, Eqs. (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), satisfy element convergence criteria:
integrability (Cn - 1 continuity for n-th derivative) and completeness (no straining by a rigid
body mode, constant strain condition, and continuous displacement field).

With the isoparametric element, the same shape functions are used to describe the dis
placement field as well as the geometry, Le.,

10

X = LNiXi, etc.
1

The strains are calculated as

and
10

U = L NiUi, etc.
1

(4.2.4)

{e} = [B]{u}

where strain vector
{e}T = < ex ey ez IXY IYz IZX >

element matrix

nodal displacement vector

with

l
Ui l{ad = Vi

Wi

(4.2.5)

2lY.t. 0 08x

0 §l:l;. 08y

0 0 2lY.t.
[BiJ = 8z (4.2.6)

8N, §l:l;. 08y ax

0 §l:l;. 8Ni
8z 8y

2lY.t. 0 2lY.t.
8z 8x

Since the shape functions are defined in terms of local coordinates, a coordinate transfor
mation is required to obtain global derivatives. Volume coordinates involve four coordinates
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(one of which is dependent), and the Jacobian matrix will become rectangular. To avoid this
difficulty, let us introduce local coordinates (~, 1],() as follows:

Ll = ~

L2 = 1]
(4.2.7)

L3 = (

L4 = 1 -~-1]-(

Derivatives with respect to the local coordinates can be expressed in terms of global deriva
tives using the chain rule, Le.,

8N; 8x !!1l. 8% 8N;
8e ae 8e ae ax

aNi = ax !!1l. 8% aNi (4.2.8)
aT/ aT/ 87) aT/ ay

8Ni 8x !!1l. 8z aN;
8e 8( ae 8( 8z

3xlO 3x3 3xlO

where the Jacobian matrix is expressed in terms of shape functions as

Xl YI ZI
aN] 8N2 aN, 0

8e 8e ae
X2 Y2 Z2

[J] = 8N, aN2 8N1Q (4.2.9)
81/ 8'11 8T1

8~' a~2 aNlQ
ae

XIO YIO ZIO

This Jacobian matrix must be inverted to obtain global derivatives, from which the element
matrix is formed. Notice that the determinant of the J:acobian matrix is called Jacobian which
represents a volume change, i.e.,

4.2.2 S~ape Functions

dx dydz = det J d~ d1]d( (4.2.10)

To make tetrahedron element compatible with other solid elements (HEXA and PENTA),
deletion of any or.all of.the midside nodes is permitted [4.2]. The shape functions are modified
with Kroneker deltas (os - 010) where

Ci = 0 if the midside node i is deleted

= 1 if the midside node i is not deleted
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The goal is to construct functions which are unity at the associated node and zero at all other
nodes, regardless of any combination of deleted midside nodes, by the following scheme:

at the corner nodes

111
N l = ~ - 2Ns - 2N6 - 2 N7,etc.

at the midside nodes

Shape functions are identified as follows:

N l = ~[1 - 2TJ65 - 2(66 - 2(1 - ~ - TJ - ()67]

N 2 = TJ[1- 2~6s - 2(os - 2(1 - ~ - TJ - ()OIO]

N3 ([1 - 2~66 - 2TJos - 2(1 - ~ - TJ - ()69 ]

N4 = (1 - ~ - TJ - ()(1 - 2~67 - 2(69 - 2TJ61O)

Ns 4~TJ6s

N6 = 4~(06

N7 = 4~(1 - ~ - TJ - ()67
N8 4TJ(68
N9 = 4(1 - ~ - TJ - ()69

N lO = 471(1 - ~ - TJ - ()OIO

Derivatives of the shape functions with respect to the local coordinates are obtained as
follows:

8N! 1 - 2TJ65 - 2(66 - 2(-2~ - TJ - (+ 1)078e
8N2 = -271(Os - 610)8e

8NlO = -4TJOIO8e
8Nl

-2~(os - 07)8f)
&N2 = 1 - 2~05 - 2(68 - 2(1 - ~ - 2TJ - ()6l08f)

8N1o = 4(1 - ~ - 2TJ - ()OIO8f)
8N! = -~(06 - 67 )&(
8N2 = - 2TJ(08 - 610)8(

8N!Q = -4TJOIO8(
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These shape functions and derivatives may be reduced to those for 4-noded and 10-noded
tetrahedron elements. It can be verified that, for any combination of deleted midside nodes,
there exist a condition

which satisfies the constant strain requirement.

4.2.3 An Example of Element Matrix

To illustrate the computational procedure, an element matrix for a linear tetrahedron (4-noded)
element is explicitly derived here. The shape functions and the derivatives are tabulated below:

Node Ni Q& Q& Q&
8e 81/ 8<

1 ~ 1 0 0
2 1) 0 1 0
3 ( 0 0 1
4 1- e- 1) - ( -1 -1 -1

Then the Jacobian matrix may be found as

[J] =

where (Xij = Xi - Xj) is used for convenience. Upon inverting the Jacobian matrix, we have

where

al Y24 Z34 - Z24Y34

bl = -(X24Z34 - Z24 X34)

CI X24Y34 - Y24 X34

a2 = -(YI4Z34 - ZI4Y34)

b2 = XI4 Z34 - ZI4 X34

C2 = -(XI4Y34 - YI4 X34)
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a3 = Y14 Z24 - Z14Y24

b3 -(X14 Z24 - Z14 X 24)

C3 X14Y24 - Y14 X 24

The global derivatives of the shape functions are

8N] 8N2 8Na 8N4
al a2 a3 -(al + a2 +a3)8x 8x 8x 8x

8N] 8N2 8Na
1

8N4 --- b1 b2 b3 -(bl + b2 + b3 )8y 8y 8y 8y det J

8N] 8N2 8Na 8N4
Cl C2 c3 -(Cl + c2 +C3)8z 8z 8z 8z

Hence the element matrix will be

al 0 0 a2 0 0 a3 0 0 -Eai 0 0

0 b1 0 0 b2 0 0 b3 0 0 -Lbi 0

[B] 1 0 0 Cl 0 0 C2 0 0 C3 0 0 -ECi---
6 x 12 det J

b1 al 0 b2 a2 0 b3 a3 0 -ECi -Eai 0

0 Cl b1 0 C2 b2 0 C3 b3 0 -ECi -Ebi

Cl 0 al C2 0 a2 C3 0 a3 -ECi 0 -Eai

Notice that the rank of [B] matrix is 6.

4.2.4 Volume Integration of Element Matrices

By virtue of variational principles, the element stiffness matrix is derived as follows:

[Ke] = fv B T DBtiV

= 1111
-<11

-
TJ
-< Idet JI BT DB df.d1Jd(

where D is a (6x6) material tangential matrix.

(4.2.11)

While analytical integration is possible, there are some advantages in using numerical
integration. The Gaussian quadrature is used for the tetrahedron as usual. The minimum
number of intergration points required for non-singular stiffness matrix may be determined
based on

. . Total dof - rigid body dof
mInImum n = ----------'="----......;;.---

No. of strain components for each point

4.2 - 6
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(4.2.13)

(4.2.14)

These numbers are found to be 1 and 4 for linear and quadratic tetrahedron, respectively.
Using the integration formulas, shown in Fig. 4.2.2, the element stiffness matrices for linear
and quadratic tetrahedron may be computed as

[Ke
] = ~ Idet JI BT DB for 4-noded TETRA

1 1 a-d
[K e

] = - x - L: Idet JI B T DB for 5-10 noded TETRA
6 4 gauss

where the scaling factor 1/6 is introduced to compensate IJI = 6x (Volume). One-point scheme
should be used for 4-noded tetrahedron (all the midside nodes deleted) and four-point scheme
otherwise.

It is difficult to determine lumped masses when some of the midside nodes are deleted.
However, the consistent mass matrix may be obtained using the same shape functions, Le.,

Me = [iiTpildV

where [N] = [NIl N 2l NlOl] with I being (3x3) identity matrix. Again the Gaussian
quadrature 4-point formula is used to find

[M]e = 2
1
4P L: /det JI [N]T[1V]

gauss '
(4.2.15)

Notice that 4-point scheme is to be used even for 4-noded tetrahedron. For computational
convenience, the consistent mass may be converted to the lumped mass. One way to achieve
this is to take the diagonal terms and scale them so that the total mass is preserved.

4.2.5 Element Loads and Equilibrium

Nodal forces are computed from the element stresses using element matrix, Le.,

The Gaussian integration is performed as

1
{Fy = "6ldet JI [B]T{C1}

(4.2.16)

(4.2.17)

for 4-noded tetrahedron and 12xl 12x6

1
{Fy = 24 L Idet JI [BT]{C1}

gauss

30xl
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(4.2.19)

for (5-10)-noded tetrahedron.

Thermal load is like an initial strain. Therefore, nodal forces due to thermal load are
obtained by

{F}:hermal = fv BT[D]{co}dV (4.2.18)

where {colT = ot1T < 1 1 1 0 0 0 >. With anisotropic thermal properties, {coV becomes
t1T < 0b 02 ... 06 > in general.

The pressure load applied to any surface of the tetrahedron may be distributed to the grid
points using the shape functions applicable to the 6-noded triangular element with removable
midside nodes, Le.,

[ - IT
{P}pressure = J

A
p[N] {n}dA

where {n} is a unit direction vector associated with a pressure (p) and

[N/] = [N{I N~I '" N~I]

with I being (3 x 3) identity matrix. Shape functions (N!) are shown in Fig. 4.2.3. Area
integration should be performed using Gaussian quadrature formulas shown in Fig. 4.2.4, Le.,

1 a-c

" -IT{P}pressure = 6 L. Idet JI N {p}
gauss

(4.2.20)

During the nonlinear iteration process, the equilibrium is not reached until convergence is
achieved. The equilibrium is sought in the global level when the residual load R approaches
zero. The residual load vector is defined as

linear nonlinear

{R} = {P} - L {Keu
e

} - L {f BT o-dV +Ftehermal}
e e

(4.2.21 )

where {P} is the applied load vector including the thermal load and I: implies assemblage in
the global coordinate system (coordinate transformation required).

4.2.6 Element Coordinates

The element coordinate system for the tetrahedron element is shown in Fig. 4.2.5. It is defined
with the initial element geometry such that

• The origin is at the first grid point in the connectivity, Gl.

• The x-axis is determined by connecting the origin G1 to node G2, Le.,

(4.2.22)
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• The y-axis is determined by orthonormalization (Gram-Schmidt process) of the edge
direction (VI3 ) with respect to x-axis,

] == [V13 - (i • V13)~normalized

• The z-axis is orthogonal to x and y according to the right-hand rule, Le.,

k==ix]

Then, the transformation from element coordinates to the basic coordinates is simply

(4.2.23)

r} r} {
xe

l.~,y == [ne] y + ye (4.2.24)

z z ze
basic element

where

[ i.
ix

k. ]
[Tbe] == ~y i y ky (4.2.25)

Zz Jz kz

and < xe, ye, ze >'fasic is the position vector of the element coordinate system with respect to
the basic coordinate system. Notice that [Tbe] is an orthogonal matrix, Le.,

4.2.7 Stress Data Recovery

In case of linear analysis, the stresses at the integration point are recovered as

{O"}gauss == [D]{[B]{u} - {a}aT}

with

(4.2.26)

aT == {Ni}T{Ti - Toi}

where {0"}, [B], {u land{a} are defined in the element coordinate system, and the shape function
{Ni} interpolates Gauss point temperatures from the nodal temperatures. In case of nonlinear
analysis, stresses are computed again upon convergence, starting from the last converged state
(last converged solution of 0" and u), Le.,

Given {O"old} and
(4.2.27)
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with
{c} = [B]{u} - {Q}~T

the nonlinear material routine computes updated stresses {O"new}, which are stored in ESTNL.

To output grid point stresses, the stresse~ at the integration points must be extrapolated to
the nodal points. A linear extrapolation can be applied using stresses at the element e.g. and
the comer Gauss point associated with a grid point. For a tetrahedron, referring to Fig. 4.2.2,

where

(4.2.28)

This yields
I-f3 f3

0"1 = 1- 4f3O"a - 1- 4f3(O"b +O"e +O"d)

In matrix form for all the grid points in the element

(4.2.29)

where

0"1 A -B -B -B O"a

0"2 A -B -B O"b
(4.2.30)=

0'3 A -B O'e

0'4 grid Sym. A O'd gauss

A I-f3 dB= f3
= 1 - 4f3 an 1 - 4f3

This process must be operated on every component of stress vector. No extrapolation is
required for I-point integration.
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/ 16 \. , \

/ I \! \
/ 10 i '\
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I
3

GRID L1 L2 L3 L4

1 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0

3 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 0 1
5 1/2 1/2 0 0

6 1/2 0 1/2 0

7 1/2 0 0 1/2
8 0 1/2 1/2 0
9 0 0 1/2 1/2
10 0 1/2 0 1/2

Figure 4.2.1. Volume Coordinates for Tetrahedron
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Linear

1

1 point integration

Quadratic

f+.... -.......
~ "',". .....

3

4 point integration

Point Weight ~ 1/ ( Error

Linear a 1 1/4 1/4 ]/4 0(h2 )

a 1/4 a {3 {3

Quadratic b 1/4 {j a (j O(h3 )

c 1/4 {j {j a

d 1/4 {j {j {j

a = 1 - 3{j = .58541020

{j = 1 / (5 + v'5) = 0.13819660

Figure 4.2.2 Gaussian Quadrature for Tetrahedron
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1 (1 0 0)

5

(0 1/21/2)

\,
4 P \

/ / , , .....6 (1/2 0 1/2)
/ '\

/ '\/ ,
" \

"
~ 3 (0 0 1)

2

(010)

(1/2 1/2 0)

* Area coordinate system (€ fJ () such that

(; _ Area(P23)
.. - Area(123)' etc.

* Shape Functions:

N~
1 1

= €--N4 --N6
2 2

N~
1 1

= fJ--N4--N S
2 2

N' 1 1
= (--Ns --N63 2 2

N~ = 4€fJ64

N~ = 4fJ(t5s

N~ = 4€fJt56

Figure 4.2.3 Shape Functions for Pressure Load
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Linear

1
f',-..-..

I ,
/ -"-"'"I .......

! ~"I .........
I a. ......"

! '.! '..........
2 L.. '~>'. 3

1 point integration

Quadratic

3 point integration

Point Weight { 'fJ ( Error

Linear a 1 1/3 1/3 1/3 O(h2)

a 1/3 2/3 1/6 1/6

Quadratic b 1/3 1/6 2/3 1/6 O(h3 )

c 1/3 1/6 1/6 2/3

Figure 4.2.4 Gaussian Quadrature for Pressure Load
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z

I

Origin at Gl

G4

x-axis: in the direction of the edge from G1 to G2

y-axis: orthogonalized from edge (GI-G3), V73

z-axis: orthogonal to x and y according to the right hand rule

Figure 4.2.5 Element Coordinate System Definition
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One of the major areas in nonlinear analysis that poses difficulties in convergence is the applica-
tion of GAP elements. This has been particularly true when friction is involved. Numerical dif-
ficulty is inherent in nature for the penalty method which is employed in the GAP element. 
Furthermore, the GAP element simulates a point-to-point contact, and is often
used to simulate surface contact problems. Deficiencies of the penalty GAP element are coped
with by implementing an adaptive GAP element. The adaptability is based on the subincremental s
cheme with the capability to update the stiffness at proper timing, to bisect the increment when it is 
excessive, and to adjust the penalty stiffnesses to the proper values in concert with the nonlinear and 
dynamic environment. In addition, the kinetic friction effect (different from the static friction) is 
introduced to simulate the physics more accurately by distinguishing stick-slip forces.

The Lagrange multiplier method has been used by researchers [4.3-4.5] in contact problems.
The method enforces the constraints exactly. However, it also poses some difficulties. The main
drawbacks of the Lagrange multiplier method are: (1) the problem size increases by Lagrange
multiplier variables and (2) the stiffness matrix has zero diagonal terms, and requires pivoting
and resequencing. Some variations of the Lagrange multiplier method have been proposed
[4.6-4.8] to mitigate the deficiencies. Another school of thought for the dilemma is to alleviate
the difficulties by implementing the adaptive penalty method to choose a proper penalty value
and adjust it to control the numerical stability and the accuracy [4.9-4.10]. Although the
constraint is not enforced exactly, the effectiveness of the penalty method lies in preserving
the size and the bandwidth of the stiffness matrix. The software employs this approach
in the adaptive GAP element implemented in Version 67.



4.3.2 Basic Considerations for Penalty GAP Element

The GAP element changes its status when the load is applied. Consider the internal forces
of a GAP element with an isotropic friction. Force components in the GAP element are the
axial compressive force (Fx) and the friction forces in lateral directions (Fy and Fz) in terms
of displacements (u, v, w) in the element coordinate system. These internal forces can be
computed based on the GAP status as follows:

• When the GAP is open (no contact, no lateral stiffness),

and (4.3.1)

where Kb is an arbitrary open stiffness.

• When the GAP is closed and sliding (no friction),

and (4.3.2)

where K a is the penalty value for the closed stiffness.

• When the GAP is closed and sticking (static friction),

F; + F; ~ (/.t8 Fx )2 (4.3.3)

where Fx = Kau, Fy = Ktv, and Fz = Ktw. It is noted that the sticking condition is
dictated by the static coefficient of friction (#-'8) and the transverse shear stiffness (Kt ).

• When the GAP is closed and slipping (kinetic friction),

(4.~.4)

where

F K F - V#-'kFx and F _ _rw~#-'=k=F=x:::;;:x = aU, y - , z -
';v2 + w2 ';v2 + w2

with the friction dictated by the kinetic coefficient of friction #-'k.

The element stiffness matrix can be formed as

7' [K -K][l~]= -K k with K = &{F}
&{u}

where the stiffness components are derived for each GAP status as follows:

• When the GAP is open,

[

Kb O. O. ]

syin. O. ~:
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• When the GAP is closed and sliding,

[

Ka O. 0.]
sym. O. ~:

• When the GAP is closed and sticking,

(4.3.6)

o. 0.]
Kt O.

K t

(4.3.7)

• When the GAP is closed and slipping,

(4.3.8)

It is noted that the slipping due to friction introduces an unsymmetric stiffness matrix.

There are some inherent difficulties involved in the penalty GAP element. Since the New
ton's method is sensitive to abrupt changes in stiffness during iterations, it could cause a
divergent or oscillatory solution when the GAP changes its status. The timing of the stiffness
update is crucial to the convergence, which necessitates an adaptive stiffness update criterion
based on the GAP status. Furthermore, it the GAP status undergoes two or more consecutive
changes, adaptive stiffness update alone cannot stabilize the solution and the increment size
should be reduced.

The stick-slip behavior of the frictional GAP element is path-dependent in a manner similar
to the plasticity..The lateral forces due to friction should be considered for equilibrium. If the
internal forces in the GAP elements are computed in a single step, the accuracy deteriorates
when the increment produces large changes in displacements with friction. In order to trace
the path-dependent solution, the subincremental scheme within an incremental load step is
desirable [4.11].

Optimal penalty values (I(a and K t ) are difficult to assess. Furthermore, they have to
be updated continuously during the deformation process, because the stiffness of the adjacent
structure changes during the incremental process. It becomes necessary to adjust penalty
values adaptively by the program throughout the analysis.
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4.3.3 User Interface for GAP Element

Connectivity is specified in the Bulk Data entries CGAP as shown below:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CGAP Em pm GA GB X1,GO X2 X3 cm

CGAP 17 2 .110 112 3

Line GA-GB defines the GAP element x-axis as shown in Fig. 4.3.1. If GA and GB are
coincident in space, CID is used to define the element coordinate system. The orientation of
the y and z axes is determined by GO (or Xl, X2, X3) defining the x-y plane. The element coor
dinate system does not rotate as a result of deflections. In other words, the element coordinate
system is not updated even when the geometric nonlinearity is considered (LGDISP=I).

y

Go (orientation vector)

z

UB x

GB

Figure 4.3.1 The Gap Element

The axial and lateral force-deflection curves of the GAP element are shown in Figs. 4.3.2
and 4.3.3. Properties that characterize these curves are specified in the Bulk Data PGAP.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

PGAP PID Uo Fo Kg Kb Kt PI P2

PGAP 2 o. o. I.E6 I.E-2 I.E5 o. O. +PG

I
+PG 171 MAR I TRMIN

, " '100. 0.001

Fz (compression)

I I I +PG I

tension
Uo

(compression)

Figure 4.3.2 Gap Axial Force vs. Deflection
(slope K a is used when UA - UB ~ Uo )

Nonlinear Shear

AVorAW

Figure 4.3.3 Gap Lateral Force vs. Deflection
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The initial GAP opening is defined by Uo (defaulted to 0), not by the separation dis
tance. The preload is defined by Fo (defaulted to 0). Notice that positive values of force and
displacement represent compression in the GAP element coordinates. If the GAP is closed
(UA - UB ~ Uo), the axial stiffness (Ka ) has a large value relative to the adjacent structure.
When the GAP is open, there is a small open stiffness (I(b, which is defaulted to 10-8K a ) in
the axial direction. For most contact problems, K a should be chosen to be three orders of mag
nitude higher than the stiffness of the neighboring grid points. The factor may be reduced to
facilitate convergence at the expense of the accuracy. A much larger K a value may slow down
convergence or cause divergence, while a much smaller Ka value may result in an inaccuracy.

The transverse shear stiffness Kt (defaulted to PIKa) is used when the friction is active
upon contact. When the GAP is open, there is no transverse stiffness. When the GAP is
closed and if there is friction, the GAP has the elastic stiffness (Kt ) in the transverse direction
until the lateral force exceeds the friction force and the slip starts to occur. If K t = 0, the
friction effect is ignored (equivalent to PI =P2 =0). The recommended range of the transverse
stiffness value is O.OlKa ~ K t ~ ](a'

When the adaptive GAP (default option) is used, PI and P2 represent static and kinetic
coefficients of friction Ps and Pk, respectively. If the nonadaptive GAP element is chosen, the
anisotropic coefficients of friction (Py and Jtz) are the input for PI and P2' Directions y and
z are defined by the orientation vector in the CGAP entry, which corresponds to the GAP
element coordinate system.

Penalty values (Ka and K t ) are adjusted adaptively if TMAX > 0.0. There are two kinds
of GAP elements: adaptive GAP and nonadaptive GAP. If TMAX ~ 0.0, the adaptive GAP
element is chosen. When TMAX = 0.0 (default option), penalty values will not be adjusted
but other adaptive features will be active (the gap induced stiffness update, gap induced
bisection, and subincremental process). The value of TMAX = -1.0 selects the nonadaptive
(old) GAP element. The recommended allowable penetration TMAX is about 10% of the
element thickness for plates and shells (or equivalent thickness for other elements) which are
connected to the GAP element. If the structure is a massive solid, TMAX should be determined
such that the penetration is two or three orders less than the elastic deformation of the solid
model. The initial estimate of TMAX could be made such that the penetration is inconspicuous
relative to the overall dimension of the structure, e.g., I~ of the overall length. The penalty
value adjustment will thrash if TMAX is too small, and no adjustment will occur if TMAX is
too large.

The maximum adjustment ratio MAR (1 < MAR < 106 , defaulted to 100) is used only for
penalty value adjustment of the adaptive GAP element. Upper and lower bounds of the ad
justed penalty value are MAR *Ko and ](o/MAR, respectively, where ](0 is the user-specified
value for K a or K t • The para.nieter TRMIN is a fractional number (0.0 ~ TRMIN ~ 1.0,
defaulted to 0.001), representing a lower bound for the allowable penetration. The lower
bound for the allowable penetration is computed by TRMIN * TMAX. The penalty values are
decreased if the penetration is below the lower bound.
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GAP element output may be obtained by the STRESS ouput request in the Case Control
Section. An example of the GAP output format is shown below:

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL CLUTCH SEPTEMBER 5, 1990 MSC/NASTRAN 8/30/90 PAGE 66

DISPLACEMENT IN MM., FORCE IN NEWTON

SUBCASE 1

LOAD STEP = 2.00000E-Ol

STRESSES (FORCES) IN GAP ELEMENTS (CGAP)

ELEMENT -FORCES IN ELEM SYST- -DISPLACEMENTS IN ELEM SYST

ill COMP-X SHEAR-Y SHEAR-Z AXIAL-U TOTAL-V TOTAL-W SLIP-V SLIP-W STATUS

31 1.2051E-06 0.0 0.0 1.2977E-02 -2.3891E-Ol 0.0 -2.3891E-Ol 0.0 SLIDE

The element forces and displaceme~tsare computed in the element coordinate system. Positive
values of the axial force (Fx ) and the axial displacement (U) represent compression. Lateral
forces are computed for the frictional case, and printed as SHEAR-Y and SHEAR-Z. Lateral
displacements in the y and z directions are printed under TOTAL-V, TOTAL-W (representing
total lateral displacements) and SLIP-V, SLIP-W (representing translation of the slip cen
ter). When the GAP is open (regardless of friction) or sliding without friction, the total
displacements (TOTAL-V, TOTAL-W) and the slip center displacements (SLIP-V, SLIP-W)
have the same value. For the sticking or slipping cases with friction, the magnitude of the
slip center translation (SLIP-V, SLIP-W) should be smaller than the magnitude of the total
displacement. The last column of the output shows the GAP status (available in V67): OPEN,
SLIDE, STICK or SLIP.

4.3.4 Theoretical Basis for Frictional Behavior

According to the Coulomb friction law, the reaction force due to friction is proportional to the
normal force (FN). Slipping does not occur as long as the external force exerted in the lateral
direction (FT) is smaller than the friction force, Le.,

where /-Ls is the static coefficient of friction. Slipping starts when the external lateral force
exceeds the static friction force. The friction force is reduced to the kinetic friction force
(/-LkFN) during the slip, since /-Lk < /-La in general. In order to simulate the stick-slip behavior
of the current GAP element, the frictional yield function is formed as follows:

with

(4.3.9)

(4.3.10)
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where](t is a penalty value (representing an elastic stiffness) during sticking, and (vs,ws)
represents a translation of the slip center in the y-z plane. The GAP is sticking, if f < O.

When the GAP starts to slip (J ~ 0), the lateral displacement can be decomposed into
two parts: recoverable sticking part (denoted by superscript st) and irrecoverable slipping part
(denoted by superscript sl); Le.,

(4.3.11)

Slipping is similar to the plastic deformation [4.11]. Adopting the associated flow rule, the slip
displacements can be defined in terms of the effective slip increment (~7s1) by

{
~v:ll } = ~7S1~F { F.FY } (4.3.12)
.u.W J.Lk x z

where

(4.3.13)

(4.3.15)

(4.3.14)

and
~7s1 = J~vs12 +~ws12

Notice that slipping occurs along the direction normal to the slip locus, where (Fy , Fz ) represent
the forces in the normal direction to the slip locus.

The slip yield surface, which can be represented by a circular cone in the element force
space, is kept up-to-date by updating slip forces and the slip center. Substituting Eqs. (4.3.11)
and (4.3.12) into (4.3.10), we obtain

{
F. } 1 { F!.rial }
~ = 1 +~ -sl....K..L ~rial

i I-'k F", z

where

{ ~:::: } = ](t { ~: }

Substituting Eq. (4.3.13) into Eq. (4.3.9) with f = 0, we can express ~7s1 as below:

- / Ftria12 + Ftria12 - "kF
A -sl V· y z r x
.u.7 = K t

Combining Eq. (4.3.13) and (4.3.14), the final form of Eq. (4.3.13) becomes

{
Fy } _ J.LkFx { .F;rial }

F z - JF~ria12 +F;ria12 p;rial

The slip center must be updated accordingly using Eq. (4.3.12), (4.3.14) and (4.3.15):

{ :: } = { : } - I~t { ~ }

4.3 - 8
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4.3.5 Subincremental Algorithm for Stiffness Update and Bisection

In the absence of friction, the GAP element may change its status from open to sliding and
vice versa. When the friction is present, the status of the GAP element may change from open
to stick and further to slip, and vice versa. General principles adopted in the adaptive stiffness
matrix update and bisection strategies induced by GAP elements are:

• Allow only one state change in any GAP element within each increment. Bisect the load
or time step if the GAP undergoes two state changes (e.g., open to slip) in a single step.

• Update the stiffness matrix when the GAP changes its status (e.g., open to stick, or slip
to stick).

• Subdivide the increment for the slip process [4.11].

In order to achieve the adaptability, it is necessary to use the subincremental approach within
a global increment. Furthermore, slipping with friction is a path-dependent process and the
subincremental scheme allows a more accurate solution to the path-dependent process.

Two major steps are required to implement the subincrement method. Let the displacement
increment for the i-th iteration be defined as follows:

where n represents the previously converged step. The first step is to find the open/close
boundary. Assume that the GAP closes from the opening state at the i-th iteration. The
scale factor a (0 $ a $ 1) is used to determine the point at which the GAP starts to close as
follows:

{

:llil.::.!!IL
a = Au

o
if Un $ Uo $ u

i

if Un ~ Uo

(open --+ closed)

(closed --+ closed)
(4.3.17)

where Uo represents the initial opening of the GAP element.

The second step is to find the stick/slip boundary. Assume that the GAP changes status
from stick to slip at the i-th iteration. The scale factor f3 (0 $ f3 $ 1) is used to determine the
point where the GAP begins to slip. The frictional yield function should be satisfied (J = 0)
at the stick/slip boundary, Le.,

which can be rearranged to solve for f3, resulting in a quadratic function of f3:

af32 +2bf3 +c = 0
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with

a (ILsKa~u)2 - Kl(~v2 +~w2)

b = IL;F:Kallu - Kt(F;:llv + P;llw)

c ,,2 Fn2 _ F!!'2 _ pn2
rs x y z

where F;;, F;: and F; represent GAP internal forces at the last converged solution. It can be
shown that the quadratic equation is guaranteed to produce a real and positive root. Since
the GAP is slipping at the i-th iteration,

(4.3.20)

Expanding Eq. (4.3.20) using the relation in Eq. (4.3.19), the following inequalities can be
obtained:

a +2b+ c < 0

These inequalities lead to a proper root

and (
a C)2

b2 -ac> T ~O

(4.3.21)

-b - y!b2 - ac/3= --..;..-
a

and for a ~ 0
c

/3=-
2b

Once the initial slip point is found, the slip region is subdivided into m subincrements
(1 < m ::; 10). The number of subdivisions are determined adaptively by

Ii
m = INT( 0 5 F. ) + 1. * ILk * :r;

The displacement increment for each subincrement becomes

The GAP normal force (F:r;) is gradually increased, and the the slip force (Fy and Fz ) is
updated in m subincrements. After the subincremental process, the element stiffness and the
slip center are updated. The subincremental process is schematically described in Fig. 4.3.4.

It is noted that the "slip-to-slip" case is catagorized into two groups. One is the slip in the
same direction and the other is the slip in the opposite direction. The condition for the slip in
the same direction can be determined by the dot product of the last converged friction force
and the friction force increment, Le.,
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Slipping in the same direction is also signified by a double root of /3 at zero. If the slip occurs
in the opposite direction, /3 has two roots with one being zero. In this case, the root at zero is
discarded and the subincrement is processed from the slip locus at the opposite side signified
by nonzero /3.

(F~, F~)
for final position

Figure 4.3.4 Schema for Subincremental Process (m = 3)

4.3.6 Adaptive Adjustment of Penalty Values

Penalty values are adaptively adjusted upon convergence for the next increment. If the penalty
value is too small and produce an appreciable penetration, the accuracy of the solution may
not be acceptable. Then the penalty value (Ka ) should be increased to reduce the penetration.
On the other hand, numerical difficulties arise if the penalty values are set too high. It is highly
desirable to reduce the penalty values in such cases to improve the numerical performance.

The adaptive penalty value adjustment is designed to adjust penalty values automatically,
if necessary, using the user-specified initial values and the maximum allowable penetration
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(TMAX). If the GAP penetration exceeds the allowable value supplied by the user, penalty
values (](a and ](t) are increased, and vice versa if the penetration is smaller than the minimum
allowable value, a fraction of TMAX. The adjustments are made at converged points. It is
necessary to introduce a stepping function in order to avoid thrashing [4.12]. The stepping
function is designed such that the adjustment ratio is in powers of 10, Le.,

(4.3.22)

where feR) is ... ,0.1, 1., 10, ... and n denotes the incremental step with

or

u- uo
R= TMAX if u-uo > TMAX

u- Uo
R = TMAX *TRMIN if u - Uo < TMAX *TRMIN

where TRMIN represents the user-specified parameter to define a lower bound for allowable
penetration.

It is noted that two penalty values (](a and ](t) are adjusted by the same ratio, starting
from the user-specified initial values. Since the ratio of ](a to ](t constitutes the slip criterion,
an incompatibility will occur in the constitutive relations between two consecutive solutions if
](a and ](t are adjusted independently. The proper ratio between two penalty values can be
established logically. Assume that the lateral displacement under the sticking condition is f

when the GAP starts to slip. The slip condition requires that

If it is desired to limit the lateral displacement under the sticking condition (f) by the same
magnitude as the normal penetration (u - uo), the magnitude of shear stiffness ](t has to be
related to ](a by

(4.3.23)

If the user inputs TMAX = 0, the penalty value is fixed and the adjustment algorithm is
not invoked. The penalty value adjustment is limited by an upper and lower bound defined by
the user-specified maximum adjustment ratio (MAR), Le.,

](0
__ < ]( < MAR * ](0
MAR- - (4.3.24)

where KO is the user-specified value for l(a or K t • The global stiffness matrix is updated
whenever the penalty values are adjusted.
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4.3.7 Non-adaptive GAP Element with Anisotropic Friction

The original GAP element can have an anisotropic friction by specifying direction-dependent
friction coefficients associated with the GAP orientation. When the GAP is in contact (closed),
the compressive force in the axial direction is defined by

(4.3.25)

where Fo is the preload and Uo is the initial GAP opening. The slip yield function may be
modified for anisotropic friction as follows:

f= (~)'+ (::r -F. (4.3.26)

where Jly and Jlz are coefficients of friction in the y and z direction. If the GAP is sticking,
the friction forces become

(4.3.27)

with the associated stiffness as follows:

(4.3.28)

In the case of slipping, the lateral forces are given by

The associated GAP stiffness is given by

(4.3.29)

o o

sym

F.,(l£yl£z(W-W$))2 _ F.,(l£yJLz)2(v-v$)(w-w$)
«JLy(v-v.) )2+(1£.0 (w-w.) )2)1.5 «JLy(v-v.»)2+(1£..(w-w.) )2)105

F", (JLyl£z (v-v.»2

(4.3.30)

where the symmetry is enforced.
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4.3.8 Verification and Validation: Bouncing Mass Problem

A 4-lb weight is resting on a spring-supported platform which is initially compressed 4 inches
in the position shown in Fig. 4.3.5. The platform is released, and after moving 2 inches, the
platform is halted by a stopper. The response of the weight is to be determined [4.13]. The
spring modulus of the platform support is 10 lb/in.

f
2-

1

t
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I1:'======I
I
I
I
I
I

platform

Stopper

Figure 4.3.5 Physical Model

From the conservation of energy

(4.3.31 )

The change in energy from the initial state when the platform is stopped is

dYe = ~k(x~ - x~) = -60 Ib-in

dVg =mgh = 8 Ib-in

dT = ~m:t5

from which the velocity of the mass at the time of departure from the platform can be obtained
as

:to = J~(-dVe-dVg) =100.1798 in/sec.

Up to this point, the motion of the mass is governed by the equation

mx+kx = -mg. (4.3.32)

With the initial conditions Xo = -4 in. and:to = 0 in/sec, the response of the mass is
expressed as .

(4.3.33)
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Figure 4.3.6 Symbolic Model



The model is depicted schematically in Fig. 4.3.6. The spring is modeled

The solution to the model is obtained by the nonlinear transient analysis



The displacement response in Fig. 4.3.7 shows a peak height of approximately 14.56 inches
and the period of approximately 0.583 sec. Discrepancies between this solution and the analytical 
solution may be attributed to the following:



.01
+PG3

+PG4

1. O. O.
o. O.
1. 201

220
+TABl

100. 1. ENDT
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Table 4.3.1 Input Data Listing for Bouncing Mass Problem
ID VGAPM.V66 $ SHL 12-11-90
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES FOR VAX
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
SOL 99
CEllD
TITLE = GAP VERIFICATION
SUBTITLE =NOllLIIEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
SEALL = ALL
ECHO = UlSORT

SET 1 = 201,202
SET 3 = 22,23
SET 4 = 20 $ CONROD

DISP = 1
STRESS = 3 $ FOR GAP FORCES
ELFORCE = 4

LOADSET = 20
SUBCASE 1

DLOAD = 210
TSTEPBL =21

SUBCASE 2
DLOAD = 210
TSTEPIL = 21

OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
CSCALE = 1.3
PLOTTER =HAST
XTITLE = TIME II SEC
YTITLE = DISP IN I1CH

XYPLOT DISP RESP/201(Tl),202(Tl)
BEGU BULK
$ SOLUTION STRATEGY
TSTEPIIL 21 200 .0025 1 ADAPT PV +TSl
+TSl +TS2
+TS2 0
$ PROPERTIES
PARAM W4 31.
MATl 1 100. .3
PGAP 3 1.E+4
+PG3 5.-3
PGAP 4 2. 1.E+4
+PG4 5.-3
$ LOADING
FORCE 201 201 40.
GRAV 200 386.-1.
LOAD 202 1. 1 . 200
LSEQ 20 301 202
TLoAD1 210 301 0
TABLEDl 220
+TAB1 O. O. .001 1.



$ BOUNDARY COBDITIONS
GRDSET 23456
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 200 -6. O. o. 123456
GRID 201 4. O. o.
GRID 202 4.1 O. O.
GRID 203 6. O. O. 123456
$ COIlNECTIVITY
CONROD 20 200 201 1 1.
CONM2 24 201 1.-5
CONM2 21 202 .01036
CGAP 22 3 201 202 O. 1- O.
CGAP 23 4 201 203 O. 1- O.
ENDDATA .

4.3.9 Verification and Validation: Vibration with Coulomb Damping

A mass block (m) connected to a spring (k) is resting on a frictional surface as shown in
Fig. 4.3.9. The motion of the mass block is governed by

mu+ku=-F

mu+ku = F

where F is the friction force [4.14].

for

for

u> O.

u< o.

(4.3.35)
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Figure 4.3.9 Physical Model for Vibration with Coulomb Damping [4.14]

Suppose the block is displaced by Uo » F/k and released. The solution while u< 0 is
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(4.3.36 )



The solver's model uses a GAP element to simulate friction with  ka =106 ,
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Figure 4.3.10 Horizontal Displacement Response

In order to examine the effects of the frictional force, the analysis is performed with some
variations in the model. First, the mass (m) is increased to 366.7 kg and, in turn, the normal
force (FN) is increased to 366.7 N. Then the initial displacement ('U() is decreased to 0.1467
and the natural frequency (w) is reduced to 1.6514 rad/sec. In this case, the decay rate is such
that the amplitude is reduced to zero in a half cycle (wt =1r) as shown in Fig. 4.3.11. This
is analogous to the critically-damped case in viscous damping. IT the friction coefficients are
also increased (P. = 0.45 and Pit: = 0.3) and the horizontal applied force (P) is increased to
300 N, the initial displacement (1£0) becomes 0.19 m. The mass will come to rest when 'Ii = 0,
which occurs at t = ~ =1.9 sec. The residual displacement should have an asymptotic value
of 0.03 from Eq. (4.3.36). As shown in Fig. 4.3.11, this is analogous to the over-damped case
in viscous damping.

The effect of distinctive friction coefficients (static and kinetic) during the static loading is
shown in Fig. 4.3.12. For the over-damped case, the GAP will be sticking up to the friction
force of 165 N, governed by P•• As the block starts to slip, the friction force is reduced to 110
N, complying with PIc. It is noted that an excessive number of load steps was taken during the
static loading in order to show the reduction in the frictional force at the stick/slip transition.
Despite the eXce8"sive steps, the peak at 165 N is not shown due to the discrete load increment
size.
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Table 4.3.2 Input Data Listing for Coulomb Damping Problem

$ SHL 12-21-90
$ CPU MINUTES FOR VAX
$ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

COULOMB, V67
5
99
8,50

ID
TIME
SOL
DIAG
CEND
TITLE = COULOMB FRICTION VIBRATION PROBLEM
SUBTITLE = NONLINEAR STATIC AND TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
LABEL = TIMOSHENKO, YOUNG, AND WEAVER; P. 198
ECHO = BOTH
SEALL = ALL

SET 1 = 2, 12. 22
SET 2 = 10, 110, 210
SET 3 = 20, 120, 220

DISP = 1
VELO = 1
ACCE = 1
STRES = 2
FORCE = 3

LOADSET = 1000
SUBCASE 10 $ COMPRESS GAP

PARAH TSTATIC 1
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL = 10

SUBCASE 20 $ SHEAR GAP
PARAM TSTATIC 1
DLOAD = 200
TSTEPIL = 20

SUBCASE 30 $ DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
PARAM TSTATIC 0
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL = 30

OUTPUT (XYPLOT)
CSCALE = 1.5
XTITLE = TIME (SEC)
XGRID LINES = YES
YGRID LINES = YES
XMIN=2.
XMAX=8.
YTITLE = DISPLACEMENT AT THE MASS BLOCK

XYPLOT DISP RESP /2(T1),12(T1),22(T1)
YTITLE = VELOCITY AT THE MASS BLOCK

XYPLOT VELD RESP 12(T1),12(T~)

YTITLE = ACCELERATION AT THE MASS BLOCK
XYPLOT ACCE RESP /2(T1)

YTITLE = STRESS IN ROD
XYPLOT STRESS RESP 30/20(2),120(2),220(2)

YTITLE = SHEAR FORCE II GAP
XYPLOT STRESS RESP 30/10(3)
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.3

.2

.2

.3

.45

.3

123456
3456
123456

20
20

123456
3456
123456

O.
100.

1.+5

1.+5

1.+5

-1.
O.

O.
o

1.+6

1.+6

1.+6

211

O.

O.

111
1.

o.

110

110

2101000

YTITLE = TOTAL-V DISP IN GAP
XVPLOT STRESS RESP 30/10(6)

YTITLE = SLIP-V DISP IN GAP
XYPLOT STRESS RESP 30/10(8),110(8),210(8)

BEGIN BULK
$ SOLUTION CONTROL
TSTEPNL 10 4 .25 1 ADAPT
TSTEPllL 20 25 .04 1 ADAPT
TSTEPNL 30 30 .2 1 ADAPT
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------$
$ GEOMETRY AND CONNECTIVITY FOR OSCILLATORY SYSTEM
GRID 1 O. O. O.

GRID 2 100. O. O.

GRID 3 100. -1. O.

CGAP 10 10 2 3 1.
CONROD 20 1 2 20 1 .
COIM2 30 2 . 100.
$ PROPERTIES
PGAP 10 O.
MAT1 20 1.+5
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------$
$ GEOMETRY AND CONNECTIVITY FOR CRITICALLY DAMPED CASE
GRID 11 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 12 100. O. O. 3456
GRID 13 100. -1. O. 123456
CGAP 110 110 12 13 1.
CONROD 120 11 12 120 1.
COIM2 130 12 366.7
$ PROPERTIES
PGAP 110 O.
MAT1 120 1.+5
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------$
$ GEOMETRY AND CONNECTIVITY FOR OVER-DAMPED CASE
GRID 21 O. O. O.

GRID 22 100. O. O.

GRID 23 100. -1. O.
CGAP 210 210 22 23 1.
CONRaD 220 21 22 220 1.
COlfM2 230 22 366. 7
$ PROPERTIES
PGAP 210 O.
MAT1 220 1.+5
$-------------------------------------------------------------------------$
$ LOADING
LSEQ 1000
GRAV 111
TLOAD2 100
$
LSEQ
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FORCE 211 2 220. L O. O.
FORCE 211 12 220. L O. O.
FORCE 211 22 300. L O. O.
DLOAD 200 L L 100 L 2000
TLOAD1 2000 210 0 201
TABLED1 201 +TBD21
+TBD21 O. O. 1. O. 2. 1. ENDT
ENDDATA

4.3.10 Hertzian Problem: Contact Between Sphere and Rigid Plane

Mechanics of the frictionless contact between two elastic bodies were first solved by H. Hertz
and published in 1881. Hertz presented solutions to a family of two-body contact problems
with general curved surfaces for the loading normal to the surface. Stresses at the contact
area depend on the deformation of the bodies in contact. Typical examples are ball and
roller bearings, gears, cams, and rolling wheels. Hertz's analysis revealed that the pressure
distribution on the contact surface between two curved bodies is represented by a semiellipsoid
constructed on the surface of contact.
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Figure 4.3.13 Contact Between Elastic Sphere and Rigid Plane

Let us confine our discussion to the contact of an elastic sphere with a rigid plane as shown
in Fig. 4.3.13. The hemispherical pressure distribution on the surface of contact with a radius
a gives the maximum pressure (qo) at the center by

3P
qo=-

21l"a2
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(4.3.39)

where P is the total compressive force. The solution for two balls in contact with radii R1 and
R 2 is given [4.15] with the radius of contact area as follows:

a = [311" P(k1 + k2 )R1R2 ] 1/3

4 R1 +R2

and for the rigid body motion (or approach distance)

(4.3.40)

(4.3.39a)

with
1- vi 1- vi

k 1 =-- and k2 =--
11"E1 11"E2

for two balls (1 and 2) with different Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios, respectively. For
the contact of an elastic sphere with a rigid flat plane, Eqs. (4.3.39) and (4.3.40) are reduced
with R2 = 00 and E2 = 00 to

a= [3(\~V2)PRr'S ='/Ra

= [~P2 (1 _ V2)2] 1/3
and a 16 R E2 (4.3.40a)

where a is identical to the displacement of points on the sphere remote from the deformed
area.

Stresses at the center of the contact surface are given by

and

The maximum shear stress occurs on the z-axis at a distance of 0.47a below the surface of
contact, given as

Trz = T6z = 0.31qo

The maximum tensile stress occurs at the circular contact boundary, given as

1- 2v
O'r = 3 qo

At this boundary, the circumferential stress (0'6) is compressive with the same magnitude as
O'r, which represents a pure shear stress state.

For the static analysis, a symmetric half of a 10 degree sector of tl;J.e sphere is modeled by
HEXA and PENTA elements with axisymmetric boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 4.3.14.
Contact with a rigid plane is simulated by adaptive GAP elements. Uniform vertical displace
ment of the symmetric plane is maintained by tying the vertical displacements of all the nodes
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Figure 4.3.14 Model for Static Analysis

The radius of contact surface and the approach distance (vertical displacement at the
loading plane) are plotted as functions of ,he total force (P) in Fig. 4.3.16, which shows this
solution in comparison with the Hertz solution. Notice that the effects of
friction and geometric nonlinearity are gradually manifested as the load increases. It is noted
that the frictional case appears more accurate at the initial stage. This is because the frictional
case took much smaller increments due to bisections during the initial phase, and the point of
contact could be more closely predicted.



Figure 4.3.15 Undeformed Shape vs. Deformed Shape at P = 2160
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Figure 4.3.16 Contact Radius & Approach VB. Total Force in Static Analysis
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4.3.11 Dynamic Case: Impact of a Sphere with Rigid Plane

The Hertzian problem shown in Fig. 4.3.13 is considered for dynamic response. In the impact
of an elastic sphere with the rigid plane, the duration of contact is very long compared to the
period of lowest mode of vibration in the sphere. Vibrations and the stress wave can therefore
be neglected, and the statical solutions in Eqs. (4.3.39a) and (4.3.40a) are assumed to be valid
during impact [4.15]. The applied force P can be obtained from

mv= ma =-P

where m and v are the mass and the velocity of the sphere, respectively. Introducing a notation

4 ERI/2
n = pa.-3 / 2 =

3 (1- y2)

the acceleration of approach becomes

.. n 3/2
a. = --a.

m

from which
!(a2 _ v2) = _~!!:...a.5/2
2 0 5m

where Vo is the velocity of the sphere at the beginning of impact.

The value of the maximum compressive force is obtained by

(4.3.41)

(4.3.42)

where a.ma.:z: at the maximum compression can be found by substituting a = 0 into Eq. (4.3.41),
resulting in

[
5m 2] 2/5 [5 1- y2 2] 2/5

a.ma.:z: = 4n Vo = 4'11"p---y-vo R

where P is the mass density of the sphere. The duration of impact is given by

[
2] 2/5

t =2.94 a.ma.:z: = 2.94 ~'1I"p1- y Rv;;I/5
Vo 4 E

(4.3.43)

(4.3.44)

For the impact analysis, a 10 degree sector of the sphere is modeled by HEXA and PENTA
elements with axisymmetric boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 4.3.17. Contact with a rigid
plane is simulated by adaptive GAP elements. The initial velocity of 10 in/sec. is specified for
the sphere at the beginning of the impact. The analysis started with the initial time step size
of 1 msec. and progressed to completion without any difficulty. The adaptive time stepping
algorithm adjusted Dot to 2 and 4 msec. during the initial stage. The bisection was activated
during the maximum impact to adjust Dot to 0.25 msec. In the meantime the GAP induced
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Figure 4.3.17 Model for Dynamic Analysis

According to Eqs. (4.3.42) and (4.3.43), the maximum compression force (Pmax) is 1246.5
lbs, which occurs when the approach distance (αmax) reaches 0.5251. The anal-

from Eq. (4.3.44). The analysis as shown in Fig. 4.3.18 indicates that the dura -
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4.3.12 Recommendations

The most crucial task in using the GAP element is to determine proper penalty values, which
dictates the accuracy, efficiency and the effectiveness of the analysis. Penalty values should be
chosen as large as possible for solution accuracy but as small as possible for solution efficiency.
The recommended value for the penalty stiffness is 1000 times the stiffness of the adjacent
structure, which will produce an error of 0.1%. Even with the advanced knowledge of the
structural characteristics of the contact region, user specification of the penalty stiffness is
merely an educated guess. This guess has to be a conservative one at the expense of the
computational efficiency, because the proper value varies throughout the analysis.

The main goal of the self-adaptive method is to relieve users from the chores and uncer
tainties of guessing or trial-and-error searches. By achieving this goal, an optimum algorithm
design is automatically attained for efficiency as well as for solution accuracy. A self-adaptive
algorithm has been proven effective and efficient for nonlinar analysis in MSCjNASTRAN.
The primary virtue of the adaptive method, however, is not the computing efficiency but the
overall engineering efficiency. This is because the adaptability makes it possible to obtain the
solution at the very first trial.

The adaptive GAP element implemented in Version 67, in concert with adaptive solution
methods [4.12,4.16], makes it possible to maintain an acceptable accuracy while maintaining the
solution efficiency without user intervention throughout the dynamic environment of nonlinear
computation. The applicability of the present algorithm is deemed viable to simulation of
surface contacts with friction. A limitation exists, however, that one of the contact surfaces
should not rotate by a large angle because the GAP element orientation is not updated for
large rotations. It is noted that there is an advantage in maintaining the original orientation
of GAP elements when a contact with a fixed :flat surface is simulated.
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Geometric nonlinear effects [5.2] in the structure involving large rotations, whether rigid
body rotations or deformation induced rotations, are self-evident. Stiffening of a membrane,
stiffness in a pendulum or snap-through of an arch belong to this category. The motion of
a pendulum under gravity is caused by geometric (differential) stiffness. Follower forces are
manifested when the applied loads are displacement dependent, such as pressure load and
thermal load applied on the surface that rotates. Centrifugal force is another example of
follower forces. Large strain effects are pronounced in metal forming problems which could
have strains exceeding 100%. Finite strain formulation is required to treat the problems in this
category. The software does not currently support the large strain capability. In most
structural applications, however, moderately large strains (20 to 30 %) appear in local areas if
there is any large deformation. The software can be used for that category of problems.
Other geometric nonlinear effects are treated by updated element coordinates, gimbal angles



This solver has a distinct approach to the large rotation, for which the element
coordinates are continuously updated to the current configuration during the iteration. The
equilibrium is sought in the deformed position. Consider the internal force computation as
follows [5.3]:



in which KL represents the usual linear stiffness matrix, KR a stiffness due to large rotation,
and K q a geometric stiffness dependent on the initial stress level.

Now it remains to define the nonlinear part of the element matrix (BN). The definition of
finite strains based on the Lagrangian formulation (referred to the initial configuration) is as
follows:

[)u 1 [( [)U)2 ( [)v )2 ( [)w )2]
e:z: = [)x + 2" [)x + [)x + [)x

[)u [)v [[)u [)u [)v [)v [)w [)W]
'Y:z:y = [)y + [)x + [)x' fJy + [)x • [)y + ax . [)y (5.1.9)

with other components obtained similarly. In matrix notation

where {eLl is the usual infinitesimal strain vector and {eN} is the nonlinear strain vector
consisting of the second order terms, i.e.,

where

and

{eLl = [BL]{U}

1
{eN} =2"[A]{IJ}

aT 0 0:z:
0 aT 0y

[A] = 0 0 aT
%

6x9 aT aT 0y :c

0 aT aT
% y

aT 0 aT
% :c

a:c 8'11.
~

{IJ} = {a:c} =
ay with 8'fl

~
9xI 3 x I

a% 8w
~

(5.1.10)

(5.1.11)

Introducing shape functions (Ni) and nodal displacements {u} (using an example ofa lO-noded
tetrahedron), displacement derivatives are expressed by

and

{a:c} = [[)NI I fJN2I
[)x fJx

{IJ} = [G]{u}
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[)x

(5.1.12)
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From the properties of matrices A and 0, it can be shown that

1 1
deN = 2"dA 0 + 2"A dO =A dO = A G du

from which
[BN] = [A] [G]

6x30 6x9 9x30

The initial stress stiffness [KlT ] can be derived as follows:

K lT da = fv dBJ, (1 dV = I GTdAT
(1 dV

in which

(1:c

Uy
da:c 0 0 day 0 daz

dATU =
(1z

0 day 0 da:c daz 0
T:cy

0 0 daz 0 day da:z;
Tyz

Tz:c

5.1-4
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of large strains by updating element coordinates in the software.

the software.



When the large displacement effect is included in the nonlinear analysis, the solver



5.2.2 Updated Coordinates and Net Deformation

Referring to Fig. 5.2.2, a quadrilateral element is shown in its original and deformed positions
(denoted by subscripts e and d, respectively) with reference to the basic coordinate system
(denoted by a subscript b).

Ye

e

Figure 5.2.2 Element Coordinates vs. Displaced Coordinates

The element coordinate system is established by bisecting the diagonals of the quadrilateral.
Transformation from the element coordinate sytem to basic coordinates is simply

{ : } = [Tbe] { : } + { :z: }
Z ba3ic Z element basic

(5.2.3)

where the position vector (XC in Fig. 5.2.2) of the element coordinate system with respect to
the basic coordinate system is denoted by < xe, ye, ze >l:3ic' and transformation matrix [Tbe]
is composed of direction cosines of unit vectors of the element coordinate system with respect
to the basic coordinate system, Le.,

(5.2.4)
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(5.2.5)

As the element deforms or displaces, the element coordinate system moves and this is defined
as a displaced coordinate system. The displaced coordinate system is established in the same
manner as the element coordinate system. Again the transformation should be pedormed
similarly, i.e.,

{=}~ =rTUJ{ =L~.~+{ ~ Lm
where < xd , yd, zd >taaic is the position vector of the displaced element coordinate system with
respect to the basic coordinate system (XC in Fig. 5.2.2) and [Tbd] is formed simliarly to [Tbe].

In order to isolate the deformation from the rigid body displacements, nodal displacements
are computed in the displaced element coordinate system by overlaying the original element
as shown in Fig. 5.2.3.

y

element

deform(ation....

.....
.... : .

(x, y, Z)d

~---+----x

Figure 5.2.3 Computation of Net Deformation

The net displacements can be computed by substracting the original nodal coordinates in
the element coordinate system from the displaced nodal coordinates in the displaced element
coordinate system, Le.,

(5.2.6)
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in which the nodal coordinates in the element and displaced element coordinate systems can
be computed by the following transformations:

and

(5.2.7)

(5.2.8)

Substitution of Eqs. (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) into Eq. (5.2.6) results in

{Ud} =TZ;{Xb +ngUg - X:} - Tle{Xb - Xb} (5.2.9)

where {Ug} is a total displacement (translational components only) in the global coordinates.
In the absence of the large displacement effect, the net displacement Ud in Eq. (5.2.9) is reduced
to:

5.2.3 Provisions for Global Operation

It is noted that the net rotations (9z , 9y and 9z of each node associated with the shell and
beam elements) are computed by a gimbal angle approach (or rotation vector approach) be
fore computing element forces. Subsequently, the element forces have to be transformed to
the global coordinate system before assembly for equilibrium check. The internal forces are
computed using net displacements and rotations, Ud, Le.,

(5.2.1O)

if the material is linear or

(5.2.11)

if nonlinear material is involved. Consequently, the tangent stiffness matrix is formed in
the global system by assembling the element stiffness matrices transformed into the global
coordinate system from the displaced coordinate system, Le.,

(5.2.12)

The update process is performed at every iteration and the updated nodal displacements
Ud are used whenever strains and stresses are computed. Effectively, the second order effect
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This approach can be interpreted as approximate updated Lagrangian method, since the
motion of the body follows Lagrangian description. Stresses are computed in the deformed
geometry just like Cauchy stress. However, this method of displaced coordinate system is
a unique and salient feature in the software. The referential geometry in the updated
Lagrangian method is brought up-to-date at every incremental step upon convergence but
fixed during the iterative process, which is inherently different from the current method of
updating the coordinate system.



loads on spinning bodies. In the software, the term applies to specific load inputs as
defined below.

For geometrical nonlinear analysis, static loads belong to one of two
categories, namely:



(5.3.2)

5.3.2 Implementation

The follower forces depend on the GRID displacements and therefore must be recalculated
for each nonlinear iteration and line search. The basic equation for residual error, defined by
Eq. (3.2.2), becomes:

where the applied load vector {Pal is now a variable. Corrective Loads are computed based
on the updated geometry and added to the initially applied loads to account for the follower
forces, i.e.,

P(u) = P(O) + f(u)

where
f(u) = P(u) - P(O).

Note that thermal effects are included in the vector {F}.

In turn, the tangent matrix could be calculated from Eq. (3.2.3) using derivatives of the
loads, which is termed follower matrix [5.4, 5.5]. However, the nonlinear solution process in
MSC/NASTRAN ignores the stiffness effects of the changing loads and use the approximation:

&R &F
[KT] = -[-] ~ [-]

&u &u
(5.3.3)

The effect of the approximation is minor in most cases. However, it could become a major
concern in thin shell models with pressure loads causing large rotations, where the converged
solutions will be correct but the rate of convergence may be slow or cause divergence. Also
the buckling solutions or modal analysis on preloaded structure with pressure load may not be
correct due to the approximate tangent matrix if the effect of the follower matrix is significant.

The follower force effects in the analysis can be controlled by the parameter LGDISP. Three
options are available in PARAM LGDISP:

• 0 for no geometric nonlinearity

• 1 for full geometric nonlinearity (including follower forces)

• 2 for deactivating follower forces while maintaining other geometric effects (rotation of
element coordinates and differential stiffness).

The third option was made available from Version 66, primarily to verify the effects of the
follower forces.

5.3.3 Dynamic Follower Forces

All of the follower forces listed above, which are available in static nonlinear analysis (SOL 66
and SOL 106), are also available in nonlinear transient analysis (SOL 99 and SOL 129) except
for the following restrictions:
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• Centrifugal forces (RFORCE) are not recalculated in SOL 99 or SOL 129.

• Thermal effects are not supported in the nonlinear transient analysis.

• The applied load is a function of displacement (follower forces) as well as time, Le.,

with
f}(u,tn+d = g(tn+l){pi(u) - peOn

where pieu) represents the follower forces, g(t) is a forcing function in terms of time, and
N(u)i is the applied load via NOLINi options. The Load Set Identification number is de
fined on LSEQ Bulk Data. The TLOADI and TLOAD2 data define the time dependency
and refer to the DAREA IDs of the LSEQ data.

• Dynamic loading with DAREA Bulk Data and initial conditions do not follow the struc
ture and are treated as linear loads.

5.3.4 Verification: Elliptic Cylinder Subject to an Internal Pressure

A thin-walled cylinder having an elliptical shape [5.2] is subjected to an increasing internal
pressure, up to a maximum of 5 psi. Fig. 5.3.1 shows one quarter of the cross-section of the
elliptic cylinder consisting of a row of 12 QUAD4 elements. The material of the cylinder is
elastic-plastic obeying the von Mises yield criterion and the isotropic hardening rule, with the
plasticity modulus being 1% of the Young's modulus. The material properties are specified
by the MATI and MATSI Bulk Data entries. All the translational degrees-of-freedom in the
longitudinal direction are constrained to represent a typical segment of the long cylinder. The
pressure loading is applied both statically (SOL 66) and dynamically (SOL 99) by PLOAD4
Bulk Data entries and the displacement responses are observed. Geometric nonlinearity effects
are included in the analysis by specifying PARAM, LGDISP, 1. The solution strategy is
provided by default methods in the NLPARM Bulk Data entry in SOL 66 and by the TSTEPNL
Bulk Data entry in SOL 99. Table 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 list the input data for SOL 66 and SOL 99,
respectively. The effect of follower forces is a conspicuous feature in this problem.

In the static analysis, the pressure load of 5 psi is applied in 5 subcases (total of 51
increments) with gradually increasing incremental pressure. The bisection is activated seven
times while the geometric effects are predominent during loading up to 0.015 psi (in the first
subcase). The loading history and the numerical performance of each subcase are tabulated
below.
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Numerical Performance During Static Analysis

subcase load no. of no. of no. of no. of no. of

ID (psi) increments iterations K updates bisections line searches

1 0.05 20 656 174 7 401

2 0.1 10 143 26 0 81

3 0.5 8 126 26 0 57

4 1.0 5 53 8 0 16

5 5.0 8 60 7 0 13

The dynamic analysis is performed in five subcases of equal duration (1 sec) with an initial
time step size of 10 msec. The internal pressure of the cylinder is increasing linearly at the rate
of 1.0 psi/sec. The bisection process is activated 37 times during the first second of the time
history. In the beginning of the analysis, bisections take place due to rapid changes in geometric
effects. The bisection is again activated when the plastic deformation starts while approaching
the peak (maximum and minimum) displacements. The plastic deformation occurs in the
region near the small radius on the major axis of the ellipse (point B in Fig. 5.3.1). It is
noted that the plastic reloading occurs after the unloading while approaching the minimum
peak displacements. The automatic time step adjustment is activated 35 times during the first
second of the analysis, mainly to recover from the bisection process by stretching the previously
reduced time step size.

Fig. 5.3.2 shows the displacement responses at two points (denoted by A and B) on the
minor and major axes of the ellipse. The vibration frequency increases as the internal pressure
increases, but the amplitude diminishes due to the geometric stiffening. The static response is
plotted in the same figure, which shows good agreement between the static respons~ and the
mean dynamic amplitude.

The static and dynamic deformed shapes (snap shots at the extreme magnitudes of the
vibration) in the vicinity of 5 psi are shown in Fig. 5.3.3. The static deformation turns the
elliptical into a nearly-circular cylinder, and the dynamic deformation is dominated by the
ovaling mode. The effect of follower forces is verified and validated by the fact that the static
deformed shape is approaching a circular shape. It is noted that the circular deformation pat
tern is formed at less than 0.5 psi in static analysis, and the geometric nonlinearity disappears
beyond that point.
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Table 5.3.1 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Elliptic Cylinder

.1 SET 1

.1 SET 1

.1 SET 1

.1 SET 1

.1 SET 1

$ APR 6-25-91, SSH 4/20/88, SHL 3/9/88, KIM 2/87
$ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
$ CPU MINUTES
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

V67ELLIP66,
66
30
8,50

ID
SOL
TIME
DIAG
CEND
TITLE = ELLIPTIC CYLINDER UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE
SEALL = ALL
ECHO =BOTH

SET 1 = 1000,1120
DISP = 1

SPC =200
SUBCASE 1

LOAD = 10
NLPARM = 100

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 20
NLPARM = 200

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 30
NLPARM = 300

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 40
NLPARM =400

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 60
NLPARM = 500

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER NAST
SET 1 PLOTEL
VIEW 0., 0., O.
AXES Z , X , Y
MAXI DEFO .1
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1

PLOT STATIC 0 1 RANGE 1.0 MAXI DEFO
PLOT STATIC 0 2 RANGE 2.0 KAXI DEFO
PLOT STATIC 0 3 RAIGE 3.0 MAXI DEFO
PLOT STATIC 0 4 RAIGE 4.0 MAXI DEFO
PLOT STATIC 0 6 RABGE 5.0 MAXI DEFO

OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER JUST
YMII =-60.
YKAX =80.
XTITLE = TIME II SEC
YTITLE =DISP OF GRID 1000 AID 1120

XYPLOT DISP RESP/l000(Tl),1120(T2)
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BEGIN BULK
PARAM LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTION CONTROL
ILPARM 100 20
BLPARM 200 10
BLPARM 300 8
BLPARM 400 5
NLPARM 500 8
$$ LOADING
PLOAD4 10 101
PLOAD4 20 101
PLOAD4 30 101
PLOAD4 40 101
PLOAD4 50 101
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1000
GRID 1001
GRID 1010
GRID 1011
GRID 1020
GRID 1021
GRID 1030
GRID 1031
GRID 1040
GRID 1041
GRID 1050
GRID 1051
GRID 1060
GRID 1061
GRID 1070
GRID 1071
GRID 1080
GRID 1081
GRID 1090
GRID 1091
GRID 1100
GRID 1101
GRID 1110
GRID 1111
GRID 1120
GRID 1121
GRID 2000
GRID 3000
GRID 4000
$$ CONNECTIVITY
CQUAD4 101 100
CQUAD4 102 100
CQUAD4 103 100
CQUAD4 104 100

AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

.05

.1

.6
1.
5.

100. O. 10.
100. O. O.
99.3625 3.30491 10.
99.3625 3.30491 O.
96.8149 6.51543 10.
96.8149 6.51543 O.
92.5105 9.59323 10.
92.5105 9.59323 O.
86.6025 12.5 10.
86.6025 12.5 O.
79.2443 15.1974 10.
79.2443 16.1974 O.
70.6889 17.6472 10.
70.6889 17.6472 O.
60.7898 19.8111 10.
60.7898 19.8111 O.
60. 21.6606 10.
50. 21.6606 O.
38.3729 23.1276 10.
38.3729 23.1276 O.
26.0617 24.2037 10.
26.0617 24.2037 O.
13.2197 24.8406 10.
13.2197 24.8406 O.
O. 26. 10.
O. 25. O.
O. O. O.
100. O. O.
O. 100. O.

1000 1001 1011 1010
1010 1011 1021 1020
1020 1021 1031 1030
1030 1031 1041 1040
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YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

THRU 112
THRU 112
THRU 112
THRU 112
THRU 112

346
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
346
346
346
346
346
346
345
346
346
346
346
345
346
123456
123456
123456



CQUAD4 105 100 1040 1041 1051 1050
CQUAD4 106 100 1050 1051 1061 1060
CQUAD4 107 100 1060 1061 1071 1070
CQUAD4 108 100 1070 1071 1081 1080
CQUAD4 109 100 1080 1081 1091 1090
CQUAD4 110 100 1090 1091 1101 1100
CQUAD4 111 100 1100 1101 1111 1110
CQUAD4 112 100 1110 1111 1121 1120
$$ PROPERTIES
PSHELL 100 110 .1 110 110
MATl 110 3.+7 .3 .283-2
MATS1 110 PLASTIC 3.+5 50000.
$$ COITSTR.AIl\lTS
SPCl 200 16 1120 1121
SPCl 200 26 1000 1001
$$ FOR PLOT
PLOTEL 1000 1000 1010
PLOTEL 1001 1010 1020
PLOTEL 1002 1020 1030
PLOTEL 1003 1030 1040
PLOTEL 1004 1040 1050
PLOTEL 1005 1050 1060
PLOTEL 1006 1060 1070
PLOTEL 1007 1070 1080
PLOTEL 1008 1080 1090
PLOTEL 1009 1090 1100
PLOTEL 1010 1100 1110
PLOTEL 1011 1110 1120
PLOTEL 1012 2000 3000
PLOTEL 1013 2000 4000
$
ElDDATA
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Table 5.3.2 SOL 99 Input Data Listing for Elliptic Cylinder

ADAPT.01

$ APR 6-25-91. SSH 4/28/88. SHL 3/9/88, KI-OOK KIM 2/87
$ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
$ CPU MINUTES
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AIID ITERATIONS

ELLIP99. V67
99
200
8.50

ID
SOL
TIME
DIAG
CEIID
TITLE = ELLIPTIC CYLINDER UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE
SUBTITLE = PROPORTIONALLY LOADED UP TO 5 PSI IN 5 SECONDS
SEALL =ALL
ECHO =BOTH

SET 1 = 1000.1120
DISP = 1

SPC = 200
LOADSET = 1000
SUBCASE 1

DLOAD = 100
TSTEPllL = 100

SUBCASE 2
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL = 200

SUBCASE 3
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPllL =300

SUBCASE 4
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPllL = 400

SUBCASE 5
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL =500

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lUST
SET 1 PLOTEL
VIEW 0 •• 0 •• o.
AXES Z • x • Y
MAXI DEFO .1
FIIID SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1

PLOT TRANS 0 TIME 4.8 5.0 MAXI DEFO . 1 SET 1
OUTPUT(XYPLOT)

CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER NAST
XTITLE = TIME II SEC
YTITLE =DISP OF GRID 1000 AND 1120

XYPLOT DISP RESP/1000(T1).1120(T2)
BEGIN BULK
PARAH LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTION CONTROL
TSTEPNL 100 100
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TSTEPIlL 200 100 .01 ADAPT
TSTEPIlL 300 100 .01 ADAPT
TSTEPIL 400 100 .01 ADAPT
TSTEPIL 500 100 .01 ADAPT
$$ LOADIIG
LSEQ 1000 900 110
PLOAD4 110 101 5. THRU 112
TLOADl 100 900 0 0 120
TABLEDl 120 +TBDl
+TBDl o. O. 5. 1. EIDT
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1000 100. O. 10. 345
GRID 1001 100. O. O. 345
GRID 1010 99.3625 3.30491 10. 345
GRID 1011 99.3625 3.30491 o. 345
GRID 1020 96.8149 6.51543 10. 345
GRID 1021 96.8149 6.51543 O. 345
GRID 1030 92.5105 9.59323 10. 345
GRID 1031 92.5105 9.59323 o. 345
GRID 1040 86.6025 12.5 10. 345
GRID 1041 86.6025 12.5 O. 345
GRID 1050 79.2443 15.1974 10. 345
GRID 1051 79.2443 15.1974 o. 345
GRID 1060 70.6889 17.6472 10. 345
GRID 1061 70.6889 17.6472 o. 345
GRID 1070 60.7898 19.8111 10. 345
GRID 1071 60.7898 19.8111 o. 345
GRID 1080 50. 21.6506 10. 345
GRID 1081 50. 21.6506 O. 345
GRID 1090 38.3729 23.1276 10. 345
GRID 1091 38.3729 23.1276 O. 345
GRID 1100 26.0617 24.2037 10. 345
GRID 1101 26.0617 24.2037 O. 345
GRID 1110 13.2197 24.8406 10. 345
GRID 1111 13.2197 24.8406 O. 345
GRID 1120 O. 25. 10. 345
GRID 1121 o. 25. O. 345
GRID 2000 o. o. O. 123456
GRID 3000 100. O. O. 123456
GRID 4000 O. 100. o. 123456
$$ COllECTIVITY
CQUAD4 101 100 1000 1001 1011 1010
CQUAD4 102 100 1010 1011 1021 1020
CQUAD4 103 100 1020 1021 1031 1030
CQUAD4 104 100 1030 1031 1041 1040
CQUAD4 105 100 1040 1041 1051 1050
CQUAD4 106 100 1050 1051 1061 1060
CQUAD4 107 100 1060 1061 1071 1070
CQUAD4 108 100 1070 1071 1081 1080
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CQUAD4 109 100 1080 1081 1091 1090
CQUAD4 110 100 1090 1091 1101 1100
CQUAD4 111 100 1100 1101 1111 1110
CQUAD4 112 100 1110 1111 1121 1120
$$ PROPERTIES
PSHELL 100 110 .1 110 110
MAT1 110 3.+7 .3 .283-2
MATS1 110 PLASTIC 3.+5 50000.
$$ CONSTRAINTS
SPCl 200 16 1120 1121
SPCl 200 26 1000 1001
$$ FOR PLOT
PLOTEL 1000 1000 1010
PLOTEL 1001 1010 1020
PLOTEL 1002 1020 1030
PLOTEL 1003 1030 1040
PLCTEL 1004 1040 1050
PLOTEL 1005 1050 1060
PLOTEL 1006 1060 1070
PLOTEL 1007 1070 1080
PLOTEL 1008 1080 1090
PLOTEL 1009 1090 1100
PLOTEL 1010 1100 1110
PLOTEL 1011 1110 1120
PLOTEL 1012 2000 3000
PLOTEL 1013 2000 4000
$
ElDDAT!
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Geometric nonlinearities may produce large displacements and rotations. Unlike displacements,
finite rotations (components 4, 5 and 6 of the displacement vector) can not be
updated by simple vector addition. There are two different approaches to
update rotations: namely, gimbal angle approach and rotation vector approach (implemented
in Version 67).

angles [5.6].



called gimbal lock. The gimbal lock is avoided by switching temporarily



2. Obtain the auxiliary angles 4> from R(8).

3. Update the auxiliary angles, i.e., 4>i+1 = 4> + il4>.

4. Form updated rotation matrix from the updated auxiliary angles, i.e., R( ¢> + ti.¢».

5. Recover the updated gimbal angles, Le., Oi+l.

This algorithm may sometimes lead to sudden changes in the gimbal angles. However, it does
not affect the solution because the element routines use the rotation matrix which is unique.

Step 2. Eliminate Rigid Body Rotation

The rigid body rotation is removed from the rotation matrix as follows:

(5.4.9)

where ii is the rotation matrix ~orresponding to angular deformations. The matrices Tbd'

Tbg, and The transform the deformed element coordinates, the global coordinates, and the
undeformed element coordinates, respectively, to basic coordinates. The matrices Tdg and
T eg transform the global coordinates to deformed and undeformed element coordinates, re
spectively.

Step 3. Calculate Angular Deformation

The gimbal angle approach assumes that the angular deformations are small. Hence, the
angular deformations are recovered as follows:

68x =
66y =
66z

(5.4.10)

These angular deformations are then used to calculate the element forces.

5.4.2 Rotation Vector Approach

The rotation vector approach is selected by specifying PARAM,LANGLE,2. In the rotation
vector approach the three components of rotation at a grid point, denoted as 'l/J:r;, 'l/Jy, 'l/Jz to
distinguish from the gimbal angles, are interpreted as three components of a rotation vector
(tP). The orientation of a rigid body attached to a grid point is obtained by rotating the body
by an amount W, called the magnitude of rotation, about an axis of rotation p:

where

.,p=Wp
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                                       The output is in terms of

The software employs an algorithm which



(5.4.22)

(5.4.21)
Ll x = (1 + cos 'I!)(6"px - Ll'I! Px) + (6"py pz - 8"pz Py) sin 'I!

p 2 (sin 'I! + Ll'I! cos'I!)

Llp = (1+cos'I!)(6"py-Ll'I!py) + (6"pzPx- 6"pxPz) sin 'I!
y 2 (sin 'I! + Ll'I! cos 'I!)

I\. z = (1 + cos 'I!)(6"pz - Ll'I! pz) + (8"px py - 6"py Px) sin 'I!
~p 2 (sin 'I! + Ll'I! cos'I!) (5.4.23)

Special care has to be taken at the singularity points 'I! =0 and 'I! = 1r. The angles ,pi as well
as the updated angles -,pi+i have to be checked for the singularity points. Therefore, one needs
an estimate for the updated angle ,pi+ i through vector addition of ,pi and 6"p:

,pi+ i = ,pi + 8,p (5.4.24)

The singularity points are checked for the angle 1/Ji and 1/Ji+i. Whenever 1/Ji or 1/Ji+i are close
to a singularity with a tolerance of ±£, the angles are updated through simple vector addition
according to Eq. (5.4.24). The vector addition is consistent with the first order update, and
does not affect the converged solution. The increment in 'I! is limited to 1r per iteration.

Step 2. Eliminate Rigid Body Rotation

The procedure to eliminate rigid body rotation is the same as that used in the gimbal angle
approach.

Step 3. Calculate Angular Deformation

The angular deformations for the current iteration are calculated from the rotation matrix
ii, which is of the same form as given in Eq. (5.4.14), as follows: the magnitude i is obtained
from the first invariant of ii. That is:

(5.4.25)

(5.4.26)Px

The components of the rotation vector p are obtained from the off-diagonal components of ii:
1 R 32 - R 23

2 sin -q;

1 R 13 - R31
(5.4.27)Py =

2 sin -q;
1 R 21 - R 12 (5.4.28)pz =
2 sin -q;

It becomes obvious that the recovery procedure outlined above has singularities at i = 0, 1r,

and therefore is only valid in the range 0 < -q; < 1r. For the singularity at -q; = 0 the small angle
rotation matrix in Eq. (5.4.16) is used, and the singularity at -q; = 1r is avoided by restricting
ito

- 1r
O<'I!<- - 2

This is not only reasonable but necessary to avoid unrealistic element distortions.

(5.4.29)
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this may not be true. Therefore, the user has an option (default) to

The user can specify enforced non-zero angular displacements. These

The output for the three



2. After Second Rotation:

Gimble angle approach
Rotation vector approach

Ox Oy
6.2192 X 10-2 4.8617 X 10-1

0.0 4.9365 X 10-1

Oz
5.0885 X 10-1

4.9365 X 10-1

The details of the calculations for the two approaches are as follows:

Gimbal Angle Approach

1. First Rotation Increment:

• Gimbal angles at the beginning of increment

Ox 0.0
Oy 0.0
Oz 0.0

• Incremental angles from global iteration

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1

• Incremental gimbal angles from Eq. (5.4.8)

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1

• Updated gimbal angles at the end of increment

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1

2. Second Rotation Increment:

• Gimbal angles at the beginning of increment

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1

• Incremental angles from global iteration

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1
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• Incremental gimbal angles from Eq. (5.4.8)

!J:.()x 6.2192 X 10-2

!J:.()y = 2.3941 X 10-1

!J:.()z = 2.6202 X 10-1

• Updated gimbal angles at the end of increment

()x 6.2192 X 10-2

()y 4.8617 X 10-1

()z 5.0885 X 10-1

Rotation Vector Approach

1. First Rotation Increment:

• At the beginning of increment

'l/Jx = 0.0
'l/Jy = 0.0
'l/Jz 0.0

• Incremental angles from global iteration

~'l/Jx 0.0
~'l/Jy = 2.4683 x 10-1

~'l/Jz = 2.4683 x 10-1

• Updated angles at the end of increment from Eq. (5.4.24)

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1 .

2.4683 X 10-1

2. Second Rotation Increment:

• At the beginning of increment

'l/Jx = 0.0
'l/Jy = 2.4683 X 10-1

'l/Jz = 2.4683 X 10-1

for which
'I/J = ('l/JT'I/J)! = 3.4907 x 10-1

p= { ~ }

-/2
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• Incremental angles from global iteration

0.0
2.4683 X 10-1

2.4683 X 10-1

h}= { 4.936~·~ 10-1
}

~ 4.9366 X 10-1

for which
f).'lj; = pTfJ'lj; = 3.4907 X 10-1

apx = 0
apy = 0
ilpz = 0

• At the end of increment

p= { ~}
"f2

'lj; = 'lj; + f).'lj; =3.4907 X 10-1 +3.4907 X 10-1 =6.9814 X 10-1

updated angles = 'lj;p

= 6.9814 X 10-1 {

As a result
'lj;:t: = 0.0
'lj;y = 4.9366 X 10-1

'lj;z = 4.9366 X 10-1
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5.5 VERIFICATION: LARGE ROTATION OF A BEAM

This example compares geometric nonlinear analysis using SOL 64 and SOL 66. SOL 64 is an
older trial DMAP developed for geometric nonlinear analysis only, whereas SOL 66 (or 106)
is more recently developed and contains many features not available in SOL 64. SOL 66 is
also simpler to use because the solution is controlled by the NLPARM Bulk Data instead of
subcases and parameters as in SOL 64. It is therefore preferable to use SOL 66 (or 106) for the
geometric nonlinear analysis. Two problems are studied: a beam with an axial end force and
a beam with an end moment. SOL 64 and SOL 66 in Version 66A are used for the analysis of
the two problems. The main feature of these problems is geometric nonlinearity due to large
rotations.

5.5.1 Problem Description

A uniform beam is clamped at one end and free at the other end. The beam has a length of
12 inches and a cross-sectional area of 0.15 in2 • The Young's modulus is 20 x 106 Ib/in2 and
the moment of inertia Izz is 2.813 X 10-4 in4 • Two cases are analyzed according to the loading
conditions at the free end of the beam: axial end force and end moment.

Beam with Axial End Force
Initially, the beam is subjected to an axial force P=O.9Per and a small lateral force Pi=O.lPer

(initial disturbance) at the free end as shown in Fig. 5.5.1. The lateral force is subsequently
removed and large rotations of the beam are produced when the axial force is increased above
the critical value Pcr' For this problem, the critical load which is calculated by Timoshenko
and Gere [5.7] is

11"2EI
Per = 4L2 .

The beam rotation is determined for the ratios of P/Per of 1.152;1.518,2.541,4.029, and 9.116
in order to compare the results with those of Timoshenko and Gere.

Lx
~~~L...........I..I~P

fp;

Per = 96.4lb
P = O.9Pcr

Pi = O.lPcr

Figure 5.5.1 Beam with an Axial End Force.
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Beam with End Moment
A moment with a magnitude of 3000 in-lb is applied in the +z direction at the free end of the
beam, as shown in Fig. 5.5.2, and large rotations are produced.

Lx
~---'------'------'-----'----'---'----'----'--..-L--....L..---'----'I ) M = 3000 in-1b

Figure 5.5.2 Beam with an End Moment.

5.5.2 Finite Element Model

The beam is modeled by twelve BEAM elements with linear elastic material. The clamped
boundary condition at one end of the beam is imposed by constraining all six components of
GRID 100. The applied load at the free end of the beam (GRID 112) is specified using the
FORCE Bulk Data entry for the axial end force case and the MOMENT Bulk Data entry for
the end moment case. Geometric nonlinearity effects are included in the SOL 66 analysis by
specifying PARAM,LGDISP,l. The solution strategy is provided by the NLPARM Bulk Data
entry in SOL 66. In the SOL 64 analysis, the solution is controlled by subcases. The input
data for SOL 64 and SOL 66 are given in Tables 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, respectively, for the axial end
force case and in Tables 5.5.3 and 5.5.4, respectively, for the end moment case.

5.5.3 Analysis Procedure

SOL 64 Analysis

Subcases and parameters control the number of iterations, load vector updates, and stiffness
matrix updates in SOL 64. The stiffness matrix is updated after every iteration and there is
one load increment per subcase. The first two subcases correspond to the linear elastic and the
differential stiffness solutions, respectively. PARAM,TESTSE,l.-lO is included in the Bulk
Data for an automatic convergence test based on strain energy.

The analysis is performed in seven subcases for the beam with axial end force. The initial
loading conditions (axial force of 0.9Pcr and lateral force of O.lPcr) are contained in the first
two subcases. Five additional subcases are included to specify the five axial force ratios of
P /Pcr with no lateral force.
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The analysis results for the beam with axial end force and the values calcu-

The solver results are in



Load-Deflection Data of Beam with Axial End Force

PIPer Xend/L Yend/L Bend

1.152 0.743 (0.741) 0.592 (0.593) 59.8 (60.0)

1.518 0.351 (0.349) 0.792 (0.792) 99.9 (100.0)

2.541 0.105 (0.107) 0.752 (0.750) 140.0 (140.0)

4.029 0.339 (0.340) 0.627 (0.625) 160.1 (160.0)

9.116 0~575 (0.577) 0.424 (0.421) 176.1 (176.0)

Notes: values in ( ) denote solution in Timoshenko and Gere [5.7]

PIPer

-0.8 -13.6 -13.4 -0.2 13.2 13.4 0.6 121.8 , .2
u/L, v/L

Figure 5.5.3 Load VB. Displacement at Free End of Beam with Axial End Force.
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(Jend = 140.0°
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Figure 5.5.4 Deflection Curves for Beam with Axial End Force.
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The displaced shapes of the beam with end moment are shown in Fig. 5.5.5. The deflection
curves are labeled with the increment number (from 1 to 10). The moment magnitude and
()end, the angle that the tangent at the free end of the beam has with the horizontal, are
listed for each incremental step. Note that after ten increments, the beam has deformed into
a complete circle.

mc moment (in-Ib) ()end

1 300 36.7°
2 600 73.3°
3 900 110.0°
4 1200 146.7°
5 1500 183.3°
6 1800 220.0°
7 2100 256.6°
8 2400 293.3°
9 2700 330.0°
10 3000 366.6°

y

x
12

Figure 5.5.5 Deflection Curves for Beam with End Moment.
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Table 5.5.1 SOL 64 Input Data Listing for Beam with Axial End Force

PSTBUCK64, V66A $ APR 20-HAR-90
5 $ CPU MINUTES
64 $ GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
8

P.76

345
345
345
345
345
345
345

O.
O.
o.
o.
O.
O.
O.

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
o.

O.
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

$ P/P(CR)=1.152

$ P/P(CR)=1.518

$ P/P(CR)=0.900.PLUS LATERAL

$ P/P(CR)=0.900 PLUS LATERAL

$ P/P(CR)=9.116

$ P/P(CR)=2.541

$ P/P{CR)=4.029

ID
TIME
SOL
DIAG
CEND
TITLE = LARGE DEFLECTIONS OF A BEAM --- V6402S
SUBTITLE = TIMOSHEHKO AND GERE, THEORY OF ELASTIC STABILITY;
LABEL = P(CRIT) = EI*(.5*PI/L)**2 = 96.4
ECHO = BOTH

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
SPCF = ALL
ELFOR = ALL
SPC = 100

SUBCASE 1
LOAD = 900

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 900

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 1152

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 1518

SUBCASE 5
LOAD = 2541

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 4029

SUBCASE 7
LOAD = 9116

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW O. , O. , O.
AXES Z , X , Y
PTITLE = TOP VIEW
FIRD SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM TESTSE 1.-10
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100
GRID 101
GRID 102
GRID 103
GRID 104
GRID 105
GRID 106
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GRID 107 7. O. O. 345
GRID 108 8. O. O. 345
GRID 109 9. O. O. 345
GRID 110 10. O. O. 345
GRID 111 11. O. O. 345
GRID 112 12. O. O. 345
$ COlUlECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 10 100 101 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 2 10 101 102 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 3 10 102 103 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 8 10 107 108 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1.
$ PROPERTIES
PBEAH 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
HATl 11 2.+7 1.+7
$ CONSTRAIllTS
SPCl 100 126 100
$ LOADING -- P(CR)=96.4
FORCE 900 112 96.4 -0.900 .1 O.
FORCE 1162 112 96.4 -1.152 O. O.
FORCE 1518 112 96.4 -1.518 O. O.
FORCE 2541 112 96.4 -2.541 O. O.
FORCE 4029 112 96.4 -4.029 O. O.
FORCE 9116 112 96.4 -9.116 O. O.
$
ElfDDATA
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Table 5.5.2 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Beam with Axial End Force

PSTBUCK66. V66A $ APR 20-MAR-90
5 $ CPU MINUTES
66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
8.50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

+JlLPYES

345
345
345
345
345

o

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

1
o

ITER

o.
O.
O.
O.
O.

O.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

$ P/P(CR)=1.518

$ P/P(CR)=1.152

$ P/P(CR)=4.029

$ P/P(CR)=9.116

$ P!P(CR)=2.541

ID
TIME
SOL
DIAG
CEND
TITLE = LARGE DEFLECTIONS OF A BEAM --- V6402S
SUBTITLE = TIMOSHEHKO AND GERE, THEORY OF ELASTIC STABILITY; P. 76
LABEL = P(CRIT) = EI*(.5*PI/L)**2 = 96.4
ECHO = BOTH

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
SPCF = ALL
ELFOR = ALL
SPC = 100
HLPARM = 1000

SUBCASE 1 $ P/P(CR)=0.900 PLUS LATERAL
LOAD = 900

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 1152

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 1518

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 2541

SUBCASE 5
LOAD = 4029

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 9116

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW O•• O•• O.
AXES Z • X • Y
PTITLE = TOP VIEW
FIND SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1 ORIGII 1 SYMBOL 1

BEGII BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
ILPARM 1000
+ILP
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100
GRID 101
GRID 102
GRID 103
GRID 104
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GRID 105 5. O. O. 345
GRID 106 6. O. O. 345
GRID 107 7. O. O. 345
GRID 108 8. O. O. 345
GRID 109 9. O. O. 345
GRID 110 10. O. O. 345
GRID 111 11, O. O. 345
GRID 112 12. O. O. 345
$ COIlNECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 10 100 101 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 2 10 101 102 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 3 10 102 103 O. O. 1,
CBEAM 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1,
CBEAM 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 8 10 107 . 108 O. O. 1.
CBE!M 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1,
CBEAM 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1.
$ PROPERTIES
PBEAM 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
MAT1 11 2.+7 1.+7
$ CONSTRAIllTS
SPC1 100 126 100
$ LOADING -- P(CR)=96.38286
FORCE 900 112 96.4 -0.900 .1 O.
FORCE 1152 112 96.4 -1.152 O. O.
FORCE 1518 112 96.4 -1.518 O. O.
FORCE 2541 112 96.4 -2.641 O. O.
FORCE 4029 112 96.4 -4.029 O. O.
FORCE 9116 112 96.4 -9.116 O. O.
$
ENDDATA
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Table 5.5.3 SOL 64 Input Data Listing for Beam with End Moment

BMMOM64. V66A $ APR 20-MAR-90
5 $ CPU MINUTES
64 $ GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
8

ID
TIME
SOL
DIAG
CEllI>
TITLE =LARGE DEFLECTION DEMO
ECHO = BOTH

SEALL = ALL
DISP =ALL
SPCF = ALL
ELFOR = ALL
SPC = 100

SUBCASE 1
LOAD = 103

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 103

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 103

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 106

SUBCASE 5
LOAD = 109

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 112

SUBCASE 7
LOAD = 115

SUBCASE 8
LOAD = 118

SUBCASE 9
LOAD = 121

SUBCASE 10
LOAD = 124

SUBCASE 11
LOAD = 127

SUBCASE 12
LOAD = 130

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER WAST
SET 1 = ALL
AXES Z. X. Y
VIEW 0 •• 0 •• o.
PTITLE =TOP VIEW
FIHD SCALE ORIGIK 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1 ORIGIK 1 SYMBOL 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH TESTSE 1.-10
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$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100 O. O. o. 345
GRID 101 1- O. O. 345
GRID 102 2. O. O. 345
GRID 103 3. O. O. 345
GRID 104 4. O. O. 345
GRID 105 5. O. O. 345
GRID 106 6. O. O. 345
GRID 107 7. O. o. 345
GRID 108 8. O. O. 345
GRID 109 9. O. O. 345
GRID 110 10. O. O. 345
GRID 111 11. O. O. 345
GRID 112 12. O. O. 345
$ COlUiECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 10 100 101 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 2 10 101 102 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 3 10 102 103 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 8 10 107 108 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1-
CBEAM 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1.
$ PROPERTIES
PBEAM 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
MAT1 11 2.+7 1.+7
$ COJlSTRAIITS
SPCl 100 126 100
$ LOADIIG
MOMEJlT 103 112 0 300. O. o. 1.
MOMEJlT 106 112 0 600. O. O. 1.
MOHEJlT 109 112 0 900. o. o. 1-
MOMEJlT 112 112 0 1200. o. o. 1-
MOMEJlT 115 112 0 1500. o. O. 1.
MOMEJlT 118 112 0 1800. o. O. 1.
MOMEtlT 121 112 0 2100. O. O. 1-
MOMEJlT 124 112 0 2400. O. O. 1.
MOREJlT 127 112 0 2700. O. o. 1-
ROMEIT 130 112 0 3000. o. o. 1-
$
ERDDATA
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Table 5.5.4 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Beam with End Moment

BMMOM66, V66A $ APR 20-MAR-90
5 $ CPU MINUTES
66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

1 YES +NL1
0 0

O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345
O. 345

O. O. L
O. O. L
O. O. 1-
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101
102
103

o.
O.
O.
o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

ITER

100
101
102

O.
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1L
12.

10
10
10

10

ID
TIME
SOL
DIAG
CEND
TITLE = VERY LARGE DEFLECTION DEMO
ECHO =BOTH

SEALL = ALL
DISP =ALL
SPCF = ALL
ELFOR = ALL
SPC =100

SUBCASE 10
LOAD = 120
NLPARM = 1000

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
SET 1 = ALL
AXES Z, X. Y
VIEW 0., 0., O.
PTITLE =TOP VIEW
FIND SCALE ORIGIll 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH LGDISP 1
$
NLPARH 1000
+NLl
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100
GRID 101
GRID 102
GRID 103
GRID 104
GRID 105
GRID 106
GRID 107
GRID 108
GRID 109
GRID 110
GRID 111
GRID 112
$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAH 1
CBEAH 2
CBEAM 3



CBEAH 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 8 10 107 108 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1.
$ PROPERTIES
PBEAM 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
MAT1 11 2.+7 1.+7
$ COIlSTRAIllTS
SPC1 100 126 100
$ LOADUG
HOHEllT 120 112 0 3000. O. O. 1.
$
EIDDATA
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to an approximate updated Lagrangian approach employed by the software based on the



apparent from the derivation, these deformation tensors are symmetric and positive-definite.
The change in the squared length is used as a measure of deformation, i.e.

dxT dx - dXT dX = dXT (C - I)dX = 2dXT EdX

in which the Lagrangian (also called Green's) finite strain tensor is defined to be

E = (C - I) .
2

The Eulerian formulation can be derived likewise, Le.

dxT dx - dXT dX = dxT
( I - c ) dx = 2 dxT e dx

in which the Eulerian (also called Almansi's) finite strain tensor is defined to be

(5.6.6)

(5.6.7)

(5.6.8)

e =
(I - c)

2
(5.6.9)

Noting that x = X + u, the finite strain tensors can be expressed in terms of the displace
ment gradient, Le.

(5.6.10)

(5.6.12)

and

e,'3' = ! [&Ui + &Uj _ aUk aUk]
& & & &

(5.6.11)
2 Xj Xi Xi Xj

where the repeated indices represent summation. When components of the displacement gra
dient are sufficiently small compared to unity, the product terms are negligible and the finite
strain tensors reduce to the infinitesimal strain definition. Then, the distinction between the
Lagrangian description and the Eulerian description disappears; which is the basis of the small
deformation theory. Notice that the expression for the finite strain tensor is exact and not a
second order approximation.

The displacement gradient can be decomposed into a symmetric and a skew-symmetric
part, Le.

[
&Ui] = ! (&Ui + &Uj) + ! (&Ui _ &Uj) .
&Xj 2 &Xj &Xi 2 &Xj &Xi

Within the framework of the infinitesimal theory, the symmetric part is the linear strain tensor
and the skew-symmetric part is .the linear rotation tensor. When the displacement gradient
is finite, it can no longer be reduced to a strain and a rotation by an additive decomposition.
According to the polar decomposition theorem, however, the multiplicative decomposition is
possible if the deformation gradient is not a singular tensor, Le.

F = RM = NR
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where R is the orthogonal rotation tensor, and M and N are positive definite symmetric
tensors, known as the right and left stretch tensors, respectively. It follows that

(5.6.14)

by virtue of RTR = I. A significant interpretation can be given to Eq. (5.6.14); e.g., each
principal value of M, which is known as the stretch ratio (A = dx/dX), is the square root

.of the corresponding principal value of C, and the principal directions of C and M coincide.
Based on the polar decomposition, it can be shown that the finite strain tensors are invariants
with respect to the rigid-body motion.

Stresses are usually measured in the current configuration, because the equilibrium must
be established in the deformed configuration. The stress in the deformed state is known as the
Cauchy stress, consistent with the Eulerian strain tensor. In the course of analysis, however,
if the strains are referred to the original position of particles as in the Lagrangian description,
stresses should be defined similarly. Two Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors are defined in the
undeformed (or referential) configuration. The first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (also known
as Lagrangian stress), denoted by Tij, is defined to give the actual force acting on the deformed
surface element with an area dS, but the force is assigned to the unit area of the corresponding
undeformed surface dSo. This stress tensor is easy to define but has the disadvantage of being
non-symmetric. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (also called Kirchhoff stress), denoted
by Sij, is defined to give the corresponding force acting on and assigned to the undeformed
surface element dSo, but the force is related to the actual force in the deformed surface by the
deformation gradient. These Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensors are related to the Cauchy stress
tensor as follows:

(5.6.15)

or inversely,
(5.6.16)

where the determinant of the deformation gradient F represents the change in volume due to
the deformation, Le.

det F = dXI dX2 dX3 = V. ( )
d dX dX

TT 5.6.17
Xl 2 3 yo

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor has little physical meaning; however, it has advantages
of being symmetric and independent of rigid-body rotation. It is the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor that is energetically conjugate to the Lagrangian strain tensor, Le., the strain
energy is preserved by

(5.6.18)
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5.6.2 Incremental Formulations for Large Displacements and Strains

The kinematic tensors in the incremental process of flow problems such as in plasticity, creep or
viscoplasticity are frequently expressed in terms of time rates in the process of linearization to
follow the deformation paths. For instance, the velocity gradient rather than the displacement
gradient is used, Le.

with a symmetric part:

and a skew symmetric part:

[avo]L= _1 =D+W
[)xj

(5.6.19)

W = !(L - LT )
2

where D and Ware called the rate of deformation (or stretching) tensor and the vorticity
(or spin) tensor, respectively. While the rate of deformation tensor is independent of rigid
body motion, the vorticity tensor represents the angular velocity of the rigid-body rotation.
Recalling that the natural-strain increment is defined as

dl
de = 

1

to give the following logarithmic strain by an integration over the length, i.e.

e = II. dl = In ~ .
11.0 l to

(5.6.20)

The rate of deformation tensor can be used for a 3-dimensional generalization of the natural
strain increment in time dt, Le.

de = Ddt. (5.6.21)

The rate of deformation and the vorticity tensors can be interpreted as the material deriva
tives of the Eulerian linear strain and rotation tensors, respectively. The material derivative
is the time rate of change of any property of a moving continuum measured by an observer
traveling with a specific particle under consideration. In contrast, the time rate of change
measured at a fixed point in space is called the local rate of change or the spatial derivative.
Consider an acceleration which is a material derivative of the velocity. When the velocity is
described only in terms of spatial variables x which are implicit functions of time, i.e.

v = vex, t),

then the acceleration can be calculated by

. [dV]v == - =dt x
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where the subscripts identify the variables held constant. The first term gives the local rate
of change and the second term gives the convective rate of change. The material derivative of
the deformation gradient can be obtained by

(5.6.23)

The principle of material frame-indifference states that constitutive equations must be
invariant under changes of reference frame. Functions (vectors or tensors) are called frame
indifferent if their values are unchanged by the superposed rigid-body motion when the frame of
reference is changed from {x, t} to {x*, t*}. Specifically, when the change of frame is described
by

x*(X, t*) = c(t) + Q(t) x(X, t),

the vectors and tensors transform according to

(5.6.24)

v* = Q(t)v

and

(for vectors) (5.6.25)

S* = Q(t) S Q(tf (for tensors) (5.6.26)

where Q(t) is a rotation tensor and c(t) represents a translation of the coordinate origin. It
can be shown, however, that the deformation gradient F transforms like a vector. It is noted
that the spin tensor is not frame-indifferent and transforms by

with

W* = Q + QWQT (5.6.27)

(5.6.28)

where Q is the material derivative of Q, and Q is the angular velocity tensor of the unstarred
frame relative to the starred frame.

Ofour particular interest is the time rate ofchange of the stress among constitutive variables
in the incremental formulation because the material derivative of the stress «(rij) is not frame
indifferent even though O'ij is. However, it can be demonstrated that the frame-indifferent
stress rate is defined as

(5.6.29)

which is known as the Jaumann stress rate or the corotational stress rate tensor and is denoted
by v over stress. The first term on the right side represents the material rate of change with
respect to a :fixed coordinate system and the last two terms represent the convective rate of
change. Finite strains have a similar problem because the material derivative of the finite strain
is not frame-indifferent. However, it can be shown that the rate of deformation tensor (D)
is frame-indifferent, despite the fact that the velocity is not. As pointed out earlier, the rate
of deformation tensor is a material derivative of the linear strain. Thus, the frame-indifferent
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constitutive relations for the incremental formulation can be obtained by using the Jaumann
stress rate and the infinitesimal strain rate, i.e.

(5.6.30)

where D represents the constitutive relations.

Now we are ready to derive the incremental formulations for solving general nonlinear prob
lems with large displacements and large strains. From the principle of virtual displacements

l

the basic equation to solve in accordance with the Eulerian approach is

(5.6.31)

which is to be satisfied in the currently deformed configuration. The fundamental difficulty
with the Eulerian approach is that the current geometry of the body, which is the referential
configuration, is yet to be determined. Two popular approaches to the incremental formulations
are considered here: the total Lagrangian and the updated Lagrangian approaches, both based
on the Lagrangian description of kinematics. In the total Lagrangian formulation, all the
variables are referred to the initial configuration. Without loss of generality, however, such a
natural procedure of the Lagrangian formulation may be applied with an arbitrary choice of
the referential configuration. When the choice of the referential configuration is the preceding
incremental load (or time) step, the method is known as the updated Lagrangian formulation.

The basic equation can be rewritten for the total Lagrangian formulation as

(5.6.3Ia)

and for the updated Lagrangian formulation as

(5.6.3lb)

where the left superscripts refer to the current configuration of the body and the left sub
scripts refer to the referential coordinate axes, with 0, t, and t' denoting the initial, the t-th
incremental, and the (t+l)th incremental steps, respectively. It is noted that the expression
for the updated Lagrangian formulation is obtained by substituting t for the left subscripts
o in the total Lagrangian formulation. In the total Lagrangian formulation, the incremental
process of multiple load steps is applied to the Lagrangian formulation. On the other hand, the
updated Lagrangian formulation may be regarded as an application of the Lagrangian method
to a single load step with the referential configuration brought up-to-date continuously, treat
ing the previously converged configuration as an initial geometry. Now it remains to linearize
Eqs. (5.6.3la) and (5.6.3Ib) to find the tangential stiffness. It will be assumed for simplicity
that the applied load is independent of deformation.
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5.6.3 Total Lagrangian vs. Updated Lagrangian in Finite Elements

Recalling that t'u = tu+u for the total Lagrangian formulation, the stress and strain (omitting
indices) may be decomposed as follows:

and

with

Noting that

and

t' t (5.6.32)oS = oS + oS

t' E = ~E + oEl + oE2 + oE3 (5.6.33)
°

~E
1 [atu. atu' atuk atuk]

= - __~ + __3 +
2 aOXj aOXi aOXi aOXj

. 1 [ au· au.]oEl = - ~ + 3
2 aOXj OOXi

oE2
1 [auk aUk]= -
2 aOXi aOXj

oE3
1 [atuk aUk aUk atuk]= -

aOXi aOXj + aOXi aOXj2

c~E = c(oEl + oE2 + oE3 )

t'c u = cu,

the substitution of Eqs. (5.6.32) and (5.6.33) into Eq. (5.6.31a) gives the following equation
with some rearrangement of terms:

(5.6. 34)

Notice that oEl is the linear strain increment causing a linear stiffness [K'], oE2 is the nonlinear
strain increment causing a stiffness [Kd] due to the initial stress, and oE3 is a cross-product
term which causes a stiffness [K9] due to the initial displacement. If the strain-displacement
relations are linearized by

[
aoE] t t tau t = oB = oBL + oBN, (5.6.35)

the equilibrium equation can be rewritten in matrices as

(5.6.36)
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where (omitting the left-superscript t and left-subscript 0 of B),

](1 = 1 [BI oD BL] dV
oV

](9 = 1 [BI oD BN + B~ oD BN + B~ oD BLl dV
oV

](d 1 [aBN]T {~S}dV
oV au

oR t' 1 T {t }= oP - [BL + BN] oS dV
oV

with a constitutive relation
(5.6.37)

During the iteration, the displacements are updated continuously, i.e., for the i-th iteration

(5.6.38)

with which tBN and bS are reevaluated to yield t;BN and t;S. Thus, the unbalanced force oR
vanishes as the solution approaches convergence.

The total Lagrangian approach is not appropriate for the path-dependent inelastic problems
such as a plasticity problem. The reason is that the constitutive relations oD in Eq. (5.6.37)
must be defined with reference to the initial geometry, which is meaningful only for elastic
materials such as a hyperelastic material. In fact, many researchers reported difficulties with
the total Lagrangian method in those problems. Thus, we have to resort to the updated
Lagrangian approach for general geometric nonlinear problems. The concept of the updated
Lagrangian method is realized by updating the state variables at the end of each incremental
step with respect to the converged configuration or convected coordinates, i.e.

(5.6.39)

(5.6.40)

For the updated Lagrangian process, stresses and strains may be decomposed (omitting
the left-subscript t) as follows:

and

with

and

(5.6.41)
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Noting that ts = cr, the substitution of Eqs. (5.6.40) and (5.6.41) into Eq. (5.6.31b) gives, with
some rearrangement of terms,

(5.6.42)

Introducing the constitutive relations at t by

(5.6.43)

and linearizing Eq. (5.6.42) by neglecting E2 in the first term, the equilibrium equation can be
written in a matrix form (omitting the left-subscript t of B and D) as

with

(5.6.44)

and

J(d = j [8BN]T {cr}dV
tV 8u

where the current strain-displacement relation is obtained by

(5.6.45)

and the volume integration is performed over the current volume.
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5.6.4 Constitutive Relations for Large Deformation

Difficulties arise in using the Lagrangian constitutive relations in Eq. (5.6.43). First of all,
the Lagrangian strain increments are not additive while the elasto-plastic deformation process
requires

dCtotal = dee + dep. (5.6.46)

However, since the rate of deformation tensor is additive, we can establish the rate constitutive
relations in terms of the Jaumann stress rate (&-) and the rate of deformation tensor as presented
in Eq. (5.6.30). The rate of deformation tensor (D) is related to the Lagrangian strain rate by

. T
E = F DF. (5.6.47)

By allowing the coordinate axes of the referential configuration to be momentarily coincident
with that of the current geometry, the distinction disappears and the Lagrangian strain rate
may be used as a constitutive variable, Le.

(5.6.48)

Recalling the generalization of the natural-strain increment defined in Eq. (5.6.21), an integra
tion of Eq. (5.6.48) may be interpreted to give the logarithmic strain which is denoted by E*,
Le.

E· = JEdt . (5.6.49)

This is another advantage of using the rate equations since we can now formulate the consti
tutive relations [tD] based on the true stress-strain curve obtained from the uniaxial test. It
is noted that the generalized logarithmic strain, which has a physical meaning in the updated
Lagrangian coordinates, is different from either the Lagrangian or the Eulerian strain.

For every iteration, displacements are updated by

(5.6.50)

and the stresses on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6.44) by

t ' i itS = tU + S . (5.6.51)

(5.6.52)F SFT = (detF)(divvu + i:1 - Lu - U LT
)

using Eq. (5.6.23) and the material derivative of (det F) from

However, the frame-indifferent constitutive relations involve the Jaumann stress rate, which
is related to i:1 by Eq. (5.6.29), in order to account for the rotation of the stress during the
increment. Since the Cauchy stress and the Kirchhoff stress are related by Eq. (5.6.15), the
material derivative of the Cauchy stress can be obtained by taking a material derivative of
Eq. (5.6.15), Le.

d
dt ( det F) = j = J Vi,i = J div v . (5.6.53)
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By using Eq. (5.6.29) and the momentarily coincident referential configuration, Eq. (5.6.52)
reduces to

. v
S = u - D u - u D + divvu.

For incompressible materials, as in plasticity, Eq. (5.6.54) further reduces to

. v' .
S=u-Eu-uE

(5.6.54)

(5.6.55)

using Eq. (5.6.19) with a substitution of E for D. Then the stress increment is calculated by

(5.6.56)

(5.6.57)

It is noted that the volume integration is performed over the configuration at tin Eq. (5.6.42).
As the solution converges, the stress becomes t S, and should be transformed to the Cauchy
stress at t' according to Eq. (5.6.15).

For the hyperelastic material, the Eulerian constitutive relations may be obtained from the
Lagrangian constitutive relations by

t 1 T T
t D = det F F F oD F F .

The Lagrangian strain can be transformed to the Eulerian strain at t' by

(5.6.58)

where [tF] is the deformation gradient at t' with reference to the configuration at t.
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Chapter 6

MATERIAL NONLINEARITY
AND CONSTITUTIVE
RELATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 Overview

Material nonlinearity becomes an issue in the analysis if the stress-strain relationship or the
constitutive equations are nonlinear. Constitutive equations characterize the macroscopic be
havior of the material, which stems from the microscopic constitution of the material. All the
engineering materials are inherently nonlinear. From the mathematical point of view, it is not
feasible to characterize a nonlinear material by a single set of equations for the entire range
of environmental conditions, such as the loading, temperature, and the rate of deformation.
Even in the restricted region of these conditions for specific needs, the mathematical model of
the material is still an idealization (e.g., incompressibility) of more general nonlinearity.

Depending on the application or the situation, the material behavior may be idealized or
simplified to account for certain effects which are important in the analysis. The linear elastic
(Hookean) material is the simplest case of all in solid mechanics. As the strain exceeds the in
finitesimal range, the material exhibits nonlinear behavior: nonlinear elastic if it is recoverable
and plastic if it is irrecoverable. If the temperature effects on the material properties become
an important issue, coupling between thermal and mechanical behavior should be properly
taken into consideration, which is the realm of thermo-elasticity and thermo-plasticity. If the
strain-rate has significant effects on the material response, we have to resort to the theories of
visco-elasticity and visco-plasticity. Anisotropic effects add complexity to the material models
of all kinds in solid mechanics.
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Development of material constitutive models has been prolific in recent years. Detailed
discussion in this book will be confined to the capabilities provided in MSCINASTRAN.

6.1.2 User Interface

The data for nonlinear elastic or plastic material applications are contained in the Bulk Data
entry MATSl, in connection with the MATI entry with the same MID. The MATSI entry
specifies the stress-dependent material properties according to the format shown below. A brief
description of each of the fields is provided, along with default values and further elaborating
remarks as applicable.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MATS1 MID TID TYPE H YF HR. LIMIT1 LIMIT2

MATSI 17 28 PLASTIC 0.0 1 1 2.+4

MID Identification number of a MATI entry (Integer> 0).

TID Identification number of a TABLES1 or TABLEST entry (Integer ~ 0). If H is given,
then this field should be blank. See Remark 1.

TYPE Specifies the type of material nonlinearity: NLELAST (Nonlinear elastic) or PLASTIC
(Elastoplastic). See Remarks 2 and 3.

H Work hardening slope (slope of stress vs. plastic strain) in units of stress (Real). For elastic
perfectly plastic cases, H=O.O (default). For more than a single slope in the plastic range,
the stress-strain data must be supplied on a TABLESl entry referenced by TID and this
field must be blank. See Remark 3.

YF Yield function (Integer) is selected by one of the following values:
1 von Mises (Default)
2 Tresca
3 Mohr-Coulomb
4 Drucker-Prager

HR Hardening Rule (Integer) is selected by one of the following values:
1 Isotropic hardening (Default)
2 Kinematic hardening
3 Combined hardening

LIMITl Parameter representing an initial yield point (Real). See Remark 4.

LIMIT2 Parameter representing the internal friction angle for the Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker
Prager yield criteria. (0 $ Real < 45°). See Remark 4.
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Remarks:

1. If TID is given, TABLES1 entries (Xi, Yi) of stress-strain data (Ek' Yk) must conform to
the following rules (see Figure 6.1.1):

(a) If TYPE is PLASTIC, the curve must be defined in the first quadrant. The first
point must be at the origin (Xl = 0, YI = 0) and the second point (X2, Y2) must
be at the initial yield point (YI or 2c) specified on the MATSI entry. The slope of
the line joining the origin to the yield stress must be equal to the value of E on the
MATI entry.

(b) If TYPE is NLELAST, the full stress-strain curve (-00 < x < 00) may be defined
in the first and the third quadrant to accommodate different uniaxial compression
data. If the curve is defined only in the first quadrant, then the curve must start at
the origin (Xl = 0, YI = 0) and the compression properties will be assumed identical
to tension properties.

(c) If TYPE is PLASTIC and TID is given, it may not reference a TABLEST entry.

2. If TYPE is NLELAST, the stress-strain data given in the TABLES1 entry will be used
to determine the stress for a given value of strain. The values H, YF, HR, LIMITl, and
LIMIT2 will not be used in this case.

For nonlinear elastic temperature-dependent material properties, TID must reference
a TABLEST entry and TABLEST subsequently references TABLES1 entries for differ
ent temperatures. Also a MATTI entry should be supplied to specify the temperature
dependence of material properties.

3. If TYPE is PLASTIC, either the table identification, TID, or the work hardening slope,
H, may be specified but not both. If the table ID is omitted, the work hardening slope,
H, should be specified in field 5 unless the material is perfectly-plastic. The plasticity
modulus (H) is related to the tangential modulus (ET) by

H- ET
-1-,,"

where E is the elastic modulus and ET (= ez) is the slope of the uniaxial stress-strain
curve in the plastic region. See Figure 6.1.2.

4. LIMITI and LIMIT2 are parameters used in the yield function and must be defined as
follows:
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Yield Function LIMIT1 LIMIT2

von Mises (1) Yield stress in tension, Y1 Not used

or Tresca (2)

Mohr-Coulomb (3) 2*Cohesion, 2c (in stress units) Angle of internal

or Drucker-Prager (4) friction ¢ (in degrees)

I

€

tt = Effective Plastic Strain

If TYPE is PLASTIC:

k=3I
I

I
I

I
I

I
J

I
I

I
I

I
I

J
I

I
I

I
I

HI " k=2
ET J

J
J

J
J

J
J

J
I

I
I

J
I

I
I

J
I

o

Figure 6.1.1. Stress-Strain Curve Definition with TABLESl Entry.
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Y (or 0')
;

o

Figure 6.1.2. Stress-Strain Curve Definition for a Single H.

The parameters in the MATS1 Bulk Data entry pertain only to nonlinear elastic and plastic
material nonlinearities. The required data for creep analysis are contained in the Bulk Data
entry CREEP, which defines the creep characteristics based on experimental data or known
empirical creep laws. In order to activate the creep analysis, the CREEP entry must contain the
same MID as an associated MAT1 Bulk Data entry and the NLPARM Bulk Data entry must
have a positive real value in the DT field. The DT value specifies the incremental time interval
for creep analysis. The time unit in the CREEP entry used to define the creep characteristics
with coefficients a through g must be consistent with the DT time unit. The CREEP entry
format is shown below with default values, followed by a brief description of each field and
applicable remarks.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

CREEP MID RT EXP FORM TIDKP TIDCP TIDCS THRESH

CREEP 8 O. 1.E-9 CRLAW

TYPE a b c d e f g

121 6.985E-6 2.444 7.032E-4 0.1072 6.73E-9 0.1479 3.
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MID Identification number of a MATI entry (Integer> 0).

RT Reference temperature (To) at which creep characteristics are defined (Real). Default =
0.0. See Remark l.

~H

EXP Temperature-dependent term, e- RTo , in the creep rate expression (0.0 < Real ::; 1.0).
Default = 1.OE-9. See Remark l.

FORM Specifies the form ofthe input data defining creep characteristics: CRLAW (empirical
creep law) or TABLE (tabular input data of creep model parameters). See Remark 2.

TIDKP Identification number of a TABLES1 entry for specification of the creep model pa
rameter Kp(O') (Integer> 0). See Remark 3.

TIDCP Identification number of a TABLESI entry for specification of the creep model pa
rameter Cp(O') (Integer> 0). See Remark 3.

TIDCS Identification number of a TABLESl entry for specification of the creep model pa
rameter Cs(O') (Integer> 0). See Remark 3.

THRESH Threshold limit for creep process corresponding to the threshold strain (0.0 < Real
< l.OE-3). Default = 1.0E-5. Threshold stress under which creep does not occur is
computed as THRESH*E, where E is the Young's Modulus.

TYPE Specifies the identification number (three-digit integer) of the empirical creep law type
(111 ::; Integer :$ 300). See Remark 4.

a-g Coefficients of the empirical creep law specified in the TYPE field (Real). See Remark 4.

Remarks:

1. Creep law coefficients (a-g) are usually determined by least squares fit of experimental
data obtained under a constant temperature. The reference temperature (To) at which
creep behavior is characterized must be specified in the RT field if the temperature of
the structure is different from this reference temperature. The unit of the temperature
input (OF or °C) must be indicated in the PARAM entry TABS as follows:

PARAM, TABS, 273.16
PARAM, TABS, 459.69

(if Celsius is used)
(if Fahrenheit is used)

When the correction for the temperature effect is required, the temperature distribution
must be defined in the Bulk Data entries (TEMP, TEMPPl, and/or TEMPRB) which
are selected by the Case Control command, TEMP(LOAD) = SID, within the subcase.

From the thermodynamic consideration, the creep rate is expressed as
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where l:i.H is the free energy of activation
R is the gas constant (= 1.98 cal/mole OK)
T is the absolute temperature
A is strain/sec per activation

If the creep characteristics are defined at the temperature To (RT field), the creep rate
at the temperature T is corrected by a factor

eC _AlL.Th
~ = (e RTo)( T -1)
Co

.t!l.H
where (e - RTo ) is to be specified in the EXP field.

2. If FORM = CRLAW, the creep law type and the coefficients (a-g) must be specified in
the CREEP continuation fields. If FORM = TABLE, the creep model parameters ([(p,
Cp , and Cs) are to be specified in the TABLESI entries whose identification numbers
appear in the TIDKP, TIDCP, and TIDCS fields, respectively. In this case, the CREEP
continuation field should not be used.

3. The creep model parameters ([(p, Cp, and Cs) represent parameters in the uniaxial rhe
ological model shown in Figure 6.1.3. Tabular entries (Xi, Yi) in the TABLESI entry will
consist of (O'i' [(pi), (O'i' Cpi), or (O'i' Csi) for the input of [(p, Cp, and Cs, respectively.
In the case of a linear viscoelastic material, the parameter (Kp , Cp , and Cs) values are
constant and two data points with an identical value should be specified for each param
eter.

The creep model parameters must have positive values as shown in Figures 6.1.4-6.1.6. If
the table look-up results in a negative value, the value will be reset to zero and a warning
message (TABLE LOOK-UP RESULTS IN NEGATIVE VALUE OF CREEP MODEL
PARAMETER IN ELEMENT ID = ****) will be detected.

4. Two different classes of empirical creep laws are available at present. The first class of
creep law is

cC(O',t) = A(O')[I- e-R(u)t] + K(O')t

Oak Ridge National Laboratory recommends the parameters A(O'), R(O'), and K(O') in
the form given in the following table:

Parameter Type 1 Type 2

A(O') aO'b aExp(bO')

R(O') cExp(dO') CO'd

K(O') e[sinh(J0')]9 eExp(JO')

Each of the three digits (e.g., 111, 121, etc.) in the TYPE field selects type 1 or 2 for
the parameters A(O'), R(O'), and K(O'), respectively.
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The second class of creep law (TYPE = 300) is expressed as

C
C

( CT, t) = aCTbtd

where the values band d are limited to the ranges

1.0 < b < 8.0

and
0.2 < d $ 1.0

The coefficient g should be blank for creep law type xx2 material, and coefficients c, e,
f, and g should be blank for creep law type 300. The coefficients (a-g) are dependent on
the structural units. Caution must be exercised to make these units consistent with the
rest of the input data.

5. Creep analysis requires an initial static solution at t=O, which can be obtained by a
subcase with an NLPARM on which DT=O.

--....... <1(t)Cp(Cf)

Primary

_I. Creep _I. Secondary Creep-I
Kp(Cf)

Elastic

Figure 6.1.3. Uniaxial Rheological Model.
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Figure 6.1.4. Creep Model Parameter J(p as a Function of Stress u.
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Figure 6.1.5. Creep Model Parameter Cp as a Function of Stress u.
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6.2 PLASTICITY

Two broad categories of material nonlinearity are nonlinear elastic analysis and plastic analysis.
In both cases, the stress-strain relation is nonlinear; however, the unloading follows the stress
strain curve in the case of nonlinear elastic analysis, whereas elastic unloading takes place in
plasticity.

The plasticity is characterized by its path dependency. The strain is not a function of the
current state of stress alone, but depends on the previous loading or stress history. This is
exemplified by the simple case of zero stress, when permanent sets of differing magnitude can
be established by varying histories in which the stress starts and finishes at zero.

6.2.1 Some Preliminaries

Some of the commonly used terms in plasticity [6.1, 6.2] are given below.

Yield Stress: Yield stress is usually measured as the value of stress which produces the
smallest measurable permanent strain.

Yield Criteria: In simple tension, there exists a yield point at which the material will begin
to deform plastically. However, if the stress state at a point is not uniaxial but consists
of stress components in different directions, a criterion is required to define which com
bination of multiaxial stresses will cause yielding. Such criteria are called yield criteria.
The first step of any plasticity analysis is to decide a yield criterion.

Yield Surface: Any yield criterion is expressible in the form

F(O', K) = f(O') - Y(K) = 0

where f(0') is a function of the stress state and Y (K) is a function of the strain hardening.
Geometric representation of the yield function is a surface in the stress space (0'1 - 0'2 - 0'3
coordinates). This surface is called the yield surface.

Loading and Unloading: If the stress is changed so that the stress tends to move out of the
elastic region, the process is called loading. If the stress value is changed such that the
stress value moves into the elastic region, the process is called unloading.

Proportional Loading: Loading condition under which all the stress components increase
in the same proportion.

Strain Hardening: When the material undergoes plastic deformation or change in strain, the
yield surface expands and/or translates with increasing strain. This is known as strain
hardening or work hardening and the material which does not exhibit strain hardening
is called perfectly-plastic material.
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can be modeled using the combined hardening option.



The software provides four different yield criteria [6.3 - 6.6]: von Mises, Tresca, Mohr-
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The Tresca yield criterion (sometimes referred to as the maximum shear theory) assumes
that yielding will occur when the maximum shear stress exceeds the value of the maximum
shear stress occurring under simple tension, Le.,

(6.2.6)

where 0"1 and 0"3 are principal stresses such that 0"3 < 0"2 < 0"1. Geometric representation of
this equation is a hexagonal surface perpendicular to the 1r plane (0"1 + U2 + 0"3 = 0) in the
stress space.

For frictional materials, the cohesion e and the internal friction angle </> are the governing
properties. The yield criterion for such materials is given by Mohr-Coulomb as

where

T = e - Un tan</>

T is the magnitude of the shear stress,
O"n is the normal stress,
e is the cohesion, and
</> the angle of internal friction. (0 ::;; </> < 45°)

(6.2.7)

(6.2.8)

Graphically Eq. (6.2.7) represents a straight line tangent to the largest Mohr stress circle as
shown in Fig. 6.2.3. In terms of principal stresses (0 > 0"1 2: 0"2 2: 0"3), Eq. (6.2.7) becomes

1( ),/,. > (Ul + 0"3 0"1 - 0"3 .,/,..) ,/,..2 0"1 - U3 cos Of' - e - 2 + 2 SIll 0/ tan Of'

which may be reduced to

0"1 - 0"3 + (0"1 +0"3) sin </> = 2e cos </>

This may be reduced to Tresca's criterion with </> = 0 and Y = 2e.

(6.2.9)

An approximation to the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion was presented by Drucker and
Prager, known as the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, which is a modification of the von
Mises yield criterion, Le.,

(6.2.10)

where
2 sin</>

a = ---==--_....:....-
V3(3 - sin</»

6e cos </>,. = ---==---.......;..-
v'3(3 - sin</»

This yield surface has the form of a circular cone coinciding with the outer apices of the Mohr
Coulomb hexagonal cone at any section. Rearranging terms ofEq. (6.2.10), the Drucker-Prager
yield function is given as

6 sin </> 103(J' )1/2 6e cos </>
3 .,/,..O"m + V tl 2 2: .,/,..

- SIllOf' 3 - smOf'
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which is reduced to von Mises criterion for </> = o.

.,

---..;;-ot-------~____.lQ tI.

Figure 6.2.3. Mohr Circle Representation of the Mohr-Coulomb Yield Criterion.

6.2.3 Yield Function

Associated with the yield criteria, there exist yield functions in the form of

F(u,tTJ) = feu) - y(tTJ) = 0

where
and

I(u) is an effective stress, a function of the stress state
Y(€") is a tensile yield stress, a function of the strain hardening.

Geometric representation of the yield function is a surface in the stress space (U1 - (12 

U3 coordinates), which is called a yield surface. The von Mises yield surface is a circular
cylinder and Tresca's is a hexagonal cylinder. The yield surface is reduced to the yield locus
in the case of plane stress, as shown in Fig. 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 for von Mises and Tresca criteria.
respectively. Both the Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager yield functions represent conical
surfaces as shown in Fig. 6.2.6.
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Figure 6.2.4 Von Mises Yield Locus for Plane Stress.
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Figure 6.2.5 Tresca's Yield Locus for Plane Stress.
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Figure 6.2.6. Isotropic Yield Surfaces in Principal Stress Space
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The stress function I((j) represents the effective stress or equivalent stress, which is equiv
alent to the uniaxial stress in tension. The value of I((j) can be computed as follows:

i) For von Mises criterion
(6.2.12)

ii) For Tresca's criterion
(6.2.13)

iii) For Mohr-Coulomb criterion

(6.2.14)

iv) For Drucker-Prager criterion

(6.2.15)

The function Y(t") is a measure ofthe tensile yield stress. The value ofY(t") can be found
from the user-specified stress-strain curve by an interpolation, Le.,

(6.2.16)

with
_p Yk
ck = ck - E

Hk = Yi_~+I - Yi_= __ Yk+I - Yk
y y -----....:.:....:....=..-...".1-..:.:--- (6.2.17)

ck+I - ck (cHI - ck) - E (Yk+I - Yk)

where (Ek' Yk) is a data point such that tt ~ {P < tt+I' Y1 is the initial yield point, and f3 = 0.,
0.5 or 1. (for kinematic, combined, or isotropic hardening, respectively). Since Y1 = 2c for
frictional materials, it is obvious from Eqs. (6.2.9) and (6.2.11) that Eq. (6.2.16) must be
modified by multiplying correction factors as follows:

Y(eP) = cose/> * Y(eP)

:V(eP) = 3 co~e/> * Y(eP)
3 - smt/J

for Mohr-Coulomb

for Drucker-Prager

(6.2.18)

(6.2.19)

Notice that Y > 0.0, otherwise the program issues a user error message: "Implausible stress
strain curve in EID=xxx".
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6.2.4 Strain Hardening

The yield surfaces discussed previously correspond to the yield surface of a material when
yielding starts. For a material that strain hardens, the yield surface must change for continued
straining. Such a change of the yield surface is governed by the hardening rules.

The isotropic hardening theory, due to Hill, assumes that the loading surface expands
uniformly about the origin in the stress space during plastic flow, maintaining the same shape,
center and orientation as the original yield surface. Fig. 6.2.7 shows the initial and subsequent
yield surfaces on a two-dimensional plot when the stress state shifts from point 1 to point 2.
Unloading and subsequent reloading in the reverse direction will result in yielding at the stress
state represented by point 3. The path 2-3 will be elastic and 0-2 is equal to 0-3. The main
drawback to this theory is its inability to account for the Bauschinger effect exhibited by most
materials. The equation for subsequent yield surfaces is given by

F = feu) - Y(eP) = 0 (6.2.20)

where Y(eP) is a measure of the expansion of the yield surface in the stress space, and the
total effective plastic strain (eP) is a monotonically increasing scalar function during plastic
deformation.

The kinematic hardening theory, due to Prager, assumes that the loading surface trans
lates as a rigid body in stress space during plastic deformation, maintaining the size, shape and
orientation of the yield surface (see Fig. 6.2.8). Thus, this theory accounts for the Bauschinger
effect. The yield function for kinematic hardening is expressed as

(6.2.21)

where (Xij represents the translation of the center of the yield surface, and Y is assumed
constant. The theory as set forth by Prager postulates that the incremental translation of the
loading surface in the stress space occurs in the direction of the exterior normal to the surface
at the instantaneous stress state. This relation is expressed analytically by

(6.2.22)

where c is a scalar parameter called the hardening modulus, and dcfj is the increment of plastic
strain.

However, inconsistencies arise when Prager's theory is applied in various subspaces of stress.
In other words, the loading surface will not, in general, translate in the direction of the exte
rior normal in the stress subspace with the full nine dimensional stress space. To avoid this
difficulty, Ziegler has proposed a modification of Prager's rule as

(6.2.23)

The scalar dJ.L in Eq. (6.2.23) is determined from the condition that the stress state must remain
on the translated loading surface during plastic deformation. Substituting Eq. (6.2.23) into
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the total differential of Eq. (6.2.21),

dF = ofd(7 + ofda
0(7 oa

of«7 - a)d
= 0(7 (7

and solving for d/l,

(6.2.24)

A theory that combines kinematic and isotropic work hardening states that

for which d/l is found to be

(6.2.25)

8j(Q-0I)d(7 - f3H dP'
d/l = 8(1 () (6.2.26)«7 _a)8j ;;;01

where H is the instantaneous slope (~b,) of the uniaxial stress-strain curve and f3 = 0.5.
Eq. (6.2.25) reduces to kinematic hardening when yeP') is a constant and to isotropic hardening
when aij =0 and YeP') is monotonically increasing.

The specification of the initial yield surface (by means of a choice of the yield criterion)
defines the stress state at which plastic How will begin. The specification of a hardening rule
defines the stress state for subsequent yielding.
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Figure 6.2.7. Isotropic Hardening.
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Figure 6.2.8. Kinematic Hardening.
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6.2.5 Prandtl-Reuss Stress-Strain Relations

One of the major differences between stress-strain relations in the elastic range and those in
the plastic range is that strains in the plastic range are, in general, not uniquely determined by
the stresses but are dependent on the past history as well. Due to the path-dependent nature
of the plastic strains, increments of plastic strain are calculated by an incremental procedure
and the total strains obtained by integration or summation.

After Saint Venant proposed that the principal axes of the strain increment coincided with
the axes of principal stress, a general relationship between components of the strain increment
and stress was established by Levy and von Mises, independently [6.1]. Levy-Mises equations,
however, use the total strain increments and are applicable only to rigid-plastic materials.
Levy-Mises equations were modified to allow applications for elasto-plastic materials by Prandtl
and Reuss. These equations are known as the Prandtl-Reuss stress-strain relations, Le.,

3 dfP dfP 1
deP = --(u - u ) = -[u - -(u +u )]x 2 ii x m (j x 2 y z

where

and

3dfP dfP 1
deP =--(u - u ) = -[u - -(u +u )]y 2 ii y m ii y 2 z x

3 dfP d£P 1
dc~ = 2 ii (Uz - Um) = ii [uz - 2(ux + Uy)]

dfP
diP =3-r.xy ii xy

dfP
d,;z = 3-::-Tyz

u
dfP

d,fx =3-::-Tzxu

(6.2.27)

These stress-strain relations are consistent with the von Mises yield criterion. For other
yield criteria, a general derivation follows.

6.2.6 Associated Flow Rule

Based on the condition that the principal axes of the plastic strain-increment must coincide
with the principal stress axes, and defining a function of stress components (Uij) as the plastic
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potential function (Q), the plastic strain-increments can be expressed as

(6.2.29)

where d>" is a Lagrange multiplier. For a so-called stable plastic material which has a stationary
value of the plastic work done in a given increment, such a function (Q) exists and is assumed
identical to the yield function (F), Le.,

p of
de··=d>..-

!J Oaij
(6.2.30)

where F is given by Eq. (6.2.25). This is called the associated flow rule. The geometric
implication of this relationship is that the plastic strain-increment vector is normal to the
yield surface, known as normality principle.

During the incremental loading, the incremental strain is assumed to be equal to the sum
of the incremental elastic and incremental plastic strains, Le.,

{de} = {deY + {de}P

But
{dele = [De]-I{da}

with [De] being the elasticity matrix;

1 v v 0 0 0I-v I-v
1 v 0 0 0I-v

E(l- v) 1 0 0 0
[De] = 1-2£1

(1 +v)(l- 2v) 2(1-£1) 0 0
Sym. 1-2£1 02(1-£1)

1-2£1
2(1-£1)

and upon substituting Eqs. (6.2.30) and (6.2.32) into (6.2.31), it is found that

{de} = [Der1{da} +d>"{~~}

(6.2.31)

(6.2.32)

(6.2.33)

When plastic yield is in progress, the stresses are on the yield surface given by the yield
function, which, when differentiated, provides the expression

of of
dF = {-}T{da} + -dK = 0oa OK

(6.2.34)

where K (work-hardening parameter) can be (}:ij or {P, whichever case it may be. Then
Eq. (6.2.34) may be conveniently expressed as

(6.2.35)
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with
H* = - ofdK~

OK d>'
where H* has a physical implication which will be shown later.

(6.2.36)

After a few matrix manipulations to eliminate {du} from Eqs. (6.2.33) and (6.2.35), the
scalar multiplier d>' can be obtained as

{ll}T[D ]{de}d>' - aq e

- H* +{M}T[De]{~H
(6.2.37)

where {~~} is reduced to {~}, and the terms H* and {~} are functions of {u}. Elimination
of dA from Eq. (6.2.33) gives

{du} = [Dep]{de}

with the elasto-plastic matrix defined as [6.5]

6.2.7 Generalized Effective Plastic Strain Increment

(6.2.38)

(6.2.39)

The effective plastic strain increment can be defined using the work-hardening hypothesis.
Work-hardening is postulated as the amount of work done during plastic deformation, Le.,

(6.2.40)

According to the Euler's theorem, if the function I(Uij) is homogeneous and of degree one,
e.g.,

I(AUij) = >.I(Uij)

then the following equality exists:

All four yield criteria, provided in MSCjNASTRAN, satisfy Eq. (6.2.41).

By virtue of Euler's theorem, Eq. (6.2.40) may be restated as

dWp = dA/(Uij).

(6.2.41)

(6.2.42)

(6.2.43)

The stress-strain data from the uniaxial tension test (in x-direction) may be related to Eq. (6.2.43)
by considering the work done by the plastic deformation during the test, Le.,

(6.2.44)
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When the effective stress (0-) corresponds to the stress under uniaxial tension (Y), the corre
sponding effective strain increment must be equivalent to d)" by equating corresponding terms
of Eqs. (6.2.43) and (6.2.44). Hence,

(6.2.45)

(6.2.36a)

and d)" is defined by Eq. (6.2.37). In fact, it can be shown that d)" in Eq. (6.2.37) is identical
to d{P as defined in Eq. (6.2.28) with the von Mises yield function. It is necessary to clarify H*
in Eq. (6.2.36) using' Eq. (6.2.45). Combining Eqs. (6.2.30), (6.2.35) and (6.2.45), Eq. (6.2.36)
can be restated as

H* = (~?{du}T{dEP} = do-
dEP d£P

It is revealed that H* is identical to H which is the slope of the uniaxial stress-strain curve, i;'.
This is a natural consequence of the work-hardening, which should follow the simple tension
test data regardless of the hardening rule.

6.2.8 Yield Function Derivatives

The derivatives of the yield function with respect to stress components are frequently required
in the computation of plastic strains. This frequent computation is conveniently simplified by
adopting a unified approach to the various yield criteria. All the yield functions are expressed
in terms of stress invariants [6.6], and the gradient vector is obtained by differentiating the
yield function with respect to these invariants first. This unified approach also facilitates to
avoid the difficulty of singularities in the Tresca and the Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria.

The principal stresses can be expressed in terms of stress invariants as follows:

where

2 (JI )1/2 { sinee. + 111") } { 1 }
2 sme + Urn 1

,v'3 sinee + ~11") 1
(6.2.46)

and

with

1 . -1 [ 3v'3 Jse = 3' sm - -2- (J~)3/2]'
11" 11"

< e <6 6
(6.2.47)
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and
J' 11'2 (/2 12+ 12)3 = (J:r/'y(Jz + TxyTyzTzx - (JxTyz + (JyTzx (JzTxy

Substitution of this expression into Eqs. (6.2.13) and (6.2.14) results in the Tresca and Mohr
Coulomb yield criteria in terms of stress invariants:

and

f«(J) = 2(Jmsin<t> + 2(J~)1/2[cosO - ~sino sin<t>l

(6.2.13a)

(6.2.14a)

The gradient vector is computed by differentiating the stress function f«(J) representing
effective stress for each yield criterion as follows:

{ OF} = {Of} = 3.L {O(Jm} +~ {OJ~} + ~{OJ~}
o(J o(J o(Jm o(J oJ~ o(J oJ~ o(J

(6.2.48)

with-
of of 00 of of of 00
oJI = 00 oJ3 and oJI = oJ' + 00 oJI'

3 2 2 2

The gradient vectors of the stress invariants are found independent of yield criteria as follows:

1
3<111000>

< (J~ (J~ (J~ 2Txy 2Tyz 2Tzx >

(
I I 2 J~) ( I I 2 J~ )< (Jy(Jz - Tyz + 3"' (Jx(Jz - Txz + 3" '

( " 2 J~) 2( ')(Jx(Jy - Txy + 3"' TyzTzx - (JzTxy ,

2(TxyTZX - (J~Tyz), 2(TxyTyz - (J~Tzx) >

The derivatives of the effective stress with respect to the stress invariants are found as
below:
i) Tresca's criterion:

=

of
O(Jm
of
a]'2
of

oJ~

= 0

cosO= r;; (1 + tanO tan30)
VJ~

v'3 sin 9

J~ cos 39
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ii) von Mises' criterion:

of of
0=oUm oJ'3

of V3=
2~oJ~

iii) Mohr-Coulomb criterion:

=of
oJ'3

2 sin</>

cos 8 1 .
= In [(1 + tan8 tan38) + r.; sm</>(tan38

VJ~ y3

V3 sin 8 + sin </> cos 8
J~ cos 38

- tan8)]

iv) Drucker-Prager criterion:

of 6 sin</>
=oUm 3 - sin</>

of V3
oJ~

=
2.fii

of
0

oJ~
=

Notice that when (J = ± 30°, representing corners of the Tresca and Mohr-Coulomb yield
surfaces, it is not possible to compute

of
oJ~

and
of
oJ'3

This difficulty arises because the gradient vector cannot be uniquely defined at these corners.
To prevent such difficulties, a provision is made to use the expressions for von Mises and
Drucker-Prager yield criteria when 181 ;:: 29°.

6.2.9 Degenerate Cases: Plane Strain, Plane Stress and Uniaxial Stress

In the case of plane strain, the general expressions derived so far must be modified with

Tyz = Tzx = 0

and
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but

The deviatoric stress invariants can be reduced to

J / /(// 2)3 = Uz uxuy - Txy .

The gradient vector {*} will consist of four components < l!; if; it &~;y >, which can
be computed with

l<1110>

The elasticity matrix for the plane strain case is

[

1
D _ E(l-v)
[ e] - (1 +v)(1 - 2v)

I>

1-1>

1
Sym.

I>

1-1>
11

1-1>

1
o ]o
o

1-21>
2(1-1»

In the case of plane stress, the equations can be reduced with

U z = Tyz = Tzx = 0

but

and
ac~ = -ac~ - ac:.

Notice that c~ does not have to be stored as in the plane strain case. The deviatoric stress
invariants can be computed with Uz = O. The elasticity matrix is reduced to:

= ~[~ ~
1- v 2 0 0 1~' ]

In the case of uniaxial loading, all the stress components become zero except Ux - The
deviatoric stress invariants become simply

and
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The effective stresses become

f(a) = ABS laxl

f(a) = ABS laxl + Ux sin</>

2 sin</>
f(a) = ABS luxl + 3 '.1- Ux·

- SIn,+,

The gradient vector can be reduced to a scalar, Le.,

for von Mises and Tresca

for Mohr-Coulomb

for Drucker-Prager

of Ux

oax = v'3~

{)f Ux- + sin</>
{)ux - v'3~
{)f ux 2 sin </>-- +

{)ux - v'3 fi£ 3 - sin </>

The elasticity matrix is reduced to a scalar:

for von Mises and Tresca

for Mohr-Coulomb

for Drucker-Prager

De = E.

6.2.10 Solution Algorithm for Elasto-Plastic Material

The material routine interfaces with element routines with the following I/O data:

• Input: {P, {a}, {a}, {~e}

• Output: ~ew' {anew}, {unew}, [Dep], ii

The governing equation for the incremental process of elasto-plastic deformation is as follows:

da = De (de - d£P) = De de - d)' De ~~

with

{lilT D deau e
d)' =

H + {*}T De {*}
where H and {U} are functions of {u}.

The computational process in the plasticity routine is depicted in the flow diagram in
Fig. 6.2.9. The procedure can be summarized in steps as follows:

Step 1. Initialize
Zero = 10-7 * Y1 ,

{ali = {a} and
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Step 2. Estimate the stress increment using the elasticity matrix.

Then the trial stress is

Step 3. Translate the yield surface for kinematic or combined hardening:

{uo} = {u - a}

{UI} = {u t
- a}

Step 4. Find the current yield stress (Y) from the input stress-strain curve as follows:

i) Increment k until £1 ~ fP < £1+1 where £1 = E:k - ~.

ii) Compute the current plasticity modulus:

iii) Compute the current yield stress:

where Y1 is the initial yield point and f3 = 0., 0.5, or 1. for kinematic, combined, or
isotropic hardening, respectively.

iv) Make corrections for the case of Mohr-Coulomb or Drucker-Prager criterion.

Step 5. Estimate the yield function:

Fo = f(uo) Y

FI = feud Y

Step 6. Determine whether the plastic deformation is involved.
If FI ~ 0, the process is elastic. Return with:

Step 7. Determine whether the material is yielding.

If 1F01 ~ 0, the material is on the yield surface. Go to Step 10 with
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Step 8. Check the error.

If Fo > 0, exit with a message "Effective stress is greater than yield stress in element
ID=xxx".

Step 9. Bring the stress state to the first yield point, if the material is elastic initially.

If Fo < 0, material goes to plastic from the elastic state. Update the stress compo
nents to place the stress state on the yield point.

Fowhere 'Y = - -----:;...
FI - Fo

Step 10. Find the number of incremental steps required as follows:

and
2 $ m $ LOOPCT

where FSTRESS is a user parameter in the NLPARM data entry and is defaulted to 0.2.

Step 11. If m indicates excessive increment size, set the flag to activate the bisection in order
to reduce the load or time increment, which is based on

M = m/20+ 1

where bisection is activated if M > 10. Prior to Version 66, a warning message was
issued instead of bisection: "Excessive incremental load is applied in element ID=xxx.
Reduce the load increment by a factor of M for better solution."

Step 12. The governing equation will be integrated by the Euler method of step by step in
tegration in m subincrements.

The incremental stress (equivalent to the equally divided subincrement of ~E) is

1
{.6.u} = -(l-'Y){~ue}

m

where {~ue} = De {~E}.

Step 13. Repeat the following loop m times.

i) Compute {utand Hi based on {u}; and tf
ii) Find

{d}; = [DeJ{OJ}
OU i
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iii) Compute

iv) If ~'\i < -5 X 10-5, set the unloading flag up (notice that~'\ = 0 by the end of
this loop) and eliminate negative ~'\, Le.,

v) Compute the stress subincrement

vi) If the hardening rule is. not isotropic

and
~J1. = MAX(~p, 0.0)

{~ah = ~p{O"h

{~O"h = {~O"h - {~ah

{ah+! = {ali +" {~ah
vii) Update the stress and the plastic strain

and

Step 14. Error Correction step

i) Compute the error: 6 = F3 = f(O"i+m) - Y(ef+m)

ii) If 161 FSTRESS *Y in the converging state, EXIT with a fatal error message, "Error
exceeded xx% of current yield stress in element ID=xxx".

iii) If /61 ~ 0, ignore the error and jump to Step 15.
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iv) If 6 2: 0, make a correction as follows [6.7]:

y
{U}i+m = {uh+m * 6 + Y

6
Y {uh+m

Step 15. Offset the center of the yield surface.

Step 16. If the unloading flag is up, the material is assumed to be unloaded. Since the
material becomes elastic during unloading, return with the elastic tangential matrix, Le.,

Step 17. Otherwise, return with the elasto-plastic tangential matrix:
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and programming errors with a wide variety of problems. All types of

A finite element simulation of a simple tension test resulted in data points
circled in Fig. 6.2.10(b).



(a) Uniaxial Tension Specimen
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(b) Apparent Poisson's Ratio

Figure 6.2.10 Uniaxial Loading and Apparent Poisson's Ratio
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Cyclic Loading and Hysteresis

IT the stress state is changed such that the stress value moves into the elastic region, the process
is called unloading. The cyclic loading, involving successive loading, unloading and reloading,
makes the problem more complicated due to a phenomenon known as the Bauschinger effect.
A finite element simulation of the cyclic loading has been performed with a thin plate specimen
subjected to repetitive uniaxial tension and compression. The loading cycle was controlled by
strain using the enforced displacements. The stress-strain responses of the material obeying
the von Mises yield criterion are shown in Fig. 6.2.11(a) using the isotropic, kinematic and
combined hardening rules. During the first tensile loading phase shown in the first quadrant
(0 to A), the responses for the three hardening rules are identical to the original strain-strain
curve specified in the input data. The kinematic hardening exhibits the Bauschinger effect upon
reloading in the reverse direction, while the isotropic hardening shows a monotonic increase in
the yield stress. The combined hardening curve falls in between the isotropic and kinematic
hardening curves, as expected. The plasticity modulus is kept continuous upon reloading for all
three hardening rules, Le., an identical modulus is resumed upon reloading from the previously
loaded point. Note that not all the flexure points are represented in the plot because of discrete
solution points. The solution process progressed without any difficulty caused by unloading.

Kinematic hardening has an advantage over isotropic hardening for the Bauschinger effect.
However, kinematic hardening only describes a perfect kinematic hardening material for which
the size of the yield surface does not change. In reality, such a material does not exist. Suppose
a material has a low initial yield stress and a high rate of hardening, as some materials may
possess. If kinematic hardening is used to model such a material exactly, the reloading in
compression could occur while the applied stress is still in tension as shown in Fig. 6.2.11(b).
This behavior is physically unrealizable. In order to avoid such an anomaly, the initial yield
point may have to be artificially elevated. The difficulty of such problems lies in the fact
that the Bauschinger effect is known as a qualitative and not a quantitative description. The
combined hardening rule is complementary for such cases.
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The nonlinear elastic capability in the software was designed to satisfy the equivalence



6.3.2 Solution Algorithm

Users specify nonlinear stress-strain curve, O'(t), in the TABLES1 entry along with MATI and
MATSI entries. Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio are available from MATI entry. The
element routine calls the material routine driver NMATD, which calls the subroutine NMEVD
for the nonlinear material. The material routine interfaces with element routines with the
following data:

Input

Output
{U}old' {t}old' {.~t}, E, v

{u}new, {t}new , [Dne]

The computational procedure is described below:

Step 1. Upon entry to the subroutine NMEVD, the new strain state is computed by

(6.3.6)

Step 2. The effective strain (E) is computed based on {t}new by

(6.3.7)

where

or

2 1 2 2 I-v 2
E = 1 _ v2 [tx + t y +2vtxt y +-2-ixy] for plane stress

E
2 = (1 _ 2v~(1 +v) [(1 - v)(t~ +t; + t~) +2v(txt y + tytz + tz€x)

(1 - 2v) 2 2 2+ 2 (ixy + iyz + izx)] for 3-D Solid

Step 3. The effective stress (0') is determined by looking-up the user-specified stress-strain
curve for E.

Step 4. The new stress state is determined by

Step 5. The tangential matrix is determined by

0' 1 aO' 0' T
[Dne]= EE[Del+ (EE)2( aE --g){Ue}{Ue} ,

6.3 - 2
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(6.3.8)

for which ~~ is the slope at e, i.e.,

8fT Yk+I - Yk

8e Xk+I - Xk

where (Xk, Yk) is the k-th data point in the TABLESl entry and k is determined such
that Xk ~ e < Xk+I. It is noted that k=l for e< Xl and k = kmax - 1 for e 2: x max .

6.3.3 Adaptation of Uniaxial Compression Stress-Strain Curve

Until Version 64, the effective stress-strain curve is determined only by the uniaxial tension data
in two and three dimensional cases. The uniaxial compression data will be ignored if provided
for two and three dimensional elements. Some materials, however, exhibit appreciably different
behavior in compression from th~t in tension even in the small strain range. A typical case of
such material is shown is Fig. 6.3.1.

For uniaxial loading, the magnitude of the strain in that direction becomes the effective
strain, i.e.,

e = Ex for uniaxial tension in x

e = -Ex for uniaxial compression in x

We need to find the effective stress (fT) corresponding to e. There are two known data points
as shown in Fig. 6.3.2; namely the effective stress for uniaxial tension (fTt) and the effective
stress for uniaxial compression (fTc). Some method of interpolation or extrapolation is required
to predict the effective stress for the general stress state using two known data points.

The first stress invariant (11) is adopted for interpolation/extrapolation, Le.,

Considering that the pure shear is in the midway between simple tension and simple compres
sion, it seems appropriate to use the first stress invariant. Hydrostatic tension and compression
cases will impose lower and upper bounds for extrapolation, i.e.,

=0
= 3p

for uniaxial tension/compression

for pure shear

for hydrostatic pressure

The instantaneous modulus (~~) should be interpolated or extrapolated in the same man
ner.
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Figure 6.3.1. Stress-Strain Curves for Gray Cast Iron

6.3.4 Computational Procedure for Bilateral Stress-Strain Relations

The new stress state is proportional in magnitude to the effective stress (0'), which should be
determined as follows:

1. Compute the effective stress (ue) based on {o-e}, Le.,

{Ue} = [De]{e}new
r::1----------------------

0' = '2[(uz - uy)2 + (o-y - 0-,2:)2 + (uz - uz )2] + 3(r~ + r;z + r;z) for 3D
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0' = VU,;; - UxUy +ui +3T;y

0' = J~[(UX - Uy)2 + (Uy - Uz)2 + (Uz - Ux)2] + 3T;y

2. Compute the first invariant of {Ue }:

where U z = 0 for plane stress.

3. Determine the ratio (r) by normalizing II by O'e, Le.,

II
r=-

O'e

for plane stress

for plane strain

where r signifies the relative distance from the midpoint of O'c and O't at e, as shown in
Fig 6.3.2. It would be implausible to process a large value of r (such is the case with a
hydrostatic load). Therefore, r will be confined to a plausible range, -1 ~ r ~ 1. The
value will be reset to the limit (r = ±1 ) if r lies outside the range.

4. Look up the user-specified stress-strain curve in the TABLES1 entry and determine O't
and O'c, Le.,

O't = O'(e)
O'c = -O'(-e)

5. Determine 0' based on O't,Ctc and r, Le.,

_ O't + Ctc O't - O'c
0' = + r --'--"":"

2 2

For the tangent matrix, the instantaneous modulus (~~) should be determined using the
same ratio (r) as follows:

1. Compute the instantaneous slope at e for tension, Le.,

(o~)t = Yi+! - Yi for Xi ~ e < Xi+!
Oe Xi+! - Xi

where (Xi, Yi) is the i-th data point in the TABLES1 entry.

2. Compute the instantaneous solpe at (-e) for compression, Le.,

00' Yi+! - Yj
(-) - for Xi ~ -e < Xi+!oe c - Xi+! - Xj

3. Determine (~~) based on (~~)t, (~~)c, and r, Le.,

00' 1 oCt oCt r 00' 00'
oe = 2[( oe)t + [( oe)c] + 2[( oe)t - (oe)c]
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variations in temperature are allowed as implemented in the software.



6.4.2 Effects of Stress and Temperature

An analytical solution to the Kelvin-Maxwell model subjected to a constant stress (0') is given
by

with

C 0' C
Ctotal = C

s
t + cprimary (6.4.1)

cC . =..!!...... [1 _ e-(Kp/Cp)t]
pTlmary K

p

where t denotes time and parameters K p , Cp , and Gs are identified in Fig. 6.4.1. For a
varying stress case, however, an instantaneous strain-rate should be employed to have the creep
hardening effects properly accounted. The creep hardening (and softening) effects, assumed
to be exhibited by the primary creep, are accounted for by using the creep hardening law,
wherein creep strain rates are expressed in terms of primary creep strain rather than time, Le.

where

• C 0' .c
Ctotal = G

s
+ Cprimary (6.4.2)

Notice that the creep strain rate reverses the sign with proper effects of the cummulative
primary creep when the sign of the stress reverses. Due to this virtue, the stress reversal effects
are properly taken into account without any special provision in the algorithm.

The creep strain rate is, in general, a function of absolute temperature. Microscopically,
the creep deformation is an integrated effect of dislocations of the crystal structure primarily
due to thermal activation and stress. The effects of temperature at the microscopic level can
be quantified as

(6.4.3)

where ilH is the energy of activation, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature
and A is in strain/unit time. On this basis, the creep model parameters measured at a ref
erence temperature (To) can be used to compute the creep strain rate at the temperature T
in the vicinity of To, allowing small variations in the ambient temperature. The creep model
parameters are corrected as

Gs(T) =
Gs(Ta)

and Gp(T)
Gp(To)

(6.4.4)=Fc Fc

where

Fc
i C (e-6.H/RTo) (~-1) .= =·C
Co
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6.4.3 Equillibrium of a Kelvin-Maxwell Model for a Stress Component

Suppose that the Kelvin-Maxwell model is applied to a typical component of a deviatoric
stress-strain pair, denoted by (~Sb er). Referring to F-ig. 6.4.1, the state equilibrium equation
of the model at any instant is expressed as:

where

and

[C] {~e} + [X]{~e} = {~s}

[G] = [Gs -Gs ],
-Gs (Gp + Gs)

[X] = [0 0],
o X p

(6.4.5)

{~S}T = < ~Sl 0 >
Introducing a linearly varying strain-rate during the time interval, the strain-rate increment
can be expressed as

2
= ~t [~e(t) - e(t)~t],

by which Eq. (6.4.5) is reduced to

[~t G + K] {~e} = 2[G]{e} + {~s}.

Defining the stiffness of the primary and secondary creep elements by

(6.4.6)

(6.4.7)

and k _ 2Gs
2 - ~t'

(6.4.8)

the equivalent creep stiffness (ke ) for a deviatoric stress-strain pair can be determined by

k
e

= k1 k2

k1 + k2

Solving Eq. (6.4.7) for ~el gives

where ~s' is a pseudo-incremental stress, determined by

A' 2 [Gs (. .) Gp • ] ku.S = k
2

el - e2 + k; e2 e •

(6.4.9)

(6.4.10)

The pseudo-incremental stress represents the change in deviatoric stress component due
to creep relaxation. This value of ~s' can be converted to the equivalent psuedo-incremental
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(6.4.11)

strain (Ae'), which represents the change in deviatoric strain component due to creep. By
virtue of creep volume constancy, deviatoric strains (Ae') and the strain rates (e1 and e2) in
Eq. (6.4.10) are identical to the ordinary strain components. Hence the pseudo-incremental
strain can be expressed as

A' As' 2 rCa (. . ) Cp • ]
Q£ = - = - £1 - £2 + - £2kc k2 k1

in which the :first and the second terms are contributions of the Maxwell and the Kelvin
elements, respectively. Notice that as 6t approaches zero, Eq. (6.4.11) reduces to

which makes it easier to comprehend Eq. (6.4.11).

Primary Secondary

,- Creep (K,)
~14

Creep (~) .,
~(o) .. e2 r e

,

0 2
Cp(o) ~ o(t)

C.(o) or As,

Figure 6.4.1. Rheological. model

6.4.4 Adaptation of Rheological Model to Multiaxial Stress State

The concept of the rheological. model for a stress-strain pair is extended to the general multi
axial stresses with the aid of effective stress and effective strain-rate by adopting the Prandtl
Reuss stress-strain relationship, i.e.,

(6.4.12)

where creep strain rates

'c 'c 'c
"Yry "YYZ "YZ:I: > ,

deviatoric stresses
{S}T -_ < -~ (1y' -z' 2'" 2'" 2T >v_ v 'ry 'f/Z Z:I: ,

and the effective stress (q) and the effective creep strain rate (ee) are defined analogously to
those in plasticity with von Mises yield criterion.
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(6.4.8a)

Implied by this relationship, there is a unique set of rheological parameters (Kp , Cp , and Cs )

based on the effective stress, which can be related to all the deviatoric stress components and
the corresponding creep strain rates. In terms of effective creep model parameters, Eqs. (6.4.8)
and (6.4.11) may be rewritten as follows:

2 (- 2Cp )k1 = - J( + -3 p ~t

and

{~c'} = ~ [~: {iiotal - i~rimary} + ~: {i~rimary}] (6.4.11a)

The creep strain rates in Eq. (6.4.2) may be rewritten likewise, Le., in terms of deviatoric
stresses

where

{iiotal} = 2~s {s} + {i~rimary}

{i~imary} = 2~ is} - ~P {£~imary}'
p p

Then the pseudo-incremental strain in Eq. (6.4.11a) is reduced to

{~c'} = 2 (:1 + :2) is} - ~ ~; {£~rimary}·

(6.4.2a)

(6.4.13)

In the absence of plastic deformation, the total strain increment (elastic and creep) may
be expressed as

{~£e + ~£c} = [D;;l + D~l] {~O"} (6.4.14)

where De and Dc are material matrices for elasticity and creep, respectively. However, the
total strain increment must be corrected with a pseudo-incremental strain {~£'}, Le.,

{~£e + ~£c} = {~£ _ ~c'}

Combining Eqs. (6.4.14) and (6.4.15), we obtain

{~O"} = [Dec]{~£ _ ~£'}

(6.4.15)

(6.4.16)

where the elastic-creep tangent matrix may be conveniently obtained for an isotropic material
by

J( + fkec J( -lkec J( -lkec 0 0 0

K + ~kec Ie -lkec 0 0 0

[Dec]
J( + fkec 0 0 0

= (6.4.17)
!kec 0 0

gYM !kec 0

!kec
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with J( being a bulk modulus (J( = 3(1~2V»)' and k ec the stiffness of the elastic-creep component
defined by

1 1 1
kec = 2G + kc

where G denotes the shear modulus.

6.4.5 Coupling of Plasticity

When the plastic deformation is involved in the creep analysis, the plastic strain increment
should be included in the total strain increment. The plastic strain increment may be obtained
by

(6.4.18)

where

D-1 = .!.. {Of} {Of}T
p H OU OU

with plasticity modulus H = ddu and the function (1) defining effective stress (0-). Introducing
€V

Eq. (6.4.18) into Eq. (6.4.14), the elasto-plastic-creep stress-strain relations are established as

(6.4.19)

from which the stress increment {AU} can be obtained. However, Eq. (6.4.19) may be rear
ranged as

(6.4.20)

with

{~}T Dec {Ae - Ac'}
AA = == A£P > 0

H + {~}T Dec {~}

where the effective plastic strain increment is denoted by A{P.

The creep deformation tends to relax the stress gradient in the absence offurther increments
in external loads. In the creep-dominant process, therefore, plastic deformation can be induced
only by creep deformation to alleviate stresses in the neighboring material. For this reason,
the material routine employs a solution scheme which seeks a solution in two distinct steps
when the plastic deformation is coupled with creep. First, it solves for the incremental stress
components with an elastic-creep material as in Eq. (6.4.16). Then, if the new stress state
(u = Uold + AU) exceeds the current yield stress, Le.,

F(u) = feu) - u(£P) > 0
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with F being a yield function, a correction is made on a previously obtained.incremental stress
based on Eq. (6.4.20) and the plastic strains are computed. The algorithm for this process is
depicted by a flow diagram in Fig. 6.4.2.

~
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Figure 6.4.2. Flow Diagram fat Creep Process
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The quasi-static nonlinear analysis capability for the generalized viscoelastic model coupled
with the plastic deformation is implemented into the general-purpose nonlinear static analysis
method in the sortware. The solution method employs an adaptive Newtons iteration
with accelerated convergence schemes such as the BFGS updates and the line search process.
A nonlinear static analysis can readily be converted to the quasi-static analysis and vice versa
by adding or subtracting a few related data. All the potentially nonlinear elements (ROD,
BEAM, QUAD4, TRIA3, HEXA, PENTA and TETRA) are applicable to creep analysis, but
not all the nonlinear elements in the model need to be composed of creep material.

the software are in the following equation forms with user specified coefficients (a-g):



programming errors with a wide variety of problems. All types of elements



The creep behavior is manifested in the relaxation process under constant strain. Figure
6.4.5 compares relaxation predictions by various methods. It is demonstrated that the current
method is superior to the initial-strain method. Results from analysis fall
between experimental data and the closed-form solution.

The creep response of various elements to the stress reversal was thoroughly investigated.
The effects of the creep hardening/softening were exhibited properly. However, the convergence
occasionally required a stiffness matrix update and a smaller time increment at the onset of
stress reversal.

The solution to the creep behavior of an infinitely long thick-walled cylinder subjected
to internal pressure was presented by Greenbaum and Rubinstein [6.13]. They employed an
incompressible material with a simple empirical formula which accounts only for secondary
creep, to which an analytical solution exists. The sofware reproduced the solution very
accurately using nine HEXA elements with axisymmetric and plane strain boundary conditions.

A finite element model of the same pressure vessel was analyzed by the software using
72 solid elements with 355 active DOFs. Fig. 6.4.6 shows stress contours at t=3 hours. For a
model five times coarser, this solution represents an excellent agreement with that in Reference
[6.13].
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NASTRAN



The model depicted in Fig. 6.4.7 represents this component using 1552 DOFs, which is an-
alyzed by the software with elasto-plastic-creep material and geometric nonlinear effects.
The creep characteristics are defined by a creep law in the form of Eq. (6.4.22) with ORNL
recommended values for parameters as follows:

Typical results at selected points, where the plastic deformation is significant, are compared
with data in References [6.14,6.15, and 6.22] as shown in Figs. 6.4.8, 6.4.9(a) and 6.4.9(b). It
is noted that the software used an isotropic, instead of a kinematic hardening rule as
employed by Levy [6.15]. Figs. 6.4.10(a) and 6.4.10(b) show effective-stress contours upon
unloading at t=2546 and t=3400 hours, respectively. These results demonstrate proficient
capabilities of the software for a complex problem with combined nonlinearities.



Figure 6.4.7 Finite element model 
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Figure 6.4.10(a) Effective stress contour plot at t=2546 hours upon
loading
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Figure 6.4.11 (b) Effective stress contour plot at t=3400 hours upon
loading .
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Thermoelastic capability was implemented in SOL 66 (or SOL 106).
With this capability, the temperature dependent material properties for linear elastic
and nonlinear elastic materials are updated as the temperature distribution in the structure
changes.

Thermo-elasticity is an extension of nonlinear elasticity as described in
Section 6.3. The thermal strain is computed by



• To be the default temperature distribution whenever TEMP(LOAD) is not specified for
a subcase,

• To be the reference (stress-free) temperature when TEMP(LOAD) is specified.

From Version 67, there is no default value for To and a fatal error message will be is
sued if TEMP(INIT) is not present. The set ID for the load temperature distribution, T, is
specified in the Case Control by TEMP(LOAD). For nonlinear elements, the TEMP(LOAD)
also specify the temperatures at which material properties are determined if Bulk Data en
tries MATTi are present. The material properties will conform to TEMP(LOAD) without
requiring TEMP(MAT) or TEMP(BOTH). Each TEMP(INIT) or TEMP(LOAD) points to
the Bulk Data TEMP, TEMPD, TEMPPl, TEMPRB on which the temperature distribution
is specified. The coefficient of thermal expansion reference temperature, TREF is input by the
TREF field on the MATi, which is different from Version 65. Notice that the combination of
TEMP(INIT) and TEMP(LOAD) is new user interface introduced in Version 66. They are
recommended to be used for all types of thermo-elastic analyses available in SOL 66 and SOL
106 for Version 66 and beyond. Some old features such as TREF in MATi and TEMP(MAT)
which were valid prior to Version 66 should not be used in versions following Version 65. For
example, TEMP(MAT) without TEMP(INIT) would run through in Version 67. However, the
material properties are determined at the very beginning of the analysis based on the tempera
ture distribution given in the first subcase. But these properties will stay constant throughout
the analysis. TEMP(MAT) may also be used in the nonlinear transient analsis (SOL 99 or
SOL 129), but it can only be applied to the upstream superelements. A fatal message will be
issued if TEMP(MAT) appears in a residual subcase.

Different options of thermo-elastic constitutive relations may be obtained by different com-
binations of input data:

• {tT} = [De(T)]{€} (MATl,MATTl)

• {tT} = E(~,f)[De(T)]{f} (MATl,MATT1,MATSl,TABLESl)

• {tT} = E(~I1,f)[De(T)]{f} (MATI, MATTI, MATSl, TABLEST, TABLESl)

• {tT} = E(~I1,f)[De]{f} (MATl,MATSl,TABLEST,TABLES1)

where {tT} and {f} are the stress and strain vectors, [De(T)] the elasticity matrix from MATTI
data, E the effective elasticity modulus ~ from TABLESI data, and E the elasticity modulus
from MATI data.

Temperature dependent properties for elasticity matrix, Le. [De(T)], are input by a combi
nation of the MATi, MATTi, and TABLEMi entries. For the nonlinear elastic material, which
is specified by the MATSI and TABLESl, the TABLEST may be used to input the temper
ature dependent uniaxial stress-strain relations, Le. u(~T). The TABLEST is referenced by
the MATSI and contains the TID of TABLESI cards for given temperatures. A fatal error
message will be issued if both TABLESI and TABLEST with the same TID are present. The
TABLEST entry is shown below followed by brief description of the fields:
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Notice that temperature dependent linear composite materials (MAT2 with MATT2 or MAT9
with MATT9) are available in the software, but nonlinear elastic composite materials
(MATS1/NONLINEAR with MAT2 or MAT9) are not. Thermoplasticity is also not available
in Version 67. Analysis capability for the creep (or viscoelastic) deformation
under the variable temperature became available from Version 66. In addition, the creep
characteristics and the elasticity properties both can be temperature dependent. The former



For verification purpose, two identical plate models were created and solved using different
approaches as shown in the attached input data. In the first model, the
reference material properties were defined on a MAT1 entry, and their variations with different
temperatures were input through MATT1 and TABLEM1 entries. In the second model, the
reference properties were still input through a MATT1 entry, however, a set of temperature
dependent stress-strain curves were specified using a combination of MATS1 and TABLES1
entries. The MATT1 entry present in the second model is a dummy, which is required in V66
and V66A to activate the thermal elastic capability. This requirement has been removed in
V67 and beyond. The results given by these two models are identical as shown below.



ID TBPLATE, V66A $ SSB 12/12/90
TIME 5 $ CPU MIN.
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC SOLUTION SEQUENCE
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND TRACE N-L ITERATION
CEND
TITLE = 2 DISCRETE PLATE MODELS UNDER UNIAXIAL TENSION
ECHO = SORT
SEALL = ALL

DISP = ALL
STRESS = ALL
ELFORCE = ALL
SPCFORCES = ALL -
OLOAD = ALL

TEMP(UIT)=100
SUBCASE 100

NLPARM = 100
LOAD = 101

SUBCASE 200
TEMP (LOAD) =200
NLPARM = 200
LOAD = 101

BEGIN BULK
$
$ TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
$
TEMPD 100 100. 200 200.
$
$ ITERATION STRATEGY
$
IlLPARM 100 1 YES
IlLPARM 200 5 YES
$
$ FIRST MODEL
$
GRID 101 0 o. O. O. 123456
GRID 102 0 1. O. o. 3456
GRID 103 0 1. 1. O. 3456
GRID 104 0 O. 1. O. 13456
$
CQUAD4 101 100 101 102 103 104
$
PSHELL 100 120 1.0
$
MAT1 120 8.+6 3.0769+60.3
HATT1 120 151 152
$
TABLEM1 151

O. 8.0000+6100. 8.0000+6200. 4. 0000+6ENDT
TABLEM1 152
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O. 3.0769+6100. 3.0769+6200. 1.5385+6ENDT
$
FORCE 101 102 0 5.0E3 1.0 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 103 0 5.0E3 1.0 0.0 0.0
$
$ SECOND MODEL
$
GRID 201 0 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 202 0 1. O. O. 3456
GRID 203 0 1. 1. O. 3456
GRID 204 0 O. 1. o. 13456
$
CQUAD4 201 200 201 202 203 204
$

·PSHELL 200 220 1.0
$
MAT1 220 8.+6 3.0769+60.3
MATTl 220
MATS1 220 221 ILELAST
TABLEST 221 +ST1
+STl O. 251 100. 252 200. 253 BlDT
TABLES1 251 +5S1
+SSl -1. -8.+6 o. o. 1. 8.+6 EIDT
TABLES1 252 +5S2
+SS2 -1. -8.+6 o. O. 1. 8.+6 EIDT
TABLES1 253 +SS3
+SS3 -1. -4.+6 o. o. 1. 4.+6 EIDT
$
FORCE 101 202 0 5.0E3 1.0 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 203 0 5.0E3 1.0 0.0 0.0
EIDDATA
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6.6 INITIAL ANISOTROPY

This material capability became available in SOL 66 (or 106) and SOL 99 (or 129) since Version
66A. It allows the following combinations of material property entries:

Elastic-plastic: MAT2 or MAT9 combined with MATS1(TYPE=PLASTIC)

Thermo-elastic: MAT2 combined with MATT2 or MAT9 with MATT9

Viscoelastic: MAT2 or MAT9 combined with CREEP

Notice that MAT2 or MAT9 represent elastic anisotropy. When they are combined with
plastic or creep material, they represent initial anisotropy because the plastic or creep (vis
coelastic) deformation remains isotropic.

6.6.1 Theoretical Basis

The elasticity matrix [De] appears in the incremental constitutive relations for elastic-plastic,
thermoelastic, and viscoelastic materials as shown in the preceding sections.

In those constitutive relations, the elastic properties are assumed to be isotropic so that
the elasticity matrix [Del may be determined by two material constants, e.g. Young's modulus
E and Poisson's ratio v. This assumption was removed by simply replacing the isotropic
[De] by an anisotropic elasticity matrix specified by MAT2 or MAT9 Bulk Data entries. The
orthotropic material (MAT8) is not applicable to this capability. This capability may be used
to model nonlinear materials which exhibit significant initial anisotropy.

6.6.2 Validation Problems

A cube with dimensions of one unit was modeled with one QUAD4 element for testing the 2-D
case and one HEXA element for testing the 3-D case. First, isotropic properties were input
using MAT2 and MAT9 Bulk Data entries and the results were compared with the analytical
solutions. Then, genuine anisotropic properties were used and the results from the plate and
solid models were compared with each other.

The input data of three test decks, namely ANISOEP, ANISOC, and ANISOT, are listed
at the end of this section as examples. Each deck contains two discrete models, a plate and
a solid, which are subjected to a simple tension force of 10,000 lb, respectively. In-plane
anisotropic elastic properties are assumed so that the plate and solid models are expected to
give compatable results. ANISOEP is used to test the elastic-plastic analyses, in which the
yield stress is assumed to be 5000 psi and the plastic hardening modulus to be 5 X 105 psi. In
ANISOEC, two subcases are specified. The first subcase is for a static response analysis which
is followed by the second subcase for a creep analysis of 100 hours. The material is assumed
to remain linear elastic throughout the analysis. ANISOT is used to test the thermo-elastic
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analyses. A tension force of 10,000 lb is applied in the first subcase. In the second subcase, the
mechanical load remains unchanged but the temperature is increased, which reduces the value
of each elasticity modulus by one half. The results of these three test problems are tabulated
below:

Ux f.x f.y 'Yxy

ANISOEP:
plate model 10,000 1.147 X 10-2 -4.526 X 10-3 -9.540 X 10-4

solid model 10,000 1.147 x 10-2 -4.526 X 10-3 -9.550 X 10-4

ANISOC:
plate model 10,000 2.560 X 10-3 - 7.054 X 10-5 -9.548 X 10-4

solid model 10,000 2.560 X 10-3 -7.050 x 10-5 -9.551 X 10-4

ANISOT:
plate model 10,000 2.941 x 10-3 9.486 X 10-4 -1.910 X 10-3

solid model 10,000 2.941 X 10-3 9.487 X 10-4 -1.910 X 10-3
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+E51

4. 9539E6+M51

512

O.

123456
3456
3456
13456
12456
456
456
1456
511

123456
3456
3456
13456

504

204

1.5136E60.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
503

o.
o.
o.
o.
203

AUTO

0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
502

o.
O.
1.
1.
202

0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
501

$ SSH 3/25/91

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
500
514
520
7. 9812E6-6. 149E50.

10

202
203

o o.
o 1.
o 1.
o o.
200 201
220 1.0
7.9812E6-6.149E51.5136E64.9539E61.5136E63.0824E6

PLASTIC 5. E5 5. E3
o S.OE3 1.0 0.0 0.0
o 5.0E3 1.0 0.0 0.0

= 100
= 101

= MAT2 OR HAT9 COMBINED WITH MATS1(TYPE=PLASTIC).
= 2 DISCRETE MODELS EACH CONTAINS 1 QUAD4 OR HEXA ELEMENT.
= UNIAXIAL TENSION CASE.
= ALL
= ALL
= ALL

ID ANISOEP. V66
TIME 5
SOL 66
CEID
$
TITLE
SUBTITLE
LABEL
SEALL
DISP
STRESS
$
NLPARM
LOAD
$
BEGIN BULK
$1------2-------3-------4-----~-5-------6-------7-------8-------9-------10-----$

$
$ ITERATION STRATEGY
$
NLPARM 100
$
$ PLATE MODEL
$
GRID 201
GRID 202
GRID 203
GRID 204
CQUAD4 201
PSBELL 200
MAT2 220
HATS1 220
FORCE 101
FORCE 101
$
$ SOLID MODEL
$
GRID 501
GRID 502
GRID 503
GRID 504
GRID 511
GRID 512
GRID 613
GRID 514
CHEXA 501
+E51 513
PSOLID 500
MAT9 520
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+M51 O. 1.5136E60. O. 1.E6 O. O. O. +M52
+M52 3.0824E60. O. 3.E5 O. 3.E5
MATS1 520 PLASTIC 5.ES 5.E3
FORCE 101 502 0 S.OE3 0.5 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 503 0 5.0E3 0.5 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 512 0 5.0E3 0.5 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 513 0 5.0E3 0.5 0.0 0.0
EIDDATA
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+CP21

123456
3456
3456
13456
12456
456
456

123456
3456
3456
13456

1.02-11 7.43-4
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

204

O.
o.
o.
o.
1.
1.
1.

o.
o.
O.
O.
203

AUTO
AUTO

o.
O.
1..
1.
O.
O.
1.

o.
o.
1.
1.
202

O.
1.
1.
O.
O.
1.
1.

20.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

3.476-4 2.08-4
202 0
203 0

o o.
o 1.
o 1.
o O.
200 201
220 1.0
7.9812E6-6.149E51.5136E64.9539E61.5136E63.0824E6

CRLAW
2.085-11 2.094
0.5 1.+4
0.5 1.+4

1
5

$ CREEP FOR 100 HOURS

$ ELASTIC

= MAT2 OR MAT9 COMBINED WITH CREEP
= 2 DISCRETE MODELS, EACH CONTAINS ONE QUAD4 OR HEXA ELEMENT
= UNAXIAL TENSION CASE
= ALL
= ALL
= ALL

401
402
403
404
411
412
413

ID ANISOC, V66 $ SSH 3/25/91
TIME 5
SOL 66
CEND
TITLE
SUBTITLE
LABEL
SEALL
DISP
STRESS
$
SUBCASE 10

LOAD =1
NLPARH = 10

SUBCASE 11
LOAD = 1
NLPARM = 20

$
BEGII BULK
$1------2-------3-------4-------5-------6-------7-------8-------9-------10-----$
$
$ ITERATION STRATEGY
$
NLPARM 10
NLPARH 20
$
$ PLATE MODEL
$
GRID 201
GRID 202
GRID 203
GRm 204
CQUAD4 201
PSHELL 200
HAT2 220
CREEP 220
+CP21 222
FORCE 1
FORCE 1
$
$ SOLID MODEL
$
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
GRID
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GRID 414 0 o. 1. 1. 1456
CHElA 401 400 401 402 403 404 411 412 +E41
+E41 413 414
PSOLID 400 420
MAT9 420 7. 9812ES-S. 149E50. 1. 513SE60. O. 4. 9539E6+M41
+M41 o. 1.5136E60. o. 1.E6 o. o. O. +M42
+H42 3.0824ESO. O. 3.E5 O. 3.E5
CREEP 420 CB.LAW +CP41
+CP41 222 3.476-4 2.08-4 2.085-11 2.094 1. 02-11 7.43-4
FORCE 1 402 0 0.25 1.+4 0.0 0.0
FORCE 1 403 0 0.25 1.+4 0.0 0.0
FORCE 1 412 0 0.25 1.+4 0.0 0.0
FORCE 1 413 0 0.25 1.+4 0.0 0.0
EIlDDATA
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YES

123456
3466
3456
13456

204

O.
o.
O.
O.
203

O.
O.
1.
1.
202

200.200

3.0824+6200. 1.6412+6EIIDT

4.9539+6200. 2.4770+6EIIDT

7.9812+6200. 3. 9906+6ENDT

-6.149+6200. -3.075+6El1DT

1.5136+6200. 0.7568+6ENDT
202 0 1.0E4 0.5 0.0 0.0
203 0 1.0E4 0.5 0.0 0.0
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100.
1

o O.

o 1.
o 1.
o O.
200 201
220 1.0
7.9812+6-6.149+51.5136+64.9639+61.5136+63.0824+6
251 252 253 254 253 255

ID ANISOT. V66 $ SSH 3/26/91
TIME 6
SOL 66
CEND
$
TITLE = MAT2 COMBINED WITH MATT2 AND MAT9 WITH MATT9
SUBTITLE = 2 DISCRETE MODELS. EACH CONTAINS A QUAD4 OR HEXA ELEMENT
LABEL = UNIAXIAL TENSION
ECHO = SORT
SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
STRESS = ALL
TEMP(INIT)=100
$
SUBCASE 100

NLPARM = 100
LOAD = 101

SUBCASE 200
TEMP (LOAD)=200
NLPARM = 100
LOAD = 101

$
BEGIIi BULK
$
TEHPD 100
IILPARM 100
$
$ PLATE MODEL
$
GRID 201
GRID 202
GRID 203
GRID 204
CQUAD4 201
PSHELL 200
MAT2 220
MATT2 220
TABLEHl 255

100.
TABLEMl 254

100.
TABLEMl 251

100.
TABLEMl 252

100.
TABLEM1 253

100.
FORCE 101
FORCE 101



$
$ SOLID MODEL
$
GRID 401 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 123456
GRID 402 0 1.0 0.0 0.0 3456
GRID 403 0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3456
GRID 404 0 0.0 1.0 0.0 13456
GRID 411 0 0.0 0.0 1.0 12456
GRID 412 0 1.0 0.0 1.0 456
GRID 413 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 456
GRID 414 0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1456
CHElA 401 400 401 402 403 404 411 412 +E41
+£41 413 414
PSOLID 400 420
HAT9 420 7. 9812E6-6. 149E50. 1.5136E60. O. 4. 9539E6+K41
+R41 O. 1. 5136E60. O. 1.E6 O. O. O. +K42
+R42 3.0824E60. O. 3.E5 O. 3.E5
RATT9 420 451 452 453 454 +KT41
+HT41 453 +MT42
+RT42 455
TABLERl 455

100. 3.0824+6200. 1.5412+6EIDT
TABLER1454

100. 4.9639+6200. 2.4770+6E1DT
TABLEN1 461

100. 7.9812+6200. 3. 9906+6E1DT
TABLER1452

100. -6.149+5200. -3.076+5EIDT
TABLER1453

100. 1.5136+6200. 0.7568+6E1DT
FORCE 101 402 0 1.0£4 0.25 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 403 0 1.0E4 0.25 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 412 0 1.0E4 0.25 0.0 0.0
FORCE 101 413 0 1.0M 0.25 0.0 0.0
EIDDATA
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Chapter 7

NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS

7.1 USER INTERFACE

Nonlinear static analysis can be performed using SOLs 66 or 106. SOL 106 is a structured
DMAP (utilizing the new executive system constructs) implemented in Version 67. The func
tionality of SOL 106 is identical to the old DMAP, SOL 66. Modeling options are compatible
with linear analysis, Le., A SOL 61 model can be converted to SOL 66 analysis with a few
additional data entries relevant to the nonlinear analysis. The nonlinear properties and/or
effects are defined by nonlinear material data (e.g., MATS1, CREEP and TABLESl), gap
elements (GAP) for nonlinear interface, and PARAMeter LGDISP for geometric nonlinearity.

7.1.1 Case Control

Each subcase defines a set of loading and boundary conditions, which can be subdivided into
a number of increments. Loading conditions are specified using the same loads as in linear
static analysis, i.e., FORCEi, MOMENTi, PLOADi, GRAV, TEMP, etc. Constraints can be
specified using SPCs and MPCs, which can be changed from subcase to subcase. The enforced
motion can be applied using SPCD or non-zero value in SPC. The specified value for SPCD
or SPC is a measure of displacement with reference to the undeformed postion. The enforced
motion is also subdivided in the subcase like the incremental loads. The unique data required
for SOL 66 or 106 is supplied on the NLPARM data entry, which controls the incremental
and iterative solution processes. The snap-through analysis or post-buckling analysis can be
performed using arc-length methods which are controlled by parameters in the NLPCI Bulk
Data entry.

The load step is labeled by the cumulative load factor. The load factor varies from 0 to 1
in each subcase. Then the load step will end with 1, 2, 3, etc. for the first, the second and
the third subcase, respectively. There are advantages to divide the entire loading history into
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many subcases so that each subcase does not have excessive number of increments, e.g., not to
exceed 20 steps. The data blocks containing solutions can be generated at each increment or
the end of each subcase depending on the intermediate output option specified in the INTOUT
field of NLPARM data entry. Data blocks are stored in the database for output process and
restarts. As such, the database size or the output quantities are better controlled with multiple
subcases. Furthermore, the nonproportionalloading can only be achieved by using multiple
subcases.

Output requests for each subcase are processed independently. Requested output quantities
for all the subcases are appended after the computational process for actual output operation.
Available outputs are DISPLACEMENT, OLOAD, STRESS, ELFORCE, GRID point stresses
and SPCFORCE. However, element force and GRID point stresses are available only for linear
elements.

Restarts are controlled by parameters (LOOPID, SUBID and LOADINC) which can be
specified either in the Case Control section or Bulk Data section. Some optional parameters
(BUCKLE, LANGLE, MAXLP) are provided for additional control or capabilities. All the
supere1ement model generation options and matrix reduction options are allowed for the linear
portion of the structure.

7.1.2 Iteration Control: NLPARM Data

The most crucial data for successful nonlinear static solutions are contained in the Bulk Data
NLPARM entry, which defines strategies for the incremental and iterative solution processes. It
is difficult to choose the optimal combination of all the options for a specific problem. However,
based on a considerable number of numerical experiments, the default option was intended to
provide the best workable method for a general class of problems. Therefore, users with little
insight or experience in a specific application should start with the default option. However,
users with some experience and insight in a specific problem may change the default values
based on the following observations:

• Computing cost for each line search is comparable to that of an iteration.

• The SEMI method usually provides better convergence than the AUTO method at the
expense of higher computing cost.

• Default tolerances for the convergence criteria may be somewhat conservative. However,
loose tolerances may cause difficulties in the subsequent steps.

• The quasi-Newton method is effective in most problems. However, it seems to have
adverse effects in some problems, e.g., creep analysis.

• The line search method is effective to cope with difficulties in convergence in some prob
lems. More extensive line searches may be exercised by a large value of MAXLS and/or
a smaller value of LSTOL. On the other hand, line searches may have adverse effects in
some problems, e.g., plane stress plasticity.
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• The arc-length method should be used if the problem involves snap-through or post
buckling deformation. Then the Bulk Data entry NLPCI must be attached.

The NLPARM data format is shown below with default values wherever applicable:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NLPARM ill NINC DT KMETHOD KSTEP MAXITER CONY INTOUT

NLPARM o. AUTO 5 25 PW NO +NPI

EPSU EPSP EPSW MAXDIV MAXQN MAXLS FSTRESS LSTOL

+NP1 1.0E-3 1.0E-3 l.OE-7 3 MAXITER 4 0.2 0.5 +NP2

The ID field requires an integer to be referenced by a Case Control command NLPARM.
The NINC field is an integer which specifies the number of increments to be processed in
the subcase. The total load specified in the subcase minus the load specified in the preceding
subcase is equally divided by this integer (NINC) to obtain the incremental load for the current
subcase. Another subcase should be defined to change constraints or loading paths. However,
multiple subcases may be required in the absence of any changes in constraints or loads to use
a moderate value (e.g. not to exceed 20) for NINC. Use of a moderate value has advantages
in controlling database size, output size, and restarts.

The DT field requires a real number specifying the time increment for each load step in the
case of creep analysis. The time unit must be consistent with the unit used in the CREEP data
to define the creep characteristics. The creep time increment should be determined properly
for efficiency and accuracy based on the creep rate represented by the creep law to be used.
The larger the creep rate, the smaller the time increment should be. No creep deformation is
considered with the default value of O. It is noted that a creep analysis should be preceded by
a static analysis with at least one subcase, because the creep deformation requires stresses in
the material.

Stiffness matrix update strategies are determined by a combination of the data specified in
the two fields KMETHOD and KSTEP. Options for KMETHOD are AUTO, SEMI, or ITER.
The KSTEP field, which is an auxiliary to the KMETHOD field, should have an integer greater
than 1. With the AUTO option, the program automatically determines when to reevaluate the
stiffness matrix based on the rate of convergence. At each iteration, the computing time for
convergence without the stiffness matrix update is estimated and compared with the computing
time for the matrix update in order to determine whether the update is more efficient. This
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decision is deferred in the first two iterations after a new stiffness is obtained. If the solution
tends to diverge, however, the update decision will be made effective immediately. The stiffness
matrix will be updated upon convergence if the number of iterations required for convergence
is greater than KSTEP. The SEMI option is identical to the AUTO option except for one
additional stiffness update after the first iteration which always occurs unless the solution
converges in a single iteration. With the ITER option, the stiffness matrix is updated at every
KSTEP iterations. Thus, the full Newton-Raphson iteration is exercised if KSTEP is 1. The
ITER method also allows a stiffness matrix update upon convergence (since Version 66) when
KSTEP ~ MAXITER. If KSTEP > MAXITER, the stiffness will never be updated. It is
noted that the original modified Newton's method is selected when KSTEP = MAXITER.

The MAXITER field is an integer representing the number of iterations allowed for each
load increment. If the number of iterations reaches MAXITER without convergence, the load
increment is bisected and the analysis is repeated. If the load increment cannot be bisected
(Le., MAXBIS is reached or MAXBIS=O) and MAXDIV is positive, the best attainable solution
is computed and the analysis is continued to the next load increment. If MAXDIV is negative,
the analysis is terminated.

The convergence test is performed at every iteration with the criteria specified in the CONV
field. Any combination of U(for displacement), P(for load), and W(for work) may be specified.
All the specified criteria must be satisfied to achieve convergence, except for an absolute
convergence condition, under which the solution is converged regardless of criteria. This subject
will be elaborated in the following section. The convergence tolerances are specified in the fields
EPSU, EPSP, and EPSW for U, P, and W criteria, respectively.

The INTOUT field requires a specification of YES, NO or ALL. If YES is specified, the
output requests (DISPLACEMENT, ELFORCE, STRESS, etc.), specified in the Case Control
Data, will be processed for every computed load step in the subcase. If NO is specified, the
output requests will be processed only for the last load step of the subcase. If ALL is specified.,
the output requests are processed for every computed and user specified load increment. For
Newton's iteration methods (Le., without NLPCI), the option ALL is equivalent to the option
YES, since the computed load increment is equal to the user specified load increment. For arc
length methods (Le., NLPCI command is specified), the computed load increment in general is
not the same as the user specified load increment, and is not known in advance. The option ALL
allows the user to obtain solutions at the desired intermediate load increments. The INTOUT
data also affects the database if the PARAMeter SMALLDB (valid only in Version 65) has
a value of 1. With a small database option, the database will retain only those data blocks
corresponding to the incremental load steps for which output is requested by an INTOUT field.
Then, the restarts will be restricted to those starting from these steps. However, if the job is
terminated with an incomplete subcase for some reason (e.g. diverging, time expiration, etc.),
data blocks for all the interim steps of that subcase will be stored in the database to allow
flexible restarts.

The MAXDIV field requires an integer to specify a limit on the probable divergence con
ditions allowed for each iteration to continue. There are two classifications in the divergence
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condition: probable and absolute. The absolute divergence is treated as two occurrences of
the probable divergence. When the probable divergence occurs MAXDIV times or more and
if MAXDIV is positive, the current solution base (displacements) is retracted and the stiffness
matrix is updated in reference to the preceding iteration step. If the solution diverges again
in the same load increment while MAXDIV is positive, the best attainable solution is com
puted and the analysis is continued to the next load increment. If MAXDIV is negative, the
analysis is terminated on second divergence. Refer to Section 3.3.2 for a detailed description
of divergence criteria.

The MAXQN field requires an integer to specify the maximum number of quasi-Newton
vectors to be saved in the database. Quasi-Newton vectors are accumulated, if desired, until
MAXQN is reached. If the number of accumulated QN vectors is greater than or close to
MAXQN upon convergence, the stiffness matrix will be updated before the next increment is
processed. All the QN vectors already accumulated are purged upon a stiffness update and
the accumulation is re-initiated. The quasi-Newton update may be suppressed with a value of
ofor MAXQN. Details ofthe quasi-Newton method will be presented in the following section.

The line search is controlled by the fields MAXLS and LSTOL. The maximum number of
line searches allowed for each iteration is specified in the MAXLS field. The line search process
may be suppressed with a value of 0 for MAXLS. The LSTOL field requires a real number
between 0.01 and 0.9 to specify a tolerance for the line search operation. The line search
operation will be conducted if the error defining the divergence rate is greater than LSTOL. If
the line search convergence is not achieved, the line search continues until the number of line
searches reaches MAXLS.

The FSTRESS field requires a real number (0.0 < FSTRESS < 1.0), representing a frac
tion of the effective stress (0') used to limit the subincrement size in the material routines.
The number of subincrements in the material routines for elasto-plastic or creep deforma
tion processes is determined such that a subincrement in the effective stress is approximately
FSTRESS*iT. This data is also used to establish an error tolerance in the yield function to
alleviate accumulation and propagation of the error. If the error in the yield function exceeds
FSTRESS*O' at the converging state, the program will terminate the job with a fatal error mes
sage "ERROR EXCEEDED 20% OF CURRENT YIELD STRESS.." If the bisection option
is selected" bisection will be activated under this condition.

The MAXBIS field requires an integer to specify the number of bisections allowed for a
load or arc-length increment. When the solution diverges, different actions are taken depending
on the sign of MAXBIS. If MAXBIS is positive, the stiffness matrix is updated on the first
divergence and the load increment is bisected on the second divergence. If MAXBIS is negative,
the load increment is bisected every time the solution diverges until the limit on bisection is
reached. If the solution does not converge after IMAXBISI bisections, the analysis is continued
or terminated depending on the sign of MAXDIV.

The MAXR field requires a real number to specify the bounds on the ratio of the adjusted
arc-length increment relative to the initial value. In the adaptive load/arc-length increment,
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the overall upper and lower bounds on the load/arc-length increment in the subcase are defined
as

1 6.In
MAXR ~ 6.1

0
~ MAXR

where L!l.ln is the arc-length at step nand 6.10 is the original arc-length. The arc-length method
for load increments is selected by the NLPCI Bulk Data entry, which must have the same ID
as the NLPARM Bulk Data entry.

The RTOLB field requires a real number to specify the incremental rotation (in degrees)
allowed per iteration. The bisection is activated if the incremental rotation for any degree-of
freedom (L!l.(Jx, 6.0y or 6.(Jz) excceeds the value specified for RTOLB. This bisection strategy
based on the incremental rotation is controlled by the MAXBIS field.

7.1.3 User Interface for Arc-Length Methods: NLPCI

Most of the parameters in the NLPARM Bulk Data entry are used to control the iteration
strategy for arc-length methods. However, MAXLS is not applicable because the line search
procedure is not coupled with arc-length methods currently. The parameters which are appli
cable only to ~he arc-length methods are specified in the Bulk Data entry NLPCI, in connection
with the NLPARM data by the same ill. The NLPCI entry is shown below with default values,
followed by brief description of the fields:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NLPCI ID TYPE MINALR MAXALR SCALE DESITER MXINC

NLPCI CRIS 0.25 4. O. 7 20

ID: must be identical to ID of NLPARM to be active.

TYPE : Constraint type (CRIS for Crisfield, RIKS for Riks, or MRIKS for modified Riks
method)

MINALR, MAXALR : For variable arc-length method, the arc-length is bounded by

MINALR < 6.£new < MAXALR
- 6.£old -

where MINALR ~ 1. and MAXALR 2:: 1. The automatic adjustment is not activated if
MAXALR=MINALR=l.
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SCALE : Scaling factor for the magnitude of the load term in arc length. Real ?: 0., Default =
O. The constraint equation has a disparity in the dimension by mixing the displacements
with the load factor. The scaling factor (w) is introduced as user input so that the user
can make constraint equation unit-independent 'by a proper scaling of the load factor,
p. As the value of w is increased, the constraint equation is gradually dominated by the
load term. In .the limiting case of infinite w, the arc-length method would be degenerated
to the conventional Newton's method.

DESITER : Desired number of iterations for convergence to be used for adaptive arc-length
adjustment.

fE:d!:1£new = !:1£old -1
max

MXINC: Maximum number of controlled increments allowed within the specified load step.
There can be cases where the structure never snaps back and collapses to failure. In
these cases, the analysis cannot be completed without bounding the maximum number
of increments. For such cases, this value should be confined to a reasonable limit, e.g.,
less than 100, to prevent inadvertent depletion of the computing resources.

7.1.4 Iteration Related Output Data

At the end of every iteration, the relevant data from the iteration process are printed under
the following heading:

ITERATION : iteration count i

EUI

EPI

EWI

LAMBDA

DLMAG

FACTOR

E-FIRST

E-FINAL

N-QNV

N-LS

ENIC

: relative error in terms of displacements (See Section 3.6.3)

: relative error in terms of loads (See Section 3.6.3)

: relative error in terms of work (See Section 3.6.3)

: rate of convergence (defined in Section 3.3.1)

: absolute norm of the load error vector

: final value of the line search parameter (See Section 3.4)

: divergence rate, initial error before line search (See Section 3.4.3)

: error at the end of line search (See Section 3.4.3)

: number of quasi-Newton vectors appended (See Section 3.5.3)

: number of line searches performed during the iteration

: expected number of iterations for convergence (See Section 3.3.1)
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NDV : number of occurrences of probable divergence during the iteration (See Sec-
tion 3.3.2)

MDV : number of occurrences of bisection conditions in the material routine (exces-
sive stress increment) or in the rotation angle (excessive rotation) during the iteration
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7.2 ITERATION MODULE AND SOLUTION SEQUENCE

In the heart of the nonlinear static solution sequences 66 or 106, there is a nonlinear module
which performs incremental and iterative processes. The solution sequence for nonlinear static
analysis (SOL 66) is depicted by flow diagrams in Figs. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. The module, NLITER,
has evolved for a decade since Version 61. The DMAP interface, input/output data blocks and
parameters as of Version 67 are described below.

7.2.1 DMAP Interface of NLITER Module (Version 67)

NLITER CASES,CNVTST,PLMAT,YSMAT,KAAL,ELDATA,
KELMNL, LLLT, GMNL, MPT, DIT, MJJ, SLTl, CSTMS,
BGPDTS, SILS, USET / UGVMO, FGNL, ESTNLH,
CIDATA, QNV, FFGVH, MUGV, MESTNL, DUGVMO /
S,N,LOADFAC/ S,N,CONV=O/ S,N,RSTEP/ S,N,NEWP=+l/
S,N,NEWK=+l/ S,N,POUTF/ S,N,NSKIP/ V,Y,LGDISP/
S,N,MPTSIZE/ S,N,ITERID/ S,N,KMATUP/ S,N,LSTEP/
S,N,KTIME/ S,N,SOLCUR/ V,Y,TABS/ S,N,KFLAG=+l/
S,N,NBIS=O/ S,N,NBISO=O/ S,N,CURMU/
S,N,DELMU=l./ S,N,ARCLG=O./ S,N,ARCSIGN=l/
S,N, TWODIV=O/ V,N,LANGLES $

Note: New data in Version 67 are highlighted in italics.

7.2.2 Input Data Blocks

CASES Case Control data (Case Control subset for residual).

CNVTST Convergence test vectors: APg,Pg + Qg, diag(KLLT).

PLMAT Load vectors for subcase (initial and final), i-size.

YSMAT Constraint displacement vectors for subcase (initial and final), s-size.

KAAL Reduced element stiffness matrix (linear element only).

ELDATA Element combination data, consisting of element thermal loads and element con
nectivity (used in SDRNL).

KELMNL Nonlinear element stiffness matrix.

LLLT Lower Triangular Factor for nonlinear elements (material and differential if positive
definite, else only material stiffness unless the arc-length methods).

GMNL Multipoint constraint equation matrix.
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DENOML

CURDEL
ORGDEL
NEWMU
DMUAST

MPT Material Properties Table (NLPARM and NLPCI data included).

DIT Direct Input Table.

MJJ Mass matrix (g-size).

SLTI Static Load Table for follower forces.

CSTMS Coordinate System Transformation Table.

BGPDTS Basic Grid Point Definition Table.

SILS Scalar Index List.

USET Displacement Set Definition Table.

Note: The following data blocks may be purged - YSMAT (on first solution), GMNL, DIT,
SLTl, CSTMS, BGPDTS.

7.2.3 Output Data Blocks

UGVMO Input/output, displacement vector in g-set at converged step.

FGNL Nonlinear element force from last iteration.

ESTNLH Input/output, updated table of ESTNL at converged step.

CIDATA Input/output, miscellaneous data for arc-length methods.

SECALG Special root-selection flag for the false reversal case.
FULL Constraint status, currently used only with modified Riks.

1 signifies that the solution is on the constraint;
2 that it is off the constraint.
The current value of the arc length.
The value of the arc length at the beginning of the subcase.
The current value of JL.
If nonzero, the amount by which the projected value of JL
exceeds the specified output value of p..
For the Riks method, the last denominator in the equation for the
computation of aJL. For the other methods, DENOML is set to zero.

{au~} for the Riks method
{u1 - uO}, (normalized), used for the second Crisfield root-selection algorithm
No data store for the modified Riks method

QNV Quasi-Newton vector file.

FFGVH Follower force vector for OLOAD output.
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MUGV Displacement vector for K-update.

MESTNL Input/output, nonlinear Element Summary Table for K-update.

DUGVMO Input/output, incremental displacement vector in g-set between converged steps
(Un - Un-I), to be stored at the output steps.

7.2.4 Parameters

LOADFAC Input/output-complex. Load factor for current module iteration, fractional value
between 0 to 1.

CONY Input/output-integer. On Input: Last iteration value (0 for initial iteration). On
Output: -1 if solution did not converge; +1 if solution converged.

RSTEP Input/output-integer. The count of arc-length increments.

NEWP Input/output-integer. +1 for a new subcase, -1 otherwise.

NEWK Input/output-integer. On Output: -1 if old stiffness matrix to be retained; ~ 1 if
new stiffness matrix required.

POUTF Output-integer. On Output: -1 if stresses are not to be printed; +1 if stresses are
to be output. (material nonlinear elements)

NSKIP Input/output-integer. The number of records to skip into the Case Control record
(subcase ID). The value is set to -2 upon NOGO Hag

LGDISP Input-integer. Problem nonlinear type Hag. On Input: +1 for geometric nonlinear
problem. -1 otherwise.

MPTSIZE Input/output-integer-default O. (No longer used in Version 67).

ITERID Input/output-integer. Iteration count.

KMATUP Input/output-integer. The current count of the stiffness matrix updates within
the increment.

LSTEP Input/output-integer. The value of the load step within a subcase. The value is
assumed to be one at the start of a subcase and is incremented by one each time the
module converges. When LSTEP = NINC from the NLPARM card, NEWP is set +l.

KTIME Input/output-integer. The time-to-go value at the start of the stiffness matrix for
mulation loop within the DMAP. On output from the module, a negative value is stored,
denoting the increment of time between stiffness computation and module start.

SOLCUR Input/output-integer. The DMAP loop number at the current iteration step.

TABS Input-real. Absolute temperature conversion constant for creep analysis.
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KFLAG Input/output-integer. Flag to invoke the K update at last converged step. Initialized
as +1 for the cold start and -1 for the restart in the DMAP. In the module it will be set
to +1 when the iteration is converged and K is updated. Set to -1 when the iteration is
converged but K is not updated, or K is updated with CONV=-l.

NBIS Input/output-integer. The current count of the bisection. The value is set to 0 at the
start of each user specified load step.

NBISO Input/output-integer. The previous count of the bisection. The value is set to 0 at
the start of each user specified load step and is set equal to NBIS when the solution
converges.

CURMU Input/output-real. Current value of the load factor in the subcase. The value is
set to 0 at the beginning of the subcase.

DELMU Input/output-real. The ratio of current load increment to the user specified load
increment. The value is set to 1 at the start of each user specified load step.

ARCLG Input/output-real. The arc-length at converged step, to be stored in the database.

ARCSIGN Input/output-integer. The sign of {p}T {LlP} at the beginning of the subcase.
This is used in restarts in the post-buckling region.

TWODIV Input/output-integer. Number of diverging solutions in the same load step. If
this number reaches two, the solution process is terminated.

LANGLES Input-integer. Used to select the rotation vector approach to large rotations by
a value of 2. The default (= 1) option is the gimbal angle approach.

7.2.5 Diagnostic Outputs

Diagnostic output is available in SOL 66 (or 106) if DIAG 50 or 51 is specified in the Executive
Control Section. The data that may be produced are listed below. When DIAG 50 is requested,
only the data marked with a plus (+) are printed. When DIAG 51 is selected, all the data are
printed at each iteration, allowing the user to follow the nonlinear iteration calculations step
by step. Because of the volume of output produced, the use of DIAG 51 is recommended only
for small test problems. DIAG 51 is intended for debugging purposes, and users in general are
cautioned against its use.

The data marked with an asterisk (*) are used only for the arc-length method whereas the
data marked with a bullet (.) are used only for Newton's method.

For each entry into NLITER:

+ Subcase status data
+ NLPARM/NLPCIdua
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Core statistics (ICORE, etc.)
Problem statistics (g-size, etc.)
File control block
Input file status
External load increment for subcase: b..P

* Displacement increment: b..uf
* + Initial arc-length

Initial nonlinear force vector: Fg

Initial sum of nonlinear forces including follower forces: F}

Initial displacement vector: Ul

• KFSNL*DELYS: [kjsJT{b..uB }

Initial unbalanced load: Rl
* Cumulative displacement increment: {un+l - un}
* Dot product determining sign: {b..uf}T{un+l - un}
* Projected NEWMU: p,i+l

For each iteration:

• Displacement increment: b..ul
Initial energy
New displacement vector: ug

Nonlinear force vector: Fg

Sum of nonlinear forces including follower forces: F}
New displacement vector: Ul

New unbalanced load: RI
Denominator of EUI
Denominator of EPI
Contraction factor: q
Remaining time

* Displacement increment: b..uf
* Arc-length ratio
* dp, calculations

For each quasi-Newton vector set:

Condition number: ..x2

quasi-Newton vector: b
quasi-Newton vector: I
Energy error: z = <.J

OJ 'YJ

For each line search:

• Previous line search factor: Ok

• Previous error: Ek
• New line search factor: 0k+l
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The static loads in nonlinear analysis consist of a subset of the total static
load set. Most of the relevant loads data applicable to the linear static analysis are also
applicable to nonlinear static analysis except for the Bulk Data entry DEFORM. The enforced
displacements can be applied as loads using the Bulk Data entry SPCD, which defines an
enforced motion of a grid in a specific fixed direction. Each grid point with an enforced
displacement must also appear on an SPC or SPC1 entry.



The second category consists of the following:

PLOAD, PLOAD2, and PLOAD4.

Loads may be applied to the interiors of finite elements. The PLOADl entry defines
concentrated and linearly distributed forces and moments to the BEAM element. However,
the stress calculation for nonlinear BEAM element ignores the distributed loads, but lump
them onto the nodal points. The PLOAD entry is exceptional in that it references three or
four arbitrarily located grids rather than an element. The PLOAD2 entry defines a uniform
static pressure load applied to the QUAD4 or TRIA3 elements. The PLOAD4 defines a pressure
load on surfaces of HEXA, PENTA, TRIA3, and QUAD4 elements which need not be normal
to the surface.

7.3.3 Mass Related Loads

The mass related loads are gravity and centrifugal loads, which require specification of mass
data. The gravity loads which can be specified in the Bulk Data entry

GRAV

are stationary in direction through out the analysis. It is used to define the direction and
magnitude of the gravity vector in some identified coordinate system. The components of the
gravity vector are multiplied by the mass matrix to obtain the components of the gravity force
at each grid point.

The centrifugal loads to be specified in the Bulk Data entry

RFORCE

is used to define the components of a spin vector which is used internally to compute centrifugal
forces. Each component of the spin vector is multiplied by a scale factor.

7.3.4 Thermal Loads

Thermal loads are selected in each subcase by the Case Control command TEMP(LOAD).
Thermal loading which is a follower loading is accomplished through the following entries:

TEMP, TEMPD, TEMPPl, TEMPP3, and TEMPRB

The TEMP and TEMPD provide for grid point temperature specification which are then in
terpolated to points within elements. For the nonlinear QUAD4 and TRIA3 elements the
TEMPPI provides for an average temperature and thermal gradient in the thickness direction
and the TEMPP3 provides for temperature at points through the thickness. The TEMPRB
provides for average temperature at ends A and B for the ROD and BEAM element. Aver-
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age temperature specified directly for an element will take precedence over the temperature
interpolated from the elements connected grid points.

There was a limitation until Version 65 which required specification of only one increment
in the subcase where thermal load is first applied or removed. This limitation was removed in
Version 66. This limitation was caused by the initial temperature which was specified in the
material reference temperature field. In addition, the material temperature, TEMP(MAT),
was distinguished from the loading temperature, TEMP(LOAD), until Version 65. Segregat
ing these temperatures is not meaningful in the nonlinear analysis. In order to maintain a
consistent temperature field, TEMP(MAT) was defaulted to TEMP(LOAD) in Version 66.
In addition, a Case Control command TEMP(INIT) was created for the initial temperature
distribution. For upward compatibility, Version 66 allowed TEMP(MAT) option in SOL 66,
which caused a number of errors. For these reasons, TEMP(MAT) option was abandoned in
Version 67 and TEMP(INIT) was made a required data in case any thermal load is present in
the analysis.

The Case Control TEMP(INIT) is required above subcase level. The use of TEMP(MAT)
or TEMP(BOTH) will cause a fatal error. Subcases that do not contain a TEMP(LOAD)
will default to TEMP(INIT), which implies no thermal load. Thermal loads are often used to
provide initial strains.

7.3.5 Loads Combination

Various load specifications can be combined using

LOAD and (CLOAD, LSEQ).

The LOAD provides for the linear combination of static load sets. The static loads (LOAD,
FORCE, etc.) applied to the upstream superelements cannot be referenced by a Case Control
command LOAD. The CLOAD entry is designed to apply static loads to upstream superele
ments by combining loads defined in LSEQ entries. The (CLOAD, LSEQ) combination allows
the nonlinear algorithms to apply in an incremental fashion on the upstream superelement
loads to the boundary of the residual structure.

The CLOAD defines a static load combination for superelement loads acting on residual
boundary and the LSEQ defines a static load combination for superelement upstream loads.
The LSEQ assigns load vectors to the superelements and numerically labels them via the
DAREA field entry value. The LID and TID field entries point to the appropriate load and
temperature distribution entries. The CLOAD defines a static load as a linear combination
of previously calculated superelement loads defined by the LSEQ. The IDVi fields correspond
directly to the numeric labels defined via the DAREA fields of the LSEQ entries.

The CLOAD must be selected in the residual solution subcase via the case control CLOAD
entry. Any loads referenced by CLOAD should not be again referenced by LOAD until Ver-
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sion ·66, otherwise the load will be doubled: e.g., GRAV and TEMP. This deficiency has been
corrected in Version 67. The LSEQ is selected by a LOADSET Case Control command above
any residual subcase. Only one LOADSET may appear in Case Control. The hierarchy of the
loads data is shown schematically in Fig. 7.3.1. An example for the Case Control set-up is
shown below:

SEALL=ALL
LOADSET = 1000 $ Selects LSEQ 1000 for upstream loads
SUPER = ALL $ Identify SEs to process

DISP = ALL

$ NONLINEAR SOLUTIONS FOR RESIDUAL SUPERELEMENTS
SUBCASE 10

CLOAD = 1001 $ Refers to CLOAD Bulk Data
NLPARM = 12 $ Iteration control

SUBCASE 20
CLOAD = 1002
LOAD = 10 $ Residual SE load
NLPARM = 22
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Figure 7.3.1 Hierarchy of Load Data
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7.4 NONPROPORTIONAL LOADING

The loading condition under which all the stress components increase in the same proportion
is called proportional loading, i.e.,

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ,=--=--=--=--=1\
{Jz Txy Tyz Tzx

The stress gradient vector {U} remains unchanged during proportional loading, and the stress
state may be expressed in terms of anyone stress component. It can be shown that the
stress-strain relations reduce to stepwise-linear equations in the case of proportional loading.
Proportional loading is in general difficult to achieve except for very simple and special cases
such as uniaxial loading. Notice that the linear strain path does not always result in the
proportional loading condition.

7.4.1 Validation of Nonproportional Loading Case

The general cases of nonproportional loading add more complexity to nonlinearity. Two classes
of problems in this category can be contemplated: a strain path dependent problem controlled
by a geometric (or essential) boundary condition and a stress path dependent problem con
trolled by a force (or natural) boundary condition. Both cases were validated by a simple
model of a single HEXA element with eight Gauss quadrature points using the von Mises
yield criterion and the isotropic hardening rule. In the stress path dependent problem, the
loading was applied via the LOAD and PLOAD4 Bulk Data entries while in the strain path
dependent problem, the SPC and SPCl Bulk Data entries specified the loading conditions.
The material properties were specified using the MATI and MATSl Bulk Data entries and the
solution strategy was provided by the NLPARM Bulk Data entries. The input data are shown
in Tables 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 for the stress and strain path dependent problems, respectively.

First, the solution was obtained for a prescribed stress path (shown in Fig. 7.4.1(a», and
the strain path was plotted in Fig. 7.4.l(b). The solution was validated by obtaining a solution
to an inverted problem, in which the stress path was measured while the strain path was traced.
As illustrated in the figures, discrepancy between the two solutions is not discernible. Notice
that points A and B in Fig. 7.4.1 signify the elastic limit and the turning point into the
nonproportionalloading, respectively.

By virtue of the subincremental scheme within the material routine, the nonproportional
loading did not pose any difficulty. In order to examine the accuracy with respect to the
number of increments in the nonproportionalloading region, a parametric study was performed
by taking a various number of global increments (2 to 10) between points B and D. Errors are
measured at points C and D for five different cases as tabulated below:
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Error in Stresses (%)
No. of Ux Uz

Inc. Point C Point D Point C Point D
2 00486 0.162 0.185 0.208
4 0.301 0.131 0.128 0.138
6 0.100 0.069 0.035 0.074
8 0.056 0.021 0.017 0.016
10 0.097 0.003 0.035 0.000

Note: Errors III U are less than 0.0001 %.

It is observed that smaller increments tend to reduce the error. However, an acceptable solution
was achieved with only two increments. Effectively, the entire loading path could have been
analyzed in three steps (one in proportional and two in nonproportionalloading) for engineering
accuracy. The fact that the solution did not improve from eight to ten steps indicates that the
number of subincrements is reduced when the global increment size is sufficiently small due to
the adaptive subincremental scheme.

7.4.2 Biaxial Loading Case for Neutral Loading

Neutral loading, which is a special case of nonproportionalloading, is verified by a biaxially
loaded plate under the in-plane, plane-stress condition using the von Mises yield criterion and
kinematic hardening. The finite element model and the material properties are shown in Fig
ures 704.2(a) and 704.2(b). The plate is modeled by four QUAD4 elements with the material
properties specified in the MAT1 and MATS1 Bulk Data entries. Appropriate boundary con
ditions are provided by the SPC1 and MPC Bulk Data entries. The loading is applied via the
FORCE Bulk Data entries .and the solution strategy is specified in the NLPARM Bulk Data
entries. The input data are given in Table 704.3.

The loading path is shown in Fig. 7o4.2(c). The loading sequence starts with a uniaxial
tension in the x-direction to 40.5 ksi, followed by a slight unloading to 40 ksi. The subsequent
loading path is defined by an elliptic locus u; - uxuy + 0"; = 402 • Although the locus seems
to be a yield locus, it is slightly different because of the kinematic hardening rule employed in
the analysis. Therefore, the second loading phase is nearly, but not exactly, neutral loading.

The analysis was performed in 36 increments (7 in radial loading and 29 in nonproportional
loading), which ran to completion without any difficulty in convergence. The incremental
process progressed with 11 stiffness matrix updates, 145 iterations and 36 line searches. It is
noted that increments 12 and 13, where the incremental step size is larger than other steps,
required more iterations (7 and 10, respectively) and line searches (7 and 18, respectively).
The solution of the strain path (ex vs. ey) corresponding to the loading path is compared with
the one presented by Chern [7.1], as shown in Fig. 7.4.2(d). The stress-strain response curves
in x and y components are plotted in Fig. 7o4.2(e). The response is highly nonlinear during
the second loading phase due to the nonproportionalloading path.
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Figure 7.4.1 Validation of Nonproportional Loading Case
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Figure 7.4.2(a) Finite Element Model for Biaxial Loading
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7.4.2(b) Material Curve for Biaxial Loading
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Figure 7.4.2{d) Corresponding Strain Path for Biaxial Loading
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Figure 7.4.2(e) Stress-Strain Response Curves
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Table 7.4.1 Input Data Listing for Stress Path Dependent Case

ID NLPATH2,V66 $ CJS 7-MAY-85, SHL 1981
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
TIME 5 $ CPU MIN FOR VAX
CEND
TITLE = CODE TEST FOR NONLINEAR ELEMENTS WITH STRESS PATH 2
ECHO =UNSORT
SULL = ALL

DISP = ALL
OLOAD = ALL
SPCF = ALL
STRESS(PLOT) = ALL

SPC =100
SUBCASE 1195

LABEL =UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION
LOAD = 1195
NLPARM = 10

SUBCASE 1196
LABEL = PLANE STRAIN TENSION
LOAD = 1196
IlLPARM = 20

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE = 1.3
PLOTTER IlAST
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW 30.,20., O.
PTITLE = ISOMETRIC VIEW
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 1, SET 1

PLOT SET 1, ORIGIN 1, LABEL BOTH
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1, ORIGIN 1

VIEW 0., 0., O.
PTITLE =FRONT VIEW
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 1, SET 1

PLOT SET 1, ORIGIN 1
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1, ORIGIN 1

AXES Z, Y, MX
PTITLE =TOP VIEW
FIND SCALE, ORIGIN 1, SET 1

PLOT SET 1, ORIGIN 1
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1, ORIGIN 1
BEGIN BULK
$
NLPARM 10 2 AUTO OPW YES
NLPARM 20 4 SEMI 20 UPW YES
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1000 O. O. O.
GRID 1100 1. O. O.
GRID 1110 1. 1. O.
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GRID 1010 O. 1. o.
GRID 1001 O. O. 1.
GRID 1101 1. O. 1.
GRID 1111 1. 1. 1.
GRID 1011 O. 1. 1.
GROSET 456
$$ CONNECTIVITY
CHEXA 100 1 1000 1100 1110 1010 1001 1101 +HX100
+HX100 1111 1011
$
CELAS4 9999 1. 9999
SLOAD 100 9999 1.-5
$$ MATERIAL AlID GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
MATl 10 30.+6 11.5+6 .3 7.332-4
MATSl 10 PLASTIC 3.+6 1 1 36.+3
PSOLID 1 10 0 .0
$$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
SPCl 100 123456 1000
SPCl 100 1 1010
SPCl 100 2 1001
SPCl 100 3 1100
$$ LOADING CONDITIONS
LOAD 1195 2.4 1. 123
LOAD 1196 2.4 1. 123 -1. 121
$ UNIAXIAL TENSION II X
PLOAD4 121 100 36.+3 1100 1111
PLOAD4 121 100 36.+3 1000 1011
$ UIIAXIAL TEISIOI II Z
PLOAD4 123 100 36.+3 1000 1110
PLOAD4 123 100 36.+3 1001 1111
EIDDATA
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Table 7.4.2 Input Data Listing for Strain Path Dependent Case

V66 $ QYC 8/24/90
$ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS
$ FOR VAX

ID NLPATH3,
SOL 66
DIAG 8,60
TIME 6
CEID
TITLE =CODE TEST FOR NONLINEAR ELEMENTS WITH STRAIN PATH 3
ECHO =UNSORT
SEALL =ALL

DISP = ALL
OLOAD = ALL
SPCF = ALL
STRES = ALL

SUBCASE 10
LABEL = SUBCASE 10
SPC = 10
NLPARM = 10

SUBCASE 20
LABEL = SUBCASE 20
SPC = 20
NLPARM = 20

SUBCASE 30
LABEL =SUBCASE 30
SPC = 30
NLPARM = 20

SUBCASE 40
LABEL = SUBCASE 40
SPC = 40
NLPARM =20

SUBCASE 60
LABEL = SUBCASE 60
SPC = 50
NLPARM = 20

SUBCASE 60
LABEL =SUBCASE 60
SPC =60
NLPARM = 20

SUBCASE 70
LABEL = SUBCASE 70
SPC = 70
NLPARH = 20

SUBCASE 80
LABEL = SUBCASE 80
SPC = 80
ILPARM =20

SUBCASE 90
LABEL =SUBCASE 90
SPC = 90
NLPARM =20
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SUBCASE 100
LABEL =SUBCASE 100
SPC = 100
ILPARM = 20

SUBCASE 110
LABEL = SUBCASE 110
SPC = 110
ILPARH = 20

SUBCASE 120
LABEL = SUBCASE 120
SPC =120
ILPARH = 20

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE =1.3
PLOTTER lUST
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW 30., 20 •• O.
PTITLE =ISOMETRIC VIEW
FIID SCALE, ORIGII 1. SET 1

PLOT SET 1, ORIGII 1, LABEL BOTH
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1, ORIGII 1

VIEW 0., 0., O.
PTITLE = FROIT VIEW
FIID SCALE, ORIGII 1, SET 1

PLOT SET 1, ORIGII 1
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1. ORIGIN 1

AXES Z, Y, III
PTITLE =TOP VIEW
FIID SCALE, ORIGII 1, SET 1

PLOT SET 1,OBIGII 1
PLOT STATIC 0, SET 1, ORIGII 1
BEGII BULK
$
ILPARH 10 1 SEMI
ILPARM 20 1 SEMI
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1000 o. O.
GRID 1100 1. O.
GRID 1110 1. 1.
GRID 1010 O. 1.
GRID 1001 O. O.
GRID 1101 1. O.
GRID 1111 1. 1.
GRID 1011 o. 1.
GROSET
$$ COllECTIVITY
CBEIA 100 1 1000 1100
+BI100 1111 1011
$

UPW YES
20 UPW YES

O.
O.
O.
O.
1.
1.
1.
1.

456

1110 1010 1001 1101 +BI100
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CELAS4 9999 1. 9999
SLOAn 100 9999 1.-5
$$ MATERIAL AID GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
MATl 1 30.+6 11.5+6 .3 7.332-4
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 3.+6 1 1 36.+3

PSOLID 1 1 0 0
$$ LOADING COIDITIDNS
SPCl 10 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 10 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 10 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 10 1100 1 2.-4 1110 1 2.-4
SPC 10 1101 1 2.-4 1111 1 2.-4
SPC 10 1001 3 -6.67-4 1101 3 -6.67-4

SPC 10 1011 3 -6.67-4 1111 3 -6.67-4

$
SPCl 20 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 20 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl - 20 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 20 1100 1 1.07-3 1110 1 1.07-3
SPC 20 1101 1 1.07-3 1111 1 1.07-3
SPC 20 1001 3 -2.67-3 1101 3 -2.67-3
SPC 20 1011 3 -2.67-3 1111 3 -2.67-3
$
SPC1 30 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPC1 30 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPC1 30 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 30 1100 1 3.12-3 1110 1 3.12-3
SPC 30 1101 1 3.12-3 1111 1 3.12-3
SPC 30 1001 3 -6.92-3 1101 3 -6.92-3
SPC 30 1011 3 -6.92-3 1111 3 -6.92-3
$
SPCl 40 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 40 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 40 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 40 1100 1 5.17-3 1110 1 5.17-3
SPC 40 1101 1 5.17-3 1111 1 5.17-3
SPC 40 1001 3 -1.12-2 1101 3 -1.12-2
SPC 40 1011 3 -1.12-2 1111 3 -1.12-2
$
SPCl SO 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl SO 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPC1 50 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC SO 1100 1 7.21-3 1110 1 7.21-3
SPC 50 1101 1 7.21-3 1111 1 7.21-3
SPC SO 1001 3 -1. 54-2 1101 3 -1.54-2
SPC SO 1011 3 -1.64-2 1111 3 -1.64-2
$
SPCl 60 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 60 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
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SPCl 60 3 1000 1100 1010 1110

SPC 60 1100 1 9.26-3 1110 1 9.26-3

SPC 60 1101 1 9.26-3 1111 1 9.26-3

SPC 60 1001 3 -1. 97-2 1101 3 -1.97-2

SPC 60 1011 3 -1.97-2 1111 3 -1.97-2

$
SPCl 70 1 1000 1010 1001 1011

SPCl 70 2 1000 1100 1001 1101

SPCl 70 3 1000 1100 1010 1110

SPC 70 1100 1 1.124-2 1110 1 1.124-2

SPC .70 1101 1 1.124-2 1111 1 1.124-2

SPC 70 1001 3 -2.25-2 1101 3 -2.25-2

SPC 70 1011 3 -2.25-2 1111 3 -2.25-2

$
SPCl 80 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 80 2 1000 1100 1001 1101

SPCl 80 3 1000 1100 1010 1110

SPC 80 1100 1 1.378-2 1110 1 1.378-2

SPC 80 1101 1 1. 378-2 1111 1 1.378-2

SPC 80 1001 3 -2.57-2 1101 3 -2.57-2

SPC 80 1011 3 -2.57-2 1111 3 -2.57-2

$
SPCl 90 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 90 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 90 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 90 1100 1 1.68-2 1110 1 1.68-2
SPC 90 1101 1 1.68-2 1111 1 1.68-2
SPC 90 1001 3 -2.92-2 1101 3 -2.92-2

SPC 90 1011 3 -2.92-2 1111 3 -2.92-2

$
SPCl 100 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 100 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 100 3 1000 1100 1010 1110

SPC 100 1100 1 2.021-2 1110 1 2.021-2

SPC 100 1101 1 2.021-2 1111 1 2.021-2

SPC 100 1001 3 -3.28-2 1101 3 -3.28-2
SPC 100 1011 3 -3.28-2 1111 3 -3.28-2

$
SPCl 110 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 110 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 110 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
SPC 110 1100 1 2.394-2 1110 1 2.394-2
SPC 110 1101 1 2.394-2 1111 1 2.394-2

SPC 110 1001 3 -3.65-2 1101 3 -3.65-2

SPC 110 1011 3 -3.65-2 1111 3 -3.65-2
$
SPCl 120 1 1000 1010 1001 1011
SPCl 120 2 1000 1100 1001 1101
SPCl 120 3 1000 1100 1010 1110
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SPC 120 1100 1 2.79-2 1110 1 2.79-2
SPC 120 1101 1 2.79-2 1111 1 2.79-2
SPC 120 1001 3 -4.03-2 1101 3 -4.03-2
SPC 120 1011 3 -4.03-2 1111 3 -4.03-2
EllDDATA
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Table 7.4.3 Input Data Listing for Biaxial Loading Case

V66 $ FEB84
$ IOlLllEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
$ PRIIT HATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS
$ CPU HIN FOR VAX

ID BIAIIAL.
SOL 86
DIAG 8.50
TIHE 5
CEID
TITLE = QUAD4 - PLASTIC AIALYSIS CHECK CH. VASYLCZAK. HCAUTO)
SUBTITLE = BIAXIAL LOADING CONDITION
LABEL = REF.: FOSTER WHEELER REPORT FWR-27. HARCH 1972. P. A-50

SEALL = ALL
STRESS =ALL
SPC =10
MPC =10

SUBCASE 1
LOAD = 1
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 2
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 3
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 4
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 5
LOAD =6
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 6
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 7
LOAD = 7
ILPARH = 10

SlJBCASE 8
LOAD = 8
IlLPARM = 10

SUBCASE 9
LOAD = 9
I'LPARH = 10

SUBCASE 10
LOAD = 10
IlLPARH = 10

SUBCASE 11
LOAD = 11
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 12
LOAD =12
ILPARH = 12
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SUBCASE 13
LOAD = 13
ILPARH = 13

SUBCASE 14
LOAD = 14
ILPARH = 14

SUBCASE 15
LOAD = 15
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 16
LOAD· = 16
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 17
LOAD = 17
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 18
LOAD = 18
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 19
LOAD = 19
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 20
LOAD = 20
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 21
LOAD =21
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 22
LOAD = 22
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 23
LOAD = 23
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 24
LOAD = 24
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 25
LOAD =25
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 26
LOAD = 26
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 27
LOAD = 27
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 28
LOAD =28
ILPARH = 10

SUBCASE 29
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1

1
1
1
3.5E-3
1

LOAD = 29
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 30
LOAD = 30
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 31
LOAD = 31
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 32
LOAD = 32
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 33
LOAD =33
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 34
LOAD = 34
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 35
LOAD =35
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 36
LOAD = 36
ILPARH =10

BEGII BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PAUM lLAYERS 1
$
BLPARH 10
Jl'LPARH 12
ILPARH 13
+Jl'LP13
ILPARM 14
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
$$ COllECTIVITY
CQUAD4 1 1
CQUAD4 2 1
CQUAD4 3 1
CQUAD4 4 1
$$ PROPERTIES
PSBELL 1

AUTO
AUTO 2
AUTO 2

AUTO 2

0.0 0.0 0.0
0.5 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.5 0.0
0.5 0.5 0.0
1.0 0.5 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0
0.5 1.0 0.0
1.0 1.0 0.0

1 2 5
2 3 6
4 5 8

5 6 9

.001
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MAT1 1 30.+6 .3
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 1. 6+6 1 2 30000.

$$ COISTRAIITS
HPC 1 6 1 1. 3 1 -1.

HPC 1 9 1 1. 3 1 -1.

HPC 1 7 2 1. 9 2 -1.

HPC 1 8 2 1- 9 2 -1.

SPC1 1 3466 1 TRRU 9

SPC1 1 2 1 2 3

SPC1 1 1 1 4 7
$$ LOADIIlG
FORCE 1 3 30. 1. o. o.
FORCE 2 3 32.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 3 3 35. 1. o. o.
FORCE 4 3 37.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 6 3 40. 1. o. O.
FORCE 6 3 40.6 1. o. O.

FORCE 7 3 40. 1. o. o.
FORCE 8 3 40.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 8 9 1.02 O. 1. o.
FORCE 9 3 41.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 9 9 3.19 o. 1. o.
FORCE 10 3 43. 1. o. o.
FORCE 10 9 6.89 O. 1. o.
FORCE 11 3 44.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 11 9 11.53 O. 1. o.
FORCE 12 3 46.188 1. O. O.
FORCE 12 9 23.06 O. 1. O.
FORCE 13 3 44.6 1. o. o.
FORCE 13 9 32.966 O. 1. O.
FORCE 14 3 43. 1. O. O.
FORCE 14 9 36.1 O. 1. o.
FORCE 16 3 41.5 1. O. O.
FORCE 15 9 38.3 O. 1. O.
FORCE 16 3 40.6 1. O. O.
FORCE 16 9 39.48 O. 1. o.
FORCE 17 3 40. 1. O. O.
FORCE 17 9 40. O. 1. O.
FORCE 18 3 37. 1. o. o.
FORCE 18 9 42.44 O. L O.
FORCE 19 3 34. L O. o.
FORCE 19 9 44.07 O. L O.
FORCE 20 3 30. L o. O.
FORCE 20 9 45.41 O. L O.
FORCE 21 3 25. 1. o. O.
FORCE 21 9 46.13 o. L O.
FORCE 22 3 20. 1. o. o.
FORCE 22 9 46.05 O. 1. O.
FORCE 23 3 15. L O. O.
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FORCE 23 9 45.33 o. 1. o.
FORCE 24 3 10. 1. o. O.

FORCE 24 9 44.05 o. 1. o.
FORCE 25 3 5. 1. o. o.
FORCE 25 9 42.26 o. 1. o.
FORCE 26 3 o. 1. o. o.
FORCE 26 9 40. o. 1. O.

FORCE 27 3 -3.5 1- O. o.
FORCE 27 9 38.13 O. 1. O.

FORCE 28 3 -7. 1. O. O.

FORCE 28 9 36.04 O. 1. o.
FORCE 29 3 -10.5 1. O. O.

FORCE 29 9 33.7 o. 1. o.
FORCE 30 3 -14. 1- o. O.

FORCE 30 9 31.12 o. 1. O.

FORCE 31 3 -17.5 1. O. O.

FORCE 31 9 28.27 O. 1. o.
FORCE 32 3 -20. 1- o. o.
FORCE 32 9 26.06 O. 1- O.

FORCE 33 3 -21. 1. O. o.
FORCE 33 9 25.13 O. 1. o.
FORCE 34 3 -22. 1. O. O.
FORCE 34 9 24.17 O. 1. o.
FORCE 35 3 -23. 1. o. o.
FORCE 35 9 23.19 o. 1- O.
FORCE 36 3 -24. 1. o. O.
FORCE 36 9 22.18 O. 1. O.
$
EllDDATA
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7.5 CONSTRAINTS AND ENFORCED MOTION

In addition to the loading conditions, SOL 66 (or SOL 106) allows the user to change the
boundary conditions or enforce the displacements at the specified grid or scalar points.

7.5.1 Boundary Conditions

In the Case Control section, an SPC entry is used to select a single point constraint set (s-set)
which will be applied to the structural model. The specified set identification must be identical
to the SID field of an SPC, SPC1 or SPCADD Bulk Data entry. Notice that SPCADD entries
take precedence over SPC or SPC1 entries. If both have the same SID, only the SPCADD
entry will be used.

A significant application of SPC is the imposition of boundary conditions. The PS field
in the GRID entry is also able to specify single-point constraints associated with a grid point.
But these constraints are so-called permanent constraints which can not be changed during the
analysis. An advantage of using SPC to specify boundary conditions is that these boundary
conditions can be changed from subcase to subcase by simply selecting a different SPC set
inside each subcase.

7.5.2 Multipoint Constraint

While SPC is to constrain the motion by specifying a known value, MPC is to tie the motion of
a degree of freedom to other degrees of freedom. An MPC entry in the Case Control section is
used to select a multipoint constraint set to be applied to the structural model. The specified
MPC set identification must appear at least in one MPC or MPCADD Bulk Data entry.
Each MPC Bulk Data entry may be used to define a constraint equation involving a group of
degrees of freedom in which the first degree of freedom is assumed to be the dependent degree
of freedom and included in the m-set. All the degree of freedom in m-set will be condensed
out prior to the matrix operations. Their response will be directly recovered from those of
the independent degrees of freedom according to the specified constraint equation. Similar to
SPC, MPC can also be changed from subcase to subcase by specifying a different MPC set ID
inside each subcase in static analysis (SOL 66 or SOL 106).

7.5.3 Enforced Motion

The enforced displacements may be specified in the Bulk Data section using SPC or SPCD
entries. In the former case, the enforced displacement values may be input directly in the D
field of the SPC entry. Each SPC entry may define enforced displacements for up to two grid
or scalar points. Several SPC entries which reference the same SID may be used if enforced
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displacements for more than two grid or scalar points are desired. The only disadvantage of
this method is that the entire s-set must be redefined if the enforced displacement conditions
vary among subcases.

One way to avoid this condition is to define the enforced displacements using SPCD entries.
In this case, all the enforced degrees-of-freedom must be included in the s-set by SPC or SPCl
entries. The SPCD entry is requested as a LOAD, and therefore a LOAD set must also be
selected in the Case Control section. Since only the LOAD set needs to be changed instead
of the entire s-set, this method of applying the enforced displacements is more efficient than
the SPC entry method when more than one enforced displacement condition is applied. If
the enforced displacements are specified on both the SPCD and SPC entries, then the former
will override the latter. Other Bulk Data load entries such as FORCE, FORCEl, PLOAD,
PLOADi, etc. may also be combined with SPCD. However, it should be noted that the Bulk
Data LOAD combination entry will not combine an SPCD load.

The table below summarizes the data entries required for the enforced motions or the
boundary condition changes in MSCjNASTRAN.

Option Case Control Entries Bulk Data Entries
1 SUBCASE 1 SPC 100

SPC = 100 SPC 200
SUBCASE 2

SPC = 200
2 SUBCASE 1 SPC(or SPC1) 100

SPC = 100 SPCD 10
LOAD = 10 SPCD 20

SUBCASE 2
SPC = 100
LOAD = 20

7.5.4 Example

Fig. 7.5.1 shows a steel clip which will be pushed into a cavity whose height is 5.0 inches. It
is assumed that there is no friction force at the contact surface. The clip is modeled with 24
elastic BEAM elements. Since a part of the clip bottom might lift off the ground during the
process, 7 GAP elements are provided at the clip-ground interface. The goal of the analysis is
to predict the final configuration of the clip.

It is obvious from Fig. 7.5.1 that GRID 18 will be the first grid point to come in contact
with the ceiling of the cavity. Since the height of the clip at GRID 18 is 5.5 inches and that
of the cavity is 5.0 inches, an enforced displacement of -0.5 inches in the y direction is appl~ed

at GRID 18 in the cold start run. The result shows that the height of the deformed clip at
GRID 19 is 5.264 inches, which is still greater than the height of the cavity. Therefore, in
the first restart run the enforced displacement at GRID 18 is released and another enforced
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displacement of -1.0 inches (i.e., 5.0 - 6.0 = -1.0) is applied in the y direction at GRID 19. Notice
that the specified enforced displacements should always refer to the undeformed configuration
and the software will automatically compute the increments. The analysis from this run
predicts that GRID 20 will attain a height of 5:156 inches, which is still greater than the cavity
height. A second restart is performed to release the constraint at GRID 19 and enforce the
displacement at GRID 20 by -1.5 inches in the y direction. At this time, the analysis results
indicate that no grid point in the model has a height over 5.0 inches, which means that the
entire clip is inside the cavity. The final deformed shape of the clip is shown in Fig. 7.5.1. The
predicted heights for some of the grid points are tabulated below at different stages with the
values greater than 5.0 in italics.



Table 7.5.1. Input Data Listing for Elastic Clip

123456
2345
2345

O.
O.
O.

1

O.
O.
O.

SEMI
AUTO
AUTO

O.
2.
4.

o.
O.
O.

$ added for the restart runs
$ SSH 12/12/90
$
$ NOILINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
$

1

2
3

$B.ESTART
ID CLIPB. V67
TIME 5
SOL 66
DIAG 8,50
CEND
TITLE = INSERTIIG A CLIP liTO A CAVITY (BEAM MODEL)
SEALL = ALL
ECHO = BOTH

DISP =ALL
SPCF = ALL

$-------------------
$PARAM,SUBID,2 $ used in the 1st restart
$PARAM,LOOPID.2 $

$------------------
$PARAM,SUBID.3 $ used in the 2nd restart
$PARAM.LOOPID.7 $
$------------------
SUBCASE 10

SPC = 10
LOAD = 100
NLPARM = 1

$-------------------
$SUBCASE 20 $
$ SPC=20 $ added for the 1st restart
$ LOAD=200 $
$ ILPARM = 2 $

$-------------------
$SUBCASE 30 $
$ SPC=30 $ added for the 2nd restart
$ LOAD=300 $
$ ILPARM = 3 $
$-------------------
BEGIN BULK
PARAM LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTIO» CONTROL
ILPARM 1 2
IlLPARM 2 5
NLPARM 3 4
$
$$ GEOMETRY
$
GRID
GRID
GRID
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GRID 4 6. O. O. 2345
GRID 5 7. O. O. 2345
GRID 6 8. O. O. 345
GRID 7 6. O. O. 345
GRID 8 10. O. O. 345
GRID 9 11. O. O. 345
GRID 10 12. O. O. 345
GRID 11 13. O. O. 345
GRID 12 13.875 0.125 O. -345
GRID 13 14.5 1.0 O. 345
GRID 14 15.0 2.0 O. 345
GRID 15 14.75 3.0 O. 345
GRID 16 14.25 4.0 O. 345
GRID 17 13.75 4.75 O. 345
GRID 18 13.0 5.5 O. 345
GRID 19 12.25 6.0 O. 345
GRID 20 11.5 6.5 O. 345
GRID 21 10.5 7.0 O. 345
GRID 22 9.5 7.375 O. 345
GRID 23 8.5 7.6 O. 345
GRID 24 7.5 7.8 O. 345
GRID 25 6.0 8.0 O. 345
GRID 106 8. O. O. 123456
GRID 107 6. O. O. 123456
GRID 108 10. O. O. 123456
GRID 109 11. O. O. 123456
GRID 110 12. O. O. 123456
GRID 111 13. O. O. 123456
GRID 112 13.875 0.125 O. 123456
$
$$ ELBMElfT DBFIHITION
$
CBEAM 101 100 1 2 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 102 100 2 3 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 103 100 3 4 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 104 100 4 5 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 105 100 5 6 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 106 100 6 7 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 107 100 7 8 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 108 100 8 9 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 109 100 9 10 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 110 100 10 11 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 111 100 11 12 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 112 100 12 13 O. O. 1.
CBBAM 113 100 13 14 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 114 100 14 15 O. O. 1.
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CBEAM 115 100 15 16 O. O. 1.
CBEAN 116 100 16 17 o. o. 1.
CBEAM 117 100 17 18 o. O. 1.
CBEAM 118 100 18 19 o. O. 1.

CBEAM 119 100 19 20 o. O. 1.

CBEAM 120 100 20 21 o. O. 1.
CBEAN 121 100 21 22 o. o. 1.

CBEAM 122 100 22 23 O. o. 1.
CBEAM 123 100 23 24 O. o. 1-

CBEAM 124 100 24 25 o. O. 1.
CORD2R 1 O. O. O. O. O. -1. +CQR1
+CQR1 O. 1. -1.
CGAP 206 200 106 6 O. O. 1. 1
CGAP 207 200 107 7 O. O. 1- 1
CGAP 208 200 108 8 O. O. 1- 1
CGAP 209 200 109 9 O. O. 1. 1
CGAP 210 200 110 10 O. O. 1- 1

CGAP 211 200 111 11 O. O. 1. 1
CGAP 212 210 112 12 O. O. 1. 1
$
$$ PROPERTIES
$
PBEAN 100 100 .15 2.8125-42.8125-4
MAT1 100 2.+7 1.+7 O.
PGAP 200 O. O. 1.+4 1. O.
PGAP 210 0.125 O. 1.+4 1. O.
$
$$ LOADING
$
SPC1 10 2 18
SPC1 20 2 19
SPC1 30 2 20
SPCD 100 18 2 -0.5
SPCD 200 19 2 -1.
SPCD 300 20 2 -1.5
$
EliDDATA
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7.6 RESTARTS

Restarts may be performed for various purposes. The most common reason is to extend a
normally or abnormally (due to divergence or CPU time expiration, etc.) terminated analysis.
Restarts may also be used only for obtaining additional output. The present section will
concentrate on these two types of restarts. In addition, one may use SOL 66 to preload a
nonlinear structure and then restart into either SOL 66 for a nonlinear buckling analysis, SOL
63 for a normal mode analysis, or SOL 99 for a nonlinear transient analysis.

7.6.1 Preliminaries

In Version 65 the data blocks corresponding to every converged load step in SOL 66 are saved
for restarts by default. If PARAM,SMALLDB is specified as 1, however, solution data blocks
corresponding to the intermediate load steps not requested for output (by INTOUT field in
NLPARM) are deleted from the database after a subcase is completed. In this case, the
restarts are restricted to those starting from the solution with the corresponding data blocks
stored in the database, Le., any converged load step in the current subcase or from the end
of any previous subcase. Note that the small database option (PARAM,SMALLDB,l) is only
applicable in Version 65.

In Version 66, the DMAP was modified to store only the data blocks for the output load
steps without requiring parameter SMALLDB. Therefore, the solution can only be restarted
from the end of a subcase if the default (INTOUT=NO) is used.

Further improvements were made in Version 67 so that the data blocks for the last converged
load step will be saved if the solution is terminated in the middle of a subcase due to divergence
or consumption of the specified CPU time. Consequently, the solution can always be restarted
from the termination point regardless of the value of INTOUT in the NLPARM entry. In
addition, restarts from the unstable region for the arc-length methods were also made available
in Version 67.

7.6.2 Restart Procedure

Restarts in SOL 66 are controlled by three user parameters which may be specified either in
the Case Control section prior to the subcases or in the Bulk Data section:

PARAM, LOOPID, i

PARAM, SUBID, m

PARAM, LOADINC, n (only applicable in V65 and V66)
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The integer f identifies data blocks for a specific converged solution stored in the data base,
which may be used as initial condition for a subsequent restart. The value of LOOPID as well
as SUBID and LOADINC for each solution step is printed with the iteration information in
the output. PARAMeters SUBID and LOADINC refer to the initial load step for the restart.
SUBID selects the subcase in which the restart analysis is initiated and LOADINC selects the
load step number in that subcase. The default values for LOADINC and SUBID are 1.

The simplest way to perform a restart analysis is to specify a new value for SUBID which is
greater than the SUBID value appearing in the last converged solution step of the previous run
(e.g., new SUBID = last SUBID + 1) and to use the default for LOADINC (Le., LOADINC
= 1). This means that the solution will restart into the very first load step of a new subcase.
IT a subcase with the new SUBID value is added to the Case Control section of the restart
data deck, the solution will continue with the new LOAD and NLPARM data specified in that
subcase. IT the new subcase is not added to the restart data deck, only the data recovery
(without any computation) will be processed in the restart analysis.

For example, a load P is applied in one subcase with 5 increments, Le., O.2P for each incre
ment. Assume that the solution diverges and the third load increment (assume its LOOPID =
3) is the last solution step saved for the restart. In the restart data deck, one may set the new
parameter values LOOPID=3, SUBID=2, LOADINC=! and add a second subcase in the Case
Control section. Assuming that the second subcase specifies the same LOAD and NLPARM
entries as the first subcase (Le., load P with 5 increments), the solution will continue with a
load increment of (P - 3 x O.2P) /5 = O.08P. IT the second subcase is not added, only the data
recovery will be processed.

In Versions 65 and 66, a value greater than 1 may be specified for LOADINC if the new
SUBID value is the same as that which appeared in the previous run. Using the example
described in the preceding paragraph, one may also set LOOPID=3, SUBID=1, LOADINC=4
and leave out the second subcase. In this case, the solution will restart into the fourth load
increment to complete the remaining part of the first subcase. Since this feature has only
limited applications and is very difficult to use with the adaptive load/arc-length method, it
is removed from SOL 66 in Version 67.

7.6.3 Example

Fig. 7.6.1 shows a nearly-horizontal simple rod whose left end is hinged and right end is simply
supported. An elastic spring of 3 lbs/in. is connected in the vertical direction to the right
end of the rod, where a verticalJorce is applied. This is a snap-through problem with a single
degree-of-freedom. The force-displacement curve of the rod is shown in Fig. 7.6.2.

In the cold start run whose input data is given in Table 7.6.1, the loading is increased from
o to 2 lbs in two load increments and the analysis executed to completion. A new subcase is
added in the restart run to increase the loading to 4 lbs using two load increments. The input
data for this run is given in Table 7.6.2. This analysis diverges in the second load increment,
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Le., LOOPID 3 (LOAD STEP 1.5) is the last converged solution step which is saved for the
restart (except Version 66). The solution is restarted again using the arc-length method, whose
input data is given in Table 7.6.3. In this run, M,t\.XINC is intentionally set to 2 in the NLPCI
entry so that the analysis would terminate with a unstable solution. Finally, the solution is
restarted a third time to reach the loading of 4 lbs. The input data for the third restart is
given in Table 7.6.4.

100. ----\

~,.
1.

~~ __L
'11.'11.,/

Figure 7.6.1 Model of Rod with Spring

3rd Restart

~. ---- -- --- ---

2.

o. + ~ ~ -.. ~ -
o. 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Figure 7.6.2 Force-Displacement Curve
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Table 7.6.1 Input Data Listing for Cold Start

ID 5PROD.V67 $ 5SB 6/17/91
TIME 5 $
SOL 66 $
DUG 8.50 $
CEllD
TITLE=SIMPLE ONE DOF GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR PROBLEM
SUBTITLE= COLD START RUK
LABEL=REF: STRICKLIN AID HAISLER; COMPo AID STRUCT.; 7:125-136 (1977)
ECHO=UNSORT
SEALL=ALL

OLOAD=ALL
DISP=ALL

SUBCASE 10 $ LOAD = 2 LB.
LOAD=l
ILPARH=l

BEGU BULK
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 2 100. -1. o. 13456
$ COllHECTIVITY
CROD 10 10 1 2
CELASl 20 20 2 2 0 0
$ PROPERTIES
PROD 10 1 .1
PELAS 20 3.
MATl 1 10.E7
$ LOADUG
FORCE 1 2 2. o. 1. o.
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH LGDISP +1
ILPARH 1 2 +NLP21
$
EBDDATA
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Table 7.6.2 Input Data Listing for First Restart

+NLPl1
+NLP21
+NLP22

o.
O.

123456
13456

o

1
1-

o

o.
O.

o.
O.

2
2

-2

o.
-1.

2.
4.

1
2

o.
100.

.1

2
2

1
3.
10.E7

10
20

RESTART
ID SPRODR1,V67 $ SSH 6/17/91
TIME 5 $
SOL 66 $
DUG 8,50 $
CEND
TITLE=SIHPLE ONE DOF GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR PROBLEM
SUBTITLE= FIRST RESTART (INCREASES THE LOAD UP TO 4 LBS)
LABEL=REF: STRICKLIN AND HAISLER; COMPo AND STRUCT.; 7:125-136 (1977)
$
ECHO=UNSORT
SEALL=ALL
OLOAD = ALL
DISP = ALL
PARAM, SOBID, 2
PARAM, LOOPID, 2
SUBCASE 10 $ LOAD = 2 LB.

LOAD=1
NLPARM=1

SUBCASE 20 $ LOAD = 4 LB.
LOAD=2
HLPARM=2

BEGIN BULK
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
$ COINECTIVITY
CROD 10
CELlS1 20
$ PROPERTIES
PROD 10
PELAS 20
MATl 1
$ LOADING
FORCE 1
FORCE 2
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP +1
NLPARM 1 2
NLPARM 2 2
+NLP21
+NLP22 0
$
EHDDATA
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Table 7.6.3 Input Data Listing for Second Restart

+JfLP31

+ILP11
+ILP21
+ILP22

2

123456
13456

o.
O.

1.
1.

oo

o.
o.

o.
O.

-2

2
2

2.
4.

o.
-1.

1
2

.1

o.
100.

1

2
2

1
3.
10.E7

10
20

RESTART
ID SPRODR2,V67 $ SSH 6/17/91
TIME 5 $
SOL 66 $
DUG 8.50 $
CUD
TITLE=SIMPLE OlE DOF GEOMETRIC IOILINEAR PROBLEM
SUBTITLE= 2ND RESTART (SWITCHES TO THE ARC-LEIGTH METHOD)
LABEL=REF: STRICKLIN AND HAISLER; COMPo AID STRUCT.; 7:125-136 (1977)
ECHO=UlSORT
SEALL=ALL
OLDAD ::: ALL
DISP = ALL
PARAM. SUBID. 3
PARAM. LOOPID. 3
SUBCASE 10 $ LOAD ::: 2 LB.

LOAD=1
IfLPARM=1

SUBCASE 20 $ LOAD = 4 LB.
LOAD=2
ILPARH=2

SUBCASE 30 $ LOAD = 4 LB.. ARC-LEI'GTH METHOD
LOAD=2
ILPARH=3

BEGIN BULK
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
$ COllECTIVITY
CROD 10
CELiS1 20
$ PROPERTIES
PROD 10
PELAS 20
MAT1 1
$ LOADING
FORCE 1
FORCE 2
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH LGDISP +1
ILPARK 1 2
NLPARH 2 2
+IlLP21
+1LP22 0
ILPARH 3
ILPCI 3
$
EIDDATA
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Table 7.6.4 Input Data Listing for Third Restart

+ILPl1
+NLP21
+NLP22

o.
O.

123456
13456

1.
1.

o

O.
O.

o

O.
O.

2
2

O.
-1.

-2

2.
4.

1
2

O.
100.

.1

2
2

1
3.
10.E7

10
20

RESTART
ID SPRODR3,V67 $ SSH 6/17/91
TIME 5 $
SOL 66 $
DIAG 8,50 $
CEND
TITLE=SIMPLE ONE DOF GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR PROBLEM
SUBTITLE= 3RD RESTART (RESTARTS IN THE UNSTABLE REGION TO COMPLETION)
LABEL=REF: STRICKLIN AND HAISLER; COMPo AND STRUCT.; 7:125-136 (1977)
$
ECHO=UNSORT
SEALL=ALL
OLOAD = ALL
DISP = ALL
PARAH, SUBID, 4
PARAH. LOOPID. 5
SUBCASE 10 $ LOAD = 2 LB. COLD START

LOAD=1
NLPARH=1

SUBCASE 20 $ LOAD = 4 LB. 1l0RMAL RESTART
LOAD=2
IlLPARH=2

SUBCASE 30 $ LOAD = 4 LB .• RESTART WITH THE ARC-LENGTH METHOD
LOAD=2
IlLPARM=3

SUBCASE 40 $ LOAD = 4 LB., RESTART IN UNSTABLE REGION
LOAD=2
IlLPARH=4

BEGIN BULK
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
$ COIlllECTIVITY
CROD 10
CELAS1 20
$ PROPERTIES
PROD 10
PELAS 20
MAT1 1
$ LOADING
FORCE 1
FORCE 2
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP +1
IlLPARH 1 2
NLPARH 2 2
+1lLP21
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+ILP22 0
NLPARM 3 1 +IfLP31
ILPCI 3 2

ILPARM 4 1 +ILP41
IfLPCI 4
$
EIDDATA
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result in large differences in the final answers. The results agree reasonably
well with the experimental results of Dinno and Gill [7.3] as shown in Fig. 7.7.3. The input
data for the model is listed in Table 7.7.1.



Figure 7.7.2.Model (10% Sector of the Steel
Pressure Vessel)



NASTRAN

Figure 7.7.3. Experimental Results vs. NASTRAN



Table 7.7.1 Input Data Listing for Pressure Vessel Model

ID VESSEL,V65 $ CJS 27-SEP-1985, 15-MAY-1984
SOL 66
DIAG 8,60
TIME 30
CEID
TITLE =PRESSURE VESSEL
SUBTITLE =MATERIAL 10RLINEAR ANALYSIS

ECHO =UNSORT
SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
ELST = ALL

SUBCASE 1
LABEL =PRESSURE LOAD OF 749.913 PSI

LOAD = 10
NLPARM = 10

SUBCASE 2
LABEL = PRESSURE LOAD OF 1080. PSI

LOAD =20
ILPARM = 20

SUBCASE 3
LABEL = PRESSURE LOAD OF 1200. PSI

LOAD =30
ILPARM = 30

SUBCASE 4
LABEL = PRESSURE LOAD OF 1400. PSI

LOAD =40
ILPARM = 30

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
SET 1 ALL
JlAXI DEFO 1.0
VIEV 34.27, 23.17, 0.00
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1
AXES MY, HZ, X
VIEW 0., 6., O.
FIID SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1

BEGII BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM AUTOSPC YES
$ PARAMETERS FOR IONLIIEAR ITSRATIOI
JlLPARM 10 1 AUTO V YES
HLPARM 20 3 AUTO V YES
NLPARM 30 6 AUTO V YES
$ DEFINE GRID LOCATIORS
CORD2C 10 o. o. o. o. O. 1. +C2C1
+C2C1 1. O. O.
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CORD2S 20 O. O. o. o. O. 1. +C2S2
+C2S2 1. O. O.
GRID 1 20 8.687 90. O. 20 123456
GRID 2 20 8.687 79.8415 O. 20 345
GRID 3 20 8.687 69.683 O. 20 345
GRID 4 20 8.687 59.524 O. 20 345
GRID 6 20 8.687 39.2075 O. 20 345
GRID 5 20 8.687 49.366 O. 20 345
GRID 7 20 8.687 29.049 O. 20 345
GRID 8 20 8.687 22.7367 O. 10 246
GRID 9 20 8.687 21.443560. 10 246
GRID 10 20 8.687 20.161780. 10 246
GRID 11 10 2.8125 O. 8.2191 10 246
GRID 12 10 2.8125 O. 8.58932510 246
GRID 13 10 2.8125 O. 8.95955 10 246
GRID 14 10 2.8125 O. 9.32977510 246
GRID 15 10 2.8125 O. 9.7 10 246
GRID 16 10 2.8125 O. 12.1 10 246
GRID 17 10 2.8125 O. 14.5 10 246
GRID 18 10 2.8125 O. 16.9 10 246
GRID 19 10 2.8125 O. 19.3 10 246
GRID 20 10 2.8125 O. 20.9 10 2456
GRID 101 20 8.687 90. 10. 20 123456
GRID 102 20 8.687 79.8415 10. 20 345
GRID 103 20 8.687 69.683 10. 20 345
GRID 104 20 8.687 59.524 10. 20 345
GRID 105 20 8.687 49.366 10. 20 345
GRID 106 20 8.687 39.2075 10. 20 345
GRID 107 20 8.687 29.049 10. 20 345
GRID 108 20 8.687 22.7367 10. 10 246
GRID 109 20 8.687 21.4435610. 10 246
GRID 110 20 8.687 20.1617810. 10 246
GRID 111 10 2.8125 10. 8.2191 10 246
GRID 112 10 2.8125 10. 8.58932510 246
GRID 113 10 2.8125 10. 8.95955 10 246
GRID 114 10 2.8125 10. 9.32977510 246
GRID 115 10 2.8125 10. 9.7 10 246
GRID 116 10 2.8125 10. 12.1 10 246
GRID 117 10 2.8125 10. 14.5 10 246
GRID 118 10 2.8125 10. 16.9 10 246
GRID 119 10 2.8125 10. 19.3 10 246
GRID 120 10 2.8125 10. 20.9 10 2456
GRID 201 O. O. 19.3 12456
GRID 202 O. O. 20.9 12456
$ QUAD4 ELEHEIlTS
CQUAD4 1 1 1 101 102 2
CQUAD4 2 1 2 102 103 3
CQUAD4 3 1 3 103 104 4
CQUAD4 4 1 4 104 105 5
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CQUAD4 5 1 5 105 106 6
CQUAD4 6 1 6 106 107 7
CQUAD4 7 1 7 107 108 8
CQUAD4 8 1 8 108 109 9
CQUAD4 9 4 9 109 110 10 +CQO
+CQO 0.25 0.25 0.28125 0.28125
CQUAD4 10 3 10 110 111 11 +CQl
+CQl 0.28125 0.28125 0.3125 0.3125
CQUAD4 11 3 11 111 112 12 +CQ2
+CQ2 0.3125 0.3125 0.15625 0.15625
CQUAD4 12 5 12 112 113 13 +CQ3
+CQ3 0.15625 0.15625 0.125 0.125
CQUAD4 13 2 13 113 114 14
CQUAD4 14 2 14 114 115 15
CQUAD4 15 2 15 115 116 16
CQUAD4 16 2 16 116 117 17
CQUAD4 17 2 17 117 118 18
CQUAD4 18 2 18 118 119 19
$ QUAD4 CHARACTERISTICS
PSBELL 1 1 0.25 1
PSBELL 2 1 0.125 1
PSHELL 3 1 0.3125 1
PSHELL 4 1 0.28125 1
PSHELL 5 1 0.15625 1
MATl 1 2.912+7 0.3
KATSl 1 PLASTIC 1 1 4.054+4
$ PENTA ELEKElfT
CPElTA 101 4 201 19 119 202 20 120
$ PEITA CHARACTERISTICS
PSOLID 4 2 0
KATl 2 2.912+7 0.3
$ DEFINE LOADING CONDITIONS
PLOAD2 10 749.913 1 TiRU 18
PLOAD2 20 1080. 1 THRU 18
PLOAD2 30 1200. 1 THRU 18
PLOAD2 40 1400. 1 THRU 18
PLOAD4 10 101 749.913 201
PLOAD4 20 101 1080. 201
PLOAD4 30 101 1200. 201
PLOAD4 40 101 1400. 201
ENDDATA
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Since Version 62, several methods of improving the convergence of nonlinear problems
have been adopted in the software [8.1]. These procedures, such as the quasi-Newton
update and line search process, provide users with additional options to adjust incremental
and iterative processes in search of more efficient and effective strategy for obtaining solutions.
The goal of the general-purpose program is to provide users with tools that are easy to use.
As a step toward this goal, an adaptive time stepping algorithm has been implemented for the
nonlinear transient analysis.

A self-adaptive time stepping method has been implemented in Version
66 for the transient analysis of nonlinear structures. The goal is to provide an automatic
method of implicit time integration, which renders accurate solutions efficiently to any nonlin-
ear transient response problem. This goal was achieved by combining the automatic time step
adjustment with the bisection process in a coordinated manner.



is that the proper size of the time step can be predicted based on the dominant frequency
in the incremental deformation pattern at the previous time step. This concept presents a
deficiency of time lag involved in the prediction process. Furthermore, changes in nonlinearity
cannot be predicted from the deformation pattern at the previous time step. This deficiency
is overcome by the bisection process, which is activated when any difficulties arise in terms of
convergence during the iteration.

Frequent decomposition of the dynamic stiffness matrix is inevitable in adaptive time step
ping using the implicit integration method. Efforts have been made to minimize the thrashing
in the algorithm (e.g., too frequent or repetitive adjustment of the time step size) and yet
to provide a solution reliably to any type of problem. The iteration process for the equi
librium employs expeditious methods such as BFGS updates and line searches as well as an
adaptive stiffness matrix update strategy. The present self-adaptive time stepping algorithm
for the nonlinear transient analysis is proving to be a robust and practical method, aimed at
efficiency, effectiveness, and user-friendliness.

The transient response analysis capability is provided in the self-contained solution se
quences, SOLs 99 and 129. SOL 99, which is depicted by flow diagrams in Figs. 8.1.1 and
8.1.2, has evolved since Version 62. SOL 129 is a structured DMAP with the same function
ality as SOL 99, which was implemented in Version 67 to utilize the new executive system
constructs. Although these solution sequences are developed for nonlinear transient response
analysis, linear transient response analysis can be performed in these solution sequences in
order to take advantage of the automatic time stepping and restart capabilities. The core part
of SOL 99 are the nonlinear modules (NLTRD and NLTRD2) which perform the incremental
and iterative processes for implicit direct time integration.
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YES

• Read UGV. PGX. ESTNL
from SOL66 database

• Generate FDV. UHVNL ESTNL
Store and print database

• Generate KOJJ
ISPl~~"'· Reduce KOJJ - KDDD

• KBDD. KRDD + KDDD

YES

• NLCOMB
• NLTRD2
• PrimOLDDT

NO

• Fetch FDV. UHVNL
~~~.YE.;,,;;;,;;S;.........~. NSTEP. LASTUP • NBIS. 0

• mME.STIME
• CASE - CASESX2, IMETHOD

• Generate PDT. TEL
~"'------I. Process initial conditions

~-- ~da~U~L

• Save and Append Files
• Initialize parameters

Fetch data blocks

• Create FDV for IC
• Create KSGG for SPCF

1 1
• AM3. ~MDD+ mBDD

1
• AM2.-4iBOD

• AM1. poKBDD + AM3

• Decompose AM1

• Run NLCOMB end NLTRD

• Partition FSGV - FSV
if end of subcaH

• Update aiflne.. KJJNL
• Reduce KJJNL - KODNL I--...-t~'l!
• KROO. KDD + KDDNL

• PrlmSTIME
• Stin FSV. CASESX2. MPT

TEL UHVNL. FDV.
OESNL1. PNL

• Print LOOPID

Figure 8.1.1 Flow Diagram for Nonlinear Process in SOL 99
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• Fetch UHVNL, FSV, TEL, GMD, GOD.
CASESX2. OESNL1, PNL,SMPT

• TRLG • PPNL,PST
• PSV = PST· FSV
• Find the number of output time steps
• TO!.APP TEL --. OLB
• Append PPNL -.. PP
• Append PSV --. PSSD
• Append UHVNL • UHVF
• Append OESNL1 .. OESNLX
• Append PNL ~ PNLX
• MLOOP =MLOOP + 1
• MLAST =LOOPIO • MLOOP

NO

• Output Solution Set. OESNL2. NOLIN Force
• XYplot Solution Set, OESNL2. NOLIN Force

Figure 8.1.2 Flow Diagram for Appending Process in SOL 99
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The three-point method is chosen to be compatible with the software's linear transient in-
tegration method. The Newmark Beta method based on the two-step integration is combined
with the modifications to Newtons method for nonlinear solutions [8.1]. The additional itera-
tion steps provide equilibrium solutions at each time step, thereby guaranteeing stability and
accuracy for arbitrary time step size. This method was implemented in the NLTRD module
in Version 62. This method can be used by selecting the AUTO or TSTEP method in the
TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry.



Substituting Eqs. (8.2.2), (8.2.3) and (8.2.4) into Eqs. (8.2.1) defines the load error in terms
of the current vectors estimates:

and
(8.2.7)

At any time step the vectors {Pn}, {aun}, {Fn}, and {Fn- 1 } are known. In general the vectors
{dn},{un+l}' and {Fn+l} = {F(un+ln must be found either by approximating {Fn+d or by
an iterative search.

Note that for a linear solution {Fn} equals [K]{Un}, where [X] is the reduced stiffness
matrix. In this case Eqs. (8.2.6) and (8.2.7) may be used to solve for {un+l} directly by
setting {Bn} = {O}. With fi = 1/3 this will produce the linear SOL 27
results.

8.2.2 Nonlinear Iterations

For a nonlinaer solution, Eqs. (8.2.6) and (8.2.7) may be solved with Newton's method (or a
modified version). Using {dn} as the primary solution variable provides the following iteration
algorithm.

First assume a linear approximation:

Let

(8.2.8)

(8.2.9)

Then, the estimated displacement change is

(8.2.10)

(8.2.11)

The algorithm is identical to the static case except that instead of a tangent stiffness matrix,
the left hand side matrix, obtained from Eqs. (8.2.6) and (8.2.8) is

11
[AI] = [at2M + 2atB + fiX]

where [k] = ~~ is the current tangent stiffness matrix.

At a new time step the load iterations may be started by assuming that {aU~+I}= {aun }

and therefore:
{~} = {O}
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the software. For faster convergence the iterations may continue, the matrices may be
updated, and/or the time step size may be reduced.



• For time steps with converged static iterations:

1/2> f3 ? 1/4

This is the same criteria as linear analysis.

• For static load iterations:

(3~I(NL < (3KT + _l_B + _l_M
- 2~t ~t2

(8.2.20)

(8.2.21)

This states that the mass and damping add to the effective linear stiffness [ICT] and
improve the stability.

• For time step integration with no intermediate static iterations, as in the standard New
mark Beta method:

~KNL ~ (4(3 -1)J(T + ~~2M (8.2.22)

This restriction is more severe than criteria (8.2.21) above, proving that the internal
iterations are more stable than the Newmark integration.

In summary, the method will have fewer divergence problems than either the static nonlin
ear solution or the single step transient nonlinear methods. The better stability of the method
and the capability to use larger time steps outweights the cost of a few internal iterations on
the static element forces.

8.2.4 DMAP Interface of NLTRD Module (Version 66)

NLTRD CASESX2,MESTNL,PDT,YS,KRDD,ELDATA,
KELMNL,AMILL,GM,MPTS,DIT,AMIUU,DLTl,CSTMS,
BGPDTS,SILS,USETD,AM2,AM3,NLFT,KSGG/
UHVNL,FSGV,ESTNL,FDV,OESNLl,PNL,TELI
V,Y,BETA/S,N,CONV/S,N,RSTIME/S,N,NEWPIS,N,NEWKII
S,N,NSTEPIV,Y,LGDISPIS,N ,MPTSIZE/S,N,ITERIDSI /
S,N,KTIME/S,N,LASTUPD/S,N,NOGONL/IV,Y,MAXLP $ ++V66

Input Data Blocks:

CASESX2 Case control data.

MESTNL Nonlinear element summary table

PDT Applied loads, one column vector for each time step.

YS Enforced displacement.

KRDD Reduced stiffness in d-set
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ELDATA Element data used to generate OESNL file.

KELMNL Nonlinear element stiffness matrix required for nonlinear force (F) computation.

AMlLL Lower triangular factor for nonlinear elements

GM Transformation matrix for multipoint constraint reduction.

MPTS Material properties table containing TSTEPNL data.

DIT Direct input tables.

AMlUU Upper triangular matrix for nonlinear elements.

DLTl Dynamic loads table for follower forces.

CSTMS Coordinate system transformation table.

BGPDTS Basic GRID point definition table.

SILS Scalar index list.

USETD Displacement set definition table.

AM2 Damping matrix in d-set divided by -tlt.

AM3 Matrix consisting of mass and damping terms: a1t2 M + 21.tB .

NLFT Nonlinear transient loads for NOLIN.

KSGG Partition of stiffness matrix for forces of constraints.

Output Data Blocks:

UHVNL Input/output, displacement and velocity vectors at converged time steps during the
direct integration, UHVNL consists of output displacement, velocity, and acceleration
vectors at output time steps upon completion of the subcase.

FSGV Nonlinear element forces at constrained points, equivalent to [Kss]{Ys} at output time
steps.

ESTNL Input/output, nonlinear Element Summary Table at the last converged step.

FDV Input/output, Two column vectors [Fn, Fn] at the end of subcases. Element forces and
the current and the preceding steps (Fn-bFn) for matrix update.

OESNLl Output stress data for nonlinear elements.

PNL Nonlinear load vector appended at output time steps.

TEL Appended output time step list. Purged at the beginning of subcases.
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Parameters:

BETA Input-real, integration parameter, default = 1/3.

CONY Input/output-integer, value from the last iteration for an input (0 for the initial
iteration), set to -1 if not converged, +1 if converged.

STIME Input/output-real, starting time or accumulated time used for restarts by user input.

NEWP Input/output-integer, set to +1 for new subcase, -1 for no subcase switch.

NEWK Input/output-integer, set to +1 or +3 for stiffness update, -1 otherwise.

NSTEP Input/output-integer, current time step position for subcase, set to 0 at the beginning
of the subcase.

LGDISP Input-integer, set to +1 for geometric nonlinearity, -1 otherwise.

MPTSIZE Input/output-integer, the amount of open-core words required to hold the mate
rial data, initialized to 0 in MPL and retained during the problem solution.

ITERIDS Input/output-integer, iteration count within a time step.

KTIME Input/output-integer, time-to-go value at the beginning of K update in the DMAP
loop, on output from the module, a negative value is stored, denoting the increment of
time between the K computation and the start of the module.

LASTUPD Input/output-integer, the time step number of the last stiffness update. The
value 0 is used to indicate if the stiffness update is performed due to the GAP element
during the iteration.

NOGONL Output-integer, set to +1 to continue, -1 to terminate.

MAXLP Input-integer, maximum limit allowed for element relaxation iteration and the ma
terial subincrement processes.
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8.3 TWO-POINT METHOD (NLTRD2 MODULE)

The multistep implicit integration method [8.1] is not suitable for the adaptive method. In
addition to the extra memory requirement, the multistep integration scheme also introdnces
difficulties in the starting algorithm, ending time step, and restarting. These difficulties become
more complicated and cumbersome when the adaptive time stepping is employed due to the
unequal time intervals involved. Therefore, the two-point integration method [8.2], or one-step
integration, is introduced in Version 66 with module NLTRD2. This method can be selected
by specifying the ADAPT method in the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry.

8.3.1 Newmark Integration

For the adaptive scheme, Newmark's method [8.3] is employed with the two-point recurrence
formula for one-step integration, Le.,

(8.3.1)

and
{Un+l} = {Un} + ilt {Un} + 1 ilt {Un+I - Un} (8.3.2)

where {U}, {U}, {U} and ilt denote displacement, velocity, acceleration and the time step
increment, respectively. The subscript n designates the time step and the parameters ({3 and 1)
are to be determined. An equilibrium equation to be satisfied at time step (n+1) is:

(8.3.3)

where M and C denote mass and damping matrices, and {F} and {Pn+l} denote internal and
external forces, respectively. An incremental/iterative form of Eq. (8.3.3) can be recast for the
i-th iteration (denoted by snperscripts) as:

(8.3.3a)

satisfying
{ m+I} {pi} + Xi {Ui+1 Ui }.L'n+l ~ n+l n+l n+l - n+l

where

By solving Eqs. (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) for the velocity and the acceleration vectors, these
variables at the i-th iteration of the time step (n+1) can be expressed in terms of displacements
as shown below:

( 1)' ( 1) ..1 - {3 {Un} + 1 - 2{3 ilt {Un}
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(8.3.5)

where
{U~ti} = {U~+l} + {~Ui+l}

The governing equation for the Newton-Raphson iteration is obtained by substituting Eqs. (8.3.4)
and (8.3.5) into Eq. (8.3.3a) to obtain:

(8.3.6)

where the residual load vector {R~+l} is expressed as

(8.3.7)

Notice that the tangential stiffness matrix, K~+l' in Eq. (8.3.6) may be replaced by K n

(modified Newton's iteration) or K which is a stiffness matrix evaluated at any preceding time
step.

8.3.2 Adaptation of Newmark's Method

An alternative expression for the load vector can be derived for ,=0.5 by introducing

Le.,

. lk(. •
= {Pn+l - F~+l} - (j ~t2 {U~+l - Un - Un ~t} -

+ (2~-1){Pn-Fn} - (1- 4~)~tC{Un}

(8.3.8)

c .
2(j~t {U~+l - Un}

(8.3.7a)

By virtue of Eq. (8.3.8) the residual load error at each time step is effectively carried over
to the next step and the error propagation is reduced, while the computation is significantly
simplified. Notice that the acceleration term in Eq. (8.3.7a) conveniently disappears when the
parameter {3 has the recommended value of 0.25, Le.,

(8.3.7b)
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If follower forces (Le., applied forces change as a function of displacements) are involved,
however, the external load {Pn+d should be updated at every iteration by

(8.3.9)

where Ni represents NOLINi forces at the i-th iteration, and !j..(U, tn+l) is a correction for
follower forces as expressed below:

!}(U, tn+l) =g(tn+lHpi(U) - p(O)}

where get) is a time dependent forcing function specified in the TLOADi entries and pi(U)
denotes static follower forces. It is noted that the residual vector in Eq. (8.3.7b) can be
computed without computing velocities and accelerations at every iteration.

8.3.3 Start-up Algorithm

The first iteration is performed with initial conditions

and (8.3.10)

which satisfy
{.F,?+I} ~ {Fn} + Kn{U~+l - Un}

It is noted that the initial equilibrium is satisfied by virtue of Eq. (8.3.8) without the need for
computing initial acceleration Uo, Le.,

M {iio}+c{Uo} = {Po-Fo} (8.3.8a)

In this method of direct integration (based on the average acceleration scheme), the Eqs. (8.3.4),
(8.3.5) and (8.3.6) are reduced to:

·2·
{Un+l} = ilt {Un+I-Un}-{Un} (8.3.4a)

.. 4 4···
{Un+l} = At2 {Un+l - Un} - At {Un} - {Un} (8.3.5a)

[A~2 M + ~t C + X] {AUiH} = {R~+l} (8.3.6a)

Since the acceleration vector does not appear in Eq. (8.3.7b), iii} needs to be computed
only for output purposes. However, Eq. (8.3.5a) requires an initial value, {iio}. After some
numerical experiments, it has been determined that accelerations are most effectively evaluated
by the central difference method using velocities at three consecutive time steps at the end
of the integration process. For irregular time step intervals, the modified expression for the
acceleration is

.. } 1 [Atn . (Atn +1 Atn ). Atn+l' ]
{Un = Atn +AtnH Atn+l {Un+l} + Atn - Atn+1 {Un} - Atn {Un-I} (8.3.5b)

for 0 < n < N, with N being the last time step. The initial and the final accelerations, {Uo}
and {UN}, are evaluated by an extrapolation using Eq. (8.3.5a).
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8.3.4 DMAP Interface of NLTRD2 Module '(Version 67)

NLTRD2 CASESX2, PDT, YS, ELDATA,
KELMNL, KDD, GM, MPT, DIT, KBDD, DLTl, CSTMS,
BGPDTS, SILS, USETD, BDD, MDD, NLFT j UHVNL,
FSV, ESTNL, FDV, OESNLl, PNL, TEL, MUHVNL, MESTNLj
V,N,KRATIO=(l.,O.)j S,N,CONVj S,Y,STIMEj
S,N,NEWPj S,N,NEWDT=Oj S,N,OLDDTj S,N,NSTEPj
V,Y,LGDISPj S,N,MPTSIZEj S,N,ITERIDSj V,N,ITIMEj
S,N,KTIMEj S,N,LASTUPDj S,N,NOGONL/ S,N,NBISj
V,Y,MAXLP=5j V,Y,TSTATIC=-lj V,N,LANGLESj V,Y,NDAMP $

Input Data Blocks:

CASESX2 Case control data.

PDT Applied loads, one column vector for each time step.

YS Enforced displacement.

ELDATA Element data used to generate OSENL file.

KELMNL Nonlinear element stiffness matrix required for nonlinear force (F) computation.

KDD Stiffness matrix for linear portion in d-set.

GM Transformation matrix for multipoint constraint reduction.

MPT Material properties table containing TSTEPNL data.

DIT Direct input tables.

KBDD Tangential stiffness of residual structure in d-set.

DLTl Dynamic load table for follower forces.

CSTMS Coordinate system transformation table.

BGPDTS Basic GRID point definition table.

SILS Scalar index list.

USETD Displacement set definition table.

BDD Damping matrix in d-set.

MDD Mass matrix in d-set.

NLFT Nonlinear transient loads for NOLIN.
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Output Data Blocks:

UHVNL Input/output, displacement and velocity vectors at converged time steps during the
direct integration, UHVNL consists of output displacement, velocity, and acceleration
vectors at output time steps upon completion of the subcase.

FSV Nonlinear element forces at constrained points, equivalent to [Kss]{Ys} at output time
steps.

ESTNL Input/output, nonlinear Element Summary Table at the last converged step.

FDV Input/output, Two column vectors [Fn , Pn ] at the last converged step.

OESNLI Output stress data for nonlinear elements.

PNL Nonlinear load vector appended at output time steps.

TEL Appended output time step list. Purged at the beginning of subcases.

MUHVNL Input/output, displacement and velocity vectors (2 columns) for K update. It is
deleted at the beginning of a subcase (MUHVNL == UHVNL).

MESTNL Input/output, nonlinear Element Summary Table for K update.

Parameters:

KRATIO Input/output-complex, stiffness ratio to be used for time step adjustment, initial
ized to (1.,0.).

CONV Input/output-integer, value from the last iteration for an input (0 for the initial
iteration), set to -1 if not converged, +1 if converged.

STIME Input/output-real, starting time or accumulated time used for restarts by user input.

NEWP Input/output-integer, set to +1 for new subcase, -1 for no subcase switch.

NEWDT Input/output-integer, used to detect if the time step is adjusted in the previous
subcase. The value is set at the end of each subcase: 1 if ADJUST>O and 0 if AD
JUST=O.

OLDDT Input/output-real, time step increment used in the previous iteration or time step;
to be used after the matrix update or subcase switch.

NSTEP Input/output-integer, current time step position for subcase, set to 0 at the beginning
of the subcase.

LGDISP Input-integer, set to +1 for geometric nonlinearity, -1 otherwise.

MPTSIZE Input/output-integer, the amount of open-core words required to hold the mate
rial data, initialized to 0 in MPL and retained during the problem solution.
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ITERIDS Input/output-integer, iteration count within a time step.

ITIME Input-real, initial time at the beginning of a subcase.

KTIME Input/output-integer, time-to-go value at the beginning of K update in the DMAP
loop, on output from the module, a negative value is stored, denoting the increment of
time between the K computation and the start of the module.

LASTUPD Input/output-integer, the time step number of the last stiffness update. The
value 0 is used to indicate if the stiffness update is performed due to the GAP element
during the iteration.

NOGONL Output-integer, set to +1 to continue, -1 to terminate.

NBIS Input/output-integer, current count of bisection.

.MAXLP Input-integer, maximum limit allowed for element relaxation iteration and the ma
terial subincrement processes.

TSTATIC Input-integer, default=-l, +1 allows static analysis by ignoring inertia and damp
ing forces.

LANGLES Input-integer, used to select the rotation vector approach to large rotations by a
value of 2. The default (= 1) option is the gimbal angle approach.

NDAMP Input-real, default= 0.025. Introduces numerical damping with a value greater
than zero, which is used in

where TJ represents NDAMP.
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8.4 ADAPTIVE TIME STEPPING

8.4.1 Introduction

It is desirable to have a fully automated method of time integration which renders effective
and accurate solutions of nonlinear problems. This premise is wishful thinking, because such
a method is yet to be found. Bergan et al. [8.4J have shone some light on this goal, but their
method has inherent flaws with regard to nonlinear problems. The dynamic response charac
teristics of the structure may change due to the nonlinearity (geometric or material) or the
mode of excitation. When the mode of response changes, the time step size should be adjusted,
requiring a decomposition. However, the stiffness matrix does not have to be reformulated un
less it is so required due to nonlinearity. The authors [8.4J did not distinguish between these
two cases, which are intrinsically different and therefore require distinct treatment as discussed
below. Nevertheless, their idea is salient and can be applied to nonlinear problems with some
modification to cope with the difficulties in adjusting the time step size which fluctuates with
the deformation pattern. The deficiency of this method stems from the time lag, which is
coped with by combining it with the bisection method in a coordinated manner. Divergence
activates the bisection process which is valid within the time interval in which the process is
activated. After the solution is achieved, the usual procedure will be resumed for the next time
step.

In the present implementation of the automatic time stepping for nonlinear applications,
the adjustment is designed to be adaptive to the severity of the nonlinearity in the problem by
monitoring the changes in the stiffness. However, difficulties in the automatic time stepping
have been discovered, when plasticity or GAP elements are involved. In such cases an undesired
time step adjustment can be caused by a drastic change in the stiffness, which may be a
temporary situation. A filtering scheme has been devised to suppress the effects of the spurious
mass or stiffness in the automatic time step adjustments. In addition, the bisection method
is chosen to be activated only at the time when divergence occurs. The bisection process is
coordinated with the stiffness matrix update so that changes in nonlinearities are properly
reflected while the bisection is in progress.

8.4.2 Automatic Time Stepping Algorithm

The proper time step size, required for accuracy and efficiency, changes continuously in the
transient dynamic environment. This size can be predicted from the dominant frequency, W n ,

in the incremental deformation pattern based on the Rayleigh's method [8.4]. The dominant
frequency is estimated at every converged time step using the displacement increment (as an
assumed vibration shape) and internal forces by
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where {.6.Un} = {Un - Un-d, and {Fn - Fn-d represents a change in the internal forces which
are readily available in memory. A provision should be made to skip the time step adjustment
if {~Un} approaches zero, which is effectively detected by

II ~n II < UTOL (defaulted to 0.1)
II U II max

where II tJ Ilmax is the maximum value of the norms computed throughout the preceding steps.

The next time step can be predicted by multiplying the current time step by a scaling
factor r, Le.,

~tn+l 1 21r 1
r = -- = ---- (8.4.2)

~tn m W n ~tn

where it is assumed that the dominant period is marched through with m steps. However,
continuous adjustment of the step size at every time step is not a viable option because it
requires too frequent matrix decomposition. To prevent thrashing, a stepping function I(r) is
introduced such that

~tn+I = I(r) ~tn (8.4.3)

where
1=0.25 for r < 0.5Rb

1=0.5 for 0.5Rb:$ r < Rb

1=1.0 for Rb:$r<2

1=2.0 for 2:$ r < 3/Rb

1=4.0 for r ~ 3/Rb

with Rb being a user specified parameter defaulted to 0.75.

Since ~t is allowed to be quadrupled or quadrisected at each time step, the time step will
be quickly adapted if the original ~t is not pertinent. While the adjustment algorithm is based
on the mode of response, however, ~t may have to be bounded to represent the external loads
properly, e.g., the impulsive loading case. Upper and lower bounds of ~t will be defined as

and

~tmax = MAXR * DT (8.4.4)

~tmin = MIN (DT/2**MAXBIS, DT/MAXR)

where DT is the user specified step size, and MAXR and MAXBIS are additional parameters
to be specified in the TSTEPNL card. If the predicted time step size falls outside the bounds,
the time step will be set to the limit.

When the automatic time stepping option is selected, the user-specified DT will be used
only as an initial time step size and the automatic time stepping scheme will be activated. Since
the automatic time stepping scheme ignores user specified DT in time marching, a termination
criterion is required to wrap up the subcase. The last step may be determined by terminating
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the normal time stepping scheme when the currently processed step is close to the last step,
Le., no further step will be taken if

N

E .6.tn + .6.~N 2: DT*NDT (8.4.5)
n

where the right hand side represents the total duration for a subcase. The adjusted time
step will remain effective across the subcases. Notice that matrix decomposition is required
whenever the time step is adjusted.

It has been observed that the criterion in Eq. (8.4.1) is dictated by spurious mass or
stiffness terms when artificially low or high masses or stiffnesses are used. Large mass or large
spring approach to the base motion is an example. It could be caused by massless point or
GAP elements as well. This undesired effect should be eliminated, which is accomplished
by checking the "apparent frequency" of each degree-of-freedom by comparing components of
{Fn- Fn-d and {M .6.Un} ,Le.,

~ = ABS [{Fn - Fn-lh]
W~ {M .6.U}

where Wi is the apparent angular frequency of the i-th DOF. The central idea is to eliminate
the effects of the DOF that has extremely small or large apparent frequency compared with the
dominant frequency. The bounds are determined based on the reference frequency as follows:

.6.Ui = 0 if 2 10-3 2 2 103 2
Wi < *wreJ or Wi > *Wrej

where wreJ is the dominant frequency previously computed. The dominant frequency should
then be computed by

2 {.6.U~}T {Fn - Fn-tl
W n = {.6.U;;}T M {.6.Un }

(8.4.1a)

(8.4.6)

where {.6.U:} is a modified vector with zeros inserted for the undesired DOF. Undesired time
step adjustment due to the drastic change in stiffness of the plastic deformation is also properly
suppressed by this method. This is because the plastic deformation casts implications similar
to the GAP in the automatic time stepping algorithm.

It has also been observed that m of 20, in Eq. (8.4.2), is adequate if the deformation
remains linear but should be greater for nonlinear problems. Severity of the nonlinearity may
be represented by the stiffness ratio defined as:

A = .6.UT {Fn_- Fn-tl
.6.UT K.6.U

where K represents the last updated stiffness matrix. The value of m can be a function of the
stiffness ratio. This is implemented as a default option in the following manner:

A* = y'):.2 if A2 2: 1
A* = _1_ if A2 < 1-.fi.2
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then
m= 20

m=40
No Adjust

for

for

for

A* < 5
5::; ,X* < 1000

1000::; ,X*

This option will be superseded if the user specifies a value for m (MSTEP).

8.4.3 Bisection Algorithm

The automatic time stepping option is implemented to adapt the time step size primarily
to the dynamic environment based on the response pattern. This method, however, is not
likely to alleviate difficulties due to the change in nonlinearity or divergence. Such difficulties
are resolved by using the bisection method. The material processing routine can detect a
change in nonlinearity. The bisection is activated by a material routine if an incremental
stress (~q) exceeds the specified tolerance (e.g., 20 % of the effective stress). The bisection
could also be initiated when a divergence is detected or anticipated. In addition, the bisection is
activated when the maximum number of iterations allowed for an increment is reached without
convergence. The divergence criterion is defined as

NDIV > MAXDIV (8.4.7)

where MAXDIV is a user-specified parameter (defaulted to 2) and NDIV is an internal variable
which is initialized to zero at the beginning of a new time step and incremented as follows:

NDIV = NDIV +2 if E~ > 1 or E~ < _10+12

and
NDIV = NDIY +1 if _1012 < E~ < -1 or if IE~ I> 1

(8.4.8)and
Ei

E
2
i = _P

E i - 1 '
P

In addition, reaching MAXITER without convergence will be treated as a diverging case.

with

The stiffness will be updated at the last converged step when the first divergence is en
countered. Then, an iteration is tried without bisection. Bisection normally begins upon the
second detection of divergence within a !i.t, Le.,

Bisection continues until the solution converges, Le.,
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where k is a bisection count. Once the bisection is successful (rendering a converged solution),
the integration proceeds to the next time step with the same increment (l:i.tk). Further bisection
may be required after achieving converged solution at the intermediate time steps as shown in
Fig. 8.4.1.

If no further bisection is required and the solutions converge without any difficulty, some
recovery process such as doubling time step may be activated. However, any adjustment to
the time step would require additional matrix decomposition which offsets the advantages
of adjusting time step size. Therefore, it has been determined to continue stepping through
the specified time interval to completion. The normal process should be resumed when the
user-specified time step at which bisection is activated is fully processed.

When the automatic time stepping is combined with the bisection method and if the bi
section is activated, the automatic adjustment procedure will be deferred until the divergence
is trapped and the solution process is stabilized. The solution process is considered stabilized
when two successive solutions have converged without requiring further bisection. This is the
time when the automatic time step adjustment is resumed as illustrated in Fig. 8.4.1.

The maximum number of bisections is limited by a user-specified parameter MAXBIS
(defaulted to 5). The bisection process is activated on an as-needed basis. Users also have
an option to suppress bisection by specifying MAXBIS=O. If the bisection is required more
than MAXBIS times, the solution process will continue without bisection by activating the
reiteration procedure, by which the same iteration process is repeated to find the best attainable
solution. The best attainable solution is a solution obtained from the iteration that yields the
least average error. The average error is defined by averaging relative errors in displacements,
loads and energy. If the i-th iteration yields the least average error, the reiteration procedure
will end at the i-th iteration and the normal time stepping procedure will be resumed.
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Notes:
1. The baseline represents a duration of a time step before bisection starts.
2. Numbers above the baseline denote a sequence of trial solutions.
3. X denotes converged solutions during the time step ~t .
4. 0 denotes 'the step which triggers decomposition.
5. 0 denotes reference point for k update.
6. ~ denotes critical period.
7. Automatic time stepping resumes at # if selected.
8. Numbers below the baseline denote a sequence of bisections.

Figure 8.4.1 illustration of the Bisection Strategy
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8.5 EXPEDIENT ITERATION STRATEGIES

The dynamic tangent matrix may change for the following reasons:

• Stiffness (K) changes due to geometric, material and/or kinematic nonlinearity.

• Bisection or time-step adjustment causes changes in the effective stiffness.

While the second case only requires decomposition, the first case requires reformulation of the
new stiffness matrix as well. Examples of various cases for the update relative to the bisection
strategy are illustrated in Fig. 8.4.1(a-d). The adaptive method is based on the following
matrix update strategies:

• Stiffness is updated at the previously converged position when the divergence is detected
for the first time at a given time step.

• Stiffness matrix update is allowed only once within the same time step.

• If the bisection is in progress, additional K-updates are allowed within a given fi.t at
every KSTEP-th converged bisection, where KSTEP is a user-specified parameter in the
TSTEPNL entry. See Figure 8.4.1(d) for an example.

• Decomposition is performed within the module at every bisection or time step adjust
ment.

• Whenever the decomposition is performed, the iteration starts from the previously con
verged position.

• The stiffness matrix is updated at the beginning of each subcase.

The BFGS update [8.5] and the line search [8.6] processes are fully operational during the
iteration. Quasi-Newton (QN) vectors are continuously accumulated up to MAXQN (user
specified parameter) pairs until the new stiffness matrix is evaluated. Once the number of
QN vector pairs reaches MAXQN (defaulted to 10), the QN vectors will be updated selectively
based on the condition number of the QN update matrix. As the condition number approaches
unity, the QN update matrix approaches identity matrix, which causes little effect on the matrix
to be modified. Therefore, the QN vector pair, which renders the condition number closest
to unity, is replaced or eliminated when a new candidate QN vector pair becomes available.
As a requirement for the reiteration procedure, the QN vectors to be accumulated are stored
on a temporary basis until a converged solution is obtained. All the accumulated QN vectors
are purged if the stiffness matrix update or the decomposition (due to the change in fi.t) is
scheduled.

The iterative process for time step (n+1) can be summarized as follows:

1. Given at the beginning ofthe time step are fi.tn,wrej, [M], [C], {Pn}, {fi.Fn}, {Fn}, {Un},
{Un}, and the triangularized matrices (LDLT) for [A] = [~M + ~t C + k].

2. Adjust the time step size, if applicable.
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3. Initialize {U~+d, {F,?+l} and {P~+l}'

4. Decompose, [A] = LDLT, if Atn+l i- Atn. Then, purge the QN vector file.

5. Compute {R~+l}'

6. Solve for {AUi+1 } by forward and backward substitution, using the BFGS update if
applicable.

7. Compute the line search error.

8. If divergence occurs, go to step 12.

9. Proceed to the next step if the line search error is less than the tolerance. Otherwise,
perform the line search process and go back to step 7.

10. Compute global error functions and check convergence.

11. If the solution has converged, go to step 16. Otherwise, save the QN vector on a tempo
rary basis (if applicable) and go to the next iteration in step 5.

12. If it is the first divergence or the divergence after the KSTEP-th converged bisection
step, update the stiffness matrix, and go back to step 4. Otherwise, proceed to the next
step.

13. Bisect At and go back to step 3. However, if the maximum number of bisections allowed
for the time step is reached, proceed to the next step.

14. Go to step 5 to continue iteration. However, if the maximum number of iterations allowed
for an increment is reached, proceed to the next step.

15. Perform the reiteration procedure to find the best attainable solution.

16. Accept the solution (Un+l and FnH ) and append temporary QN vectors to the permanent
QN vector file.

17. Compute the velocity Un+l'

18. Advance to the next time step with n = n +1.

The adaptive time stepping method is implemented as an optional feature in SOL 99 with
a new module NLTRD2 for the nonlinear transient response analysis [8.7]. Among numer
ous enhancements from the DMAP standpoint, the efficiency of the adaptive time stepping
method stems from skipping about 50 statements by virtue of the internal decomposition
within NLTRD2 module. Another aspect to consider in the DMAP is that the output time
steps cannot be predetermined in the variable time stepping. Some efforts were required to
bring together all the data blocks in compatible size and format.

The automatic time stepping and the bisection algorithms are How-charted in Figs. 8.5.1
and 8.5.2, respectively. These algorithms are combined into the module NLTRD2 as shown in
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Fig. 8.5.3. Control parameters for these algorithms to be specified by the user are gathered in
the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry.

Efforts have been made to minimize the thrashing in the algorithm and yet to provide a
reliable solution efficiently to nonlinear problems. Thrashing of the decomposition is effectively
prevented by adopting a stepping function in the adjustment criterion. However, some combi
nation of user parameters could cause thrashing such as excessive bisection, or repeated cycle
of time-step adjustment and bisection. Default values are tuned to near optimal condition
to the best of our experience. If necessary, the user should make a judicious selection of the
parameter values to prevent any thrashing.
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An elastic-plastic plate clamped at two ends is subjected to an impulsive load over the center
portion as shown in Fig. 8.6.2(a). A quarter section of the plate is modeled by five QUAD4
elements with symmetric boundary conditions using this software. The impulsive load
was simulated by initial velocities applied at the nodal points as shown in Fig. 8.6.2(a). The
material is elastic-perfectly plastic and the large displacement effect is also included in the
response analysis for the duration of one msec. The input data for this problem is given in



Four different initial time step sizes (namely, 0.1 msec, 0.05 msec, 0.02 msec and 0.0025
msec) were used in the analysis. Predicted time histories of the mid-span displacement of
the four cases are nearly identical as shown in Fig. 8.6.2(b). Also shown in Fig. 8.6.2(b)
are the experimental data obtained by Balmer and Witmer [8.9] and the solution from the
explicit integration obtained by Belytschko et al. [8.10]. This figure demonstrates that the 
software solution agreees more closely with the test results. Fig. 8.6.2(b) also shows
the variation of time increments due to the automatic time step adjustment. In all of the cases
the time step is adjusted to approximately 0.02 msec, from either the high or low value of a
specified initial increment size. Bisection was not activated in this analysis.



The response predicted by the software is compared with the theoretical solution as
shown in Fig. 8.6.4(b). The time steps are indicated by the symbol x in the figure. The
initial time step size was specified as 0.0025 sec, which was automatically adjusted to 0.01
sec at the initial adjustment phase as shown in Fig. 8.6.4(b). In this analysis, bisection was
activated when the block was departing from the platform and changing the status of the GAP,



resulting in 0.005 sec. This analysis proves the effectiveness of the current adaptive method
for the problems involving the gaps axtd/or drastic changes of the structural stiffness.

8.6.5 Shallow Spherical Cap under a Concentrated Apex Load

A thin shell in the shape of a shallow dome is clamped at the periphery and subjected to a step
loading of a concentrated force at the apex as shown in Fig. 8.6.5(a). The geometric nonlinear
effects are included, but the material properties are assumed to remain elastic througthout the
analysis.

Considering the symmetry, only one quarter of the cap is modeled using 27 QUAD4 ele
ments with symmetric boundary conditions as illustrated in Fig. 8.6.5(a). The input data for
this problem is given in Table 8.6.5. This problem is chosen to demonstrate the performance of
the automatic time step adjustment and the bisection method combined. Hence, the analysis
was deliberately started with a relatively larger time step size, 20 J,Lsec. This time step size is
10 times larger thaxt the size adopted in the previous study by Mondkar axtd Powell using axt
axisymmetric model with ten 8-noded quadrilateral elements [8.11].

As expected, the solution diverged at the very first time step and the algorithm activated
the bisection process, resulting in At = 10 J,Lsec. After obtaining converged solutions at two
consecutive time steps, the program detected that the time step size was still too large and
adjusted it to a smaller size, 2.5 Jlsec. The analysis continued without any a.djustment until
the displacement approached the peak, where At was adjusted to 2 Jlsec (which was the lower
bound allowed for adjustment). The step size was again adjusted to 4 ,""sec past the peak
response, which was later adjusted back to 2 jJsec before completion. No further bisection
was required to complete the analysis. The displacement response at the apex is compared
with the results by Mondkar and Powell [8.11] in Fig. 8.6.5(b). Fig. 8.6.5(b) also shows the
variation of time step size due to the adaptive time step adjustment.

When the same model was analyzed again with a smaller At(Le., 2 J,Lsec), the adjusted time
step size was reduced to as low as 0.5 J,Lsec during the analysis. In this analysis, however, the
bisection did not occur. The resulting response agrees with that of the previous case shown in
Fig. 8.6.5(b) except for the minor details of spikes.
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Figure 8.6.5(a). Shallow Spherical Cap under a
Concentrated Apex Load
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Table 8.6.1 Input Data Listing for Elastic-Plastic Rod

ID TBIGGS4,V66 $ SSB 10/22/87
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
TIME 5 $ VAX TETRA
SOL 99 $
CEID
TITLE=ELASTO-PLASTIC VIBRATION PROBLEM (LOAD = .5/.66/.88/1. FY)
SUBTITLE=NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS FOR 0.25 SEC.
LABEL=J. M. BIGGS, SECTION 2.7, P. 69-71
ECHO=BOTB

SET 1 = 11.21.31.41
DISP=1
ACCE=1
VELO=1
STRESS=1

SEALL=ALL
SUBCASE 1

DLOAD=100
TSTEPRL=100

OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
CSCALE = 1.5
XTITLE = TIME II SECS
XGRID LIlES = YES
YGRID LIlES = YES
YTITLE = DISPLACEMENT GRID 1
XYPLOT DISP RESP/11(T2).21(T2).31(T2).41(T2)
YTITLE = VELOCITY GRID 1
XYPLOT VELO RESP/11(T2).21(T2).31(T2).41(T2)
YTITLE = ACCELERATION GRID 1
XYPLOT ACCE RESP/11(T2).21(T2).31(T2).41(T2)
YTITLE = STRESS III RODS
XYPLOT STRESS RESP/11(2).21(2).31(2).41(2)
YTITLE = STRESS III ROD
XYPLOT STRESS RESP /11(2).21(2).31(2),41(2)

BEGIIl BULK
$ GEOMETRY AID COllECTIVITY
GRID 11 13456
GRID 12 240. 123456
CROD 11 2 12 11
CMASS2 11 10000. 11 2
GRID 21 13456
GRID 22 240. 123466
CROD 21 2 22 21
CMASS2 21 10000. 21 2
GRID 31 13456
GRID 32 240. 123466
CROD 31 2 32 31
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CHASS2 31 10000. 31 2
GRID 41 13456
GRID 42 240. 123456
CROD 41 2 42 41
CHASS2 41 10000. 41 2
$ PROPERTIES
PROD 2 2 .6672
MAT1 2 30.+06
HATS1 2 PLASTIC 0.0 1 1 67895.68
$ LOADING
DLOAD 100 1- 1. 101 1. 102 i. 103 +DL1
+DL1 1. 104
DAREA 201 11 2 22650.
DARE! 202 21 2 30000.
DARE! 203 31 2 40000.
DARE! 204 41 2 45300.
TLOAD1 101 201 0 50
TLOAD1 102 202 0 50
TLOAD1 103 203 0 50
TLOAD1 104 204 0 50
TABLED1 50 +ABC
+ABC o. 1- 10. i. ElDT
$ PARAHETERS
PARAH WTHASS .0025907
TSTEPIL 100 50 .0050 1 ADAPT +TS21
+TS21 +TS22
+TS22
EIlDDATA
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Table 8.6.2 Input Data Listing for Impulsively Loaded Plate

ID GHNL08. V66 $ SBL 6/21/87 $IMPULSIVE LOAD
TIME 5 $ VAX8700(TETRA) CPU MIB.
SOL. 99 $ ilL-TRANSIENT SCR=YES
DIAG 8.60 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATION
CEID
TITLE = NONLINEAR IMPULSIVELY LOADED CLAMPED PLATE (K6=1.+4) 99IQ4

SEALL = ALL
SPC = 200
IC = 300
TSTEP = 400
STRE(PLOT) = ALL

$
SET 1 = 1
DISP = 1
VELO = 1
ACCE = 1

OUTPUT (XYOUT)
CSCALE 1.3
XGRID LIlES = YES
YGRID LINES = YES
XTIT = TIM E
XHAX = 1.0-3

$
YTITLE=DISPL 1
XYPLOT DISP / 1(T3)
YTITLE=VELOC 1
XYPLOT VELD / 1(T3)
YTITLE=ACCEL 1
XYPLOT ACCE / 1(T3)
YTITLE = DIS P L 3 1
XYPLOT DISP / 31(T3)
YTITLE=VELOC 31
XYPLOT VELO / 31(T3)
YTITLE=ACCEL 31
XYPLOT AceE / 31(T3)
YTITLE = S T RES S 1
XYPLOT ELST / 1(3)

BEGIN BULK
TSTEPIL 400 200 6.0-6 1 ADAPT +TS1.
GRID 1 O. 0.0
GRID 2 O. +.6
GRID 11 1. 0.0
GRID 12 1. +.6
GRID 21 2. 0.0
GRID 22 2. +.6
GRID 31 3. 0.0
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GRID 32 3. +.6
GRID 41 4. 0.0
GRID 42 4. +.6
GRID 51 S. 0.0
GRID 52 6. +.6
CQUAD4 1 100 1 11 12 2
CQUAD4 2 100 11 21 22 12
CQUAD4 3 100 21 31 32 22
CQUAD4 4 100 31 41 42 32
CQUAD4 6 100 41 51 52 42
PSHELL 100 100 1.25-1 100 100 +PS
+PS -.06 +.06
MAT1 100 10.4+6 .3 2.61-4 .02
MATS1 100 PLASTIC 0.0 1 1 41400.
PARAH COUPMASS1
PARAH K6ROT 1.0+4
PARAM JlLAYERS 5
PARAH LGDISP 1
PARAH W4 1.2E4
SPC~ 200 246 1 11 21 31 41 51
SPCl 200 123456 51 S2
SPCl 200 166 1 2
TIC 300 1 3 5000.
TIC 300 2 3 5000.
TIC 300 11 3 3903.88
TIC 300 12 3 3903.88
ElDDATA
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Table 8.6.3 Input Data Listing for Beam with a Restrained Motion

D9918

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

V66 $ SHL 5/19/87 $ MSC, D9918 $ KDB 12JU~84

$ VAX8700(TETRA) CPU MIN.
$ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

ID THOLII,
TIME 5
SOL 99
DIAG 8.50
CEND
TITLE= DYIAMICS HAWDBOOK DEMOHSTRATIOI PROBLEM
SUBTITLE= DIB.ECT TRANSIENT RESPONSE. NONLIIEAR FORCE

LABEL= BOLIN IN SOL 99
SEALL=ALL

ECHO=UBSORT
SPC=1002

SET 1=10005
SET 2=10010
SET 3=10005.10010

DISPL=3
$ ACCEL=2

VELO=3
DLOAD=1
BLLOAD=2

SUBCASE 1 $
DLOAD=30
TSTEPBL=20
BONLIBEAR=13 $ SELECT BONLIBEAR FORCE

OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
CSCALE=1.8
PLOTTER BAST
CURVELlllESYKBOL = 1
XGRID=YES
YGRID=YES
XTITLE=TIME
YTITLE=DISP 10005 T3

XYPLOT DISP /10005(T3)
YTITLE=DISP 10010 T3

XYPLDT DISP /10010(T3)
YTITLE=APPLIED LOAD 10006 T3

XYPLOT OLDAD RESPONSE/10005(T3) $ PLOT THE INPUT
YTITLE=IORLIBEAR LOAD 10010 T3

XYPLDT NONLINEAR RESPONSE/10010(T3)
BEGII BULK
$ 2 3 ...•... 4 6 .•..... 6 ......• 7 8 9 •..... . 10 .
$ MODELING INFORMATION FOR BEAM ONLY
CBAR 101 100 10000 10001
CBAR 102 100 10001 10002
CBAR 103 100 10002 10003
CBAR 104 100 10003 10004
CBAR 105 100 10004 10005
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CBAR 106 100 10005 10006 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 107 100 10006 10007 0.0 0.0 1.

CBAR 108 100 10007 10008 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 109 100 10008 10009 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 110 100 10009 10010 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 111 100 10010 10011 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 112 100 10011 10012 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 113 100 10012 10013 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 114 100 10013 10014 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 115 100 10014 10015 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 116 100 10015 10016 0.0 0.0 1.
CBn 117 100 10016 10017 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 118 100 10017 10018 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 119 100 10018 10019 0.0 0.0 1.
CBAR 120 100 10019 10020 0.0 0.0 1.
CDI'H2 12 10010 .1
GRID 10 50. -1.

GRID 10000 0.0 0.0 0.0 1246
GRm 10001 5. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10002 10. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRm 10003 16. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10004 20. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10005 25. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10006 30. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10007 35. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10008 40. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRm 10009 45. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10010 60. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10011 55. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10012 60. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10013 66. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10014 70. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10016 75. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10016 80. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10017 85. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10018 90. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10019 9S. 0.0 0.0 1246
GRID 10020 100. 0.0 0.0 1246
HAT1 1000 3.+7 .3 .3
PARAH GRDPliT 10010
PARAH VTHASS .002588
PBAR 100 1000 0.31416 0.16708 +000001
++0000011. o. +000002
SPC 1002 10 123456
SPC 1002 10020 3 10000 3
$
$ HODELIliG IliFORHATIOI FOR CUTER SPRIliG
CROD 10 10 10 10010
HAT1 10 10. o.
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PROD 10 10 1.
MATS1,10"PLASTIC,O.O,1,l,3.0E8
$ LOADIllG Aim SOLUTION IIlFORMATION
TLOAD2 30 33 0 . 0
DAREA 33 10005 3 47.2
TSTEPNL 20 199 .0002 1 ADAPT
+TSl
+TS2
$
$ MODELING IIlFORMATION FOR IONLIIEAR SPRIIG
$IOLlll SID GI CI S GJ
IOLII1 13 10010 3 1.0 10010
$TABLED1 ID
$+ABC Xl Yl X2 Y2 X3
TABLED1 13
+TAB -2.5E-2 4.95 -2.0E-2 O. O.
EIDDATA
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Table 8.6.4 Input Data Listing for Bouncing Weight Model

+PG4

+PG3

+TSPl
+TSP2

0.01

PVADAPT

1.E+4

0.3
1.E+4

0.0026 1

2.

o

200

31.
1000.
0.01
100.

ID VGAPM,V66 $ SHL 12/11/82, SSB 1/13/88
TIME 5 $ FOR VAX
DIAG 8.50 $ PRIIT MATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS
SOL 99
CEND
TITLE=GAP VERIFICATION
SUBTITLE=NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
ECHO=UNSORT
SET 1=201.202
SET 2=200 $.203
SET 3=22 ,23
SET 4=20 $ CONROD

DISP=l
$ OLOAD=1
$ SPCF=2

ELFORCE=4
STRESS=3 $ FOR GAP FORCES

SEALL=ALL
LOADSET=20

SUBCASE 1
DLOAD=210
TSTEPNL=21

SUBCASE 2
DLOAD=210
TSTEPNL=21

OUTPUT (XYPLOT)
CSCALE=1.3
PLOTTER=IAST
XTITLE=TIHE IN SEC.
YTITLE=DISPL. II INCH

$ YHII=O.
$ YHAX=lS.
XVPLOT DISP RESP/201(Tl).202(Tl)
BEGII BULK
TSTEPIIL 21
+TSPl
+TSP2
$ PROPERTIES
PARAH V4
$PARAH V3
$PARAH G
MAT1 1
PGAP 3
+PG3 5.-3
PGAP 4
+PG4 6.-3
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$ LOADIIG
FORCE 201 201 40. 1. O. O.
GRAV 200 386. -1. O. O.
LOAD 202 1. 1. 200 1- 201
LSEQ 20 301 202
$TLOAD2 210 301 0 O. 100.
TLOADl 210 301 0 220
TABLEDl 220 +TABl
+TABl O. O. 0.001 1. 100. 1. ElDT
$ BOUROARY COROITIOIS
GROSET 23456
$ GEOMETRY AID COllECTIVITY
GRID 200 -6. O. O. 123456
GRID 201 4. O. O.
GRID 202 4.1 O. O.
GRID 203 6. O. O. 123456
COIROD 20 200 201 1 1.
COIM2 24 201 1.-5
COl'lM2 21 202 0.01036
CGAP 22 3 201 202 O. 1. O.
CGAP 23 4 201 203 O. 1. O.
ERODATA
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Table 8.6.5 Input Data Listing for Shallow Spherical Cap

+TS1PW10

SAAB4

ADAPT15.-680

$KI-DDK KIll $ HAY 1987, GAD IISC,
$ IOILllEAR TRAISIEIT RESPOISE
$ TRACE lTERATIOR PROCESS
$ CPU TIME II H!lUTES

ID SCAP,V66
SOL 99
DUG 50
TIllE 60
CERD
TITLE = TEST PROBLEM 1.4
SUBTITLE= SHALLOW SPHERICAL CAP WITH COICERTRATED APEX LOAD
LABEL = REF: HOIDKAR AID POWELL, 131MB 11:499-520 (1977)
SEALL = ALL
SET 130 = 1 $ TBRU 30

DISP = 130
SET 14 = 1 $ THRU 4

OLOAD = 14
SPC = 1234

SUBCASE 1
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 250

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.5
PLOTTER lAST
PAPER SIZE 29. X 21.
SET 1 =ALL
SET 2 = 1 TBRU 6, 10, ii, 17, 18. 24, 25, 31, 32
AXES X. Y. Z
VIEW 34.27, 23.17, O.
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PLOT SET 1 LABEL BOTH SHRIIK
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 1
AXESY. HX, Z
VIEW 0.• 0., O.
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 2
PLOT STATIC 0 SET 2

OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
CSCALE 1.6
PLOTTER lAST
XPAPER = 29.
YPAPER = 21.
CURVELIRESYHBOL = 2
XGRID = YES
YGRID = YES
XTITLE = TIME
YTITLE = VERTICAL DISPLACEMBIT AT GRID 1
XYPLOT DISP /1(T3)

BEGIR BULK
TSTEPIL 250
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+TS1 +TS2
+TS2 0
PARAH LGDISP +1
CORD2S 10 O. O. O. O. O. 1. +1
+1 1- O. 1.
GRID 1 10 4.76 0.0 0.0
GRID 2 10 4.76 1.5 0.0
GRID 3 10 4.76 1.9 45.0
GRID 4 10 4.76 1.5 90.0
GRID 5 10 4.76 3.0 0.0
GRID 6 10 4.76 3.2 22.5
GRID 7 10 4.76 3.7 45.0
GRID 8 10 4.76 3.2 67.5
GRID 9 10 4.76 3.0 90.0
GRID 10 10 4.76 4.5 0.0
GRID 11 10 4.76 4.5 15.0
GRID 12 10 4.76 4.7 30.0
GRID 13 10 4.76 5.1 45.0
GRID 14 10 4.76 4.7 60.0
GRID 15 10 4.76 4.5 75.0
GRID 16 10 4.76 4.5 90.0
GRID 17 10 4.76 6.6 0.0
GRID 18 10 4.76 6.6 15.0
GRID 19 10 4.76 6.6 30.0
GRID 20 10 4.76 6.6 45.0
GRID 21 10 4.76 6.6 60.0
GRID 22 10 4.76 6.6 75.0
GRID 23 10 4.76 6.6 90.0
GRID 24 10 4.76 8.7 0.0
GRID 25 10 4.76 8.7 15.0
GRID 26 10 4.76 8.7 30.0
GRID 27 10 4.76 8.7 46.0
GRID 28 10 4.76 8.7 60.0
GRID 29 10 4.76 8.7 76.0
GRID 30 10 4.76 8.7 90.0
GRID 31 10 4.76 10.9 0.0
GRID 32 10 4.76 10.9 16.0
GRID 33 10 4.76 10.9 30.0
GRID 34 10 4.76 10.9 45.0
GRID 35 10 4.76 10.9 60.0
GRID 36 10 4.76 10.9 76.0
GRID 37 10 4.76 10.9 90.0
$
CQUAD4 1 1 1 2 3 4
CQUAD4 2 1 2 6 6 3
CQUAD4 3 1 3 6 -7 8
CQUAD4 4 1 4 3 8 9
CQUAD4 5 1 5 10 11 6
CQUAD4 6 1 6 11 12 7
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CQUAD4 7 1 7 12 13 14
CQUAD4 8 1 8 7 14 15
CQUAD4 9 1 9 8 16 16
CQUAD4 10 1 10 17 18 11
CQUAD4 11 1 11 18 19 12
CQUAD4 12 1 12 19 20 13
CQUAD4 13 1 13 20 21 14
CQUAD4 14 1 14 21 22 15
CQUAD4 15 1 15 22 23 16
CQUAD4 16 1 17 24 26 18
CQUAD4 17 1 18 25 26 19
CQUAD4 18 1 19 26 27 20
CQUAD4 19 1 20 27 28 21
CQUAD4 20 1 21 28 29 22
CQUAD4 21 1 22 29 30 23
CQUAD4 22 1 24 31 32 25
CQUAD4 23 1 25 32 33 26
CQUAD4 24 1 26 33 34 27
CQUAD4 25 1 27 34 35 28
CQUAD4 26 1 28 35 36 29
CQUAD4 27 1 29 36 37 30
$
PSHBLL 1 1 0.01576 1
MAT1 1 10.0+6 0.3 2.46-4
$
8PC1 1 12466 1
SPC1 2 246 2 6 10 17 24
SPC1 2 156 4 9 16 23 30
8PC1 3 123466 31 TBRU 37
8PC1 4 6 3 6 7 8
SPC1 4 6 11 THRU 15
8PC1 4 6 18 TBRU 22
SPC1 4 6 25 TBRU 29
SPCADD 1234 1 2 3 4
$
DARE! 10 1 3 -25.0
TLOAD1 100 10 2
TABLED1 2 +TBD1
+TBD1 0.0 1.0 500.0-6 1.0 DDT
EKDDATA
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Chapter 9

NONLINEAR TRANSIENT
RESPONSE ANALYSIS

9.1 USER INTERFACE

The input data required for SOL 99 or SOL 129 is a combination of direct time integration
control data, similar to SOL 69 (for direct linear transient with superelements), and nonlinear
modeling data similar to SOL 66 (for nonlinear statics). The nonlinear properties and/or
effects are defined by nonlinear material data (MATS1 and TABLES1), gap elements (GAP)
for nonlinear interface, and PARAMeter LGDISP for geometric nonlinearity. The transient
effects are produced by time-dependent loading functions (TLOADi, DAREA, LSEQ, etc.),
damping (parameters, elements and material data), and mass properties. Massless degree of
freedom should be avoided for numerical stability and the small damping is also recommended.

The unique data required for SOL 99 or 129 is supplied on the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry.
The TSTEPNL entry in itself is a combination of the TSTEP entry for direct time integration
and the NLPARM entry for nonlinear iteration control. Restarts are controlled by parameters
(LOOPID, STIME, SLOOPID and SDATA) which can be specified either in the Case Control
section or Bulk Data section. Some optional parameters (TSTATIC, NDAMP) are provided
for additional control or capabilities.

9.1.1 Case Control

Each subcase defines a time interval starting from the last time step of the previous subcase and
the interval is subdivided into small time steps. The output time is labeled by the cumulative
time, including all previous subcases. There are advantages to divide the total duration of
analysis into many subcases so that each subcase does not have excessive number of time
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9.1.2 Implicit Integration Control: TSTEPNL Data

The input fields of the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry specify the time step size, the number of
steps, and the output interval as well as the nonlinear iteration options. The TSTEPNL Bulk
Data is selectable by the Case Control command TSTEPNL. Although the same TSTEPNL
Bulk Data may be selected by more than one subcase, it is recommended to select different
TSTEPNL entry for each subcase in preparation for changes in the restarts.

The choice of time step size is determined primarily by the frequency content of the input
load and the highest frequency mode-of-interest. A general guideline is that 7 or more steps
per cycle be provided for reasonable accuracy. Modes with shorter periods (higher frequency)
will be attenuated by the numerical process. Highly nonlinear problems may require smaller
step size. However, the adaptive time stepping capability is the vital part of SOL 99 or 129
and is recommended for any problem (linear or nonlinear). Nevertheless, the initial time step
size should be estimated by the user according to the aforementioned principles.

A caution is necessary in using the automatic time step adjustment if the forcing function is
a short duration pulse. Since the automatic time step adjustment algorithm does not consider
the loading history, short pulses could be skipped if the time step is automatically adjusted to
a larger value than the pulse duration. It is advised that a drastic change in the time step size
between subcases be avoided. The drastic change, e.g., ratio exceeding 1000, could cause a loss
of accuracy upon subcase switch. In such case, an intermediate subcase should be provided
for a transition period of short interval to reduce the ratio.

The parameters for controlling the accuracy and stability of the incremental and iterative
process can be specified in the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry. The controls are applicable to the
automatic time step adjustment and bisection process in addition to stiffness matrix updates,
BFGS updates and line searches similar to those on the NLPARM Bulk Data entry. Since
default values are resulted from numerous test runs, the analysis should be started with the
default setting and changed if necessary. The TSTEPNL data format (Version 67) is shown
below with default values:
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Format:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TSTEPNL ill NOT DT NO METHOD KSTEP MAXITER CONY +TNL1

+TNLI EPSU EPSP EPSW MAXDIV MAXQN MAXLS FSTRESS +TNL2

+TNL2 MAXBIS ADJUST MSTEP RB MAXR UTOL RTOLB

Example with defaults:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

TSTEPNL 250 1 ADAPT 2 10 PW +TNL1

+TNL1 l.E-2 l.E-3 l.E-6 2 10 2 0.2 +TNL2

+TNL2 5 5 0 0.75 16.0 0.1 20.

The TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry is selected using ill by the Case Control command
TSTEPNL. Each subcase (residual superelement solutions only) requires a TSTEPNL entry.
Multiple subcases are assumed to occur sequentially in time. Therefore, the initial conditions
of each subcase are defined by the end conditions of the previous subcase.

The NDT field specifies the number of time steps with DT as the size of each time step. The
total duration for the subcase can be assessed by multiplying NDT with DT (i.e., NDT*DT).
The time increment (~t) remains constant during the analysis in AUTO and TSTEP options,
and is equal to DT. However, the time increment (~t) changes during the analysis in the
ADAPT option and the actual number of time steps will not be equal to NDT. In ADAPT
option DT is used as an initial value for ~t.

The NO field specifies the time step interval for output, i.e., every NOth step solution is
saved for output. The data will be output at steps 0, NO, 2NO, ". etc., and the last converged
step for printing and plotting purposes. The Case Control command OTIME may also be used
to control the output points.

The METHOD field selects an option for direct time integration and the stiffness matrix
update strategies among ADAPT, AUTO and TSTEP. If the AUTO option is selected, the
program automati£ally updates the stiffness matrix to improve convergence while KSTEP value
is ignored. If the TSTEP option is selected, the program updates the stiffness matrix every
KSTEpth increment of time. If the ADAPT option is selected, the program automatically
adjusts the incremental time and uses the bisection algorithm in case of divergence. During
the bisection process in ADAPT option, stiffness is updated at every KSTEpth successful
bisection. The ADAPT method allows linear transient analysis, but AUTO or TSTEP will
abort the run if the model does not have any data representing nonlinearity. The stiffness
matrix is always updated for a new subcase or restart, irrespective of the option selected.
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The number of iterations for a time step is limited to MAXITER. If the solution does not
converge in MAXITER iterations, the process is treated as a divergent process, Le., either
a bisection or stiffness matrix update takes place based on the value of MAXBIS. The sign
of MAXITER provides a control over the ultimate recourse (reiteration) in case of failure in
convergence or bisection. If the MAXITER is negative, the analysis is terminated when the
divergence condition is encountered twice during the same time step or the solution diverges
for five consecutive time steps. If MAXITER is positive, the program computes the best
attainable solution and continues the analysis on second divergence.

The convergence test is controlled by convergence test flags (U for displacement error test,
P for load equilibrium error test, W for work error test) and the error tolerances (EPSU, EPSP
and EPSW) which define the convergence criteria. All requested criteria (combination of U,
P, and/or W) are satisfied upon convergence. It should be noted that at least two iterations
are necessary to check the displacement convergence criterion.

The MAXDIV field provides control over diverging solutions. Depending on the rate of
divergence, the number of diverging solutions (NDIV) is incremented by 1 or 2. The solution
is assumed to be divergent when NDIV reaches MAXDIV during the iteration. If the bisection
option is used with the ADAPT method, the time step is bisected upon divergence. Otherwise,
the solution for the time step is repeated with a new stiffness based on the converged state at
the beginning of the time step. If NDIV reaches MAXDIV twice within the same time step,
the analysis is terminated with a fatal message.

The BFGS quasi-Newton updates and the line search process work in the way as in static
analysis except for the default setting. The MAXQN field defines the maximum number of
quasi-Newton vectors to be saved on the database and the MAXLS defines the number of
line searches allowed per iteration. Non-zero values of MAXQN and MAXLS activate the
quasi-Newton update and the line search process, respectively.

The FSTRESS field defines a fraction of the effective stress (71) which is used to limit the
subincrement size in the material routine. The number of subincrements in the material rou
tines is determined such that the subincrement size is approximately FSTRESS * 71 (equivalent
stress). FSTRESS is also used to establish a tolerance for error correction in the elasto-plastic
material, i.e.,

Error in yield function < FSTRESS *71

If the limit is exceeded at the converging state, the program will exit with a fatal error message.
Otherwise, the stress state is adjusted to the current yield surface.

MAXBIS is the maximum number of bisections allowed for each time step (-9 :5 MAXBIS
:5 9). The bisection process is activated when divergence occurs and MAXBIS i- O. The
number of bisections for a time increment is limited to IMAXBISI. If MAXBIS is positive and
the solution does not convergE! after MAXBIS bisections, the best solution is computed and
the analysis is continued to the next time step. If MAXBIS is negative and the solution does
not converge in IMAXBISI bisection, the analysis is terminated.
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The parameter ADJUST allows the user to control the automatic time stepping in the
ADAPT option. A value of zero for ADJUST turns off the automatic adjustment completely.
If ADJUST is positive, the time increment is continually adjusted for the first few steps until
a good value of Ilt is obtained. After this initial adjustment, the time increment is adjusted
every ADJUST time steps only. A value of ADJUST an order greater than NDT will turn
off adjustements after the initial adjustement. Since the automatic time step adjustment is
based on the mode of response and not on the loading pattern, it may be necessary to limit the
adjustable step size when the period of the forcing function is much shorter than the period
of dominant response frequency of the structure. It is user's responsibility to ensure that
the loading history is properly traced with ADJUST option. The ADJUST option should be
suppressed for the duration of short pulse loading. If unsure, start with DT which is much
smaller than the pulse duration in order to properly represent the loading pattern.

MSTEP defines the desired number of time steps to obtain the dominant period response
accurately (10 ::; Integer::; 200): RB defines bounds for maintaining the same time step for
the stepping function in the automatic time step adjustment method (0.1 ::; Real ::; 1.0).
Parameters MSTEP and RB are used to adjust the time increment during the analysis in the
ADAPT option. The adjustment is based on the number of time steps desired to capture the
dominant frequency response accurately. The time increment is adjusted as follows:

where

T = MS~EP (~:) C~~n)
with

f =0.25 for T < 0.5*RB
f = 0.5 for 0.5 *RB ::; T < RB
f =1.0 for RB ::; T < 2
f = 2.0 for 2. ::; T < 3./RB
f =4.0 for T ~ 3./RB

The recommmended value of MSTEP for nearly linear problems is 20. A larger value (e.g., 40)
is required for highly nonlinear problems. In the default option, the program automatically
computes the value of MSTEP based on the changes in the stiffness.

The MAXR field defines the maximum ratio for the adjusted incremental time relative to
DT allowed for time step adjustment (1.0 ::; Real ::; 32.0). MAXR is used to define the upper
and lower bounds for adjusted time step size, i.e.,

(
DT DT)

MIN 2MAXBIS' MAXR ::; Ilt ::; MAXR *DT

The UTOL field defines the tolerance on displacement increment below which there is no
time step adjustment (0.001 < Real ::; 1.0). UTOL is used to filter undesirable time step
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adjustment, Le., no time step adjustment is performed if

jlUnl1 < UTOL
IIUlimax

The RTOLB field defines the maximum value of incremental rotation (in degrees) allowed
per iteration to activate bisection (Real> 2.0). The bisection is activated if the incremental
rotation for any degree-of-freedom (ii.8x , ii.8y or ii.8z ) exceeds the value specified for RTOLB.
This bisection strategy based on the incremental rotation is controlled by MAXBIS field.

9.1.3 Iteration Related Output Data

During the incremental and iterative computation, the process information consisting of iter
ation data is printed at the end of each iteration or time step. They are printed under the
following heading:

TIME: Cumulative time for the duration of the analysis

ITER: Iteration count for each time step

DISP: Relative error in terms of displacements defined as

for ADAPT method

for AUTO or TSTEP

LOAD: Relative error in terms ofload vectors defined as

E i = IIRill
p max(llFnll,llPnll)

i _ II R i II
E p

- max(llFll, liPID

for ADAPT method

for AUTO or TSTEP

where F and P are three-point average values for internal and external forces, respec
tively.

WORK: Relative error in terms of work defined as

i _ {u i - Ui-1}TRi

Ew - max({un}T{Fn},{un}T{Pn })
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LAMBDA(I): Rate of Convergence in iteration where

i E~
A = -·-1

E~-

LAMBDA(T): Ratio of the load error for two consecutive time steps computed only for
AUTO or TSTEP method

LAMBDA-BAR: Average of LAMBDA(T) over the last 3 steps, computed only for AUTO
or TSTEP method

DLMAG: Absolute norm ofthe load vector, II R II. The absolute convergence is defined using
DLMAG by II R 11< 10-12 •

FACTOR: Final value of the line search parameter

E-FIRST: Divergence rate, error before line search

E-FINAL: Error at the end of line search

NQNV: Number of quasi-Newton vectors appended

NLS: Number of line searches performed during the iteration

ITR DIV: Number of occurrences of divergence detected during the adaptive iteration by
the iteration module NLTRD2

MAT DIV: Number of occurrences of bisection conditions in the material routine (excessive
stress increment) or in the rotation angle (excessive rotation) during the iteration using
the ADAPT method

NO. BIS: Number of bisections executed for the current time interval

ADJUST: Ratio of time step adjustment relative to DT within a subcase
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9.2 RESTARTS

Since SOL 66 (or 106) and SOL 99 (or 129) share the same database storage for nonlinear
tables and matrices, the restart system for transient analysis can use either a previous static
or transient nonlinear analysis as its initial conditions.

9.2.1 Restarting from SOL 66 into SOL 99

The options for a restart from SOL 66 into SOL 99 are static to static and static to dynamic
analysis. For a restart from a previous static analysis, only the first subcase is affected. Simply
provide a database created in SOL 66 and specify the parameter

. PARAM, SLOOPID, N

where N is the printed value of LOOPID for the desired static solution. The initial transient
load should be identical to static loads at the restart state. Constraint sets, direct input
matrices, mass, and damping may be changed.

It is noted that SOL 99 destroyed (until Version 66) the database for any subsequent static
analysis once a SOL 66 database is used for restart. It is recommended for the user to restart
from a copy of the input SOL 66 database. This deficiency is corrected in Version 67.

9.2.2 Restarting within SOL 99

Restarting within SOL 99 allows static to static, static to dynamic, and dynamic to dynamic
analysis. Restarts from a previous nonlinear transient execution are available for a number
of cases. H the same model is to be reexecuted, only the residual superelement needs to be
reassembled (SEMA, SELA = 0). H the final results from the previous transient run are to be
used as the initial conditions at t=O, add N dummy SUBCASE commands to start the residual
Case Control execution and STIME = O.

The normal restart for a transient run is to be continued from the last step of a previous
subcase with different loads and/or TSTEPNL data. For the normal restart provide the
following parameters:

LOOPID = N : Start from the N-th subcase
STIME = t : Start from time t

Note that constraint sets should not be changed to avoid incompatible matrix sizes. The values
of LOOPID and STIME, which are printed with the iteration information for each subcase, can
be directly read from the printout of the previous run. H the adaptive time stepping algorithm
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is not activated, the value of t may also be calculated by the following equation:

N

t = LNDTi * DTii
i=l

where NDTi and DTi are the number of time steps and the time increment of the i-th subcase,
respectively.

If a SOL 99 run is terminated abnormally in the middle of a subcase, it mayor may not
be restartable depending upon the cause of the abnormal exit. If the job is stopped due to a
diverging solution, it can be restarted either from the end of a previous subcase or from the last
saved solution step. The restart procedure for the former is identical to that for the normal
restart as described in the preceding paragraph. The latter case also requires parameters
LOOPID and STIME, however, the input value for STIME differs depending on the value of
METHOD specified on the TSTEPNL entry. If METHOD = AUTO or TSTEP (the NLTRD
module), STIME is the time corresponding to the last output step which may be calcualted
based on the output skip factor (Le., the NO on the TSTEPNL entry). IfMETHOD = ADAPT
(NLTRD2 module), which is a new feature implemented in Version 66, the last converged
solution is treated as an output step and is always saved for the restart so that STIME can be
the time of the last converged step. The values of STIME and LOOPID can also be found in
the printout, if the ADAPT method is used. Once STIME and LOOPID are known, determine
the number of remaining time steps in the subcase and create a new TSTEPNL entry for the
remaining time. Insert a new subcase which references the new TSTEPNL entry prior to the
remaining subcases in the Case Control section.

A solution may be terminated in the middle of a subcase due to insufficient CPU time: (1)
the CPU time specified in the Executive Control section is insufficient so the run is forced to
exit by the program, or (2) the CPU time exceeds the limit specified in the computer system
which leads to a sudden job abortion by the system. In the first case, MSC/NASTRAN is
able to detect the specified CPU time in the Executive Control section and automatically
activate the wrapping-up procedure before time expiration. When completed, the solution can
be restarted from the termination point as in the solution diverging case. In the second case
the solution can only be restarted from the end of a subcase.

Restarts may also be performed solely for data recovery by providing the following param
eters:

SDATA = -1 : Recover data without running the solution module
LOOPID = N : from the 1st through the N-th subcases.

Note that solution sets DISP, VELO, ACCE, OLOAD, SPCF (printout and plotting) and
NLLOAD (plotting only) are recoverable while STRESS, SDISP, SVELO and SACCE sets are
not.
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9.2.3 Example

A simply supported elastic beam is subjected to a single cycle of a sinusoidal forcing function
at the quarter span as illustrated in Fig. 9.2.1. The beam is modeled using 20 linear BEAM
elements. A stopper (snubber) is present underneath the center of the beam with a clearance
of 0.02 inches. This gap is simulated by a displacement dependent force which is active only
when the beam is in contact with the snubber. The problem is linear except for the effect of
the stopper. The input data for this problem is given in Table 9.2.1.

One subcase with 100 time steps and an initial time step size of 0.1 msec was analyzed in
the cold start run. Since the adaptive time stepping algorithm was activated, the job ran to
completion at 9.7 msec instead ofthe specified time span, 100 X 0.1 =10 msec. A new subcase
with 600 time steps was added in the first restart run to extend the time span for another 30
msec. The adaptive time stepping method was turned off and the execution time was specified
to be 0.8 min. As expected, the run was aborted at 36 msec due to insufficient time. In the
second restart run, the execution time was changed to 5.0 min. and another subcase with 164
time steps and a time increment of 0.1 msec was added to extend the analysis time span up to
40 msec. The third restart was simply to recover the DISP, VELO, ACCE, OLOAD, NLLOAD
and SPC output. The response at the loading point of the beam is shown in Fig. 9.2.2.
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Figure 9.2.1. Simply Supported Beam With a Restrained Motion
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Table 9.2.1. Input Data Listing for Simply Supported Beam

$RESTART $ ***added for the restart runs
10 TNOLIN, V66 $ SSH 7/10/91
TIME 5 $
SOL 99 $ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT AHALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
CEND
TITLE = DYHAHICS HANDBOOK DEMOHSTRATION PROBLEM
SUBTITLE = DIRECT TRANSIENT RESPOHSE, HOIlLIIlEAR FORCE
LABEL = IlOLIN IN SOL 99
SEALL = ALL
ECHO = UNSORT

SET 1 = 10005
SET 2 = 10010
SET 3 = 10000

SPC = 1002
$-----------------------
$PARAM,LOOPID,1 *** used for the 1st restart
$PARAM,STlKE,0.0093
$-----------------------
$PARAH,LOOPID,2 *** used for the 2nd restart
$PARAH,STlKE,0.0236
$-----------------------
$ DISPL=2
$ VELO=2 *** used for the 3rd restart
$ ACCEL=2
$ OLOAn=1
$ IlLLOAD=2
$ SPCF=3
$PARAM,LOOPID,3
$PARAM,SDATA.-1
$-----------------------
SUBCASE 1

DLOAD = 30
TSTEPNL = 10
NONLINEAR = 13 $ SELECT NOHLINEAR FORCE

SUBCASE 2
DLOAD = 30
TSTEPNL = 20
IlONLINEAR = 13 $ SELECT NONLINEAR FORCE

SUBCASE 3
DLOAD = 30
TSTEPNL = 30
IlOIlLINEAR = 13 $ SELECT NONLINEAR FORCE

BEGIIl BULK
$ MODELIRG IIlFORHATIOIl FOR BEAM ONLY
CBAR 101 100 10000 10001 O. O. 1.
CBAR 102 100 10001 10002 O. O. 1.
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CBAR 103 100 10002 10003 O. O. 1.

CBAR 104 100 10003 10004 O. O. 1.

CBAR 105 100 10004 10005 O. O. 1.
CBAR 106 100 10005 10006 o. O. 1.
CBAR 107 100 10006 10007 O. o. 1.
CBAR 108 100 10007 10008 O. O. 1.
CBAR 109 100 10008 10009 O. O. 1.
CBAR 110 100 10009 10010 O. o. 1.
CBAR 111 100 10010 10011 O. O. 1.
CBAR 112 100 10011 10012 o. O. 1.
CBAR 113 100 10012 10013 o. o. 1.
CBAR 114 100 10013 10014 o. o. 1.
CBAR 115 100 10014 10015 O. O. 1.
CBAR 116 100 10015 10016 O. o. 1.
CBAR 117 100 10016 10017 O. O. 1.
CBAR 118 100 10017 10018 O. O. 1.
CBAR 119 100 10018 10019 O. o. 1.
CBAR 120 100 10019 10020 O. o. 1.
COIM2 12 10010 .1
GRID 10 SO. -1.
GRID 10000 O. o. o. 1246
GRID 10001 5. O. o. 1246
GRID 10002 10. O. O. 1246
GRID 10003 15. O. O. 1246
GRID 10004 20. O. O. 1246
GRID 10005 25. O. O. 1246
GRID 10006 30. O. O. 1246
GRID 10007 35. O. O. 1246
GRID 10008 40. O. O. 1246
GRID 10009 45. o. O. 1246
GRID 10010 50. O. O. 1246
GRID 10011 55. O. O. 1246
GRID 10012 60. O. O. 1246
GRID 10013 65. O. O. 1246
GRID 10014 70. o. O. 1246
GRID 10015 75. O. o. 1246
GRID 10016 80. O. O. 1246
GRID 10017 85. O. O. 1246
GRID 10018 90. O. O. 1246
GRID 10019 95. O. O. 1246
GRID 10020 100. O. O. 1246
MATl 1000 3.+7 .3 .3
PARAM c,;RDPIT 10010
PARAM WTMASS .002588
PBAR 100 1000 .31416 .15708 +PBl
+PBl 1. O.
SPC 1002 10 123456
SPC 1002 10020 3 10000 3
$
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+TAB

+TS21
+TS22

+T531
+TS32

-90 .

O. ENDT

3 13

1 3.+8

. 011451 87.33

O.

ADAPT

ADAPT
ADAPT

O.

1

.00010 1

3 47.2
.0001 1
.00005 1

-2.0-2 O.

o

o
164

$ MODELING INFORMATION FOR CENTER SPRING
CROD 10 10 10 10010
MAT1 10 10. O.
PROD 10 10 1.
KATS1 10 PLASTIC o.
$ LOADING AND SOLUTION INFORMATION
TLOAD2 30 33
DAREA 33 10005
TSTEPNL 10 100
TSTEPNL 20 600
+TS21
+TS22
TSTEPNL 30
+TS31
+TS32
$
$ MODELING INFORMATION FOR NONLINEAR SPRING
KOLIN1 13 10010 3 1. 10010
TABLED1 13
+TAB -2.5-2 4.95
$
ENDDATA
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9.3 DYNAMIC EFFECTS: MASS AND DAMPING

9.3.1 Mass Modeling

Mass properties of the finite element model may be specified in several different ways, in
cluding mass elements (CONM1, CONM2, CMASSi), parameters (WTMASS, COUPMASS,
GRDPNT) and fields in material or property Bulk Data entries. They are described below:

• The density (mass per unit volume) is specified in the RHO field of a MATi Bulk Data
entry and is used to automatically compute the mass for all structural elements which
reference the MATi entry.

• Nonstructural mass distributed over elements (mass per unit length for line elements or
mass per unit area for surface elements) is specified in the NSM field of property Bulk
Data entries. Applications of this feature are floor loads, electrical cables or thermal
insulating materials.

• The mass elements have inertia properties directly specified by the user.

- The CONM1 Bulk Data entry provides a general description of a concentrated mass
at a grid point of the structural model by defining a 6x6 symmetric matrix of mass
coefficients at the grid point. Applications of CONM1 are rare.

- The CONM2 Bulk Data entry provides a more convenient definition of a concen
trated mass at a grid point. The inputs to CONM2 are the mass, the offset of the
center of mass from the grid point, and the moments and products of inertia about
the center of mass. As an option, the center of mass may be measured from the
origin of the basic coordinate system rather than as an offset from the grid point.

- The CMASSi Bulk Data entries provide mass coupling between any two degrees of
freedom. The form of the relationship is

{ ~: } = [-~ -:] { :: }

where it and h are the inertia forces acting at degrees of freedom 1 and 2, re
spectively, and M is the mass coefficient (specified on the CMASSi entry or on the
PMASS entry if i = 2 or 4). In most applications, the second degree of freedom is
not specified. If this is the case, the inertia force Ii = - M iiI is generated, or in
other words, M is added to the mass matrix in the diagonal position corresponding
to UI. An important application of the CMASSi entry occurs in the recommended
method for specifying enforced motion at grid points. Another application is for
modeling an inertia term in relative coordinates. If the UI and U2 terms are both
defined on the CMASSi entry, then inertia forces will result only when UI is not
equal to U2.
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• The three parameters which relate to the specification of mass properties are

- PARAM, WTMASS, VI specifies a factor by which to multiply the mass input data
to obtain dimensionally correct mass. For example, if the in-Ib-sec system is used
and the mass input is specified in weight pounds, then VI = 3~6 = 0.00259.

- PARAM, COUPMASS, 1 requests that the coupled mass option he used rather
than the lumped mass option (default) for all elements which support the coupled
mass option. In the lumped mass option, the distributed mass of an element is
simply divided up and the parts are located at the connected grid points. In the
coupled mass option, the distributed mass is replaced by a nondiagonal mass matrix
which couples the connected grid points. The coupled mass option is generally
more accurate, but uses more computer time. The lumped mass option is therefore
prefered for computational speed.

- PARAM, GRDPNT, VI causes the Grid Point Weight Generator to be executed.
The value of VI identifies a grid point at which the rigid body mass properties of
the structure will be computed. This capability can be used as a check on mass and
geometric input data.

9.3.2 Mass Matrix

For transient response analysis, the mass matrix is formulated as

(9.3.1)

where M is the mass matrix, M1 contains mass terms from the following sources

• A 6x6 matrix of mass coefficients at a grid point defined on a CONMI entry

• A concentrated mass element defined on a CONM2 entry -

• Structural mass for all elements, except plate elements without membrane stiffness, using
the mass density on the MATi entry

• Nonstructural mass for all elements specifying a value on the property entry

• Scalar masses defined on CMASSi entries

and M2 corresponds to the direct input matrices which are generated by transfer functions
specified by TF Bulk Data entries or supplied directly via DMIG or DMIAX Bulk Data entries.

Unlike the stiffness matrix, the mass matrix is generated only once and is not updated
during the analysis. This situation should not cause much concern. The mass matrix for the
deformed structure is the same for the undeformed structure in material nonlinear analysis.
During large displacement analysis, precautions can be taken so that the mass matrix for the
deformed structure is very similar to the one for the undeformed structure.
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The mass matrix is defined in the global coordinate system using the initial undeformed
geometry. During large displacement the structure deforms and rotates relative to the global
coordinate system. This causes the element mass distribution and rotational inertias to change.
The element mass distribution due to element deformation is usually minimal and will in most
cases cause little error. The changes in the rotational inertia due to element rotation and
elongation are more severe and may cause large errors. The following guidelines will help
avoid most problems when using the large displacement option.

1. Do not use the coupled mass option (PARAM,COUPMASS,l). The coupled mass option
generates rotational inertia terms for many of the elements. These terms are defined in
the global coordinate system. As the elements rotate, the rotational inertia terms defined
in the global coordinate system change. This change, however, is not reflected in the
mass matrix since it is formulated only once and is not updated. By using the lumped
mass option (default), only translational terms are generated. Translational terms are
unaffected by element distortions.

2. If concentrated masses are used, then specify the same mass on all three translational
degrees of freedom. This is required to keep the inertial forces consistent with the elastic
forces of the structure.
Consider the following example: a cantilevered beam with a mass at the free end defined

only in the y-direction. Initially the elastic bending and shear forces are in-line with the
inertial forces of the mass. As the beam is deformed by an end load the elastic forces
follow the deformation (stiffness matrix is updated). The mass is only defined in the
y-direction and will resist only the y component of the elastic force. The x component of
the elastic force will not be resisted. In the extreme case the elastic force is unresisted.

3. As with element rotational inertias, the same situation exists for concentrated rota
tional inertias. Rotational inertias about the three directions of the global coordinate
are usually different. As the actual structure rotates at the concentrated mass point,
the concentrated mass will also rotate with respect to the global coordinate system. As
it rotates, the inertias about the directions of the global system change. This change
in rotational inertia is not taken into account by the mass matrix. For this reason,
concentrated rotational inertia terms should not be used.

4. If rotational inertia terms are necessary then a rigid structure with concentrated trans
lational masses should be used. This rigid structure should emulate the mass properties
of the concentrated mass. For example, a user wishes to simulate a rigid mass with the
following properties:

• Total mass = 10 kg

• lex = 10 kg . cm2

• I yy = 20 kg . cm2

• I zz = 30 kg . cm2
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where the principal axes of the mass align with the global coordinate system. The
rotational inertia will be modeled by lumped masses (two mass points of equal magnitude
in each direction: m x , my and m z ) at the ends of rigid bars (stiff CBEAMs). The bars
will extend an equal distance in the positive and negative directions from the grid along
the global coordinate system axes. The bar lengths and concentrated masses must satisfy
the following requirements:

• 2mx + 2my + 2mz = total mass (10 kg)

• 2myl; + 2mz l; = Ixx (10 kg . cm2
)

• 2mx l; +2mz l; = Iyy (20 kg . cm2
)

• 2mxl; +2myl; = Izz (30 kg . cm2
)

where lx, ly and lz are lengths of the rigid bars in the x, y and z-axes, respectively. There
are more unknowns than equations. In this example mx = 1 kg, my = 1 kg, and m z =
3 kg were selected. Solving for lx, ly, and lz results in Ix = ViO cm, ly = J5 cm, and
lz = 0 Cill. This rigid structure will simulate the translational and rotational properties
of the concentrated mass as the structure rotates because the motion of the rigid bars is
taken into account during the stiffness matrix updating procedure.

9.3.3 Damping Modeling

Damping represents the energy dissipation observed in the structure and results from many
sources including

• Viscous effects (dashpot, shock absorber)

• Internal friction (characteristic of material type, Le., hysterisis)

• External friction (slippage in structural joints)

• Structural nonlinearities (plasticity)

In MSC/NASTRAN, damping is divided into two types: viscous and structural. The two
types of damping perform different functions. Viscous damping is used to simulate actual
structural damping elements whereas structural damping is used to simulate the inherent
damping properties of materials. The two damping types can be combined to model the
damping characteristics of a structure.

Viscous damping is input using discrete damping elements (CVISC and CDAMPi). Be
cause stable damping situations are difficult to model using discrete elements, the CVISC
and CDAMPi elements are not used to add stability to a structure during transient response
analysis. They are used mainly to model actual damping components in a structure, such as
hydraulic dampers and viscous interface material. When using the discrete elements in this
situation, the major relative motion is assumed to be between the coupled degrees of freedom
or along the initial axis connecting the grid points.
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Structural damping is a global damping proportional to the stiffness. The matrix is formed
from the input in the GE field of MATi or via PARAM G, PARAM W3, and PARAM W4.
Structural damping is included in a model in an attempt to simulate the intrinsic material
damping. The user should choose a realistic value (0.5% to 4%), dependent upon the material
in the model. A light-weight metal structure may only have a 0.5% damping value, whereas a
composite material may have a 4% damping value. A change in the damping value may have
a significant effect on the calculation of the response. A minimum value of 0.03 x W4 x~t is
recommended for stability, regardless of the material.

The viscous damping force is proportional to velocity, Le.,

mu +cit +ku =p(t)

and the structural force is proportional to displacement, Le.,

mu+(1+ig)ku=0

Viscous and structural damping are related by

c = gwnm = Lk
Wn

or cw W
g= -=2~-

k Wn

with
c

~=
2mwn

which results in an equivalence at resonance with

9 = 2~.

Fig. 9.3.1 compares the viscous and structural damping forces as a function of frequency.
Damping due to internal material friction and damping due to bolted or riveted joints behave
more like structural damping than viscous damping.
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Figure 9.3.1 Comparison of Viscous and Structural Damping

Except for the overall structural damping parameter (G), all of the linear damping options
may be used in nonlinear transient analysis. The damping input options in the finite element
model are described below:

• The CVISC Bulk Data entry defines a viscous damping element that may be connected
between any two grid points. It acts like a rod element with viscous extensional and
torsional properties rather than elastic properties.

• The CDAMPi Bulk Data entries define a scalar damping element using a 2x2 viscous
damping matrix between any two degrees of freedom. The form of the relationship is

where It and h are the damping forces acting at degrees of freedom 1 and 2, respectively,
and B is the damping coefficient (specified on the CDAMPi entry or on the PDAMP
entry ifi = 2 or 4). Two degrees of freedom can be in any direction and may not act like
a rod element. If the second degree of freedom is not specified, then It = Bu.l, Le., B is
added to the damping matrix in the diagonal position corresponding to Ul.

• Structural damping is specified in the GE field of a MATi Bulk Data entry. The effect
of GE is to multiply the stiffness matrix for an element which references the MATi entry
by the scalar factor (1 + ig) where 9 is the value of the GE field and i is the operator for
imaginary number.
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• PARAM, G specifies an overa.ll structural damping factor (default = 0.0) for the linear
part of the stiffness matrix, in nonlinear transient analysis.

• PARAM, W3 selects the frequency (default = 0.0) to convert the overall structural
. damping on the linear elements to viscous damping.

• PARAM, W4 selects the frequency (default = 0.0) to convert the element structural
damping (including nonlinear elements) to viscous damping.

• PARAM, NDAMP provides numerical damping in the ADAPT method of SOL 99 for
numerical stability (implemented in Version 67). The numerical damping increases as
the value of NDAMP increases, with zero being no numerical damping (default is 0.025).

9.3.4 Damping Matrix

For transient response analysis, the damping matrix is formulated as

(9.3.2)

where

Bl : contains terms from viscous damping elements (CVISC, CDAMP)

B2 : direct input matrices generated by transfer functions (TF entries) or supplied by direct
matrix input (DMIG, DMIAX)

G : Overall structural damping coefficient, specified by PARAM G

Wa : frequency of interest, specified by PARAM W3

Kl : global linear stiffness matrix

Ge : structural damping constant, specified on MATi

W4 : frequency of interest, specified by PARAM W4

Ke : initial element stiffness matrix, generated for t=O

Like the mass matrix, the viscous damping matrix is generated only once and is not up
dated. For material nonlinear analysis, for instance, the viscous damping matrix for the de
formed structure remains constant as for the undeformed structure based on the elastic mate
rial. For the geometric nonlinear analysis, the viscous damping matrix will be inaccurate for
the deformed structure with large rotation because the direction has been changed and the
damping matrix is not rotated. In both cases caution must be exercised when using discrete
damping elements in transient analysis.
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9.4 TRANSIENT LOADS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

The methods employed to define loads in nonlinear transient analysis are similar to those used
in the linear solutions. A single degree of freedom or a set of GRID points may be loaded
with force pattern that varies with time. Functions may be tabular such as an earthquake or a
booster liftoff, or they may be simple analytic functions such as a sine wave. Simple static load
sets generated in both upstream superelements and the default residual may be used to create
the dynamic loads. They may be scaled and combined with other loads to simulate complex
loading problems.

For special problems involving simple scalar nonlinearities, the traditional nonlinear loads
(NOLINi option) may be used in both types of transient solutions. These are useful for
simulating nonlinear damping mechanisms and rotational coupling not provided by the GAP
elements.

9.4.1 Transient Loads

Transient loads define the loadings as functions of time and the location. They can be a load
applied at a particular degree of freedom, pressure over the surface area, or the body force
simulating an acceleration. The time history is provided by TLOADi Bulk Data and the static
loads are converted to dynamic loads using LSEQ option. The transient dynamic loads are
selected in the Case Control section, controlled by the following commands:

DLOAD: Required to select TLOADi or DLOAD Bulk Data loads. Each stage of the transient
solution may be defined with a separate SUBCASE, each with its own DLOAD request.
The DLOAD data is restricted to act only in the time defined in its subcase.

LOADSET: Required for LSEQ processing. Must be placed above the solution subcases
and/or in the Superelement Subcases.

NOLINEAR: Used to select a family of NOLINi functions. May not be changed between
solution subcases.

NLLOAD: Required for NOLINi output request.

Input Bulk Data associated with the transient loads in SOL 99 (or 129) are briefly described
below:

TLOAD1, TLOAD2: Required data defining the coupling between Load factors (DAREA
Sets) and functions of time (TABLED, DELAY, or coefficients). Specifies the time func
tions, Fi(t), for dynamic load i. TLOAD1 defines the load history in TABLED for
mat while TLOAD2 defines the load history by an analytic expression. Note that each
TLOADi input must have a unique identification number.

DAREA: Optional Bulk Data defining simple load scale factors, Aij, for each degree of free
dom, Uj requested in set i. The DAREA factors may also be defined with static load
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data with the LSEQ Bulk Data. The name was chosen by a dynamicist who viewed the
problem in terms of time-dependent pressures and location-dependent "areas".

LSEQ: Generates transient load history for static loads and controls the assembly of static
load vectors to be used in dynamic analysis. Each set is equivalent to a Subcase in Case
Control. It will cause a static load vector Ai to be generated and will label it with the
DAREA identification. This is useful for modeling problems with distributed transient
loading such as GRAV loads or pressurized areas.

DLOAD: Combines different TLOADi functions into a single set and scales each by a factor,
Cki. Performs the same function as the static LOAD Bulk Data input. Unlike statics,
this is the only method to combine loads in dynamic analysis.

TABLEDi, i=l,2,3,4 : Used with TLOADl input to specify general time varying tabular
functions. Since extrapolation is used beyond the range of data the user is cautioned to
be careful with the end points.

DELAY: Specifies the delay time for applying the forcing function defined in TLOADi to
each GRID point. The Bulk Data DELAY is associated with the degree of freedom and
not the forcing function in each TLOADi. This option is useful for defining loads that
travel across a structure such as an oblique wave along a dam or a bump in the road
exciting the wheels of a traveling vehicle. This saves the analyst the effort of defining
multiple TLOADi inputs for simple time lags.

NOLINi, i=l,2,3,4 : Define specific nonlinear scalar loads as functions of velocity and/or
displacement. Basic analog nonlinear transfer functions are defined. However, these
functions do not generate tangent matrix terms and the Newton iteration method may
experience difficulties in convergence. Line search and BFGS solution methods are rec
ommended for these models.

NOLINl : Nonlinear transient load as a. tabular function

NOLIN2 : Nonlinear transient load as products of two variables

NOLIN3 : Nonlinear transient load as a positive variable raised to a power

NOLIN4 : Nonlinear transient load as a negative variable raised to a power

A diagram of input data linkages is shown in Fig. 9.4.1. The general form of the transient
load, Pkj, for each degree of freedom, 'Uj, is:

where the factors are defined by various Bulk Data inputs as shown in Fig. 9.4.2.
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Figure 9.4.1 Dynamic Loads for Transient Analysis
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Figure 9.4.2 Example of Combining Loads
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Excitation of the base of a structure with a time-dependent motion (displacement, velocity,
or acceleration) is provided by the software indirectly via the "large mass method". In
effect the user places a large mass element on the degrees of freedom representing the base and
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I DISP I I VEL I I ACC I

I2nd derivative I lIst derivative I

I EQUIVALENT ACCELERATION I

I LARGE MASS I-

I EQUIVALENT LOAD I

Figure 9.4.3 Options in TLOADi (Types 1, 2 and 3)

9.4.3 Initial Conditions

Initial velocities or displacements can be imposed by using the Bulk Data TIC which are se
lected by a Case' Control command IC. Alternatively, three methods are available for providing
a set of initial displacements and/or velocities for Nonlinear Transient Analysis:

1. TIC Bulk Data are used to specify point-by-point initial displacements and velocities.
As in linear analysis, the system also calculates internal equivalent loads to provide
equilibrium loads at the start. If Uo and Vo are the initial displacement and velocity
vectors, respectively, the equivalent loads are:

{Po} = [K]{uo} + [C]{vo}

where [K] and. [C] are the linear stiffness and damping matrices. Note that if the initial
state is nonlinear, the initial loads on the structure will not be in equilibrium. This will
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require iterations and may cause difficulty for the convergence. To be safe, use the TIC
data only for initial velocities and on linear sections of the structure.

2. Restarts from static analysis (SOL 66 or SOL 99 with TSTATIC) are highly recom
mended for initially displaced and loaded structures. The initial static equilibrium will
be preserved if the initially supplied transient loads are identical to the static loads. The
static solution (in SOL 66 or 106) may use enforced displacements (SPCD) and different
boundaries to obtain the desired initial shape.

3. An Initial "dummy" Subcase may be used to generate complicated initial conditions
without a restart. An extra subcase is added in front of the normal transient subcases
with loading functions designed to produce the desired initial condition by matching the
momentum. For instance, an initial velocity may be generated by a large impulsive load
applied for 5-10 small time steps. An initial deformation may be produced by a subcase
with large time steps (larger than the lowest mode's period) which eliminate the transient
behavior and produces a static solution if it converges. This method requires that the
other loads be shifted in time and will also cause a shift in the output response.

The user is also cautioned against supplying large initial loads in the structure that may
produce initial nonlinearities. The job may not be able to complete the first time step. Solu
tions should be obtained as follows:

• Restart from a Nonlinear static solution using the initial load.

• Start with a smaller load and increase it over a small time interval.

• Reduce the size of the time steps by a few orders of magnitude for the first subcase.
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9.5 Diagnostic Outputs

Diagnostic output is available in SOL 99 (or 129) if DIAG 50 or 51 is specified in the Executive
Control section. When DIAG 50 is requested, only the data marked with a plus (+) are printed.
When DIAG 51 is selected, all the data are printed at each iteration, allowing the user to follow
the nonlinear iteration calculations step by step. Because of the volume of output produced,
the use of DIAG 51 is recommended only for small test problems. DIAG 51 is intended for
debugging purposes, and users in general are cautioned against its use.

9.5.1 NLTRD Module for AUTO or TSTEP Method

For each entry into NLTRD:

+ Subcase status data
+ TSTEPNL data

Core statistics (ICORE, etc.)
Problem statistics (g-size, etc.)
File control block
Input file status

For each iteration:

Initial energy for line search
Nonlinear internal force: Fg

Sum of nonlinear forces including follower forces: Fd
NOLINi vector: Nd
Displacement vector: Ud

Total internal force: Fd
Loading error vector: Rd

+ Iteration summary (Convergence factors, line search data, etc.)

For each quasi-Newton vector set:

Condition number: ,x2
Quasi-Newton vector: 6
Quasi-Newton vector: 'Y
Energy error: z = 6,}

J "/J

For each line search:

Previous line search factor: o.k

Previous error: Ek
New line search factor: o.k+!
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9.5.2 NLTRD2 Module for ADAPT Method

For each entry into NLTRD2:

+ Subcase status data
+ TSTEPNL data

Core statistics (ICORE, etc.)
Problem statistics (g-size, .etc.)
File control block
Input file status

For each time step:

NOLINi vector: Nd
External load vector: Pd
Load vector including follower forces and NOUNs: Pd
Constant portion of residual vector: R~
Total internal force: Fd

.Initial loading error vector: Rd

For each iteration:

Initial energy for line search
Nonlinear internal force: Fg

Displacement vector: 'Ud

Nonlinear internal force: Fd
Total internal force: Fd
NOLINi vector: N d

Load vector including follower forces and NOLINs: Pd
Loading error vector: Rd

+ Iteration summary (Convergence factors, line search data, etc.)

For each quasi-Newton vector set:

Condition number: .\2
Quasi-Newton vector: 0
Quasi-Newton vector: I
Energy error: z = ~i .

"j 'Y)

For each line search:

Previous line search factor: ak

Previous error: Ek
New line search factor: ak+I
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For each converged time step:

Velocity vector: Vd

For each time step adjustment:

Magni.tude of the old velocity vector: Un
Magnitude of the new velocity vector: Un+l
Generalized stiffness: DENOMI = .6.u~ K .6..un

Generalized mass: DENOM2 = .6..u~ M .6..un

Work = .6..u~ .6..Fn

Square of dominant frequency: w~

Stiffness ratio
Number of steps for the period of dominant frequency: MSTEP
Controlling ratio for time step adjustment: r
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by Fujikake [10.2]. The distinction is that this software uses two converged solutions



This procedure was first implemented with DMAP ALTER in Version 64 of the software
by a simple DMAP (Direct Matrix Abstraction Program) language. This capability has been
available with a control parameter BUCKLE in SOL 66 since Version 65.



10.1.3 Analysis Procedure

Nonlinear buckling analysis capability is provided in SOL 66 (or 106) and activated by a
user-specified parameter BUCKLE with a value of +1. The operational steps are

1. Run SOL 66 for static analysis and create a database for restarts. It is recommended to
continue the nonlinear static analysis with small steps until a negative determinant of
the stiffness matrix is encountered.

2. Make a restart run as follows:

(a) Select PARAM entries SUBID, LOADINC and LOOPID for restart.

(b) Provide two small loading steps (below buckling). This may be provided by adding
a new subcase, skipping the rest of the increments of the subcase in which the
stiffness matrix becomes singular.

(c) Use "KSTEP=1" in the NLPARM entry for two load steps to be solved so that the
stiffness matrix is updated for each solution.

(d) Include EIGB Bulk Data entry with a METHOD command in the Case Control
section for the eigenvalue analysis. SINV method is recommended for the eigenvalue
extraction.

(e) Provide mode shape PLOT data if desired.

(f) Include PARAM, BUCKLE, 1.

10.1.4 Verification Problem: Euler Column Buckling

This method should be applicable to linear problems because linear buckling is a special case of
nonlinear buckling. For verification, an Euler buckling problem of a pin-ended column is illus
trated. The column with dimensions shown in Fig. 10.1.1 is modeled with 6 CBEAM elements
and subjected to a compressive axial load. The input data listing is shown in Table 10.1.1.

The buckling analysis was performed by two independent methods as follows:

1. Using SOL 65 (linear buckling analysis), restarted from SOL 61 (linear static analysis)
database.

2. Using SOL 66 with PARAM, BUCKLE, restarted from SOL 66 database.

Both procedures produced identical solutions with the critical buckling load (Per) of 120.38
Ibs.
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where n = 1
E = 10.8 x 1()6 psi
I = 4.069 X 10-5 in4

L = 6in
PCI' = 120.48 Ibs

Figure 10.1.1 Euler Buckling for Verification
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Table 10.1.1 Verification Problem Input Data

ID BBUCKL,V6S $ CJS, 7-MAY-8S, SHL 5/2/84
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES
CEND
TITLE =EULER BUCKLING OF BEAM-COLUMN
SUBTITLE = AXIAL FORCE, PIN-ENDED BOUNDARY
ECHO =UNSORT
SEALL = ALL

DISP ::: ALL
OLOAD =ALL
SPCF =ALL
STRESS = ALL
METHOD =30

$----------------------*
$PARAH BUCKLE 1 *
$PARAM SUBID 2 * CHANGES REQUIRED
$PARAM LOADINC 1 * FOR BUCKLING
$PARAM LOOPID 1 *
$----------------------*
SUBCASE 1

LOAD = 10
llLPARK = 10

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 20
llLPARM =20

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE = 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 =ALL EXCEPT PLOTEL
MAXI DEFO .05
AXES Z, X, Y
VIEW O. ,0. ,0.
PTITLE =SIDE VIEW
FIND SCALE ORIGIll 1 SET 1

PLOT SET 1 ORIGIR 1 LABEL BOTH
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO .05 SET 1 ORIGIN 1
PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIll 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
$ SOLUTIOR CONTROL
llLPARK 10 1 AUTO UPW
llLPARM 20 4 AUTO 1 PW
$ EIGENVALUE AllALYSIS
EIGB 30 IIV O. 3. 20 2 2
+EIGB MAX
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$ MATERIAL AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
MAT1 1 10.8+6 .3 +MAT1
+MAT1 7.8+4 7.8+4 4.5+4
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 1. 225+6 1 2 7.8+4
PBEAM 3 1 3.125-2 4.069-5 1.628-4 +PBl
+PB1 -.0625 -.125 -.0625 .125 .0625 .125 .0625 -.125
$ LOADING
FOB.CE 10 16 100. -1. o. o.
FOB.CE 20 16 140. -1. o. O.
$ GEOHETB.Y
GRID 1000 O. 1. O. 123456
GRDSET 345
GRID 10 O. O. O. 12345
GRID 11 1. O. o.
GRID 12 2. O. o.
GRID 13 3. O. o.
GRID 14 4. O. o.
GB.ID 15 5. O. O.
GRID 16 6. O. O. 2345
$ COllJECTIVITY
CBEAH 1 3 10 11 1000
CBEAH 2 3 11 12 1000
CBEAH 3 3 12 13 1000
CBEAM 4 3 13 14 1000
CBEAH 5 3 14 15 1000
CBEAH 6 3 15 16 1000
$
EIDDATA
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10.1.5 Example of Nonlinear Buckling

An elastic-plastic buckling analysis of a thin spherical shell is presented [10.1]. With a model
consisting of 16 shell elements (10 QUAD4s and one TRIA3), the nonlinear static analysis
determined that buckling would occur between 3500 psi and 3600 psi, where a negative deter
minant of [K] was first detected. The results are summarized in Fig. 10.1.2 and Table 10.1.2.

5000 r-------------------------,

e•S
a' 3000•~••
~2000

1000

E9 buckling point by MSC/NASTRAN
+ Finite Element by M8C/NASTAAN
• Finite Difference by Kao 2

~ buckling Point by Fulikake1

~ Experimental Buckling Polnt2

o .002 .0tM .008 .008 .010 .012 .014 .018

Central Deflection. W (In.)

Figure 10.1.2 Elastic-Plastic Buckling of a Clamped Spherical Cap
with Flat Spot (Load vs. Central Deflection)
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Table 10.1.2 Output Summary



As shown in Table 10.1.3, a restart run was made with PARAM, BUCKLE starting from
the solution at P=3300 psi. Solutions at P=3400 psi and 3500 psi were repeated and a buckling
analysis was performed using the differential stiffness between those two loading steps. The
results of this eigenvalue analysis are

.x = 0.775 and Q = 0.466

from which the critical buckling load is calculated by

Per = Pn + Q AP = 3500 + 0.466 X 100 = 3546.6 psi

and the maximum deflection at the crown by

Ucr = Un + .x AU = 0.01224 in.

The loading history to buckling point was obtained as shown in Fig. 10.1.2. Notice that Fujikake
[10.2] overestimated the maximum deflection at buckling. Fig. 10.1.3 shows the deformed shape
on buckling.

Undeformed shape

Figure 10.1.3 Deformed Shape on Buckling
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This structure was analyzed again with a solid-element model. The buckling point is
somewhat underestimated with solid model, resulting in

PeT = 3520.8 psi and UCT = 0.0122 in.

at the crown. Fig. 10.1.4 shows the deformed shape on buckling. It seems that the de
formed shape at buckling is as significant and useful as the buckling mode shape in the large
displacement problem. Note that the mode shapes for bifurcation buckling may be quite
different.

-"'--...._oJ""':' 1

L-..........._.~_ B
-.,n UCkling

Figure 10.1.4 Deformed Shape Upon Buckling with a Solid Model

A few more analyses were attempted to predict buckling point from the solutions at the
earlier stage ofloading. When the solution points are farther removed from the actual buckling
point, the prediction becomes less reliable. Thus the user is cautioned to be suspicious when
the a is greater than unity, in which the predicted buckling point is not close to the instability
point detected by the static solution. In such cases, the solution may be easily validated by
repeating the process with new trial loads closer to the estimated buckling load.
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$ ADDED FOR BUCKLIIG AIALYSIS

$ SHL 5/7/85 16609
$ IO~IIEAR STATIC AIALYSIS
$ PRUT MATRIX TRAILERS UD ITERATIOIS
$ CPU MUUTES

Table 10.1.3 Example Problem Input Data

ID SBUCKL.V65
SOL 66
DUG 8.50
TIME 15
CEID
TITLE =ELASTIC-PLASTIC BUCKLIIG OF IMPERFECT SPHERICAL SHELL A1185G
SUBTITLE = HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE APPLIED. PERIPHERY CLAMPED
ECHO = UllSORT
SEALL =ALL

DISP = ALL
OLOAD =ALL
SPCF =ALL
STRESS = ALL
SPC = 10
METHOD =30

$------------------------*
$PAUM BUCKLE 1 *
$PARAM SUBID 4 * CHARGES REQUIRED
$PARAM LOADIIC 1 * FOR BUCKLIIG
$PARAM LoOPID 10 *
$------------------------*
SUBCASE 1

LOAD = 10
ILPARK = 10

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 20
ILPARM =20

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 30
RLPARK = 30

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 40
ILPARK =40

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE = 1;3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 =ALL EXCEPT PLOTEL
SET 2 = 1000
SET 3 = ALL
VIEW 30 •• 20 ••0.
MAXI DEFo .05
FIID SCALE ORIGIR 1 SET 3
PTITLE =ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1 ORIGII 1 SET 2 SYMBOL 3
VIEW 90. ,0. ,0.
FIID SCALE DRIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE =SIDE VIEW
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PLOT SET 1 ORIGII 1 SET 2 SYMBOL 3
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO .05 SET 1 ORIGII 1 SET 2 SYMBOL 3

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGII 1 SET 2 SYMBOL 3
BEGII BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PARAM SMALLDB 1
PARAM LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTIO. COXTROL
ILPARM 10 2 AUTO PW
ILPARM 20 5 AUTO PW XO
ILPARM 30 8 AUTO YES
ILPARM 40 2 AUTO 1 YES
$$ EIGEXVALUE AlALYSIS
EIGB 30 SIIV O. 2. 20 2 2
+EIGB MAl
$$ PROPERTIES
MATl 1 10.8+6 .3
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 1.225+6 1 2 7.8+4
PSRELL 2 1 .0251 1
$$ BOUmARY Am LOADIIG
SPCl 10 123456 131 132
PLOAD2 10 -2000. 10 THRU 25
PLOAD2 20 -3000. 10 THRU 25
PLOAD2 30 -3800. 10 TRRU 25
PLOAD2 40 -3500. 10 THRU 25
$$ GEOMETRY AID COXIECTIVITY
COR02S 100 O. O. O. o. O. 1.
+C2S1 1. O. 1.
COR02S 200 O. O. -.32908 O. O. 1.
+C2S2 1. O. 1.
GROSET 100 345
GRID 1000 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 100 200 1 . 1506 O. O. 0 12456
GRID 101 200 1.1506 .715 -5.
GRID 102 200 1.1506 .715 5.
GRID 103 200 1.1506 1.43 -5.
GRID 104 200 1.1506 1.43 5.
GRID 105 200 1.1506 2.145 -5.
GRID 106 200 1.1506 2.145 5.
GRID 107 200 1.1506 2.86 -5.
GRID 108 200 1.1506 2.86 5.
GRID 109 200 1.1506 3.575 -5.
GRID 110 200 1.1606 3.675 6.
GRID 111 200 1.1506. 4.29 -5.
GRID 112 200 1.1506 4.29 5.
GRID 113 200 1.1506 5.005 -5.
GRID 114 200 1.1506 5.005 5.
GRID 115 200 1.1506 5.72 -5.
GRID 116 200 1.1506 5.72 5.
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GRID 117 200 1.1506 6.435 -5.
GRID 118 200 1.1506 6.435 5.
GRID 119 100 .8251 10. -5.
GRID 120 100 .8251 10. 5.
GRID 121 100 .8251 11.48 -5.
GRID 122 100 .8261 11.48 s.
GRID 123 100 .8251 12.96 -5.
GRID 124 100 .8251 12.96 5.
GRID 126 100 .8251 14.44 -5.
GRID 126 100 .8251 14.44 5.
GRID 127 100 .8251 15.92 -5.
GRID 128 100 .8251 15.92 6.
GRID 129 100 .8251 17.40 -5.
GRID 130 100 .8251 17.40 6.
GRID 131 100 .8251 18.8806 -5.
GRID 132 100 .8251 18.8806 S.
PLOTEL 1000 1000 100
CTaIA3 10 2 100 101 102
CQUAD4 11 2 101 103 104 102
CQUAD4 12 2 103 105 106 104
CQUAD4 13 2 105 107 108 106
CQUAD4 14 2 107 109 110 108
CQUAD4 15 2 109 111 112 110
CQUAD4 16 2 111 113 114 112
CQUAD4 17 2 113 115 116 114
CQUAD4 18 2 115 117 118 116
CQUAD4 19 2 117 119 120 118
CQUAD4 20 2 119 121 122 120
CQUAD4 21 2 121 123 124 122
CQUAD4 22 2 123 125 126 124
CQUAD4 23 2 125 127 128 126
CQUAD4 24 2 127 129 130 128
CQUAD4 25 2 129 131 132 130
EllDDATA
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10.2 NONLINEAR MODAL ANALYSIS

The modal analysis DMAP, SOL 63, has been modified for nonlinear modal analysis with the
nonlinear stiffness matrices obtained from the SOL 66 database. The rigid format DMAP
alter for SOL 63, RF63D89, is shown in Table 10.2.1. This rigid format alter can be used
in Version 66. The DMAP alter for Version 65 is listed in the Application Note, "Nonlinear
Normal Mode Analysis," dated January 1986. This is an alternate method to the SOL 64 
SOL 63 sequence for nonlinear normal mode analysis, demonstrated in the Application Note
of May 1981. The main advantage of using SOL 66 instead of SOL 64 is that both geometric
and material nonlinearities can be included. In Version 67, this capability is built in SOL 106
with PARAM, NMLOOP.

This capability is demonstrated by four problems: (a) vibration of a linear material beam,
(b) vibration of a nonlinear material beam, (c) vibration of a plate, and (d) vibration of a
nonlinear stepped beam.

10.2.1 Analysis Procedure

In nonlinear static analysis using SOL 106, normal modes can be computed with the updated
stiffness if PARAM, NMLOOP, n is specified where n is the desired LOOPID. This option
also requires the presence of the METHOD command in the Case Control section and EIGR
or EIGRL entry in the Bulk Data section. If the restart procedure (from SOL 66 to SOL 63)
is used with RF63D89, data blocks (ESTNL and UGV) are fetched for the nonlinear stiffness
from the SOL 66 run. LOOPID is used as a parameter to choose the step at which the modal
analysis is desired. If LOOPID is not specified in the SOL 63 run or ESTNL is not found in
the data base, the linear normal modes will be computed.

The parameter LGDISP needs to be set to 1 in both SOLs 66 and 63 to obtain the differen
tial stiffness matrix to account for the prestressed condition. Since the superelement analysis
does not have the nonlinear capability, the nonlinear matrix generations for superelements will
be skipped. However, SEALL =n for the residual structure or SEALL = ALL should be used
to initiate the nonlinear stiffness matrix generation.

The stiffness matrix must be updated after the load step where the normal modes are
desired. In order to force the update, the value of KSTEP in the NLPARM entry should be
set to 1 with the AUTO, SEMI or ITER method.

The structure of the matrices used in SOL 66 and SOL 63 should be consistent. For
example, when dynamic reduction is to be applied in SOL 63, the same scalar points should
be defined in SOL 66, even though these points are not actually used. See the examples and
the comments in Table 10.2.1 for other input items required for SOL 63. .
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To check the accuracy of the finite element beam model, first the theoretical natural fre-
quencies of a simply supported beam without axial force are compared with those obtained
from the software. The theoretical values are obtained by

(NASTRAN)

The above table shows that the software values compare very well with the theoretical
values. Therefore, the model is quite accurate.



(NASTRAN)



(NASTRAN)
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W=2m
t = 1.0 em
E = 2.0 X 1011 N/m2

v = 0.3
m = 8.0 X 103 kg/m3
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Figure 10.2.3 Clamped Plate (Quarter Only, Due to Symmetry)

At first, SOL 66 provides information about the nonlinear stiffness matrix. In the SOL 63
restart, dynamie reduction is used.

The results are tabulated along with frequencies of the linear system without the pressure
load. The lower modes are affected more by the pressure load than the higher modes, which
indicates the same tendency as in the beam problem.

Angular Frequencies of Plate.

Mode w (Linear) w (Nonlinear) Mode

1 9.2595 x 101 4.7648 X 102 1st bending

2 1.6710 X 102 5.5690 X 102 2nd bending

3 3.2677 X 102 7.1118 X 102 3rd bending

4 4.6600 X 102 9.0174 X 102 4th bending

5 5.3634 X 102 9.4842 X 102 5th bending

10.2.5 Vibration of a Stepped Beam

This example demonstrates the geometric and material nonlinear modal analysis for a simply
supported stepped beam, in Fig. 10.2.4. The material is nonlinear elastic with the properties
shown in Fig. 10.2.2. The total length of the beam is 1000 mm and its cross sectional areas
vary from 120 mm to 40 mm. The Young's modulus is 2.0684 x 105 MPa and the mass density
per unit length is 3.9167 x 10-5 Nsec2/mm2 (ton/mm). An axial force of 1.5 X 106 N is
applied, for which elements 1 and 2 remain linear. The stepped beam is modeled using five
BEAM elements. The input data for this model are listed in Tables 10.2.6 and 10.2.7.
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L = 1.0 X 103 mm
E = 2.0684 X 105 MPa
m = 3.9167 X 10-5 Nsec2/mm2

P = 1.5 X 106 N

Figure 10.2.4. Stepped Beam.

The bending vibration frequencies are tabulated below. The first column represents the
linear system without the axial load. The second column shows the nonlinear system with the
axial load of 1.5 X 106 N.

Angular Frequencies of Stepped Beam.

P = 1.5 X 106 N. , E = 2.0684 X 105 MPa.

Mode w (Linear) w (Nonlinear) Mode

1 1.0112 X 103 1.1142 X 103 1st bending

2 5.1089 X loJ 4.9748 X 103 2nd bending

3 1.1614 X 104 1.0806 X 104 3rd bending

4 1.2437 X 104 1.2179 X 104 1st longitudinal

5 1.9544 X 104 1.8154 X 104 4th bending

The nonlinear frequencies, except the first, have decreased. This is because the softening
material effect is larger than the longitudinal tension. This result is consistent with the previous
analyses (Section 10.2.2 and 10.2.3).
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Table 10.2.1 DMAP Alters for SOL 63 (Version 66)

$ BEGINNING OF RF ALTER 63D89
$ + + + + + 22-DEC-1988 + + + + + + +
$
$ RF63D89 -- ALTER FOR NORMAL MODES WITH NONLINEAR STIFFNESS
$
$ JCL
$ ATTACH DATABASE FROM SOL 66 COLD START
$
$ EXECUTIVE DECK IRPUT
$ NO SPECIAL CARDS REQUIRED
$
$ CASE CONTROL DECK IRPUT
$ SEALL = ALL
$ SUPER = N
$
$ BULK DATA DECK IRPUT
$ PARAM.LGDISP.1 - SELECT LARGE DISPLACEMENT EFFECTS (DEFAULT=-1)
$ PARAM.LOOPID.I - SELECTS NONLIREAR STIFFNESS (DEFAULT=O)
$
ALTER 483 $ JUST AFTER LABEL JMPK4GG
$ ACTUALLY JUST AFTER OLD DBSTORE K4JJ
$ ROTE KELM AID KDICT IF IN HERE NEVER STORED
TYPE DB.ESTIL.UGV $ PATH = SSRL. LOCATION = DBUP
COlD LNSTIF. ACON $ SKIP THE ALTERS FOR SUPERELEMENTS
PARAM //'LT'/S.I.IOLOOP/V.Y.LOOPID=O/1 $ READ LOOPID CARD
COlD LlSTIF. 1l0LOOP $ 10 LOOPID. GO TO LINEAR STIFFNESS
$DBFETCH /UGV.ESTIL•• ,/SOLID/LOOPID//DBSET3 $ DATA FROM SOL 66 RUN
DBVIEW UGV66 =UGV (WHERE VERSIOB=RESTART AID SOLFETCH=LOOPID) $ +V66NX
DBVIEW ESTlL66=ESTHL (WHERE VERSION=RESTART AID SOLFETCH=LOOPID) $ +V66NX
EQUIV UGV66.UGV/ALWAYS/ESTRL66.ESTIL/ALWAYS $ +V66NX
PARAML ESTIL// ' PRES' / / / /S. II. ROILK $ CHECK PRESEICE OF ESTIlL
COlD LBSTIF. ROILK $ 10 ESTilL. GO TO LIREAR STIFFRESS
TA1. MPT.ECTS.EPT.BGPDTS.SILS.ETT.CSTMS.DIT/

EST.DESTRL.GEI.GPECT.ESTL/V.N.LUSETS/S.I.IOESTL/
S.I.IlP/2/S.I.IOGERL/SEID/S.Y.LGDISP=-1/
V.I.ILAYERS=5 $ GENERATE TABLE FOR LIIEAR ELEMENT

COHD JMPKGG.NOKGGX $
EMG ESTL.CSTMS.MPT.DIT.GEOM2S •• ,/KELM.KDICT•••• /

S.I.1l0KGXX/O/O/O/////////////K6ROT $ STIFFNESS FOR LINEAR ELEMENTS
EMA GPECT.KDICT.KELM.BGPDTS.SILS.CSTMS/KBJJZ./ $
EMG ESTL.CSTMS.MPT.DIT••UGV.ETT.EDT/KDLEL.KDLDI •••• /

S.Y.IOD=1/0/0//NP $ DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS FOR LINEAR ELEMENTS
EMA GPECT.KDLDI.KDLEL.BGPDTS.SILS.CSTMS/KDLGG./-1/$
ADD KBJJZ.KDLGG/KLTOT/ $
EMG ESTIL.CSTMS.MPT.DIT.GEOM2S ••• /KELKlL.KDICTNL •••• /

1/0/0//////////////V.Y.K6ROT $ STIFFNESS FOR IOILINEAR ELEMENTS
EM! GPECT.KDICTNL.KELMRL.BGPDTS.SILS.CSTMS/KBJJZIL./$
ADD KLTOT.KBJJZIL/KB1/ $
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EHG ESTNL,CSTHS.MPT,DIT ••UGV,ETT.EDT/KDELH,KDDICT •••• I
i/0/0111PI $ DIFFERENTIAL STIFFNESS FOR NONLINEAR ELEMENTS

EMA GPECT.KDDICT.KDELM,BGPDTS.SILS.CSTMS/KBDJJ./-i/$
DELETE IKJJZ.KELM.KDICT •• I $ ++V66NX
ADD KBi.KBDJJ/KJJZI $
JUMP JMPKGG $ SKIP LINEAR STIFFNESS GENERATION
LABEL LNSTIF $ LABEL FOR LINEAR STIFFNESS GENERATION
$ END OF RF ALTER 63D89
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+TB1

YES

o.
o.
O.
o.
O.

12346
246
246
246
246
2346

PW

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

1

7.8334-9

O.
O.
o.
O.
O.

o.
o.
o.
o.
O.
o.

2
3
4
5
6

AUTO

4.1667+61.0417+6

O.
o.
O.
o.
o.
o.

1
2
3
4
5

5.+3

O.
200.
400.
600.
800.
1000.

1

Table 10.2.2 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Uniform Nonlinear Beam

ID BEAMWT. V66 $ SHL 2/13/90 $ A0186H, CSR6347 $ JFC 13-DEC-1989
SOL 66
TIME 5
CEND
$ GENERATE NONLINEAR STIFFNESS TERMS FOR SOL 63 RUK
TITLE=EXTENSION OF S-S BEAM
SUBTITLE=FIVE BEAM ELEMENTS

SET 5 = 5
SET 6 = 6
DISP = 6
STRESS = 5
SEALL = ALL

SUBCASE 1
LOAD=100
NLPARH=10

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER uST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW O. • 0. , O.
AXES MY , X • Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
NLPARM 10
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 1
CBEAM 2 1
CBEAM 3 1
CBEAM 4 1
CBEAM 5 1
$ BEAM PROPERTIES
PBEAM 1 1
$ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MAT1 1 2.0684+5 0.3
MATS1 1 101 NLELAST
TABLES1 101
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+TB1 O.
+TB2 .011
$ LOADING
FORCE 100
$
ENDDATA

O. .001
1000. ENDT

6

206.84 .003

1.+7 1.

soo. .oos 700. +T82
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Table 10.2.3 SOL 63 Input Data Listing for Uniform Nonlinear Beam

12346
246
246
246
246
2345

O.
o.
o.
o.
o.

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
o.

O.
O.
o.
O.
o.

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

2
3
4
5
6

4.1667+61.0417+6

o.
200.
400.
600.
800.
1000.

1
2
3
4
S

5.+3

RESTART
ID BEAMWT63. V66 $ SHL 2/13/90 $ A0186I. CSR6347R $ JFC 13-DEC-1989
DIAG 8
TIME S
SOL 53 $ 1l0RMAL MODES
COMPILE SOL63.S0UIN=MSCSOU.LIST.REF
$ RFALTER RF63D89 III V65 AND V66A lEEDS THE FOLLOWING LINE INSERTED II
$ THE ALTER.
$ FILE EST=OVRWRT/GEI=OVRWRT/GPECT=OVRWRT/KELM=OVRWRT/KDICT=OVRVRT $
ALTER 483 $
FILE EST=OVRWRT/GEI=OVRWRT/GPECT=OVRWRT/KELM=OVRWRT/KDICT=OVRWRT $
RFALTER RF63D89
CEID
TITLE=1l0IlLIIlEAR VIBRATIOI OF S-S BEAM
SUBTITLE=FIVE BEAM ELEMEITS
DISP = ALL
SEALL = ALL
METHOD = 10

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER NAST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW O•• o.• O.
AXESMY.X.Z
FIND SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIIl 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAH LOOPID 1
PARAM COUPMASS1
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID S
GRID 6
$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAN 1 1

CBEAM 2 1
CBEAN 3 1
CBEAM 4 1
CBEAM 5 1
$ BEAM PROPERTIES
PBEAM 1 1
$ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
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MAT1 1 2.0684+5
$ EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION
EIGR 10 SINV O.
$
EJmDATA

0.3 7.8334-9

4000. 8 8
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Table 10.2.4. SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Plate

NASTRAN MESH $ PREFORT=2
ID PLATEWP, V66 $ SHL 2/13/90 $ .A0186J $ KOK 11/85
SOL 66
TIME 5
CEND
$ GENERATE NONLINEAR STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR SOL 63 RESTART
TITLE= GEOMETRIC NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF A FLAT PLATE
SUBTITLE= PRESSURE LOAD WITH CLAMPED EDGES
LABEL= REF. iPP. NOTE, MAY 1981

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
STRESS = ALL
SPC = 10

SUBCASE 1
LOAD=1
NLPARM=10

SUBCASE 2
LOAD=2
NLPARM=20

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW 30 .• 20 .• O.
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1
VIEW O.• O.• O.
AXESY.X.Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
AXESX.Y.Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIB 1 SET 1
PTITLE=FROBT VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAM K6RaT 100.
$
RLPARM 10 2 AUTO PW YES
RLPARM 20 2 AUTO 1 Pi YES
$ VERTEX GRID POINTS
EGRID 1
EGRID 2 2.
EGRID 3 2. 1.
EGRID 4 1.
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$ GENERATE GRID POINT ARRAY
GRIDG 1 10 -1 -2 -3 GRIDG1
+RIDG1 5 -4
$ GENERATE QUAD4 ELEMENTS
CGEN QUAD4 201 200 1
$ PROPERTIES
PSHELL 200 1 .01 1
MAT1 1 2.+11 .3 8000.
$ CONSTRAINTS
SPCG 2 1 156 AD
SPCG 2 1 246 AB
SPCG 1 1 123456 Be CD
SPCADD 10 1 2 3
$ APPLIED LOADS
PLOAD4 1 201 1.+5 THRU 250
PLOAD4 2 201 2.+5 THRU 250
$ THESE POINTS ARE FOR SOL 63
SPOIlT 20001 THRU 20012
SPC1 3 0 20001 THRU 20012
$
ENDDATA
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Table 10.2.5 SOL 63 Input Data Listing for Plate

NASTRAI HESH $ PREFORT=2
RESTART
ID PLATEWP63. V66 $ SHL 2/13/90 $ A0581B $ JAJ 8 DEC 82
TIHE 5
SOL 63
COMPILE SOL63.S0UIN=HSCSOU.LIST.REF
ALTER 483 $
FILE EST=OVRWRT/GEI=OVRWRT/GPECT=OVRWRT/KELK=OVRWRT/KDICT=OVRWRT $
RFALTER RF63D89
CEND
TITLE=SYMHETRIC MODES
SUBTITLE=PRELOAD OF UNIFORM PRESSURE-CLAMPED EDGES
LABEL = REF. APP. NOTE OF HAY 1981

SEALL = ALL
SPC = 15
SET 1=0
DISP = ALL
HETHOD = 1
DYNRED = 1

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER RAST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW 30 .• 20 .• O.
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=ISOHETRIC VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIIl 1 SYMBOL 1
VIEW O•• O•• O.
AXES Y • X • Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
AXES X J Y J Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=FRONT VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGIIl BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH LOOPID 4
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAM K6ROT 100.
$ VERTEX GRID POIRTS
EGRID 1
EGRID 2 2.
EGRID 3 2. 1.
EGRID 4 1.
$ GENERATE GRID POIlT ARRAY
GRIDG 1 10 -1 -2 -3
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+RIDGl 5 -4
$ GENERATE QUAD4 ELEMENTS
CGER QUAD4 201 200 1
$ PROPERTIES
PSHELL 200 1 .01 1
MATl 1 2.+11 .3 8000.
$ CONSTRAINTS
SPCG 2 1 156 AD
SPCG 2 1 246 AB
SPCG 1 1 123456 BC CD
$ SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR SOL 63

SPCADD 15 1 2
$ DATA FOR GENERALIZED DYNAMIC REDUCTION AND EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION - SOL 63

SPOIlT 20001 THRU 20012
DYIRED 1 160. 8
EIGR 1 MGIV O. 160. EIGR1
HGRl MASS
ASETl 0 20001 THRU 20012
QSET1 0 20001 THRU 20012
$
ENDDATA
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•

YES

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

12346
246
246
246
246
2346

PW

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

7.8334-9

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

1

o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

0.3

2
3
4
5
6

AUTO

1.728+7 1.728+7
8.333+6 8.333+6
3.413+6 3.413+6
1.080+6 1.080+6
2.133+6 2.133+6

O.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.

1
2
3
4
5

1.44+4
1.00+4
6.40+3
3.60+3
1.60+3

O.
200.
400.
600.
800.
1000.

1

Table 10.2.6. SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Stepped Beam

110 SBEAMWT. V66 $ SHL 1/13/90 $ A0186L KOK 12/85
ITIME 5
SOL 66
ICERD
)$ GENERATE NONLINEAR STIFFNESS TERMS FOR SOL 63 RUN
TITLE=EXTENSIOR OF S-S STEPPED BEAM
SUBTITLE=FIVE BEAM ELEMENTS
DISP = ALL
STRESS = ALL
SEALL = ALL

SUBCASE 1
LO!D=100
ILPARM=10

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW o.• o.• o.
AXES MY • X • Z
FIID SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
ILPARM 10
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
$ COllECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 11
CBEAM 2 12
CBEAM 3 13
CBEAM 4 14
CBEAM 5 15
$ BEAM PROPERTIES
PBEAM 11 1
PBEAM 12 1
PBEAM 13 1
PBEAM 14 1
PBEAM 15 1
$ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MATl 1 2.0684+5
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MATS1 1 101 ILELAST
TABLES1 101
+TB1 O. O. . 001 206.84 .003 500.
+TB2 .011 1000. ENDT
$ LOADIIG
FORCE 100 6 1.5+6 1.
$
ERDDATA
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Table 10.2.7. SOL 63 Input Data Listing for Stepped Beam

O.
o.
O.
O.
O.

12346
246
246
246
246
2346

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

2
3
4
5
6

O.
O.
O.
o.
O.
O.

1.728+7 1.728+7
8.333+6 8.333+6
3.413+6 3.413+6
1.080+6 1.080+6
2.133+6 2.133+6

1
2
3
4
5

O.
200.
400.
600.
800.
1000.

1.44+4
1.00+4
6.40+3
3.60+3
1.60+3

RESTART
ID SBEAMWT63. V66 $ SaL 2/13/90 $ A0186M $ KOK 12/85
DIAG 8
TIME 5
SOL 63
COMPILE SOL63.S0UIN=MSCSOU.LIST.REF
ALTER 483 $
FILE EST=OVRWRT/GEI=OVRWRT/GPECT=OVRWRT/KELM=OVRWRT/KDICT=OVRWRT $
RFALTER RF63D89
CEND
TITLE=VIBRATION OF S-S STEPPED BEAM
SUBTITLE=FlVE BEAM ELEMENTS

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
METHOD = 10

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 ALL
VIEW O.• O.• O.
AXES MY • X • Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW

PLOT MODAL 0 SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
BEGlI BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAM LOOPID 1
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAM COUPMASS1
$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAM 1 11
CBEAM 2 12
CBEAM 3 13
CBEAM 4 14
CBEAM 5 15
$ BEAM PROPERTIES
PBEAM 11 1
PBEAK 12 1
PBEAM 13 1
PBEAM 14 1
PBEAM 15 1
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$ MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MAT1 1 2.0684+5
$ EIGENVALUE EXTRACTION
EIGR 10 S!NV o.
$
EIIDDATA

0.3

4000.

7.8334-9

8 8
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10.3 STATIC ANALYSIS USING SOL 99

Static analysis can be performed using SOL 99 (or 129), the nonlinear transient solution
sequence. Since the effects of inertia and damping forces are ignored in the static analysis, the
automatic time stepping algorithm is not applicable. However, the bisection algorithm is active
with the adaptive stiffness matrix update strategy and other expedient iteration schemes such
as the BFGS updates and the line search process. The TSTATIC option was implemented
in Version 66 when the bisection was not available in SOL 66. The bisection algorithm is
implemented in SOL 66 (or 106) in Version 67.

While the static capability in SOL 99 provides convenience for transient response analysis
of a preloaded structure, it lacks some features provided by SOL 66. SOL 99 static capability
is confined to what SOL 99 can perform and abides by its limitations. Restrictions on the SOL
99 input data include the following:

• No constraint changes (SPC, MPC) after the first subcase, including restarts

• No enforced displacements (SPCD) allowed

• No CREEP or thermal loads allowed

The SOL 99 static analysis is compared with SOL 66 for two example problems. In the first
example, material nonlinearity is combined with geometric nonlinear effects in the analysis of
a Z-shaped beam with a static load. The second example combines frictional contact with
geometric nonlinear effects in the rotation of a beam with a GAP element, and illustrates SOL
99 static and dynamic analysis using the same input data.

10.3.1 Input Data for SOL 99 Static Analysis

The important input data for static analysis using SOL 99 are described below:

• The parameter TSTATIC with a value of 1 must be included in the Case Control or
Bulk Data section in order to activate the static analysis. TSTATIC with a value of
-1 (default) activates the dynamic analysis. The value of TSTATIC can be varied from
subcase to subcase, thus allowing a static and dynamic analysis in a single run from the
same input data.

• The solution strategy is controlled by the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry, in which the
ADAPT method (NLTRD2 module) must be specified for static analysis. A minimum of
4 time steps is required in the NDT field for each subcase. The MAXITER and MAXLS
fields should be assigned a larger value than the defaults (e.g., 25 and 4) in order to allow
more iterations and line searches, which is the general strategy adopted in the NLPARM
for static analysis.

• The Bulk Data LSEQ, selected by LOADSET in the Case Control section, references
static load entries (Le., FORCE, MOMENT, PLOAD, etc.) and provides static to dy-
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namic load conversion. LSEQ also selects DAREA which is internally generated to
define the points of dynamic load application and is referenced by TLOADi. The time
dependent function for the dynamic load is specified by a TLOADi entry which is defined
by a tabular function via TABLED input or by an analytic function. The static loading
history should be ~efined following the same convention using TLOADi, i.e., time implies
the static load step in the subcase with TSTATIC=l. One advantage in SOL 99 static
analysis is that the loading path does not have to be increased linearly within a subcase
as in SOL 66.

• The parameter MAXLP determines the maximum number of internal subincrements in
the plasticity process. If a plastic material is used in the finite element model, MAXLP
with a value of 10 should be included in the input data to conform with the static default.
The default value for dynamic analysis is 5.

10.3.2 A Z-Shaped Beam Loaded with a Static Force

A Z-shaped cantilever beam, shown in Fig. 10.3.1, was proposed as a benchmark problem for
testing nonlinear finite element analysis codes [10.4]. The Z-shaped beam is loaded statically
with a vertical force of 2000 N at one end and clamped at the other end. The material is
elastic-plastic obeying the von Mises yield criterion and the isotropic hardening rule. The
problem is geometrically nonlinear, involving almost 90 degree rota.tion, but the follower force
effect is a.bsent.

y Py

80rnrnI 4 -.'"4z

A - 68 mm2; cross-sectional a.rea
I zz - 65.5067 mm4

; moment of inertia.
E - 2 X 105 N/mm2

j Young's modulus
v - 0.3; Poisson's ratio

CTy - 450 N/mm2
; yield stress

Figure 10.3.1 Z-Shaped Cantilever Beam
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The beam is modeled by ten BEAM elements of various lengths as seen in Fig. 10.3.1.
Smaller elements are used near the fixed end because of the large plastic deformation antici
pated in this area. Material properties are given by the MAT1, MATS1, and TABLES1 Bulk
Data entries representing the elasto-plastic material as shown in Fig. 10.3.2. The clamped
boundary condition at the end of the beam is imposed by constraining all six components of
GRID 1. The load applied at the free end of the beam is specified by FORCE and LOAD Bulk
Data entries in SOL 66 and by FORCE, LSEQ, TLOAD1, and TABLED1 Bulk Data entries
in SOL 99. The NLPARM and TSTEPNL Bulk Data entries provide the solution strategy in
SOL 66 and SOL 99, respectively. The input data are given in Table 10.3.1 and 10.3.2.

(J

.225 .825

580

5.825

Figure 10.3.2 Nonlinear Stress-Strain Relationship for Z-Shaped Beam

The analysis is challenging because the substantial loading results in very large rotation
and severe plastic deformation at the fixed end. The loading history, which is identical for
SOL 66 and SOL 99, is divided into 20 subcases. Each subcase specifies 10 increments, except
for subcase 2 and 3 which contain 25 increments to cope with the severe rotation and plastic
yielding in this domain.

The solution produced by SOL 66 and SOL 99 was identical. Fig. 10.3.3 shows the deformed
shapes of the beam at progressively increasing loading stages. The load-deflection curve at the
free end is shown in Fig. 10.3.4. The numerical performance of each subcase, comparing SOL
66 and SOL 99, is tabulated below.
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Performance Comparison for Z-Shaped Beam

SOL 66 SOL 99
Subcase No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of

ID Iter K Update Bis Iter K Update Bis

1 70 10 0 145 3 0
2 391 59 20 576 13 17

3 249 50 1 701 20 12
4 126 19 2 361 8 10
5 70 12 0 141 3 0
6 78 11 0 345 11 20
7 63 3 0 115 3 0
8 57 2 0 68 1 0
9 48 2 0 56 1 0
10 45 2 0 51 1 0
11 42 1 0 47 1 0
12 37 2 0 39 1 0
13 34 1 0 37 1 0
14 34 1 0 31 1 0
15 31 1 0 29 1 0
16 28 1 0 29 1 0
17 25 0 0 27 1 0
18 26 1 0 32 1 0
19 21 1 0 26 1 0

20 20 0 0 24 1 0

I TOTAL ~ 1495 [_1_7_9----J.__23_~ 2880
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Figure 10.3.3 Deformed Shapes of Z-Shaped Beam

2000 r--------------~-___..

-~ 1500
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~
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500 Bisection
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2001601208040
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o
Displacement (nun)

Figure 10.3.4 Load-Deflection Curve for Z-Shaped Beam
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Table 10.3.1 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Z-Shaped Beam
$ KOK 5-APR-85. SHL 9-MAY-85. CYP 19-0CT-87
$ CPU MIRUTES FOR VAX
$ IOB'LIIEAR STATIC AllALYSIS
$ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS

V67ZBEAM.
30
66
8. 50

ID
TIME
SOL
DUG
CEID
TITLE =Z-BEAM AIALYSIS WITH 10 BEAM ELEKEITS
SUBTITLE = COLOGIE CHALLEIGE. AUG. 1984

SEALL =ALL
DISP = ALL

SUBCASE 1
LOAD = 10
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 2
LOAD = 20
ILPARM = 25

SUBCASE 3
LOAD = 30
ILPARM = 25

SUBCASE 4
LOAD = 40
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 5
LOAD =50
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 6
LOAD = 60
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 7
LOAD = 70
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 8
LOAD =80
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 9
LOAD =90
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 10
LOAD = 100
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 11
LOAD = 110
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 12
LOAD =120
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 13
LOAD = 130
ILPARM = 10
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SUBCASE 14
LOAD = 140
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 15
LOAD =150
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 16
LOAD =160
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 17
LOAD = 170
IILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 18
LOAD = 180
ILPARM = 10

SUBCASE 19
LOAD =190
llLPARM = 10

SUBCASE 20
LOAD = 200
ILPARM = 10

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER nST
MAXI DEFO 1.
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW 0 •• 0 •• O.
AXES Z. X. Y
PTITLE = TOP VIEW
FIND SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1

PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO 1. SET 1 ORIGIIl 1
OUTPUT(XYPLOT)

CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER nST
XTITLE = FORCE (I)
YTITLE = TIP DISPLACEHERT (MM) AT IlODES 6. 8. 11
XYPLOT =DISP RESP 15(T2).8(T2).11(T2)

BEGIJl BULK
PARAM LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTIOH CONTROL
HLPARH 10 10 AUTO 7
HLPARM 25 25 AUTO 7
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1 O. O. o.
GRID 2 10. O. O.
GRID 3 20. O. o.
GRID 4 40. O. o.
GRID 5 60. O. O.
GRID 6 BO. 10. O.
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GRID 7 100. 20. o. 34S

GRID 8 120. 30. O. 34S

GRID 9 140. 30. O. 34S

GRm 10 180. 30. o. 34S

GRID 11 200. 30. o. 34S

GRID 99 o. 200. o. 1234S6

$$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAM 100 100 1 2 99
CBEAR 110 100 2 3 99
CBEAR 120 100 3 4 99
CBEAR 130 100 4 5 99
CBEAH 140 100 5 6 99
CBEAR 150 100 6 7 99
CBUM 160 100 7 8 99
CBEAR 170 100 8 9 99
CBUR 180 100 9 10 99
CBEAH 190 100 10 11 99
PLOTEL 200 1 99
$$ PROPERTIES
PBEAR 100 110 68. 65.S067 2266.667
MAT1 110 2.+6 .3
MATS1 110 111 PLASTIC 4S0.
TABLES1 111 +TBS1

+TBS1 o. o. 2.25-3 450. 8.25-3 570. 5.825-2 580. +TBS2

+TBS2 ENDT
$$ LOADIIG
FORCE 1000 11 2000. O. 1. o.
LOAD 10 1. .05 1000
LOAD 20 1. .1 1000
LOAD 30 1. .15 1000
LOAD 40 1. .2 1000
LOAD 50 1- .25 1000
LOAD 60 1- .3 1000
LOAD 70 1. .36 1000
LOAD 80 1. .4 1000
LOAD 90 1. .45 1000
LOAD 100 1. .5 1000
LOAD 110 1- .55 1000
LOAD 120 1. .6 1000
LOAD 130 1. .65 1000
LOAD 140 1. .7 1000
LOAD 150 1. .75 1000
LOAD 160 1- .8 1000
LOAD 170 1. .85 1000
LOAD 180 1. .9 1000
LOAD 190 1. .95 1000
LOAD 200 1. 1. 1000
E1lDDATA
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Table 10.3.2 SOL 99 Input Data Listing for Z-Shaped Beam
$ 5SB 3-DEC-87, SHL 9-MAY-85, CYF 19-0CT-87
$ CPU MINUTES FOR VAX
$ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
$ PRIllT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS

ZBEAMD,V67
30
99
8,50

ID
TIME
SOL
DUG
CEBD
TITLE = Z-BEAM AIALYSIS WITH 10 BEAM ELEMEITS
SUBTITLE =COLOGIE CBALLEHGE, AUG. 1984

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL

$---------------$
LOADSET = 1000 $
$---------------$
SUBCASE 1

DLOAD = 100
TSTEPBL = 10

SUBCASE 2
DLDAD = 100
TSTEPNL =26

SUBCASE 3
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPBL = 25

SUBCASE 4
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL = 10

SUBCASE 6
DLDAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 6
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPBL = 10

SUBCASE 7
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPNL =10

SUBCASE 8
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 9
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPBL = 10

SUBCA5E 10
DLOAD = 100
T5TEPBL = 10

SUBCASE 11
DLDAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 12
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPHL = 10
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SUBCASE 13
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 14
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 15
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPR = 10

SUBCASE 16
DLOAD =100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 17
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPR = 10

SUBCASE 18
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIL = 10

SUBCASE 19
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPIlL = 10

SUBCASE 20
DLOAD = 100
TSTEPJlL = 10

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTEll JlAST
MAlI DEFO 1.
SET 1 = ALL
VIEW 0 .• 0 •• o.
AXES Z. X. Y
FIID SCALE ORIGIJl 1 SET 1

PLOT TRAJlS 0 MAXI DEFO 1. SET 1 ORIGIR 1
OUTPUT(IYPLOT)

CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTEll JlAST
ITITLE =FORCE (II)
YTITLE = TIP DISPLACEHDT (MN) AT .ODES 6. 8. 11

IYPLOT DISP &ESP IS(T2).8(T2).11(T2)
BEGIJl BULK

$------------------$
PARAM TSTATIC 1

$------------------$
PARAM LGDISP 1
PARAN HAILP 10
$$ SOLUTIOI COITROL
TSTEPIL 10 10 .1 ADAPT
+TS1 4
TSTEPHL 25 25 .04 ADAPT
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+TBD1

+TBS1
+TBS2

123456
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
345
123456

5.825-2 580.

o.

450.

4

1.

o.
O.
O.
O.
o.
o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

O.
200

8.25-3 570.

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

o.
o.
o.
o.
O.
10.
20.
30.
30.
30.
30.
200.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

2000.
o

65.5067 2266.667
.3

o.
10.
20.
40.
60.
80.
100.
120.
140.
180.
200.
O.

110

2.25-3 450.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
99

68.

PLASTIC

110
2.+5
111

o.

910
11
910

+TS2
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
GRID 10
GRID 11
GRID 99
$$ CONNECTIVITY
CBEAR 100 100
CBEAH 110 100
CBEAR 120 100
CBEAR 130 100
CBEAR 140 100
CBEAR 150 100
CBEAH 160 100
CBEAH 170 100
CBEAH 180 100
CBEAR 190 100
PLOTEL 200 1
$$ PROPERTIES
PBEAR 100
HAT1 110
MATS1 110
TABLES1 111
+TBS1 O.
+TBS2 ENDT

$-----------------------------------------------------------------------------$
$$ LOADING
LSEQ 1000
FORCE 110
TLDAD1 100
TABLED1 200
+TBD1 o. o. 1. .05 20. 1. ENDT

$-----------------------------------------------------------------------------$
ENDDATA
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10.3.3 Rotation of a Beam with Friction

A uniform beam has a length of 12 inches and a cross-sectional area of 0.15 in2 . One end of
the beam is clamped and the other end is attached to a GAP element as shown in Fig. 10.3.5.
A force of 50 lb acting in the -z direction is applied as a preload providing a friction force at
the end attached to the GAP. In the first phase, the beam is statically loaded by a 1000 in-lh
moment which is applied in the +z direction. In the second phase, the moment is removed
while the applied force remains. The unloading phase was analyzed statically (SOL 66) and
dynamically (SOL 99), and the beam responses were observed.

z rLx {
~r---r---T""II....----.---r--~l

mm

L = 12 in
A = 0.15 in2

E = 20 X 106 lb/in2

I = 2.813 X 10-4 in4

P = 50lh
M = 1000 in-lh

Figure 10.3.5 Uniform Beam with a Gap

The beam is modeled by twelve BEAM elements ofequal length with linear elastic material.
Friction at one end of the beam is simulated by a GAP element, connected at GRID 112 and
212, which is initially closed. The coefficient of static friction (J-ts) is 0.5, the coefficient of
kinetic friction (Ilk) is 0.3, the closed axial stiffness (Ka ) is 104 lbjin, and the transverse shear
stiffness (Kt ) is 5.0 X 103 lb/in (default value). The clamped boundary condition at the end
of the beam is imposed by constraining all six components of GRID 100. The applied load (at
GRID 112) is specified using FORCE, MOMENT and LOAD Bulk Data entries in SOL 66,
while in SOL 99 the Bulk Data entries LSEQ, DLOAD, TLOAD1 and TABLED1 are used in
addition to FORCE and MOMENT entries. The solution strategy is provided by the NLPARM
Bulk Data entry in SOL 66 and by the TSTEPNL Bulk Data entry in SOL 99. The input data
for SOL 66 and SOL 99 are given in Table 10.3.3 and 10.3.4, respectively.

The analysis is performed in three subcases. The :first subcase applies the preload (force of
50 lb) in 4 increments. The second subcase statically loads the beam with a 1000 in-Ib moment
applied in 10 increments, resulting in a total rotation of 115.80 at the end. Notice that in SOL
99 the first and second subcase use PARAM,TSTATIC,l for the static analysis. The same
loading history is specified in the first and second subcase of the SOL 66 and SOL 99 analysis.
The deformed shapes of the beam during static loading are identical for SOL 66 and SOL 99
and are shown in Fig. 10.3.6. The deformed shapes are labeled from 1 to 6, corresponding to
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the tabulated applied moment and (}end, the rotation of the end of the beam about the z-axis.
The first deformed shape does not exhibit translation of the end point because the lateral
force induced by the applied moment is less than the friction force. When the induced lateral
force exceeds the frictional force, the end point starts to move as evidenced by the subsequent
deformed shapes in the figure.

In SOL 66 the third subcase statically unloads the beam by removing the applied moment
while retaining the 50 Ib preload. The resulting deformed shapes are shown in Fig. 10.3.7. The
third subcase in SOL 99 uses PARAM,TSTATIC,-l for dynamic unloading of the beam after
the moment is released, maintaining the preload on the GAP element. Fig. 10.3.8 shows the
rotation of the end of the beam in radians about the z-axis during dynamic unloading. The
angle (Bend) starts from 115.8° and diminishes as the beam vibrates due to friction.

The numerical performance of the second subcase in terms of the number of iterations,
stiffness updates, and bisections is tabulated below for SOL 66 and SOL 99. Notice that the
bisection algorithm was implemented in SOL 66 in Version 67 and was activated in the SOL
66 analysis.

Performance Comparison During Static Loading (Subcase 2)

No. of No. of No. of

iterations K updates bisections

SOL 66, V67 246 66 2
SOL 99, V67 1533 63 25

The table shows a variation in the efficiency of the two solutions. Different stiffness update
strategies are provided in SOL 66 and SOL 99, which have significant effects on the efficiency
of the iterative process. SOL 99 limits the number of stiffness updates within an increment
and updates in reference to the last converged step except for GAP induced update. SOL 66
has a more liberal stiffness update strategy, allowing numerous intermediate stiffness updates
as required for convergence based on the global divergence criteria in addition to the GAP
induced updates. This signifies the effects of timely stiffness updates on the efficiency of the
iterative process.
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Figure 10.3.6 Deformed Shapes of Beam During Static Loading (SOL 66 and SOL 99)
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Figure 10.3.7 Deformed Shapes of Beam During Static Unloading (SOL 66)
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Table 10.3.3 SOL 66 Input Data Listing for Beam with Friction

YES
YES
YES

123466
46
45
45
45
45

40
40

o.
O.
o.
o.
o.
o.

AUTO
AUTO
AUTO

O.
o.
o.
o.
O.
o.

O.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

$ UlLOADIIG

$ FORCE = 50 LB

$ MOMEIT = 1000 IN-LB

FRIBEAM66, V67 $ APR 15-AUG-90
30 $ CPU MIIUTES
66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS

10
TIME
SOL
DUG
CEllI>
TITLE = FIXED/FREE BEAM, WITH A GAP AID APPLIED MOMENT AT FREE EID
SUBTITLE = MOMEIT IS 1000 U-LB
ECHO =BOTH
SEALL = ALL

SET 1 = 101 THRU 112
SET 2 = 100
SET 3 = 200

DISP = 1
SPCF =2
STRES = 3

SUBCASE 1
ILPARM = 10
LOAD =101

SUBCASE 2
ILPARM = 20
LOAD =201

SUBCASE 3
ILPARM =30
LOAD = 101

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER nST
MAXI DEFO .001
SET 1 = ALL EXCEPT GAP
SET 2 = ALL EXCEPT PLOTEL, EXCLUDE GRID POIlTS 1000 THaU 1003
VIEW 0., 0., O.

AXES MZ , X , Y
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE = TOP VIEW

PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO .001 SET 1 ORIGII 1
BEGII BULK
PARAH LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTION CONTROL
NLPARM 10 4
ILPARM 20 10
ILPARM 30 10
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100
GRID 101
GRID 102
GRID 103
GRID 104
GRID 106
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GRID 106 6. O. O. 45
GRID 107 7. O. O. 45
GRID 108 8. O. O. 45
GRID 109 9. O. O. 45
GRID 110 10. O. O. 45
GRID 111 11. O. O. 45
GRID 112 12. O. O. 45
GRID 212 12. O. -.01 123456
$$ COIllECTIVITY
CBEAH 1 10 100 101 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 2 10 101 102 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 3 10 102 103 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1-
CBEAH 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1-
CBEAH 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 8 10 107 108 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1-
CGAP 200 20 212 112 1. O. o.
$$ PROPERTIES
PBEAH 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
HAT1 11 2.E+7 .3 7.25-4
PGAP 20 O. O. 1.E+4 5.E+3 .5 .3 +PG1
+PGl .02
$$ LOADING
LOAD 101 1- 1. 100
LOAD 201 1. 1. 100 1. 200
FORCE 100 112 50. O. O. -1.
HOMEIlT 200 112 1000. O. O. 1.
$$ FRAME FOR PLOT
GRID 1000 -2. -2. 123456
GRID 1001 +13. -2. 123466
GRID 1002 +13. 10. 123456
GRID 1003 -2. 10. 123456
PLOTEL 200 1000 1001
PLOTEL 201 1001 1002
PLOTEL 202 1002 1003
PLOTEL 203 1003 1000
$
EIDDATA
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FRIBEAM99, V67 $ APR 1S-AUG-90
90 $ CPU MINUTES
99 $ IOILINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AID ITERATIONS

Table 10.3.4 SOL 99 Input Data Listing for Beam with Friction
ID
TIME
SOL
DUG
CEID
TITLE = FIXED/FREE BEAM. WITH A GAP AID APPLIED MOMENT AT FREE EID
SUBTITLE =MOMEIT IS 1000 II-LB
ECHO =BOTH
SEALL =ALL

SET 1 = 101 THRU 112
SET 2 = 100
SET 3 =200

DISP =1
SPCF =2
STRES =3

$---------------$
LOADSET =1000 $
$---------------$
SUBCASE 1 $ FORCE = 50 LB
$------------------$

PARAH TSTATIC 1 $
$------------------$

TSTEPIL = 10
DLOAD = 101

SUBCASE 2 $ MOMEIT =1000 II-LB
$------------------$

PARAH TSTATIC 1 $

$------------------$
TSTEPIL =20
DLOAD = 201

SUBCASE 3 $ DYNAMIC UlLOADIIG
$------------------$

PARAM TSTATIC -1 $
$------------------$

TSTEPIL =30
DLOAD =101

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
MAXI DEFO .001
SET 1 =ALL EXCEPT GAP
SET 2 = ALL EXCEPT PLOTEL, EXCLUDE GRID POUTS 1000 THRU 1003
VIEW 0., 0., o.
AXES HZ , X , Y
FIID SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE =~OP VIEW

PLOT TRUS 0 TIME 0.0 2.0 MAXI DEFO .001 SET 1 ORIGII 1
OUTPUT(XYPLOT)
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CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lIAST
XMHl =2.0
XGRID LINES = YES
YGRID LINES = YES
XTITLE = TIME IN SEC
YTITLE =DISP AT GRID 112 ALONG Y

XYPLOT DISP RESP!112(T2)
YTITLE =DISP AT GRID 112 ABOUT Z

XYPLOT DISP RESP!112(R3)
BEGIN BULK
PARAH LGDISP 1
$$ SOLUTION CONTROL
TSTEPIL 10 4 .25 ADAPT 25 +TS1
+TSl 4
TSTEPIL 20 10 .1 ADAPT 40 +TS2
+TS2 4
TSTEPIL 30 50 .002 ADAPT
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 100 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 101 1- O. O. 45
GRID 102 2. O. O. 45
GRID 103 3. O. O. 45
GRID 104 4. O. O. 45
GRID 105 5. O. O. 45
GRID 106 6. O. O. 45
GRID 107 7. O. O. 45
GRID 108 8. O. O. 45
GRID 109 9. O. O. 45
GRID 110 10. O. O. 45
GRID 111 11- O. O. 45
GRID 112 12. O. O. 45
GRID 212 12. O. -.01 123456
$$ COllECTIVITY
CBEAH 1 10 100 101 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 2 10 101 102 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 3 10 102 103 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 4 10 103 104 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 5 10 104 105 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 6 10 105 106 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 7 10 106 107 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 8 10 107 108 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 9 10 108 109 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 10 10 109 110 O. O. 1.
CBEAH 11 10 110 111 O. O. 1.
CBEAM 12 10 111 112 O. O. 1.
CGAP 200 20 212 112 1. O. O.
$$ PROPERTIES
PBEAM 10 11 .15 2.813-4 2.813-4
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+TBl

+TB2

+PGl.3

EIDT

1.

-1.

123456
123456
123456
123456

.5

1.

O.

o.
2001

5.E+3

10.

O.
111

O.
1.
211

1.

1000.
101

.3 7.25-4
1.E+4

-2.
-2.
10.
10.

50.

O.

1.

1.

200

-2.
+13.
+13.
-2.
1001
1002
1003
1000

1000
1001
1002
1003

2.E+7
o.

HATl 11
PGAP 20
+PGl .02

$----------------------------------------------------------------------------$$$ LOADIIG (SUBCASE 1 AID 3)
LSEQ 1000 910 100
FORCE 100 112
!LOAD1 101 910
TABLEDl 111
+TBl O. O.
$$ LOADIIG (SUBCASE 2)
LSEQ 1000 920
HOMEIT 200 112
DLOAD 201 1.
TLOADl 2001 920
TABLEDl 211
+TB2 O. O. 1. O. 2. 1. EIDT
$----------------------------------------------------------------------------$$$ FRAME FOR PLOT
GRID 1000
GRID 1001
GRID 1002
GRID 1003
PLOTEL 200
PLOTEL 201
PLaTEL 202
PLOTEL 203
$
EIDDATA
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Chapter 11

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

11.1 SNAP-THROUGH ANALYSIS OF A SPHERICAL
DIAPHRAGM BY NEWTON'S ITERATION

11.1.1 Problem Description

A spherical diaphragm resting on a rigid backing plate is subjected to a uniform pressure as
shown in Fig. 11.1.1. It is desired to :find the critical pressure loads for snap-through and
snap-back. The diaphragm has a thickness of 0.15 in. and the gap at the center between the
diaphragm and the backing plate is 0.757 in. Material properties of the diaphragm are given
as follows:

Young's modulus:
Poisson's ratio:

E =2.0 X 105psi
v = 0.28

The objective of this analysis is to study the effects of NLPARM parameters on the con
vergence characteristics when difficulties arise due to snap-through. The geometry and the
loadings are axisymmetric. For simplicity, it is further assumed that the deformation pattern
is confined to axisymmetric shapes.

Three cases are analyzed in this study according to the boundary conditions of the di-
aphragm edge, Le.,

• Clamped boundary

• Simply supported boundary (and release of constraints)

• Sliding and simply supported boundary
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11.1.2 Finite Element Modeling and Input Data



Effects of geometric nonlinearity are included in the analysis by specifying PARAM, LGDISP,
+1. The external pressure applied to the diaphragm surface in each subcase is specified using
PLOAD2. Smaller load increments are used around the loads where snap-through and snap
back are anticipated to occur. The solution strategy is provided by the NLPARM Bulk Data,
which are varied from subcase to subcase depending on the convergence characteristics.
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AFTER SNAP-THROUGH ---,

.' p

SPHERICAL DIAPHRAGM
(UNDEFORMEO)

RIGID BACKING PLATE

Side View

Isometric View

Figure 11.1.1. Spherical Diaphragm Sujected to a Uniform Pressure
(a) Side View (b) Isometric View
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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Case 1

Case 2
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.,--- GAP ELEMENT (13)

A SECTION OF A
SPHERICAL SHELL

~-- RIGID BACKING PLATE

170

171

Figure 11.1.2. Spherical Diaphragm Model with Axisymmetric
Boundary Condition and Constraints by Gap Elements
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Table 11.1.1 Input Data for the Clamped Case

ID SNAPC,V66 $ SHL 5/2/85, GBL 11/22/86
TIME 30
SOL 66
DIAG 8.50
GEliD
TITLE = SlAP-THROUGH ANALYSIS OF A SPHERICAL DOME
SUBTI = EDGE CLAMPED

ECHO =UllSORT
SEALL = ALL
SPC = 200

SET 1 = 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
SET2=1THRU7
SET 3 = 170,200
DISPL = 1
SPCFO = 3

SUBCASE 1
SUBTI = 0.90 PSI
ILPAR = 1
LOAD = 90

SUBCASE 2
SUBTI = 1. 0 PSI
NLPAR = 2
LOAD = 100

SUBCASE 3
SUBTI = 1.5 PSI
NLPAR = 3
LOAD = 150

SUBCASE 4
SUBTI = 0.6 PSI
ILPAR = 4
LOAD = 60

SUBCASE 5
SUBTI = 0.35 PSI

JlLPAR = 5
LOAD = 35

SUBCASE 6
SUBTI = 0.0 PSI
ILPAR = 6

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER nST
PAPER SIZE 29. X 21.
SET 1 ALL
SET 2 ALL EXCEPT GAP
MAXI DEFO .001
FIID SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1

PTITLE=ISOMETRIC VIEW
PLOT SET 1. ORIGIN 1. LABEL
VIEW O•• O. , O.
AXES MY ,X .Z
FIID SCALE ORIGIH 1 SET 2
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PTITLE=ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEW
PLOT STATIC 0 HAXI DEFO .001 SET 2 SYMBOL 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAHETERS
PARAH K6ROT 1.0
PARAH LGDISP 1
NLPARM 1 6 AUTO YES +NLl
NLPARM 2 5 SEMI 2 YES +NL2
+RL2 5
RLPARM 3 2 AUTO YES +NL3
+NL3 5
NLPARH 4 3 AUTO YES +RL4
NLPARM 5 5 AUTO YES +NL5
+NL55
HLPARM 6 1 AUTO YES +NL6
$ BOUNDARY COXDITIONS
SPCl 200 12456 100
SPCl 200 246 110 120 130 140 150 160
SPCl 200 246 111 121 131 141 151 161
SPCl 200 123456 170 171
$ LOADING
PLOAD2 35 .35 1 TRRU 7
PLOAD2 60 .60 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 90 .90 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 100 1.0 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 150 1.5 1 THRU 7
$
$ GEOMETRY
$
CORD2C 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 +Cl
+Cl 1.0 0.0 0.0
$ GRID POINTS
GRID 100 1 0.0 0.0 .503 1 6
GRID 110 1 1.082 0.0 .486 1 6
GRID 111 1 1.082 10. .486 1 6
GRID 120 1 2.163 0.0 .445 1 6
GRID 121 1 2.163 10. .445 1 6
GRID 130 1 3.243 0.0 .393 1 6
GRID 131 1 3.243 10. .393 1 6
GRID 140 1 4.322 0.0 .315 1 6
GRID 141 1 4.322 10. .315 1 6
GRID 150 1 5.401 0.0 .238 1 6
GRID 151 1 5.401 10. .238 1 6
GRID 160 1 6.479 0.0 .153 1 6
GRID 161 1 6.479 10. .153 1 6
GRID 170 1 7.557 0.0 .064 1 6
GRID 171 1 7.557 10. .064 1 6
$ ELEMENTS
CTRIA3 1 1 100 111 110
CQUAD4 2 1 110 111 121 120
CQUAD4 3 1 120 121 131 130
CQUAD4 4 1 130 131 141 140
CQUAD4 5 1 140 141 151 150
CQUAD4 6 1 150 151 161 160
CQUAD4 7 1 160 161 171 170
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123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456
123456

0.833

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1
1.
1.
1.
1.

-.254 1
-.2533 1
-.2533 1
-.2354 1
-.2354 1
-.1862 1
-.1862 1
-.1062 1
-.1062 1
-.1800-21
-.1800-21

.0697 1

.0697 1

.28 7.835-9
1 1.2 1
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6
1.+6 1.-6

210
220
230
240
250
260
170

0.15

200
210
220
230
240
250
260

2.+5
1
.7570
.7393
.7393
.6804
.6804
.5792
.5792
.4212
.4212
.2398
.2398
.0833
.0833

$ BACKUP OF GAPS
GRID 200 1 0.0 0.0
GRID 210 1 1.082 0.0
GRID 211 1 1.082 10.
GRID 220 1 2. 163 0.0
GRID 221 1 2.163 10.
GRID 230 1 3.243 0.0
GRID 231 1 3.243 10.
GRID 240 1 4.322 0.0
GRID 241 1 4.322 10.
GRID 250 1 5.401 0.0
GRID 251 1 5.401 10.
GRID 260 1 6.479 0.0
GRID 261 1 6.479 10.
S GAPS TO REPRESEIiT BACKIIiG PLATE
CGAP 100 200 200 100
CGAP 110 210 210 110
CGAP 111 210 211 111
CGAP 120 220 220 120
CGAP 121 220 221 121
CGAP 130 230 230 130
CGAP 131 230 231 131
CGAP 140 240 240 140
CGAP 141 240 241 141
CGAP 150 250 250 150
CGAP 151 250 251 151
CGAP 160 260 260 160
CGAP 161 260 261 161
$ PROPERTIES
MAT1 1
PSBELL 1
PGAP 200
PGAP 210
PGAP 211
PGAP 220
PGAP 221
PGAP 230
PGAP 231
PGAP 240
PGAP 241
PGAP 250
PGAP 251
PGAP 260
PGAP 261
$ PLOT DATA
PLOTEL 11
PLOTEL 12
PLOTEL 13
PLOTEL 14
PLOTEL 15
PLOTEL 16
PLOTEL 17
ENDD!T!
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Table 11.1.2 Partial Listing of the Input Data for the Simply
Supported Case

ID SNAPS,V65 $ SHL 5/2/85, GBL 12/10/86
TIME 30
SOL 66
DUG 8,50
CElID
TITLE .. SNAP-THROUGH ANALYSIS OF A SPHERICAL DOME
SUBTI .. EDGE SIMPLY SUPPORTED

SEALL .. AU
ECHO .. UNSORT
SPC .. 200

SET 1 .. 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
SET2"1THRU7
SET 3 .. 170,200
DISPL .. 1
SPCFO .. 3
OLOAD .. 3

SUBCASE 1
SUBTI .. 0.5 pst
NLPAR .. 1
LOAD .. 50

SUBCASE 2
SUBTI .. 0.6 PSI, firs"t snap-through
BLPAR .. 2
LOAD .. 60

SUBCASE 3
SUBTI .. 0.7 PSI
BLPAR .. 3
LOAD = 70

SUBCASE 4
SUBTI" 0.72 PSI, second snap-"through
BLPAR = 4
LOAD = 72

SUBCASE 5
SUBTI = 0.8 PSI
NLPAR = 5
LOAD .. 80

SUBCASE 6
SUBTI =0.0 PSI, unloading
RLPAR" 6

SUBCASE 7
SUBTI = 0.0 PSI (EDGE CONSTRAINT REMOVED)
SET 5 = 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170
DISPL = 5
SPC .. 300
NLPAR = 7

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
PAPER SIZE 29. X 21.
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SET 1 ALL
SET 2 ALL EXCEPT GAP
MAXI DEFO .001
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1, ORIGIN 1, LABEL
VIEW O. , O. , O.

AIESMY,X ,Z
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 2

PTITLE=ORTHOGRAPHIC VIEW
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO .001 SET 2 SYMBOL 1

BEGIN BULK
$ PARAMETERS
PARAH K6ROT 1.0
PARAH LGDISP 1
RLPARK 1 5 AUTO YES +RLl
NLPARK 2 5 AUTO 2 YES +IL2
+~ 7 2
ILPARK 3 4 AUTO YES +RL3
RLPARK 4 4 SEMI 2 YES +114
+IL4 5 10
RLPARK 5 4 AUTO YES +IL5
RLPARK 6 8 AUTO YES +RL6
RLPARK 7 10 AUTO YES +IL7
$ BOUNDARY CONDITIOIS
SPCl 200 12456 100
SPCl 200 246 110 120 130 140
SPCl 200 246 111 121 131 141
SPCl 200 12346 170 171
8PCl 300 12456 100
SPCl 300 246 110 120 130 140
8PCl 300 246 111 121 131 141
8PCl 300 2346 170 171
$ LOADING
PLOAD2 50 .50 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 60 .60 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 70 .70 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 72 .72 1 THRU 7
PLOAD2 80 .80 1 THRU 7
$
$ GEOMETRY
$
*** The rest is identical to Table 11.1.1 •••
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11.1.3 Analysis Results

Clamped Case

The load-deflection curve at the center point is shown in Fig. 11.1.3. The curve is constructed
by combining loading and unloading paths. The snap-through occurs between 0.96 psi and
0.98 psi, and the snap-back between 0.45 psi and 0.40 psi. Since the center point comes into
contact with the backing plate at p = 0.98 psi, the point does not translate beyond the gap
distance (0.757 in.) despite the increasing load. The load history between two points A and
B, where the snap-through and the snap-back begin to occur, is conjectured as shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 11.1.3.

Fig. 11.1.4 shows the deformed shapes of the diaphragm for various loading and unloading
levels. It is shown that the curvatures ofthe diaphragm surface are reversed upon snap-through
or snap-back at the critical loads.

Simply Supported Case

In the simply supported case, snap-through occurs twice as shown in Fig. 11.1.5. The first
snap-through occurs between 0.54 psi and 0.56 psi, and the second occurs between 0.700 psi
and 0.705 psi. H it is unloaded before the second snap-through, the diaphragm snaps back at
a pressure between 0.50 psi and 0.48 psi. However, the snap-back does not occur when the
pressure is removed after the second snap-through as shown.

As shown in Fig. 11.1.6(a), two steps of snap-through assume distinct shapes. The first
snap-through can be considered as an interim snap-through by flipping into a shape of double
curvature. Closer examination of the analysis results reveals that the diaphragm comes into
contact with the backing plate near the periphery after the first snap-through. In fact, such
contacts stabilized the interim snap-through mode, which would not have existed otherwise.
The central portion of the diaphragm comes into contact with the backing plate in addition to
the peripheral area upon the second snap-through.

The central area remains in contact with the backing plate during unloading until the
pressure is reduced to 0.1 psi. When the pressure is removed entirely, the central area is lifted
off, leaving the peripheral area of the diaphragm (point A in Fig. 11.1.6(b)) in contact with
the backing plate. Based on these observations, the load history between points A and B can
be conjectured by the dashed line in Fig. 11.1.5.

It is interesting that the snap-back does not occur upon unloading in the elastic problem.
This is because the spring-back force is trapped by SPC forces at the periphery. This SPC
force (Q) upon full unloading is computed as 19.9 Ibs on each node at the periphery, which
is equivalent to a reaction force of 15.088 lbsjin. in the radial direction. It is attempted to
release this reaction force by removing radial constraints on the periphery. The SPC force of
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19.91bs is released in ten steps by Subcase 7. As shown in Fig. 11.1.6(b), the diaphragm snaps
back as the reaction force is released. When the reaction force is removed entirely at the end,
the diaphragm resumes the original shape a~ shown in the figure.

Fig. 11.1.7 shows the vertical displacement at the center and the radial displacement at
the periphery as functions of the SPC force. The snap-back occurs when the SPC force is
between 15.9 lbs and 13.9 lbs. Upon snap-back, the central displacement overshoots due to
the radial compression force remaining at the periphery. The periphery also slides back and
forth radially as the SPC force is diminished.

Sliding and Simply Supported Case

As the pressure is increased, the diaphragm undergoes a slight snap-through at a pressure
between 0.188 psi and 0.190 psi. Fig. 11.1.8 shows the load-deftection curve at the center
point. As shown, the snap-back occurs at a pressure between 0.184 psi and 0.182 psi.

11.1.4 Solution Progression

The convergence of the solution is the most important issue for the iterative and incremental
solution processes of nonlinear problems. The convergence characteristics are mainly influ
enced by the increment size and the iteration strategy. These crucial data for controlling the
incremental and iterative processes are specified in the Bulk DataNLPARM.

The general strategy is to start with default options and reasonable increments of the ap
plied load. Nonlinear analysis requires restarts in general. H the solution has not converged at
a certain step, restarts are attempted from that step with different options in the NLPARM.
Major options that can be changed for better convergence are increment size and parameters
KMETHOD, MAXDIV, and MAXLS. It is recommended that the value of MAXDIV be in
creased (5 to 7) for the subcase where snap-through or snap-back is anticipated. The increment
size was also reduced in the vicinity of the snap-through.

It was discovered in this study that the effect of the line search process is rather erratic
and unpredictable around the critical loads. The line search was helpful to jump over the
unstable region in most cases, but on some occasions, the solution was more easily converged
by suppressing the line search. This behavior was scrutinized and the following observations
were contemplated:

• The convergence characteristics around the critical load (snap-through or snap-back) are
very sensitive to the timing of the stiffness matrix update.

• The timing and the line search affect the base vector (displacements) for the matrix
update.
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• A slight difference in the base vector for the update could lead the solution to either side
of divergence or convergence in the vicinity of the critical loads without due explanation.

Clamped Case

Table 11.1.3 shows the solution strategy and the performance of each subcase when the solu
tions are obtained successfully. Subcases 1, 2, and 3 represent the loading phase, and Subcases
4, 5, and 6 represent the unloading phase. The snap-through occurs in Subcase 2, and the
snap-back occurs in Subcase 5. The solution has not converged with default options in the
vicinity of the critical loads. Restart runs were made with smaller load increments and differ
ent iteration strategies until converged solutions were achieved. It is noted that more stiffness
updates, iterations, and/or line searches were required in these subcases to obtain the solution
than in other subcases without an unstable region. In subcases without an unstable region,
solutions were easily achieved by default options.

Table 11.1.4 summarizes trial-and-errors attempted for Subcase 2/increment 4 (p = 0.96 psi
- 0.98 psi), in which snap-through occurs. In the first trial, the program detects a negative term
on the factor diagonal of [K], and the problem stops due to TWO DIVERGING SOLUTIONS
after 11 iterations with 3 stiffness updates. In the second and third trials, the problem does not
converge due to the same causes. In the fourth trial, the problem stops before convergence due
to the maximum iteration limit of 20. Finally, when KMETHOD is set to SEMI, MAXDIV
to 5, and KSTEP to 2, the problem converges after 16 iterations with 6 stiffness updates. It
can be noticed that frequent stiffness updates at converged states (due to KSTEP=2) expedite
convergence.

Table 11.1.3 Solution Strategy and Performance for Clamped Case

Subcase Load No. of Solution No. of No. of No. of
ID (psi) INC Strategy K Update Iter L.S.

1 0.90 6 Default 1 29 0
2* 1.00 5 SEMI, KSTEP=2 12 29 41

MAXDIV= 5
3 1.5 2 MAXDIV= 5 1 11 16
4 0.60 3 Default 2 18 1
5* 0.35 5 MAXDIV= 5 4 35 16
6 0.00 1 Default 0 6 0

Note: Snap occurs at subcases denoted by *
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Table 11.1.4 Effects of NLPARM Parameters on Convergence
for Subcase 2/Increment 4 of Clamped Case

Trial Parameters No. of No. of No. of
Case KMETHOD KSTEP MAXDIV MAXLS K Update Iter 1.S.

1 (AUTO) (7) (2) (5) 3 11 36

2 (AUTO) (7) 5 (5) 5 19 48

3 SEMI (7) 5 (5) 2 6 6

4 SEMI (7) 7 (5) 5 20 45

5 SEMI 2 5 (5) 6 16 41

Note: 1. ( ) denotes default option
2. Successful solution is achieved at the final trial

Simply Supported Case

Table 11.1.5 shows the solution strategy and the performance of each subcase upon successful
solutions. Subcases 1 through 5 represent the loading phase and subcase 6 represents the
unloading phase. After the pressure is removed entirely, the radial constraint of the diaphragm
is released, which is analyzed by Subcase 7. Another set, Subcase 3,4, and 5 denoted by +,
analyzed the unloading path from 0.60 psi after the first snap-through occurs. The solution
requires strategies different from the default options for NLPARM in the vicinity of the critical
loads.

Tables 11.1.6 and 11.1.7 show the trial-and-errors to obtain solutions for the first (Subcase
2/increment 3) and the second snap-through (Subcase 4/increment 1), respectively. The first
3 trials in Table 11.1.6 were terminated due to TWO DIVERGING SOLUTIONS.

Table 11.1.7 shows two trials terminated due to the maximum iteration limit of 20, where
the program detects a negative term on the factor diagonal of [K] as well as the GIMBAL
ANGLE exceeding 90 degrees. It is noted that variations of MAXDIV and MAXLS have
significant effects on the performance while jumping over the unstable region for the snap
through analysis.
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Table 11.1.5 Solution Strategy and Performance for Simply Supported Case

Subcase Load No. of Solution No. of No. of No. of
ill (psi) INC Strategy K Update Iter L.S.

1 0.50 5 Default 1 24 0
2* 0.60 5 KSTEP=2 7 25 8

MAXDIV=7
MAXLS=2

3 0.70 4 Default 0 17 0
4* 0.72 4 SEMIfSTEP=2 10 25 87

MA DIV=5
MAXLS=10

5 0.80 4 Default 0 8 0
6 0.00 8 Default 2 30 3
7* 0.00 10 Default 7 75 18

3+ 0.50 4 Default 0 12 0

4+* 0.40 5 KSTEP=2 8 27 11
MAXDIV=7

5+ 0.00 5 Default 1 24 0

Notes: 1. Snap occurs at subcases denoted by *
2. + denotes restart for snap-back during unloading

Table 11.1.6 Effects of NLPARM Parameters on Convergence
for Subcase 2/Increment 3 of Simply Supported Case

Trial Parameters No. of No. of No. of
Case KMETHOD KSTEP MAXDIV MAXLS K Update Iter L.S.

1 (AUTO) (7) (2) (5) 1 5 5

2 (AUTO) 2 5 (5) 2 8 24

3 (AUTO) 2 5 2 2 8 12

4 (AUTO) 2 7 2 3 11 8

Notes: 1. ( ) denotes default option
2. Successful solution is achieved at the final trial
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Table 11.1.7 Effects of NLPARM Parameters on Convergence
for Subcase 4/Increment 1 of Simply Supported Case

Trial Parameters No. of No. of No. of
Case KMETHOD KSTEP MAXDIV MAXLS K Update Iter 1.S.

1 (AUTO) (7) (2) (5) 3 12 12

2 (AUTO) 2 7 2 6 20 20

3 (AUTO) 2 7 0 6 20 0

4 SEMI 2 5 10 7 19 87

Note: 1. ( ) denotes default option
2. Successful solution is achieved at the final trial

Sliding and Simply Supported Case

As shown in Table 11.1.8, nine subcases are used for this analysis. Subcases 1 through 5
represent the loading phase, and Subcases 6 through 9 the unloading phase. The snap-through
occurs in Subcase 3, and the snap-back occurs in Subcase 8. Since the snap-through and the
snap-back in this case are moderate and shallow as shown in Fig. 11.1.8, the load is incremented
in very small steps around the critical load to obtain a more descriptive load-deflection curve.
In fact, the coarser load increment rendered solutions by default options without giving details
of snap-through around the critical load.

Table 11.1.8 Solution Strategy and Performance for
Sliding and Simply Supported Case

Subcase Load No. of Solution No. of No. of No. of
ID (psi) INC Strategy K Update Iter L.S.

1 0.16 4 Default 1 24 0

2 0.18 1 Default 0 5 0
3* 0.19 5 MAXDIV=5 4 32 18
4 0.20 1 Default 0 4 0

5 0.60 4 Default 2 25 1
6 0.35 1 Defa.ult 0 6 0

7 0.19 1 Default 1 9 2
8* 0.18 5 Default 3 29 14
9 0.00 2 Default 2 8 16

Note: Snap occurs at subcases denoted by *
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11.1.5 Concluding Remarks

While default options in NLPARM are effective as a general strategy for ordinary problems,
some variations are required to overcome difficulties if divergence is encountered. It is discov
ered that such variations are required to jump over the unstable region of the snap-through
and snap-back problems.

In general, more conservativ~ methods are more reliable but also expensive. Helpful varia
tions for snap-through problems are

• SEMI rather than AUTO

• Smaller value for KSTEP to allow more frequent stiffness updates at convergence

• Larger value for MAXDIV to bypass the divergence criteria

• Larger value for MAXLS to exercise more line searches

It is also observed that the solutions to the snap-back are easier to achieve than to the snap
through.
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The quasi-Newton update and the line search methods are employed as options to accelerate
the convergence and improve the overall effectiveness of the modified Newton's iteration. When
the BFGS method was implemented and tested in the software, our experience showed
that the implementation scheme and adjustment of parameters had a significant impact on the
program's performance [11.1]. The line search method is an expedient, but not an expeditious
method that could improve the computational efficiency. The line search method is modified
and implemented to optimize its usefulness for a general class of problems in conjunction with
quasi-Newton updates [11.2].

Various problems are examined to verify the algorithm's ability to handle nonlinear prob-
lems involving softening/hardening and buckling behavior with material/geometric nonlin-
earities. The effectiveness of the solution process is studied for different values of the fields
MAXQN, MAXLS, and LSTOL in the NLPARM Bulk Data entry. Three example problems
are presented to illustrate the convergence and efficiency characteristics of the quasi-Newton
update and the line search process. The analyses are performed using Ver-sion 65. The iteration
strategy is based on the hybrid Newtons method, by which the stiffnessis updated only when it 
is necessary for efficiency and effectiveness [11.3]. Two cases are considered for each problem. 
In the first case, fields MAXLS and LSTOL are kept constant (equal to 5 and 0.5, respectively, 
unless otherwise stated), and field MAXQN is varied. In the second case, field MAXQN is kept
 constant (equal to 30), and fields MAXLS and LSTOL are varied.
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Case 1: Tables 11.2.1(a) and 11.2.2(a) summarize the numerical performance ofthe BFGS
updates for ZPLATE and ZBEAM, respectively, by varying MAXQN from 0 to 30 with an
interval of 5". The number of QN updates reflects the cumulative QN updates counting all the
quasi-Newton vector pairs involved in every iteration. By increasing the value of MAXQN,
more QN updates are performed. When the QN update is suppressed (MAXQN=O), the beam
model fails to converge, whereas the plate model requires an excessive number of line searches,
stiffness updates and iterations for convergence. In terms of efficiency, both models seemed to
show most favorable results with a MAXQN of 20.
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Table 11.2.1(a). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN in ZPLATE

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(N) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 ao

No. of QN updates 0 4191 4255 4995-t 4526 4476 4910
0-1000 No. of line searches 503 327 260 256 259 252 258

(130 increments) No. of iterations 1412 1326 1196 1195 1212 1158 1196
severe nonlinearity No. of K updates 225 148 147 140 138 141 140

No. of QN updates 0 2329 1462 2288 3882 4971 5537
1000 - 2000 No. of line searches 8 0 0 1 5 9 9

(100 increments) No. of Iterations 578 565 433 436 463 507 514
mild nonlinearity No. of K updates 29 19 40 23 15 12 14

total cP U time·, normalized 1.303 1.079 1.034 1.031 1.000 1.013 1.023
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5, not accurate as performance index
+ 15 QN vectors dragging at 870N for 21 iterations

Table 11.2.2(a). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN in ZBEAM

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(N) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No. of QN updates + - 3010 3676 4112 4746 4632
0-1000 No. of line searches + - 333 341 347 362 353

(130 increments) No. of iterations + - 1077 1094 1108 Ull 1103
severe nonlinearity No. of K updates + - 173 162 155 155 154

No. of QN updates + - 1078 1926 2750 3673 4632
1000 - 2000 No. of line searches + - 0 0 0 2 2

(100 increments) No. of iteratlOns + - 337 368 388 4U3 411
mild nonlinearity No. of K updates + - 32 20 13 11 10

total CPU time·, normalized + - 1.050 1.054 1.001 1.000 1.010
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5, not accurate as performance index
+ Diverging solution at load step 100-200 N.
- Reaching the iteration limit of 30 at load step 300-400 N.

Case 2: Tables 11.2.1(b) and 1l.2.2(b) summarize the numerical performance of the line
search algorithm for ZPLATE and ZBEAM, respectively, by varying MAXLS from 0 to 6 with
LSTOL set at 0.5. It is clear from the tables that the effectiveness of the line search varies
with the extent of nonlinearity. Extensive line searches are performed in the highly nonlinear
region: the number of line searches over the number of iterations is around 22% in the plate
model and 29-33% in the beam model. In the slightly nonlinear region, the line search is hardly
required: the ratio of the number of line searches to iterations is around 1% in the plate model
and zero in the beam model. By. increasing the value of MAXLS, more line search operations
are performed in the highly nonlinear region with more favorable results for MAXLS of 4 and
5. However, little difference is observed in the efficiency for MAXLS between 3 and 6. In
the less nonlinear region on the other hand, MAXLS of 2 or 3 shows more efficient results as
illustrated in Table 11.2.1(b). When the line search is suppressed (MAXLS::::O), both the plate
and beam models fail to converge at the onset of plastic deformation around the load of 200 N.
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Such failures illustrate the necessity of combining the line search operation in the nonlinear
iteration algorithm.

Table 11.2.1(b). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXLS in ZPLATE

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXLS
(N) EFFICIENCY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0-1000 No. of line searches + 223 259 259 260 244 247
(130 increments) No. of iterations + 1197 1166 1212 1159 1149 1164

severe nonlinearity No. of K updates + 157 146 138 137 137 138
1000-2000 No. of line searches + 6 4 5 13 7 5

(100 increments) No. of iterations + 471 441 463 469 469 459
mild nonlinearity No. of K updates + 15 17 15 15 15 15

total CPU time'" (normalized) + 1.081 1.035 1.010 1.000 1.006 1.013
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5 (not accurate as performance index)
+ Diverging solution at load step 200-300 N.

Table 11.2.2(b). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXLS in ZBEAM

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXLS
(N) EFFICIENCY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0-1000 No. of line searches + - 329 347 321 359 359
(130 increments) No. of lteratlons + - 1109 1108 1094 1083 1090

severe nonlinearity No. of K updates + - 162 155 149 150 145
1000-2000 No. of line searches + - 0 0 0 0 0

(100 increments) No. of lteratlons + - 388 388 388 388 388
mild nonlinearity No. of K updates + - 12 12 12 12 12

total CPU time'" (normalized) + - 1.031 1.001 1.000 1.002 1.010
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5 (not accurate as performance index)
+ Diverging solution at load step 100-200 N.
- Reaching the iteration limit of 30 at load step 500-600 N.

11.2.3 Snap-Through and Snap-Back: a Spherical Shell with Backing Plate

A spherical diaphragm resting on the rigid backing plate is subjected to a uniform pressure as
shown in Fig. 11.2.4. The analysis objective is to find the critical pressure for snap-through and
snap-back under different boundary conditions: clamped, simply supported, and sliding/simply
supported cases. Additional constraints are applied after the snap-through by the backing
plate. The material is linear elastic, and the deformation pattern is assumed to be axisymmetric
because the diaphragm is connected to a plunger which prevents the apex from rotating.

A lO-degree sector of the diaphragm is modeled using shell elements with axisymmetric
boundary conditions. The contact process between the diaphragm and the backing plate is
simulated by gap elements as shown in Fig. 11.2.5. The flange portion is omitted in the model.
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The main features of these problems are geometric nonlinearities due to large displacements,
follower forces, and changes in constraints due to the backing plate. The convergence charac
teristics are influenced by the load increment and the iteration strategy. The increment size is
reduced in the vicinity of the snap-through and snap-back. The convergence behavior is rather
erratic and unpredictable around the critical loads.

AFTER SNAP-THROUGH~
J
I P

SPHERICAL DIAPHRAGM
(UNDEFORMED)

RIGID BACKING PLATE

Side View

Isometric View

Figure 11.2.4. Spherical Diaphragm Subjected to a Uniform Pressure.
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i) Clamped Case

The load-deflection curve at the apex point for the clamped boundary conditions, con
structed by combining loading and unloading paths, is shown in Fig. 11.2.6. The snap-through
occurs between 0.96-0.98 psi, and the snap-back between 0.45-0.40 psi. Since the apex point
comes into contact with the backing plate at 0.98 psi, the point does not translate beyond the
gap distance (0.757 in.) despite the increasing pressure. The load history between two points
A and B where the snap-through and the snap-back begin to occur is conjectured as shown by
the dashed line.
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Figure 11.2.6. Load vs. Vertical Displacement at the Center (Clamped Case).
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Case 1: The parametric study is performed by varying MAXQN from 0 to 30 with an
interval of 5. The results are summarized in Table 1l.2.3(a) for loading and unloading phases
separately. Convergence near the snap-through point occurs only at a MAXQN of 10 and
20, which indicated the erratic nature of the problem. The unloading phase is analyzed by
restarting from the converged solution with a MAXQN of 20. The fact that the unloading is
easier than the loading for convergence is intriguing.

Table 11.2.3(a). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN
in the spherical diaphragm with clamped boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No. of QN updates + + 172 + 306 + +
0-1.5 No. of line searches + + 61 + 57 + +

(12 increments) No. of iterations + + 67 + 70 + +
loading (snap-through) No. of K updates + + 13 + 9 + +

CPU time'" + + 1.062 + 1.000 + +
No. of QN updates 0 100 104 104 104 98 98

1.5 - 0 No. of line searches 23 13 15 15 15 13 13
(9 increments) No. of iterations 66 54 54 54 54 53 53

unloading (snap-back) No. of K updates 16 12 12 12 12 12 12
CPU time'" 1.147 1.011 1.024 1.005 1.021 1.022 1.000

Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5, CPU time normalized
+ Diverging solution at snap-through (0.96-0.98 psi)

Case 2: The parametric study is performed by varying MAXLS from 0 to 8. The results
are summarized in Table 1l.2.3(b) for loading and unloading phases separately. As indicated
in the table, the convergence near the snap-through point requires MAXLS to be greater than
4. Computational efficiency appears to be better with MAXLS of 5 or 7 than 6, which cannot
be rationalized. Again, the convergence is easier for unloading than the loading.

Table 11.2.3(b). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXLS
in the spherical diaphragm with clamped boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXLS
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0-1.5 No. of line searches + + - - - 100 116 95 82
(13 increments) No. ofiteratJons + + - - - 80 85 76 82

loading (snap-through) No. of K updates + + - - - 12 12 11 11
1.5 - 0 No. of line searches + + - - - 17 76 9 70

(9 increments) No. of iterations + + - - - 51 69 51 69
unloading (snap-back) No. of K updates + + - - - 10 17 12 16

total CPU time* (normalized) + + - - - 1.070 1.210 1.000 1.177
Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5
+ Diverging solution at the pressure 0.96-0.98 psi
- Reaching the iteration limit of 30 in the vicinity of the snap-through pressure
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ii) Simply Supported Case

In the simply supported case, the snap-through OCCUITS twice as shown in Fig. 11.2.7. The
first snap-through occurrs at 0.54-0.56 psi, and the second OCCUITS at 0.70-0.705 psi. The first
snap-through brings the diaphragm into an interim stable mode by flipping it into a shape of
double curvature. The diaphragm comes into contact with the backing plate near the periphery
immediately after the first snap-through, stabilizing the interim position. The central area of
the diaphragm comes into contact with the backing plate upon the second snap-through. If
the pressure is unloaded before the second snap-through, the diaphragm snaps back at 0.50
0.48 psi. Once the second snap-through occurs, however, the snap-back does not occur upon
unloading because the spring-back force is trapped by the constraint forces at the periphery.
Instead, the central area remains in contact with the backing plate during unloading until
the pressure is reduced to less than 0.1 psi (around point B). When the pressure is removed
entirely, the central area is lifted off, leaving the peripheral area in contact with the backing
plate. Based on these observations, the load history between points A and B can be conjectured
by the dashed line in Fig. 11.2.7.

Case 1: Table 11.2.4 summarizes the numerical performance as a function of MAXQN for
the first and second snap-through phases separately. The convergence behavior dictates that
the maximum number of line searches allowed for each iteration be set to 2 and 10 for the
first and the second snap-through, respectively. The first snap-through requires MAXQN to
be greater than 0 for convergence. The solution to the second snap-through phase can only be
obtained with a MAXQN of 15 and 20. Computational efficiency appeares to be better with a
MAXQN of 20.

Table 11.2.4. Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN in the
spherical diaphragm with simply supported boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No. of QN updates + 170 113 145 252 296 296
0-0.6 No. of line searches + 8 8 8 8 9 9

(10 increments) No. of iterations + 60 51 51 49 57 57
first snap-through No. of K updates + 8 9 8 ~ 7 7

No. of QN updates + + - 153 138 - -
0.6 - 0.8 No. of line searches + + - 163 88 - -

(12 increments) No. of IteratiOns + + - 61 50 - -
second snap-through No. of K updates + + - 14 10 - -

total CPU time·, normalized + + - 1.167 1.000 - -
Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5
+ Diverging solution at first and second snap-through
- Reaching the iteration limit of 30 at the second snap-through

Case 2: The first snap-through requires MAXLS to be greater than 1 for convergence and
the second snap-through converges only with MAXLS of 6 and 10 for the MAXQN range of 0
to 10. The parametric study is not fruitful for this case due to the erratic numerical behavior.
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Figure 11.2.7. Load vs. Vertical Displacement at the Center
(Simply Supported Case).
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iii) Simply Supported and Sliding Case

In the case where the periphery is allowed to slide in the radial direction while it is simply
supported, the diaphragm undergoes a slight snap-through at a pressure between 0.188-0.190
psi. The snap-back occurrs at a pressure between 0.184-0.182 psi as shown in Fig.l1.2.8. Since
the snap-through in this case is moderate and shallow, as shown in the figure, the pressure
is incremented in very small steps around the critical load to obtain a more descriptive load
deflection curve.

0.30

0.20

load
(psi)

0.10

0.00

0.00 0.20

+
o

loading

Unloading

Conjectured

0.40 0.60

Displacement (in)

'Figure 11.2.8, Load VB. Vertical Displacement at the Center
(Sliding and Simply Supported Case).
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Case 1: Table 1l.2.5(a) summarizes the numerical performance as a function of MAXQN
for the loading and the unloading phases separately. The table shows that the solution diverges
around the snap-through or snap-back point for a MAXQN less than 10. This indicates that
BFGS update operations do help to overcome the difficulties near the singularity in the stiffness.
The computational efficiency improves slightly as MAXQN increases; the MAXQN values of
25 and 30 seem to be more efficient.

Table 11.2.5(a). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN in the
spherical diaphragm with sliding/simply supported boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No. of QN updates + + 311 367 608 603 653
0-0.6 No. of line searches + + 20 21 19 19 19

(15 increments) No. of IteratIOns + + 88 91 90 90 90
loading (snap-through) No. of K updates + + 10 7 6 5 5

No. of QN updates + + 193 231 183 245 171
0.6 -0 No. of line searches + + 20 23 26 21 21

(9 increments) No. of Iterations + + 61 61 59 59 55
unloading (snap-back) No. of K updates + + 7 6 7 5 5

total l:PU time ,normalized + + 1.108 1.115 1.074 1.000 1.027
Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5
+ Diverging solution at snap-through or snap-back point

Case 2: Table 11.2.5(b) summarizes the numerical performance as a function of MAXLS
while LSTOL is fixed at 0.5. The table shows that the solution diverges around the snap
through or snap-back for MAXLS less than 3. This indicates that line search operations do help
to overcome the difficulties near the singularity in the stiffness. The significance demonstrated
in Table 1l.2.5(b) is the effectiveness of the line search, and the efficiency is not sensitive to the
value of MAXLS from 3 to 6. The parametric study on the line search tolerance (LSTOL) with
MAXLS of 5 is summarized in Table 11.2.5(c). Notice that when LSTOL is small (0.1-0.3),
the algorithm keeps thrashing on line search operations until the solution diverges at the snap
through or snap-back point. It also indicates that the algorithm becomes inefficient if LSTOL
has too large a value, e.g., 0.7. The choice of 0.5 for LSTOL seems to be a good compromise
for convergence and efficiency of the line search method.
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Table 11.2.5(b). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXLS in the
spherical diaphragm with sliding/simply supported boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXLS
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0-0.6 No. of line searches 0 + + 16 18 19 21
(15 increments) No. of iterations 87 + + 91 91 90 90

loading (snap-through) No. of K updates 4 + + 5 5 5 5
0.6- 0 No. of line searches + + + 22 22 22 22

(9 increments) No. ofiteratlons + + + 59 62 62 62
unloading (snap-back) No. of K updates + + + 5 5 5 5

total CPU time" (normalized) + + + 1.010 1.003 1.008 1.000
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5 (not accurate as performance index)
+ Diverging solution at snap-through or snap-back point

Table 11.2.5(c). Numerical Performance as a function of LSTOL in the
spherical diaphragm with sliding/simply supported boundary

LOAD COMPUTATION LSTOL
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 U.6 0.7

0-0.6 No. of line searches + + + 22 19 17 35
(15 increments) No. of iterations + + + 95 90 90 106

loading (snap-through) No. ot" K updates + + + 5 5 5 8
0.6 - 0 No. of line searches + + + 22 22 23 22

(9 increments) No. ot" lteratlons + + + 61 62 65 65
unloading (snap-back) No. of K updates + + + 5 5 5 6

total CPU time'" (normalized) + + + 1.006 1.000 1.012 1.122
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5 (not accurate as performance index)
+ Diverging solution at snap-through or snap-back point

11.2.4 Pre-Buckling Behavior: an Imperfect Spherical Cap

A spherical shell with an initial imperfection is analyzed [11.6]. The shell is subjected to an
external uniform pressure, while the periphery is clamped. The problem is assumed to remain
axisymmetric in geometry and loading throughout the deformation. The details of the geome
try and the material are shown in Fig. 11.2.9. The initial imperfection is introduced by making
the radius of curvature near the apex greater than the shell radius. The material is elasto
plastic with von Mises yield criterion and kinematic hardening, and the large displacement is
assumed in the analysis. The external pressure is gradually increased until the shell collapses
[11.7], as shown in Fig. 11.2.10. The finite element model shown in Fig. 11.2.11 represents a
10-degree sector in solid elements with axisymmetric boundary conditions.
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Geometry:
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Figure 11.2.9. Imperfect Spherical Shell.
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Material:

7075-T6 Aluminum
E - 10.8 X 106 psi
u-0.3

cry - 7.8 x 10· psi

Strain Hardening:

Slope El -1.1 x 106

Kinematic

Boundary Condition:

Periphery Clamped
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For the parametric studies, numerous analyses are repeated for various values of MAXQN,
MAXLS and LSTOL with the pressure increased up to 3500 psi. In this problem, the loading
can be divided into two stages: the plastic deformation developing stage (0-3000 psi) and the
instability initiating stage (3000-3500 psi). Nonlinearity is fairly mild in both stages compared
to other examples. In the second stage, all the elements undergo plastic deformation.

Case 1: The results are summarized in Table 11.2.6(a), which illustrates the numerical
performance ofthe program as a function of MAXQN. Note that in Table 11.2.6(a) convergence
is achieved for all values of MAXQN except for the second loading stage and MAXQN=0, where
the geometric nonlinear effects become more prominent. The computational efficiency is most
favorable with a MAXQN of 20.

Table 11.2.6(a). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXQN
in the imperfect spherical cap

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXQN
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

No. of QN updates 0 154 165 161 200 368 368
0-3000 No. of line searches 28 8 4 2 2 1 1

(7 increments) No. of iterations 79 43 41 38 37 38 38
plasticity developing No. ofK updates 8 2 4 3 2 1 1

No. of QN updates + 158 133 188 229 224 224
3000 - 3500 No. of line searches + 4 6 5 3 5 5

(5 increments) No. of iterations + 41 32 33 31 34 34
instability developing No. of K updates + 3 3 2 2 3 3

total CPU tIme"', normalized + 1.217 1.202 1.086 1.020 1.005 1.000
Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5, not accurate as performance index
+ Diverging solution at load step 3400-3500 psi

Case 2: The results are summarized in Tables 11.2.6(b) and 11.2.6(c), which illustrate
the numerical performance of the program as functions of MAXLS and LSTOL. Note that
in Table 11.2.6(b) the convergence is not only achieved when the line search is suppressed
but also achieved most efficiently for MAXLS=O. When the line search operation is allowed
(MAXLS > 0, LSTOL=0.5), more line searches are performed in the second stage where
the geometric nonlinear effects become more prominent. The parametric study performed
on LSTOL with MAXLS=5 is summarized in Table 1l.2.6(c). A quite natural consequence of
unnecessary line searches is exemplified by decreasing efficiency with smaller LSTOL. However,
Table 11.2.6(c) does demonstrate that the accurate line search does not expedite convergence
but rather deteriorates efficiency. This problem illustrates that the line search is unnecessary
for moderately nonlinear problems where the divergence is not an issue.
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Table 11.2.6(b). Numerical Performance as a function of MAXLS
in the imperfect spherical cap

LOAD COMPUTATION MAXLS
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0-3000 No. of line searches 0 3 2 2 2 2 2
(7 increments) No. or iteratIons 37 38 37 37 37 37 37

plasticity developing No. or K updates 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3000 - 3500 No. of line searches 0 13 19 18 18 19 19

(5 increments) No. of iterations 50 49 49 49 49 49 49
instability developing No. of K updates 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

total CPU time (normalized) 1.000 1.039 1.072 1.077 1.083 1.086 1.080
Notes:
* VAX 8700 with VAX/VMS V4.5

Table 11.2.6(c). Numerical Performance as a function of LSTOL
in the imperfect spherical cap

LOAD COMPUTATION LSTOL
(psi) EFFICIENCY 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0-3000 No. of lme searches 23 9 2 2 2 1 1
(7 increments) No. of iteratIons 36 36 37 37 37 37 37

plasticity developing No. ot K updates 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3000 - 3500 No. of line searches 56 32 23 23 19 19 17

(5 increments) No. of iterations 48 48 49 49 49 49 49
instability developing No. of K updates 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

total CPU time (normalized) 1.214 1.083 1.046 1.056 1.020 1.014 1.000
Notes:
* VAX 11/780 with VAX/VMS V4.5

11.2.5 Concluding Remarks

The BFGS update method is an expedient and effective procedure to prevent divergence in
complex nonlinear problems. It is also an expeditious method that improves computational
efficiency. If divergence is not an issue, the solution requires more line searches, iterations and
stiffness updates in the absence of BFGS updates, as demonstrated in the detailed parametric
studies. Preliminary tests showed that the current BFGS update scheme works well on the
negative-definite matrices, but did not work on the unsymmetric matrix.

Although the line search method appears theoretically attractive, the computational in
tensity involved in the search process often prohibits indiscriminate use of this procedure in
nonlinear finite element analysis. The line search method is an effective procedure to prevent
divergence in complex nonlinear problems. It is particularly useful to cope with difficulties
when the stiffness approaches singularity. The line search process can help to converge the
solution dramatically in some cases, such as bypassing the unstable regime of the snap-through
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Optimal values of parameters and tolerances are extremely difficult to achieve. They are
not only problem dependent but also vary within a problem during the course of an incre-
mental process. Tolerances and parameter values in the software were tuned based on
50 nonlinear test problems [11.8]. Default values are intended to provide the best workable
method for the wide spectrum of nonlinear problems without any insight or experience, but
they are by no means optimal.



11.3 CREEP ANALYSIS OF THICK-WALLED PRESSURE
VESSEL

11.3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the creep solution of a typically encountered
structure. The structure contains a complex stress patteren requiring an axisymmetric three
dimensional solution. The material has the properties of an engineering metal subjected to
high pressure.

11.3.2 Problem Description

The creep behavior of a thick-walled pressure vessel with a flat-end closure [11.9] is analyzed
under an internal pressure of 445 psi. The geometry of the pressure vessel, as shown in Fig.
11.3.1, is defined as follows:

Overall length 0.89 inch
Outside radius 0.25 inch
Inside radius 0.159 inch
Wall thickness (uniform) 0.091 inch
Fillet radius 0.03 inch

The material has the following elastic properties:
Young's Modulus 20 X 106 psi
Poisson's Ratio 0.3

and is assumed to obey an empirical creep law in the form of

where (T and t are measured in psi and hours, respectively.

11.3.3 Model Description

The modeling is simplified by axisymmetry and symmetry about the mid-plane. A finite
element model is constructed using 72 solid elements (4 PENTAs and 68 HEXAs) with 355
active degree-of-freedom. Appropriate boundary conditions are imposed for symmetry (using
SPCl, SPCADD and GRDSET entries) in the cylindrical coordinate system (CORDIC). A
local coordinate system (CORD2C) is used to specify the geometry of a toroidal section.

The internal pressure is applied by PLOAD4 entries. Although the applied load does not
produce plastic deformation, all the elements are treated as being made of elasto-plastic-creep
material by attaching MATS1 and CREEP entries to the MATI Bulk Data entry.
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The entire analysis took six runs (five restarts) to obtain solutions up to five hours of creep.
Each creep solution took three to four iterations to converge (average 10 CPU minutes on the
VAX 11/780). The results of the analysis are presented in Fig. 11.3.2 through
11.3.5 in comparison with those of the Reference.

Fig. 11.3.2 and 11.3.3 show stress contours at t = 0 and 3, respectively. The stress history
at two selected points (junction of the cylinder and end closure) are shown in Fig. 11.3.4. It
can be seen that the steady-state stress is reached after approximately three hours of creep.
Notice that the software shows a higher stress level at the inside surface (where the stress
concentration occurs) throughout the analysis. Since the initial stress is similarly higher, this



It is not possible to plot creep strain contours with the current version of the software.
But the effective creep strains are printed with nonlinear stresses. Effective creep strains at five
sampling points at t = 3 hours are shown on the creep strain contour plot in the Reference.
The results are in good agreement with the Reference. More accurate solutions should be
obtained with a more refined mesh around the fillet area.



LOAD = 100
NLPARM = 50

SUBCASE 600
LABEL = CREEP 5 HOURS
LOAD = 100
NLPARM = 60

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER NAST
SET 1 ALL
AXES Z.X.Y
VIEW 30 .•20 .•0 .
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE=ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1 ORIGIN 1 LABEL POINT
VIEW O.• o.• o.
PTITLE=SIDE VIEW
FIND SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1

PLOT SET 1 ORIGIN 1 LABEL ELEMENT
PLOT STATIC SET 1 ORIGIN 1

OUTPUT(POST)
SET 10 = ALL
VOLUME 10 SET 10 SYSTEM CORD 1

BEGIN BULK
$ GENERAL
PARAM POST 0
NLPARM 10 1 AUTO
NLPARM 20 5 0.02
NLPARM 30 9 0.1
NLPARM 40 10 0.1
NLPARM 50 5 0.2
NLPARM 60 5 0.4
CORD1C 1 1000 1001 1002
GRIp 1000 0 O. O. O.
GRID 1001 0 O. 0.5 O.
GRID 1002 0 0.5 O. O.
PLOTEL 1001 1000 1001
PLOTEL 1002 1000 1002
CORD2C 2 0.129 0.324 O.
+COR2 0.129 0.354 O.
$ PROPERTIES
MAT1 1 20.0+6 0.3
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 2.0+6 1
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CREEP 1 CRLAW +CR1
+CR1 300 19.8-16 3.61 1.06
PSOLID 3 1 1 0
$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
SPCADD 100 200 300
SPCl 200 23456 1301 1302 1321 1322 1341 1342 +SPC
+SPC 1361 1362 1381 1382
SPCl 300 12456 1100 1120 1140 1160 1180
$ LOADING CONDITIONS
LOAD 100 1. 445. 200
PLOAD4 200 104 1. 1180 +PL104
PLOAD4 200 108 1- 1181 1184
PLOAD4 200 112 1. 1183 1186
PLOAD4 200 116 1. 1185 1188
PLOAD4 200 120 1. 1187 1190
PLOAD4 200 204 1. 1189 1282
PLOAD4 200 208 1- 1281 1284
PLOAD4 200 212 1. 1283 1286
PLOAD4 200 216 1- 1285 1288
PLOAD4 200 220 1- 1287 1290
PLOAD4 200 224 1- 1289 1396
PLOAD4 200 304 1- 1381 1384
PLOAD4 200 308 1- 1383 1386
PLOAD4 200 312 1- 1385 1388
PLOAD4 200 316 1. 1387 1390
PLOAD4 200 320 1- 1389 1392
PLOAD4 200 324 1- 1391 1394
PLOAD4 200 328 1- 1393 1396
$ GRIDS R Z
GRDSET 1 1 2456
GRID 1100 O. O. 0.445
GRID 1101 0.025 2. 0.445

$***** OTHER GRID CARDS ARE OMITTED. *****

GRID 1201
GRID 1396
$ ELEMENTS
CPENTA 101

2

3

0.121 15.
0.159 -2.

1100 1101

5.595-3
0.324

1102 1120 1121 1122
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$***** OTHER CONNECTIVITY CARDS ARE OMITTED. *****

CHEXA
+H328
ENDDATA

328
1396

3
1395

1373 1374 1376 1375 1393 1394 +H328
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Figure 11.3.1. Finite Element Model of Pressure Vessel.
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Figure 11.3.2. Initial Stress Distribution.
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Figure 11.3.3. Effective Stress Distribution after 3 hours of Creep
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A self-adaptive algorithm has been developed and implemented for the implicit time integra-
tion of the nonlinear transient response analysis (SOL 99 or 129) in the software. In this
algorithm, the time increment for the next time step is estimated based on the deformation
pattern at the preceding step. The iteration process for equilibrium employs expeditious meth- .
ods such as quasi-Newton updates and line searches, as well as an adaptive stiffness matrix
update strategy for efficiency. Convergence difficulties induced by inadequate prediction of the
time step size or the change in nonlinearities are tackled by the bisection method based on the
divergence criterion.



- 16 elements along the panel's length

• 16x32 mesh

- 16 circumferential elements, one element every 3.75 degrees

- 32 elements along the panel's length

The undeformed shape of the 8x16 model is shown in Fig. 1l.4.1(b), in which points A and
B (at z=6.28 in and z=9.42 in) indicate the nodal points where displacement responses are
measured. The input data for the 8x16 model is listed in Section 11.4.4. SOL 99 (in Version
67) is used for the nonlinear transient analysis of the impulsively loaded cylindrical panel. The
analysis is performed in five subcases of equal duration (200 JLsec). Subcase 1 contains the
loading conditions (IC for initial velocity), specified by TIC in the Bulk Data. The remaining
four subcases calculate the response to the impulsive loading.

The 6x16, 8x1.6, and 16x32 meshes used to model the cylindrical panel contain 96, 128, and
512 QUAD4 elements, respectively. The geometry is described in the cylindrical coordinate
system, indicated by CORD1C. Boundary conditions, specified using SPC1 entries, include
the constraint of all six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) for each GRID point at the fixed side of
the panel. Translational DOFs, namely components 1, 2, and 3, for the GRID points at the
simply-supported ends of the panel are also constrained. Symmetric boundary conditions are
imposed by constraining components 2, 4, and 6 of the GRID points along the side of the panel
on the symmetric plane.

Material nonlinearity is signified by the inclusion of MATSl. The material is assumed to
be elastic-perfectly plastic and is modeled using the von Mises yield criterion. The geometric
nonlinearity is also taken into account by specifying PARAM,LGDISP,1. The solution strategy
is controlled by the TSTEPNL data entry, which specifies the parameter ADAPT indicating
the adaptive strategy.

11.4.3 Analysis Results and Discussion

The analysis was performed for a duration of 1 msec with an initial time step size of 2 p,sec.
During the analysis of the 6x16 model, the automatic time step adjustment was activated three
times. The initial step size was quadrupled to 8 JLsec at the end of 0.04 msec, reduced to 4
JLsec at 0.22 msec, then reduced to the original size at 0.31 msec. During the analysis of the
8x16 model, the time step size was automatically adjusted nine times. The initial step size
was quadrupled at the end of 10 p,sec, then reduced to 4 JLsec in the next time step when the
bisection was activated. The adjustment was activated again, with the time step sizes ranging
from 8 JLsec to 1 JLsec for the remainder of the analysis. The automatic time step adjustment
occurred eleven times in the analysis of the 16x32 model. The bisection was activated at 3
JLsec. Thereafter, at was adjusted to step sizes ranging from 4 JLsec to 0.5 p,sec, having tne
smallest value during peak displacements.
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The deformed shape of the 8x16 model at the peak displacement is shown in Fig. 11.4.1(c).
There is a significant improvement in the results as the mesh is refined. Notably, the 16x32 
mesh solution is in very good agreement with the experimental results. Refinement of the mesh 
causes the cylindrical panel model to become more flexible, thereby producing a more realistic 
displacement response curve.The table below lists the maximum displacement of the midspan 
normalized to the experimental results, and are compared with a solution using explicit integration 
[11.12].

NASTRAN

Kennedy et al. [11.12] stated that the increased number of quadrature points through the
thickness resulted in a stiffer behavior in the panel, compared with the solutions for the same
problem in Reference [11.13]. In order to examine this point, solutions were
obtained using three Gauss points through the thickness by including PARAM,NLAYERS,3 in
the Bulk Data. Fig. 11.4.3 compares the displacement response of the 8x16 model at points A
and B using three and five Gauss points. Contrary to the observations in [11.12], the number of
Gauss points did not have a significant effect on the displacement response. This is attributed
to the fact that the dominant reaction force stems from membrane action and the material is
perfectly-plastic. When the panel undergoes snap-through, the stresses in the crown line reach
the yield point and plastic yielding occurs in compression throughout the thickness. Varying
the number of Gauss points, therefore, should not greatly affect the results of this problem.



11.4.4 Input Data Listing for the 8x16 Model

ID CYROOF. V66 $ SHL, 5/27/87, DSNLTR
SOL 99 $ NONLINEAR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
DIAG 8,50 $ PRINT MATRIX TRAILERS AND ITERATIONS
TIME 300 $ FOR VAX
CEND
TITLE=CYLINDRICAL PANEL UNDER IMPACT
ECHO=BOTH
SET 1=108,112

DISP=l
SEALL=ALL
SPC=100

SUBCASE 1
LABEL=LINEAR ELASTIC REGION
IC=l
TSTEPNL=10

SUBCASE 2
LABEL=RESPONSE TO IMPACT
TSTEPNL=10

SUBCASE 3
TSTEPNL=10

SUBCASE 4
TSTEPNL=10

SUBCASE 5
TSTEPNL=10

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE=1.3
PLOTTER NAST
SET l=ALL
AXES X,MZ,Y
VIEW 30. ,20. ,0.
MAXI DEFO 1.
PTITLE=ISOMETR_AIC VIEW
FIND

PLOT LABEL GRID_A
PLOT TRANSIENT DEFORMATION 1 TIME 4.E-5
OUTPUT(XYPLOT)

XTITLE= TIME IN SEC.
XGRID LINES=YES
YGRID LINES=YES

YTITLE=D I S P. A T 1 0 8 & 1 1 2 (T 1 )
XYPLOT DISP RESP/l08(T1),112(T1)
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BEGIN BULK
PARAM K6ROT 100.
PARAM LGDISP 1
TSTEPNL 10 100 2.-6 1 ADAPT
$ MATERIAL AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
MAT1 1 10.5+6 0.33 2.5-4
MATS1 1 PLASTIC 1 1 44000. +MSl
PSHELL 10 1 0.125 1 1
$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
SPCl 100 123456 900 THRU 916
SPCl 100 246 100 THRU 116
SPCl 100 123 100 200 300 400 500 600 +SPC
+SPC 700 800 900 116 216 316 416 516 +SPCl
+SPCl 616 716 816 916
$ LOADING CONDITIONS
TIC 1 101 1 -5650.
= = *1 == $
=11 $
TIC 1 201 1 -5650.
= = *1 == $
=11 $
TIC 1 301 1 -5650.
= = *1 == $
=11 $
TIC 1 401 1 -5650.
= = *1 == $
=11 $
TIC 1 501 1 -5650.
= = *1 == $
=11 $
$ GEOMETRY AND CONNECTIVITY
CORD1C 1 1000 1001 1010
PLOTEL 1000 1000 1001
PLOTEL 1001 1000 1010
GRDSET•••••• 1 $
GRID 1000 O. O. O. 123456
GRID 1001 O. O. -1. 123456
GRID 1010 O. 1. O. 123456
GRID 100 1 3.0 O. O.
GRID 101 1 3.0 O. 0.785
GRID 102 1 3.0 O. 1.57
GRID 103 1 3.0 O. 2.355
GRID 104 1 3.0 O. 3.14
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GRID 105 1 3.0 o. 3.925
GRID 106 1 3.0 o. 4.71
GRID 107 1 3.0 o. 5.495
GRID 108 1 3.0 o. 6.28
GRID 109 1 3.0 o. 7.065
GRID 110 1 3.0 o. 7.85
GRID 111 1 3.0 o. 8.635
GRID 112 1 3.0 o. 9.42
GRID 113 1 3.0 o. 10.205
GRID 114 1 3.0 o. 10.99
GRID 115 1 3.0 o. 11.775
GRID 116 1 3.0 o. 12.56
GRID 200 1 3.0 7.5 o.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 300 1 3.0 15. o.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 400 1 3.0 22.5 o.
= *1 = = = *0.785
GRID 500 1 3.0 30. o.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 600 1 3.0 37.5 O.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 700 1 3.0 45. o.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 800 1 3.0 52.5 O.
= *1 = = = *0.785
=15
GRID 900 1 3.0 60. O.
= *1 = = = *0.785
CQUAD4 101 10 100 200 201 101
CQUAD4 102 10 101 201 202 102
CQUAD4 103 10 102 202 203 103
CQUAD4 104 10 103 203 204 104
CQUAD4 105 10 104 204 205 105
CQUAD4 106 10 105 205 206 106
CQUAD4 107 10 106 206 207 107
CQUAD4 108 10 107 207 208 108
CQUAD4 109 10 108 208 209 109
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CQUAD4 110 10 109 209 210 110
CQUAD4 111 10 110 210 211 111
CQUAD4 112 10 111 211 212 112
CQUAD4 113 10 112 212 213 113
CQUAD4 114 10 113 213 214 114
CQUAD4 115 10 114 214 215 115
CQUAD4 116 10 115 215 216 116
CQUAD4 201 10 200 300 301 201
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 301 10 300 400 401 301
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 401 10 400 500 501 401
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 501 10 500 600 601 501
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 601 10 600 700 701 601
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 701 10 700 800 801 701
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
CQUAD4 801 10 800 900 901 801
= *1 = *1 *1 *1 *1
=14
ENDDATA
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p :::
2.5 x 1O-4 /h _ aec2/in4E ::: 10.5 X 106 psi;

Young's MOdulusl/ ::: 0.33; Poisson's Ratio(71/ ::: 4.4 X 104 pai;
Yield StressEp :::

0; Plastic MOdulusVa :::
5650 in/sec; Initial VelOcity

(a) Problem Description (IOitb 6 X 16 mesh)

~.,)~
~ ... ..1.....,. - --,

(b) 8 x 16 Model of Half the Panel

(c) 8 x 16 Deformed Shape at Time =O.
349m

sec

Figure 11.4.1 Impulsively Loaded Cylindrical Panel
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experiment
1 6x32 (NASTRAN)
8x16 (NASTRAN)
 
6x16 (NA5TRAN)



Figure 11.4.3 Comparison of Gauss Integration Schemes
Using 8x16 Model



The GAP element is used to model the contact between surfaces. It is a nonlinear element
available in both the nonlinear static and nonlinear transient solution sequences, SOL 66 and
SOL 99, respectively. Difficulties encountered with the use of the GAP include the selection
of the GAP properties such as satisfactory open and closed stiffness values, selection of the
stiffness matrix update strategy, and efficient reanalysis (restarting). This example examines
these issues in SOL 66, using Version 65. All analyses were performed on a
VAX 8700. Although the same analysis can be performed more efficiently and effectively with
much less user-intervention by using the adaptive GAP elements in Version 67, guidelines and
principles suggested in this section is still valid for determining initial penalty values and the
preload for the adaptive GAP element.



shaft acts radially inward and is located 5.0 inches from the free end. Analyses are performed
to determine the forces placed on the journal as the shaft deflects into the journal.

The three fundamental components of the finite element model are the shaft, the journal
and the gaps defining the contact surface. By taking advantage of the plane of symmetry
present in the structure, only half of it is modeled. A cylindrical coordinate system is used
to define 182 GRIDs for the 36 HEXA elements used to model the shaft and the 30 HEXA
elements for the journal. One element every 30 degrees is used in the circumferential direction.
This is a very coarse finite element mesh but adeqate for demonstration purposes.

8 Itc

,...P+-....-------...Ip-!or+-+--------lo-------ott Free E"Cl

Gap L --I~ ~~.r---------\.-J.
Lacat10ns

Figure 11.5.1 Finite Element Model Exposing GAP Locations

The boundary conditions include constraining all 6 degrees offreedom (DOF) of each GRID
point at the fixed end of the shaft. Symmetric boundary conditions are specified along the
edges on the symmetric plane for both the shaft and journal. Rotational"DOFs attached to
the HEXA elements are also removed via spes.

Twenty-eight GAP elements connect the shaft to the journal, one at each GRID location
around the journal's flanges. The cylindrical coordinate system is used to define the x-axes of
the GAPs to be the T1 or radial direction. The space between the shaft and the journal is
0.001 inches. The initial gap opeJ;ling, Uo, is set to o.oo!.

With the GAPs open, the stiffness between the shaft and journal is theoretically zero. The
constraints and boundary conditions are such that the journal is not restrained from the rigid
body motion in three degrees of freedom. These rigid body motions lead to singularities in the
stiffness matrix. The rigid body motions are rotation about the y-axis and translation along
the x and z-axes. To avoid singularities, a soft spring is attached to the edge of the journal
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at GRID 30321 in the z-direction. This CELAS2 scalar spring element elastically restrains
translation in the z-direction. The spring constant should be as small as possible to avoid the
singularity. A value of 10.0 lb/in. fails, however, an increase in magnitude to 100.0Ib/in.
is satisfactory. When the GAPs closed and the stiffness matrix is updated with the larger
stiffness value, K a , the other two rigid body motions are taken care of. However, they remain
singular until the contact occurs, thus a small nonzero K b must be specified.

Due to the symmetry condition, half of the 20000 lb force is applied to GRID 10015 via
a FORCE entry. Because there are no material or geometric nonlinearities in the model, the
whole load is applied in 1 increment (INC = 1 on the NLPARM entry) in a single SUBCASE.
Once the load is applied, the GAPs either open or close and applying the load in multiple
increments has no affect on helping the solution to converge nor on the validity of the final
solution. To improve convergence, the preload, Fa on the PGAP entry, is set to 0.10 (Fa =
Uo x I(b).

When superelements are used in SOL 66, the CLOAD and LSEQ entries must be used to
apply the loads to upstream superelements.

11.5.3 Selection of GAP Stiffness

K b must be large enough to prevent singularities in the initial stiffness matrix and small enough
to present realistic answers. Caution is also required in choosing the closed GAP stiffness,
K a• A value that is too large may lead to numerical ill-conditioning, slower convergence or
divergence. A K a value which is too small leads to wrong answers. Experience shows that
good choices for K a and K bare:

Closed stiffness K a > 103 x ma.x[K(journal), K(shaft)]
(11.5.1)

Open stiffness Kb < 10-3 X min[K(journal), K(shaft)]

where K(journal) and K(shaft) are the local stiffnesses of the journal and shaft in the direction
of the GAP axis at the GAP location.

Using Roark and Young [11.14], the formulas for circular rings are used to estimate the
local structural stiffness. The radial stiffness of the cylinder subject to the radial load can be
estimated by

2EI
K,oea' = 0.149R~ (11.5.2)

where E is the elastic modulus, I is the area moment of inertia and Re is the approximate
radius to the centroid.

Based on Eq. 11.5.2, the stiffness of the flange portion of the journal in Fig. 11.5.2 is
estimated to be 2.68 X 108 Ib/in. and for the shaft 1.37 X 105 Ib/in. In estimating the local
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To minimize computer time and turn around time for each analysis, the use of superele-
ments (SEs) and ASET entries are implemented. Superelements are used for substructuring.
ASET entries are used for Guyan reduction.



elements will be retained for nonlinear iteration. DOFs to be retained in the analysis set
are placed on ASET entries and all others are automatically ommitted. The complement of
the ASET entry is the OMIT entry. The use of the ASET or OMIT entry is based upon
convenience. The GAP's axial DOFs are the only nonlinear variables in this problem. The
T1 DOF from each GRID connected to each GAP are placed on ASET entries. The nonlinear
stiffness matrix is thereby reduced from 452 DOF to 56 DOF, reducing substantially the time
required for each iteration and stiffness matrix update.

The benefit from using superelements is realized in reanalysis, specifically, when upstream
superelements remain unchanged. By placing the nonlinear elements in the residual structure
(SE 0) and the linear elements in an upstream superelement (SE 10), only SE 0 requires
reanalysis, not upstream SE 10. (The use of either the SESET entry and/or field 9 of the
GRID entry to place GRID points in superelements is a matter of convenience.) When restarts
are performed with changes to the GAP properties, only the residual structure is updated. For
instance, to restart with a new K a value requires only to change the value of K a on the PGAP
entry and to perform an SEALL operation on SE 0, the residual structure.

Table 11.5.1 compares run times of analyses done with and without static condensation via
ASETs and with and without superelements. In order to emphasize the benefit that comes
from reducing the size of the nonlinear stiffness matrix and using superelements, two models
are compared, a 66-element model and a 90o-element model. In the smaller model the ratio
of nonlinear DOFs (A-set) to linear DOFs (O-set) is about 1:7. In the big model the ratio of
A-set to O-set DOFs is about 1:153.

Table 11.5.1. Normalized values of elapsed CPU time for analyses with and without ASETs
and/or SUPERELEMENTS. (Results for each model normalized to 1.)

All DOFs Nonlinear All DOFs Nonlinear

in ASET by GAP DOFs in ASET by GAP DOFs

default (T1)in ASET default (T1)in ASET

NoSEs 1.00 .88 1.00 .36

GAP GRIDs

in SE 0 .87 .89 .55 .53

GAP GRIDs

in SE 0 .59 .61 .08 .06

(restart)

No. Elements 66 900
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11.5.5 Analysis Procedure

Several analyses are performed to demonstrate how results vary depending on the value of K a

used. Comparisons are done for two models: a 66-element model with one element every 30
degrees (a very coarse mesh), a 132-element model with one element every 15 degrees. The
results are compared in Fig. 11.5.3. It is considered that the best possible solution is achieved
when the GAP forces become stationary with respect to J(a'

-.
til
-'I--
til....,
t-o....
Q,..
~-0
c:
0-... ZlOO..
I
."

66-£1ement MOdel

---- • aest posslble solutlon
@ • I(a ~omMendeG for efffciency

X • Ita for best possfble solution

~ • I(a results in UWM 4158 Milt r-at i 0

T
10·'

7
10

1 la' 10
10 1011 10

12 II
10 10

K
a

Figure 11.5.3. K a vs. axial GAP forces for 66-element and 132-element models

The NLPARM entry provides for three types of nonlinea.r solution methods (ITER. SEMI
and AUTO), which control the stiffness matrix update strategy. The ITER method which
updates the stiffness matrix after each iteration (KSTEP= 1) is referred to as full Newton's
method. Variations of all three methods are used in several analyses and are tabulated in
Table 11.5.2, which summarizes results from restarts of the residual structure. Only axial
GAP DOFs are in the nonlinear stiffness matrix via ASET entries. All cases use lia = io9

and Kb = 100. The severe nonlinear effects (rapidly changing stiffnesses) make it difficult to
obtain a converged solution. Inspection of the convergence factors and line search data from
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the nonlinear iteration output is required to make a judicious selection of NLPARM parameters
for better convergence.

Table 11.5.2 Variation of Iteration Strategy in Version 65
(Numbers in parenthesis or blank indicate default value.)

Note that the performance is significantly improved in Version 67.

Case KMETHOD KSTEP MAXDIV MAXITER MAXQN MAXLS SOLUTION

1 AUTO (7) (2) (20) (20) (5) stopped due to 2 diverging soins

2 AUTO 10 stopped due to 2 diverging soins

3 AUTO 7 stopped due to 2 diverging soins

4 AUTO 7 10 stopped due to MAXITER limit

5 AUTO 7 30 30 15 stopped due to 2 diverging sols

6 AUTO 10 30 30 20 converges in 82. sec

7 SEMI 1 stopped due to 2 diverging sols

8 SEMI 7 stopped due to MAXITER limit

9 SEMI 7 30 30 stopped due to MAXITER limit

10 SEMI 7 30 30 10 stopped due to MAXITER limit

11 SEMI 7 30 30 15 converges in 80. sec

12 ITER stopped due to 2 diverging sols

13 ITER 2 stopped due to MAXITER limit

14 ITER 2 0 stopped due to MAXITER limit

15 ITER 1 converges in 63. sec

16 ITER 1 0 0 converges in 43. sec

11.5.6 Summary of Results

The load deforms the shaft into an elliptical shape near the free end which then contacts the
journal over a small area at a few locations shown in Fig. 11.5.4. At these locations the GAPs
close and the stiffness changes from K b to K a..
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Figure 11.5.4 Sections from Fig. 11.5.1 Indicating Which GAPs Close

Fig. 11.5.3 shows that the 66-element model converges to the best possible solution with
Ka. = 1011. However, acceptable results are achieved with Ka. = 108 and the answers are less
than than 5% off when Ka. is as small as 107 • Ka. = 108 is considered the smallest value which
provides a good solution, hence recommended for efficiency. The best possible solution for the
132-element model is achieved over a larger range of Ka. values. A value of Ka. spanning six
orders of magnitude provides results that differ by less than 1%. The best possible solution
is achieved with Ka. = 1010 while Ka. = 107 gives a solution that is less than 1% different
from the best possible solution. For the 132-element model, Ka. = 107 is recommended for
efficiency. The range of acceptable Ka. values increases as the mesh is refined. This trend
continues until the "best" mesh is used, which in this case is about 1 element every 10 degrees
in the circumferential direction.

All three of the iteration methods determined identical solutions as shown in Table 11.5.2.
However, the default values on the NLPARM entry do not yield a converged solution. The
full Newton's method found the solution most efficiently (which is not the case in Version 67).
The time to reach a converged solution was further minimized by restricting the number of line
searches done. Optimal iteration strategy varies with each individual problem. Nevertheless.
the full Newton's method is considered the most conservative and reliable method.

The use of ASETs to reduce the problem size for the nonlinear iterations is strongly rec
ommended if the model has high ratios of linear to nonlinear elements. The large 900-element
model in Table 11.5.1 uses 64% less CPU time when the nonlinear stiffness matrix is reduced
via ASET entries to include only the essential nonlinear terms.
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Superelements are especially effective when restarts are performed. Without superelements,
the entire analysis must be repeated. However, when superelements are combined with ASETs
for the large model, the restart uses only 6% of the CPU as in the original analysis. These
numbers will vary depending on factors such as: number of stiffness matrix updates, iterations,
ratio of linear to nonlinear elements.

11.5.7 Friction in the GAP

The effects of friction in the GAPs are considered in a separate analysis. The analysis is of the
same model but with two loading conditions. The initial load closes the GAPs (SUBCASE 1),
the second one loads the closed GAPs in shear (SUBCASE 2 and 3). When the shear force
is greater than the friction force, slip occurs. Before the full slip condition, the shear force in
each GAP equals J(t (transverse stiffness from PGAP entry) times the shear displacement. J(t

is an elastic stiffness (ideally rigid) used to simulate the stationary condition under the critical
load at which slip occurs. The data is nearly identical to the data in Table 11.5.3 but with
modifications to the PGAP and ASET entries, additional load cases and NLPARM entries.

Friction coefficients of 0.25 are used for the GAP y and z-directions. With friction included,
the GAP's shear DOFs (y and z) become nonlinear DOFs and, as such, need to be included in
the analysis set. DOFs 2 and 3 for each GRID attached to a GAP are placed on ASET entries
(except where SPCed).

The CELAS spring used to restrain the journal is not a structural member, however its
stiffness (100 lb/in) provides an adequate stability to the model. The transverse stiffness,
J(t, connected in series with the CELAS should be the predominant stiffness to resist the
transverse loading. As such, the value of J(t should be orders of magnitude larger than 100. A
parametric study using J(t equal to 103 , 104, and 105 found the minimum load at which full
slip occurs. With J(t equal to 104 and 105 , the same load produces slip. At J(t equal to 1Q3,
a slightly higher load is required for slip. At very large J(t, e.g. 105 or higher, convergence is
difficult to achieve and caution is needed in selecting the loads and iteration parameters. For
best efficiency, J(t which is two orders of magnitude larger than the spring stiffness is proven
sufficient (i.e., J(t = 104).

The load in SUBCASE 1 is the concentrated force. The second load, SUBCASEs 2 and 3,
is a line load along the edge of the journal acting in the +z-direction. A 90 lb force is applied to
each of the seven GRIDs along the edge of the journal. All but one of the GAPs (no. 43) slip.
In SUBCASE 3 the load is increased to 97 lbs in lIb increments. The journal slips completely
at 95 lbs with a total shear force equal to about 1311 lbs. As the remaining load increments
are applied, the journal does not experience large displacements as would be expected in the
full slip condition. This is due to the spring attached along the z-axis.
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Table 11.5.3  Input Data Listing for Case 16.



CORD2C 1 0 O. o. o. O. o. 1. +CORD
+CORD 1. O. O.
$
$ GRID POINTS WHICH DEFINE SHAFT AND JOURNAL.
$
GRID 10000 1 2. 0.0 0.0 1 10

*
*
*

GRID 30621 1 2.75 180. 10. 1 10
$
$ CHEXA ELEMENTS WHICH DEFINE SHAFT AND JOURNAL.
$
CHEXA 100 12 10000 10001 10011 10010 10100 10101 +MOOOOO
+MOOOOO 10111 10110

*
*
*

CHEXA 405 12 20511 30510 30520 20521 20611 30610 +MOO065
+M00065 30620 20621
$
MAT1 13 3.+7 .3
PSOLID 12 13
$
$ CGAPS DEFINE CONNECTIVITY - USE COORD SYSTEM 1 TO DEFINE GAP X AXES.
$
CGAP 10 15 10011 20000 1

*
*
*

CGAP 46 15 10614 30601 1
$
$ uo FO KA KB
PGAP 15 0.001 .10 1.E9 1.E2
$
$ SYMMETRIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
$
SPCl 100 246 10000 10001 10002 10003 10004 10005 +JofOO068
+M00068 10006 10010 10011 10012 10013 10014 10015 10016

*
*
*

SPCl 100 246 30600 30601 30610 30611 30620 30621
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$
$ CONSTRAIN ROTATIONAL DOFS ON ALL SOLID HEXA ELEMENTS.
$

SPCl 100 456 10000 THRU 40000
$
$ BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR FIXED END OF SHAFT.
S
SPCl 100 123456 10000 10010 10100 10110 10200 10210 +M00066
+M00066 10300 10310 10400 10410 10500 10510 10600 10610
$
$ PLACE AXIAL DOFS CONNECTED TO GAPS IN THE ANALYSIS SET.
$
ASETl 1 10011 10012 10013 10014

*
*
*

ASETl 1 21100 21101 31100 31101
$
$ PLACE GRIDS ATTACHED TO GAPS IN THE RESIDUAL STRUCTURE.
$
SESET 0 10011 10111 10211 10311 10411 10511 10611

*
*
*

SESET 0 30001 30101 30201 30301 30401 30501 30601
$
$ SOFT SPRING TO PREVENT RIGID BODY MOTION OF JOURNAL IN T3 DIRECTION.
$
CELAS2 76 100.0 30321 3
$
$ CLOAn. LSEQ REQUIRED FOR LOADING WHEN SUPERELEMENTS ARE USED.
$
CLOAD 901 1. 1. 975
LSEQ 950 975 1000
$
FORCE 1000 10015 10000.0 -1. O. O.
$
$ NLPARM PROVIDES PARAMETERS FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS ITERATION STRATEGY.
$
$ INC KMETHOD KSTEP
NLPARM 2001 1 ITER 1 +NLP
$ MAXQN MAXLS
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The following Bulk Data entries defining the shear loads and NLPARM entries
for SUBCASE 2 and 3 are used when SUBCASE 2 and 3 are included.

+NLP2
1.0

O.
1.0

o

o.
O.

o.

o

90. O.

ITER 1

976

10000.0 -1.
90. O.

1. 1.
976 1002
10015
20010

*
*
*

20610
4

902
950
1002
1002

FORCE 1002
NLPARM 2002

+NLP
$
$
$
$
$ SUBCASE 2 LOADS AND NLPARM CARD
$
CLOAD
LSEQ
FORCE
FORCE

+NLP2 0 0
$
$ SUBCASE 3 LOADS AND NLPARM CARD
$
CLOAD 903 1. 1. 977
LSEQ 950 977 1003
FORCE 1003 10015 10000.0 -1. O. O.
FORCE 1003 20010 97. O. O. 1.0

*
*
*

FORCE 1003 20610 97. O. O. 1.0
NLPARM 2003 7 ITER 1 YES +NLP3
+NLP3 0 0
$
$ Remove the "$" to include the following required shear DOFs when
$ friction effects are used in SUBCASE 2 and 3.
$
$ASETl 3 10011 10012 10013 10014
$ASETl 23 10111 10112 10113 10114

*
*
*

$ASETl 23 20500 20501 30500 30501
$ASETl 3 20600 20601 30600 30601
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mu-z
0.25

mu-y
0.25

Kt
l.E4

Kb
l.E2

Ka
l.E9

Fo
.10

Uo

0.00115

To include transverse stiffness and friction effects for SUBCASE 2
and 3. replace the above PGAP card with the following PGAP card.

$
$
$
$
$
$PGAP
ENDDATA
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11.6 IMPACT ANALYSIS IN SOL 99: STRESS WAVE
PROPAGATION IN AN ELASTIC ROD

11.6.1 Problem Description

A rod with a fixed end is struck by a moving mass at the other end. Let Vo be the initial
velocity of the mass which is considered rigid. The velocity of particles at the end of the rod
at the instant of impact (t = 0) is Vo. Determine the time history of stress and displacement
at various cross sections of the rod during the impact. Find the duration of the impact and
the maximum stress in the rod for various values of mass ratio, M / m.

11+-1----- L Ii
Ii. II

r A 1-1 --1

0.- .-----------!J! I M I,r--- i lI~ 9'0 _.. --+1- I
~ L VI

'I .Rod mass = m

L = 100.0 m, rod length
A = 1.0 m2 , cross-sectional area of the rod
E = 103 N/m2, Young's Modulus
v = 0.3, Poisson's ratio
p 0.1 Kg/m3 , mass density
m = pAL = 10.0 Kg, rod mass
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11.6.2 Theoretical Solution

(11.6.1)

Let M be the mass of the moving body and m be the total mass of the rod. Denoting the
stress at the free end of the rod by (J' and the velocity of the body by v, we have

(J' =pcv =E~ with c = I!
where c = JE / p is the velocity of sound in rod material. As such, the stress in the wave is
determined by the ratio of the two velocities. The initial compressive stress in the rod is

(11.6.2)

(11.6.3)
dv

M-+uA=O
dt

where A is the cross-sectional area of the rod.

Considering the force balance at the free end of the rod during the impact, the equilibrium
equation can be written as

Let the time interval (T) for the stress wave, traveling a complete cycle in the rod, be

T= 2L
c

(11.6.4)

Solving the equilibrium equation for stress at the end struck in various time intervals, we
obtain [11.15]

IT = So(t) for 0 ~ t < T

IT =Stet) + So(t - T) for T ~ t < 2T

IT = S2(t) +Sl(t - T) for 2T ~ t < 3T (11.6. 5)

etc.

where

So(t) =

Stet) =

S2(t) =

lToe-2(m/M)(t/T)

So(t) + lToe-2(m/M)(t/T-t)[1 + 4 m (1 _ !..-)]
M T

Sl(t) + (J'oe-2(m/M)(t/T-2)[1 + 8 m (2 _ !..-) + 8( m ?(2 _ !.)2]
M T M T

Since the stress wave is reflected when it arrives at the fixed end of the rod, the stress value
is twice the intensity of the incident wave. The general expression for the stress at the fixed
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11.6.3 Software Solution

The instant when the stress at the free end (or force in the GAP element) vanishes signifies
the end of the impact. The durations of impact for four distinct values of M/m are determined
from the software analyses and compared with the calculations of Saint-Venant in the
following table.

NASTRAN

The results given in the above table are obtained using the prescribed
model of 20 CONRODs. They match the theoretical values closely except for M/m = 4. It
was discovered, however, that this appreciable discrepancy is caused by a limitation of the
theoretical solution. The theoretical solution is valid only if the mass body stays in contact
with the rod. With a more refined model, the software reveals that there is a momen-
tary opening near the theoretical solution (5.86 seconds in the software) while the real
departure of the mass body from the rod occurs at 6.7 seconds. Thus, we may conclude that the software 
 predicts the true end of impact.



Time histories of displacement at various grid points and stresses at various elements are
obtained from analyses for several different values of M/m. Illustrations in
Fig. 11.6.1 and Fig. 11.6.2 are typical examples of the transient responses associated with the
free end of the rod. A plot of displacement vs. time in Fig. 11.6.1 for the mass point and the
free end point clearly shows a good departure of the mass body, consistent with the theory.
In Fig. 11.6.2, a stress vs. time plot for the element at the free end is given in comparison to
the theoretical one for the end point. It should be noted that due to the stress gradients in
both time and space, the element stress output can not reproduce the theoretical stress curve
exactly at a grid point.

smooth curve segment, the result improves in agreement with the theoretical



$SUBCASE 3
$ TSTEPNL=30
OUTPUT (XYPLOT)

CSCALE=1.3
XAXIS=YES
YAXIS=YES
XTITLE=TlME
YTITLE=DISPLACEMENT
TCURVE= DISP.(Tl) AT MASS PT. (GP99),FREE END(GP21)

XYPLOT DISP /99(Tl),21(T1)
YTITLE=STRESS
TCURVE= STRESS AT FREE END (ELEMENT '120)

XYPLOT STRESS /120(2)
TCURVE= STRESS AT FIXED END (ELEMENT 101)

XYPLOT STRESS /101(2)
TCURVE= FORCE IN THE GAP (ELEMENT 899)
YMAX=2.

XYPLOT STRESS /899(2)
BEGIN BULK
$ ... " ..2 .•...•• 3 •••••.•4 ••.•... 5 ••••••• 6•..••••7 ••. '" .8 ..••••• 9 ••.•••. 10 •..••
GRID 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 123456
GRID 2 5. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 3 10. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 4 15. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 5 20. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 6 25. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 7 30. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 8 35. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 9 40. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 10 45. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 11 50. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 12 55. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 13 60 • 0 •0 0 •0 23456
GRID 14 65. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 15 70. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 16 75. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 17 80. 0 •0 0 •0 23456
GRID 18 85. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 19 90. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 20 95 . 0 •0 0 .0 23456
GRID 21 100. 0.0 0.0 23456
GRID 99 100. 0.0 0.0 23456
$ ROD ELEMENTS
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CONROD 101 1 2 100 1.0
CONROD 102 2 3 100 1.0
CONROD 103 3 4 100 1.0
CONROD 104 4 5 100 1.0
CONRaD 105 5 6 100 1.0
CONRaD 106 6 7 100 1.0
CONROD 107 7 8 100 1.0
CONROD 108 8 9 100 1.0
CONROD 109 9 10 100 1.0
CONROD 110 10 11 100 1.0
CONRaD 111 11 12 100 1.0
CONROD 112 12 13 100 1.0
CONROD 113 13 14 100 1.0
CONROD 114 14 15 100 1.0
CONROD 115 15 16 100 1.0
CONRaD 116 16 17 100 1.0
CONROD 117 17 18 100 1.0
CONROD 118 18 19 100 1.0
CONRaD 119 19 20 100 1.0
CONROD 120 20 21 100 1.0
$ GAP ELEMENT
CGAP 899 90 21 99 o. 1. o.
PGAP 90 1.E+5
$ MASS ELEMENT
CONM2 999 99 10.
$ INITIAL CONDITION
TIC 1 99 1 -0.1
TIC 1 21 1 -0.1
$ MATERIAL PROPERTY OF ROD
MAT1 100 1.E+3 .3 0.1 .002
PARAM W4 1.570796
PARAH COUPMASSl
$ TIME STEP DEFINITION
TSTEPNL 10 120 0.025 1 AUTO 10
TSTEPNL 20 80 0.025 1 AUTO 10
TSTEPNL 30 75 0.010 2 AUTO 10
ENDDATA
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11.7 EFFECTS OF K6ROT ON GEOMETRIC
STIFFENING OF THE THIN SHELL MODEL

11.7.1 Theoretical Basis for Parameter K6ROT

Stiffness is not defined for the rotation normal to the surface of shell elements (QUAD4 and
TRIA3). Unlike linear analysis, this degree of freedom can not be constrained in the geomet
ric nonlinear analysis. It is noted that QUADR and TRIAR elements have stiffness in this
direction, but they are not equipped with nonlinear features. In order to remove the singu
larity in the out-of-plane rotation (the sixth DOF), an artificial stiffness K e, proportional to
the user-specified parameter K6ROT, is provided for the normal rotation in the QUAD4 and
TRIA3 shell elements [11.16]. The pseudo stiffness Ke is added by the parameter K6ROT to
the relative rotation of the element to grid rotation as follows:

Ke for (Oz - 8z) =10-6 *G * t * IJI *K6ROT

with
8z = rotation of a GRID from global displacement

n 1 (OV lJU) . d· h el
,uz = 2 ox - oy ; rotation measure In t e ement

where G is the shear modulus, t is the thickness, and J is the Jacobian, representing the area
of the element. The requirements for K e are

• The unit should be in moments.

• Pass the constant strain patch test.

• No effect on the rigid body rotation.

• Insensitive to the mesh size.

• The value should be small enough to maintain accuracy.

11.7.2 Difficulties in the Thin Shell Model

km ex Etand

The thin shell structure is flexible in the lateral direction at the beginning of the analysis. The
differential stiffness develops as the deformation proceeds, and the shell structure becomes
progressively stiffer due to the nonlinear geometric effect. Geometric stiffening of thin shells
often poses difficulties in convergence during the initial loading stage. The difficulties arise from
ill-conditioned stiffness due to a very large ratio between bending and membrane stiffnesses.
Consider the stiffness of a (L X L x t) quadrilateral element:

Et3

kb ex L2
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Thus the membrane to bending stiffness ratio (kmjkb) is dictated by (Ljt)2. As such, the
lateral pressure on the thin shell causes excessively large rotations due to bending of the
initially soft stiffness. The large rotation could easily involve a larger displacement than 1.57
radian (equivalent to 900

) for rotation, which causes singularity in the gimbal angle calculation.

The gimbal angle for large rotations is applicable to the QUAD4 and TRIA3 elements. At
each iteration, the gimbal angle is accumulated as

66x = (aOysin6z+a6xcosOz)/coSOy

60y = a6ycos 6z - a6x sin Oz

66z = a(Jz+[(aOysin(Jz+aOxcos(Jz)jcosOy]*sinOy

where ao is the incremental rotation in the global coordinate system and 60 is the net incre
mental gimbal angle. A mathematical singularity occurs when the incremental gimbal angle
component Oy = ±90°. If lOy I 2:: 900

, the user warning message "Gimbal Angle Exceeds 90
Degrees" is issued. This is usually caused by numerical ill-conditioning during the nonlinear
iterations rather than by physical rotation exceeding 900

• The problem is most likely aggra
vated beyond the occurance of IOyl 2:: 90° and the solution diverges. This limitation has been
eliminated in Version 67 by introducing a set of auxiliary angles to avoid division by cos 900

•

The divergent process can be contained by using a proper value of K6ROT. This is because
excessive Oy rotation of the thin shell structure propagates to the sixth DOF, even though there
is no normal rotation in the physical problem, and causes excessive normal rotation. K6ROT,
which provides a stiffness for the normal rotation, can favorably affect the iterative process.
Recommendations to alleviate the convergence difficulties when the gimbal angle exceeds 90
degrees are:

• If the physical problem specifies the rotation of Oy beyond 900
, the coordinate system

should be changed so that (Jy :s; 900 (this limitation is removed in Version 67).

• If the problem diverges due to numerical condition, a smaller load increment with a
proper value of K6ROT should be used.

11.7.3 Parametric Studies

Four problems are examined to study the effect of the parameter K6ROT on the iterative
process of thin shell structures subjected to geometric stiffening. The problems are

• QUAD4 model of rectangular plate with line load

• TRIA3 model of rectangular plate with line load

• QUAD4 model of square plate with uniform pressure

• QUAD4 model of square plate with concentrated load
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SOL 66 in Version 66 is used in the analysis ofthe problems. The main feature of these problems
is geometric nonlinearity due to geometric stiffening. The effects of geometric nonlinearity are
included in the analysis by specifying PARAM, LGDISP,1.

The convergence and efficiency characteristics of the solution process are observed in or
der to determine the optimal range of values for K6ROT. To obtain an even distribution of
converging and diverging solutions for each problem, the value of K6ROT is varied from 1 to
109 , incremented by a factor of 10 in each run. The performance (Le., the number of stiff
ness updates, iterations, and line searches) of the successful executions is presented for the
corresponding K6ROT value.

11.7.4 QUAD4 Model of Rectangular Plate with Line Load

A rectangular plate has dimensions of 200 mm x 400 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The
plate is simply supported at the 200 mm sides and is subjected to a line load of 400 Nfmm
acting in the -z direction as shown in Fig. 11.7.1.

The plate is modeled by 8 QUAD4 elements with linear elastic material. The simply
supported boundary condition is imposed by constraining components 1,2, and 3 of the GRID
points at the 200 mm sides of the plate. The line load at GRID 2, 5, and 8 is specified using
FORCE and LOAD Bulk Data entries. The input data are given in Table 11.7.1 for K6ROT
=104

•

z ee,2eee

Figure 11.7.1 QUAD4 Model of Rectangular Plate with Line Load.
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YES
YES

123

123
123

123
123

123

-50
-50

1
1

o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

AUTO
AUTO

o.
O.
O.
200.
200.
200.
100.
100.
100.
O.
O.
100.
100.
200.
200.

O.
200.
400.
O.
200.
400.
O.
200.
400.
100.
300.
100.
300.
100.
300.

4
5

Table 11.7.1 Input Data Listing for QUAD4 Model with Line Load

ID TK6RoT1. V66 $ SHL 3/16/90. TLL 4/21/89
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DIAG 50
CEID
TITLE = S.S. RECTAIGULAR PLATE VITH 8 QUAD4 ELEMUTS AID LUE LOAD

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
oLOAD = ALL

SUBCASE 1
ILPARM = 10
LOAD = 100

SUBCASE 2
ILPARM = 20
LOAD = 200

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 = ALL
MAXI DEFO = 1.
VIEW 30 .• 20 .• O.
FIID SCALE ORIGIN 1 SET 1
PTITLE = ISOMETRIC VIEV

PLOT SET 1 oRIGII 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFo 1. SET 1 ORIGIIl 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID

BEGlI BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PARAM K6RaT 1.E+4
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
ILPARM 10
ILPARM 20
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
GRID 10
GRID 11
GRID 12
GRID 13
GRID 14
GRID 15
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$$ CONNECTIVITY
CQUAD4 1 1 1 10 12 7
CQUAD4 2 1 2 11 13 8
CQUAD4 3 1 4 14 12 7
CQUAD4 4 1 5 15 13 8
CQUAD4 5 1 10 2 8 12
CQUAD4 6 1 11 3 9 13
CQUAD4 7 1 14 5 8 12
CQUAD4 8 1 15 6 9 13
$$ PROPERTIES
MAT1 10 2.07E+5 .3
PSHELL 1 10 .5 10
$$ LOADUG
FORCE 100 2 2000. o. o. -1.
FORCE 100 5 2000. o. O. -1.
FORCE 100 8 4000. o. O. -1.

LOAD 200 1. 10. 100
$
EllDDATA
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Table 11.7.2 summarizes the results of the K6ROT parametric study. The solution con
verges only for K6ROT = 104 • For K6ROT ~ 105, the solution diverges at the first load
increment. The analysis stops for K6ROT = 102 because the maximum number of iterations
is reached in the first increment of the second subcase. For the remaining K6ROT values of
1, 10, and 103, the analysis stops due to a diverging solution. For this problem, the optimum
value of K6ROT is 104 • The load-deflection curve ofthe plate at the center (GRID 8) is given
in Fig. 11.7.2.

Table 11.7.2 Results of Parametric Study for K6ROT:

QUAD4 Model with Line Load

( K Updates/Iterations/Line Searches)

I
K6ROT II INC ILOAD --1----1-o-~--10-2-~--1-03--I-I-0-4*-*--l---U-8---,

1-1 10 diverging 4/32/19 5/39/21 5/32/22 4/33/18 9.115

1-2 20 1/11/3 1/11/3 1/11/3 1/11/3 11.496

1-3 30 1/13/3 3/14/11 3/13/10 3/13/10 13.167

1-4 40 diverging 1/12/6· 1/12/3 1/11/7* 14.497

2-1 112 MAXITER 1/13/9 1/14/6 20.468

2-2 184 2/16/14 2/9/5 24.178

2-3 256 2/17/13 3/17/11 27.017

2-4 328 diverging 2/14/14 29.369

2-5 400 1/9/4 31.401

Notes: 1. Discrepancies in Us with different values of K6ROT is less than 0.0003% at *.
2. Solution diverges at the first increment beyond K6ROT=105.

3. ** indicates the most effective case.
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11.7.5 TRIA3 Model of Rectangular Plate with Line Load

This problem was chosen to be identical to the previous one, but with TRIA3 instead of
QUAD4 elements in the model. The loading had to be reduced, however, because the solution
did not converge with the original loading of 400 N/mm. Fig. 11.7.3 shows the rectangular
plate with dimensions of 200 mm x 400 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The plate is simply
supported at the 200 mm sides and is subjected to a line load of 140 N/mm acting in the -z
direction.

The plate is modeled by 16 TRIA3 elements with linear elastic material. The 'simply
supported boundary condition at the 200 mm sides of the plate is imposed by constraining
components 1, 2, and 3 of the GRID points. The line load at GRID 2, 5, and 8 is specified
using FORCE and LOAD Bulk Data entries. Table 11.7.3 shows the input data for K6ROT
= 102•

z

)-x

8

Figure 11.7.3 TRIA3 Model of Rectangular Plate with Line Load.
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Table 11.7.3 Input Data Listing for TRIA3 Model with Line Load

YES
YES

123

123
123

123
123

123

-50
-50

1
1

o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
o.
O.
O.
O.
o.
O.

AUTO
AUTO

o.
o.
O.
200.
200.
200.
100.
100.
100.
O.
O.
100.
100.
200.
200.

O.
200.
400.
O.
200.
400.
O.
200.
400.
100.
300.
100.
300.
100.
300.

4
5

ID TK6ROT2. V66 $ CSK 3/16/90
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES
SOL 66 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DIAG 50
CEND
TITLE =S.S. RECTANGULAR PLATE WITH 16 TRIA3 ELEMENTS AID LINE LOAD

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
OLOAD = ALL

SUBCASE 1
ILPARH = 10
LOAD = 100

SUBCASE 2
ILPARH = 20
LOAD = 200

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
SET 1 = ALL
MAXI DEFO = 1.
VIEW 30 .• 20 .• O.
FIND SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE = ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1 ORIGII 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFD 1. SET 1 ORIGII 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID

BEGII BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PARAM K6RDT 1.E+2
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
llLPARM 10
ILPARM 20
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
GRID 10
GRID 11
GRID 12
GRID 13
GRID 14
GRID 15
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$$ CONNECTIVITY
CTRIA3 1 1 1 12 7
CTRU3 2 1 1 10 12
CTRIA3 3 1 10 8 12
CTRIA3 4 1 10 2 8
CTRIA3 5 1 2 13 8
CTRIA3 6 1 2 11 13
CTRIA3 7 1 11 9 13
CTRIA3 8 1 11 3 9
CTRIA3 9 1 13 9 6
CTRU3 10 1 13 6 15
CTRIA3 11 1 8 13 15
CTRIA3 12 1 8 15 5
CTRIA3 13 1 12 8 5
CTRU3 14 1 12 5 14
CTRIA3 15 1 7 12 14
CTRU3 16 1 7 14 4
$$ PROPERTIES
MAT1 10 2.07E+5 .3
PSHELL 1 10 .5 10
$$ LOADIIlG
FORCE 100 2 700. o. o. -1.
FORCE 100 5 700. o. o. -1.
FORCE 100 8 1400. o. o. -1.
LOAD 200 1. 10. 100
$
EIDDATA
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The results of the K6ROT parametric study are summarized in Table 11.7.4. The solution
converges for K6ROT values of 10, 102, 103 , and 105 • The analysis stops due to a diverging
solution at the first load increment for K6ROT 2:: 106 and the remaining K6ROT values of 1
and 104 • In this problem, the optimum value of K6ROT is 102 because it is the most efficient
in terms of the number of stiffness updates, iterations, and line searches. The load-deflection
curve of the plate at the center (GRID 8) is given in Fig. 11.7.4.

Table 11.7.4 Results of Parametric Study for K6ROT:

TRIA3 Model with Line Load

( K Updates/Iterations/Line Searches)

I
K6ROT

1 INC I LOAD --I---r--l-0--r1-10-2-**-I--10-a--r--l-0-4- Ug

1-1 3.5 diverging 8/49/50 6/42/28 5/40/26 diverging 9/48/38 6.364

1-2 7 2/20/9 1/18/9 1/18/9 2/21/12 8.030

1-3 10.5 1/18/9 1/18/10 1/19/7 1/21/5 9.197

1-4 14 1/20/8 1/20/8 1/20/9 1/21/8 10.127

2-1 39.2 1/26/14 1/26/15 2/32/15 1/31/11 14.292

2-2 64.4 1/24/16 1/25/16 1/27/13 1/36/8 16.877

2-3 89.6 2/29/18 1/26/18 3/30/20 1/39/8 18.851

2-4 114.8 1/27/18 1/28/16 2/33/20 1/41/14 20.484

2-5 140.0 2/31/20* 2/26/13 2/34/21 2/42/17* 21.895

Notes: 1. Discrepancies in Us with different values ofK6ROT is less than 0.011% at *.

2. Solution diverges at the first increment beyond K6ROT=106 •

3. ** indicates the most effective case.
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11.7.6 QUAD4 Model of Square Plate with Uniform Pressure

Fig. 11.7.5 shows a square plate which has a length of 400 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The
plate is simply supported at three of its sides and is subjected to a uniform pressure loading
of 1 N/mm2 applied normal to its plane.

The plate is modeled by 16 QUAD4 elements with linear elastic material. The simply
supported boundary condition is imposed by constraining components 1,2, and 3 of the GRID
points at three sides of the plate. The uniform pressure loading is specified using PLOAD2
and LOAD Bulk Data entries. The input data are given in Table 11.7.5 for K6ROT = 103 .

z

J-x
Figure 11.7.5 QUAD4 Model of Square Plate with Uniform Pressure.
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YES
YES

123

123
123

123
123
123
123
123
123

-50
-50

1
1

o.
O.
O.
o.
O.
o.
o.
o.
o.
o.
O.
o.
O.
O.
O.

AUTO
AUTO

o.
O.
o.
O.
O.
100.
100.
100.
100.
100.
200.
200.
200.
200.
200.

o.
100.
200.
300.
400.
O.
100.
200.
300.
400.
O.
100.
200.
300.
400.

4
5

Table 11.7.5 Input Data Listing for QUAD4 Model with Uniform Pressure

ID TK6ROT3, V65 $ RA 3/7/90
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES
SOL 56 $ NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DUG 50
CEID
TITLE =S. S. SQUARE PLATE WITH 16 QUAD4 ELEMENTS AID UNIFORM PRESSURE

SEALL = ALL
DISP = ALL
OLOAD = ALL

SUBCASE 1
ILPARM = 10
LOAD = 100

SUBCASE 2
ILPARM =20
LOAD = 200

OUTPUT(PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER lAST
SET 1 = ALL
MAXI DEFO = 1.
VIEW 30., 20., O.
FIND SCALE ORIGII 1 SET 1
PTITLE = ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO 1. SET 1 ORIGIN 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID

BEGIIl BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PARAH K6ROT 1.E+3
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
ILPARM 10
ILPARM 20
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
GRID 10
GRID 11
GRID 12
GRID 13
GRID 14
GRID 15
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GRID 16 o. 300. o. 123
GRID 17 100. 300. o.
GRID 18 200. 300. o.
GRID 19 300. 300. o.
GRID 20 400. 300. o. 123
GRID 21 o. 400. o. 123
GRID 22 100. 400. O.
GRID 23 200. 400. o.
GRID 24 300. 400. o.
GRID 25 400. 400. o. 123
$$ CONJlECTIVITY
CQUAD4 1 1 1 2 7 6
CQUAD4 2 1 2 3 8 7
CQUAD4 3 1 3 4 9 8
CQUAD4 4 1 4 5 10 9
CQUAD4 5 1 6 7 12 11
CQUAD4 6 1 7 ·s 13 12
CQUAD4 7 1 8 9 14 13
CQUAD4 8 1 9 10 15 14
CQUAD4 9 1 11 12 17 16
CQUAD4 10 1 12 13 18 17
CQUAD4 11 1 13 14 19 18
CQUAD4 12 1 14 15 20 19
CQUAD4 13 1 16 17 22 21
CQUAD4 14 1 17 18 23 22
CQUAD4 15 1 18 19 24 23
CQUAD4 16 1 19 20 25 24
$$ PROPERTIES
MATl 10 2.07E+5 .3
PSHELL 1 10 .6 10
$$ LOADIBG
PLOAD2 100 -.1 1 THRU 16
LOAD 200 1. 10. 100
$
EHDDATA
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Table 11.7.6 summarizes the results ofthe K6ROT parametric study. The solution diverges
at the third load increment of the second subcase for K6ROT = 105 and at the first load
increment of the first subcase for K6ROT ~ 106 • The analysis stops at the first load increment
for K6ROT = 1 when the maximum number of iterations is reached. For the remaining K6ROT
values of 10 through 104 , the solution converges. The optimum value of K6ROT is 103 in this
problem. The load-deflection curve of the plate at GRID 23 is given in Fig. 11.7.6.

Table 11.7.6 Results of Parametric Study for K6ROT:

QUAD4 Model with Uniform Pressure

( K Updates/Iterations/Line Searches )

I INC ILOAD I 1 10

K6ROT
--10-2-1-1-0-3*-*---'1--1-04---'---1-0-5-+--U-

23
--

1-1 0.025 MAXITER 8/39/25 3/35/15 4/31/15 5/34/17 6/40/30 7.320

1-2 0.05 1/12/0 1/12/0 1/12/0 1/12/1 2/25/7 9.231

1-3 0.075 1/13/0 1/13/0 1/12/4 1/12/4 1/24/3 10.572

1-4 0.1 1/10/1 1/10/1 1/13/1 1/12/3 1/24/7 11.640

2-1 0.28 1/17/1 1/17/1 1/17/1 1/18/2 1/6/3 16.428

2-2 0.46 1/12/4 1/12/4 1/12/4 1/17/2 1/22/10 19.396

2-3 0.64 2/16/2 3/16/6 2/20/9 2/19/10 diverging 21.664

2-4 0.82 1/11/0 1/13/6 1/10/3 2/21/6 23.544

2-5 1.0 2/15/9* 1/12/0 1/15/3 1/19/5* 25.162

Notes: 1. Discrepancies in U23 with different values of K6ROT is less than 0.0087% at *.

2. Solution diverges at the first increment beyond K6ROT=106 •

3. ** indicates the most effective case.
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Figure 11.7.6 Load-Deflection at Grid 23 of QUAD4 Model with Uniform Pressure.
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11.7.7 QUAD4 Model of Square Plate :with Concentrated Load

This problem is similar to the previous one, but has a different loading condition. A square
plate has a length of 400 mm and a thickness of 0.4 mm. The plate is simply supported on
three sides and is subjected to a concentrated load of 13,200 N acting in the -z direction as
shown in Fig. 11.7.7.

The plate is modeled by 16 QUAD4 elements with linear elastic material. The simply
supported boundary condition is imposed by constraining components 1, 2, and 3 of the GRID
points at three sides of the plate. The concentrated load at GRID 19 is specified using FORCE
and LOAD Bulk Data entries. Table 11.7.7 shows the input data for K6ROT = 103 .

x~
y

Figure 11.7.7 QUAD4 Model of Square Plate with Concentrated Load.
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YES
YES

123

123
123

123
123
123
123
123
123

-40
-40

1
1

o.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

AUTO
AUTO

o.
O.
O.
O.
o.
100.
100.
100.
100.
100.
200.
200.
200.
200.
200.

o.
100.
200.
300.
400.
O.
100.
200.
300.
400.
O.
100.
200.
300.
400.

4
5

Table 11.7.7 Input Data Listing for QUAD4 Model with Concentrated Load

ID TK6ROT4. V66 $ RA 3/7/90
TIME 5 $ CPU MINUTES
SOL 66 $ NOILINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS
DUG 50
CEID
TITLE = S.S. SQUARE PLATE WITH 16 QUAD4 ELEMENTS AID CONCENTRATED LOAD

SEALL = ALL
DISP =ALL
OLOAD = ALL

SUBCASE 1
IlLPARM = 10
LOAD =100

SUBCASE 2
ILPARM =20
LOAD = 200

OUTPUT (PLOT)
CSCALE 1.3
PLOTTER HAST
SET 1 = ALL
MAXI DEFO =1.
VIEW 30 .• 20 .• O.
FIND SCALE ORIGIIl 1 SET 1
PTITLE =ISOMETRIC VIEW

PLOT SET 1 ORIGIIl 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID
PLOT STATIC 0 MAXI DEFO 1. SET 1 ORIGII 1 SYMBOL 1 LABEL GRID

BEGIR BULK
$$ PARAMETERS
PARAM K6RaT 1.E+3
PARAM LGDISP 1
$
RLPARM 10
ILPARM 20
$$ GEOMETRY
GRID 1
GRID 2
GRID 3
GRID 4
GRID 5
GRID 6
GRID 7
GRID 8
GRID 9
GRID 10
GRID 11
GRID 12
GRID 13
GRID 14
GRID 15
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GRID 16 O. 300. O. 123
GRID 17 100. 300. O.
GRID 18 200. 300. O.
GRID 19 300. 300. O.
GRID 20 400. 300. O. 123
GRID 21 O. 400. O. 123
GRID 22 100. 400. O.
GRID 23 200. 400. O.
GRID 24 300 .. 400. O.
GRID 25 400. 400. O. 123
$$ CO:tnlECTIVITY
CQUAD4 1 1 1 2 7 6
CQUAD4 2 1 2 3 8 7
CQUAD4 3 1 3 4 9 8
CQUAD4 4 1 4 5 10 9
CQUAD4 5 1 6 7 12 11
CQUAD4 6 1 7 8 13 12
CQUAD4 7 1 8 9 14 13
CQUAD4 8 1 9 10 15 14
CQUAD4 9 1 11 12 17 16
CQUAD4 10 1 12 13 18 17
CQUAD4 11 1 13 14 19 18
CQUAD4 12 1 14 15 20 19
CQUAD4 13 1 16 17 22 21
CQUAD4 14 1 17 18 23 22
CQUAD4 15 1 18 19 24 23
CQUAD4 16 1 19 20 25 24
$$ PROPERTIES
MAT1 10 2.07E+5 .3
PSHELL 1 10 .4 10
$$ LOADIBG
FORCE 100 19 2200. O. o. -1.
LOAD 200 1. 6. 100
$
EJlDDATA
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The results of the K6ROT parametric study are summarized in Table 11.7.8. The results
are similar to those of the previous problem of a square plate with a uniform pressure. The
solution converges for K6ROT values of 10, 102, 103 , and 104 • The analysis stops at the first
load increment for K6ROT = 1 and K6ROT = 105 because the solution does not converge
in MAXITER iterations. For K6ROT ~ 106 , the ana;lysis stops at the first load increment
due to a diverging solution. The optimum value of K6ROT is also 103 in this problem. The
load-deflection curve of the plate at GRID 19 is shown in Fig. 11.7.8.

Table 11.7.8 Results of Parametric Study for K6ROT:

QUAD4 Model with Concentrated Load

( K Updates/Iterations/Line Searches)

I INC ILOAD I 1 10

K6ROT I
102 I 103** 1--10-4- --1-0-5-- U

19
I

1-1 550 MAXITER 3/38/18 4/38/18 3/39/16 4/38/20 MAXITER 6.4118

1-2 1100 1/15/1 1/15/1 1/15/1 1/16/1 8.095

1-3 1650 2/19/1 2/19/1 1/16/1 1/18/0 9.274

1-4 2200 1/17/0 1/17/0 1/17/0 1/19/1 10.213

2-1 4400 1/20/3 1/20/3 1/20/2 1/22/3 12.878

2-2 6600 2/14/12 1/11/10 1/12/9 1/25/2 14.746

2-3 8800 2/13/11 2/14/12 2/14/12 2/13/10 16.234

2-4 11000 2/12/11 2/12/11 2/12/11 2/14/13 17.489

2-5 13200 2/12/11* 2/12/11 2/12/11 1/16/9* 18.587

Notes: 1. Discrepancies in U19 with different values of K6ROT is less than 0.12% at *.
2. Solution diverges at the first increment beyond K6ROT=106 •

3. ** indicates the most effective case.
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11.7.8 Observations

At the beginning of the analysis, the plate is flexible. As the deformation increases, however,
the plate becomes progressively stiffer due to the nonlinear geometric effect. Bending of the
initially soft plate causes excessive rotation which propagates to the sixth DOF. This excessive
rotation in the sixth DOF is alleviated by a larger value of K6ROT. Therefore, small values
of K6ROT « 102) make the solution convergence very difficult. In fact, the solution did not
converge for K6ROT = 1 in any·of these test problems. Values of K6ROT that are too large (~

106 ) also cause the solution to diverge in all of the problems. Since an excessively large value
of K6ROT will lock the varying strain within an element by enforcing the rotation measured in
the element (0%) to conform to the GRID point rotation (0%), the solution will be inaccurate
even if it converges with a large K6ROT value. The parametric study thus indicates that the
iterative process in geometric stiffening is highly sensitive to K6ROT, whose proper value can
contain the divergent process. The optimal range of values is found to be 102 ::; K6ROT ::; 104 •
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The software's creep capability was developed based on the Maxwell-Kelvin theological
model, which can be applied to any viscoelastic materials [11.17,11.18]. To use this capability,
users need to define the creep characteristics either by empirical creep laws in the form of

If the user should model a material that is characterized by experimental data or by a creep
law different from what is provided inthe software, some kind of curve fitting is required
to find equivalent coefficients or parameter values corresponding to the predefined empirical
law (types 111 through 222) or the Maxwell-Kelvin theological model.



where

n 0.19

co = 0.0067

Ct 0.0011

0'0 = O't =8500 psi

E 1.2 X 106 psi

Using the data points (tj,E}) on the reference curve in Eq. (11.8.2), the least square fit can
be employed to minimize the error, Le.,

where

j

min. error = L 0;
j=l

(11.8.3)

OJ = Ej - Ef (11.8.4)

Eq. (11.8.4) should be linearlized with respect to Cs , Cp and K p to apply an iterative and
incremental process, Le.,

Cs = C~ +~Cs

Cp =C; +~Cp (11.8.5)

K p = 1(~+~Kp

The first order approximation of Eq. (11.8.4) is obtained by a Taylor series with a substitution
of Eq. (11.8.5), Le.,

0' 0' -(K' /e')t J OEr OEr OEr

o~ C' t + J(' [1 - e P P ] - E + oC ~Cs + oC ~Cp+ oJ( ~J(p (11.8.6)
s p s p p

where

(11.8.7)

In order to satisfy the minimum error in Eq. (11.8.3), the following condition has to be
satisfied, Le.,
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(11.8.8)

(11.8.9)

j Ob· j Ocr
L:bj_3_:::: L:bj-:::: 0
j=l O~Cp j=l oCp

j Obj j &r .
~ OJo~K :::: ~ bj oK :::: 0
3=1 P J=d p

When Eq. (11.8.6) is substituted into Eq. (11.8.8), there are three linear equations with
D.Cs,~Cp and D.Kp as unknown variables, Le.,

" OC] 2 Oc'; ocj OC] ocj _ "ocj 1 r
~[(oC) D.Cs + oCs oCpD.Cp+ oCs oKpD.Kp] - ~[oCs (Cj - Cj)]

J 3

" OC'; OC] &j 2 Oc'; &j _ "Ocj 1 r
~[oCp oCs~Cs +(oCp) ~Cp + oCpoKpD.Kp] - ~[oC/Cj - Cj)]

J J

" OEl Ocj OE'; Ocj OEj 2 "ocj 1 r
~[ol(p oCs~Cs + oKp8CpD.Cp+ (8Kp) ~Kp] :::: ~[8Kp (Ej - Cj)]

J J

where the derivatives are defined in Eq. (11.8.7), and cr and el in Eqs. (11.8.1) and (11.8.2),
respectively. By solving the simultaneous equations in Eq. (11.8.9) for D.Cs,~Cp and D.Kp,
these unknown parameters can be updated by Eq. (11.8.5) for the next iteration.

The rheological parameters may be evaluated by the least square fit of the strain-rate
instead of the strain itself. For this approach, Eqs. (11.8.1), (11.8.2), (11.8.4), (11.8.6) and
(11.8.7) should be replaced by the following equations:

i r :::: .!!- + .!!..-e-(Kp/Cp)t (11.8.1b)
Cs Cp

i l :::: ncttn - 1 sinh~ (11.8.2b)
O't

0 = i r _ i l (11.8.4b)
8'r 8'r 8'r

0 ~ 'r '1 c D.C c D.C e ~K (11.8.6b)e - c + 8C
B

B + 8Cp p+ aKp p

8ir 0'
(11.8.7b)--

8CB C2
B

air 0' K
= -[.......E.t _1]e-(Kp/Cp)t

acp C: Cp
8ir _ O't e-(Kp/Cp)t=8Kp C2p

11.8.3 Computational Process

The strain function in Eq. (11.8.1), which requires curve fitting, has two variables, namely,
stress and time. The experimental data are usually measured at constant stress levels, which
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become the basis for the empirical formula or the curve fitting. Therefore, the least square
fit can be performed as formulated in the preceding section with data points in the operating
time domain while the stress level is fixed. Newton's iteration starts to minimize the error in
Eq. (11.8.3). The simultaneous equations in Eq. (11.8.9) are solved at every iteration and the
iteration continues until the convergence is achieved. Upon convergence, a set of rheological
parameters (Cs , Cp and K p ) has been determined for a constant stress. The least square fit is
performed incrementally by sweeping along the entire operating stress range.

The iteration starts with initial values for Cs , Cp and Kp • Initial values should not be too
far from the solution for a good convergence. The initial values can be appropriately estimated
by considering a physical interpretation of the creep strain curve in relation to the rheological
model in Eq. (11.8.1). The slope at a long time span (tf) approximates the secondary creep
rate, Le.,

from which
u

Cs ~ ff(tf)

The total primary creep strain at a long time span can be approximated by

from which
K"'" u

p - cf(t/) - c.tl

The slope at t=O can be related to Cp by

.() u ucto ~-+
Cs Cp

from which

(11.8.10)

(11.8.11)

(11.8.12)

(11.8.13)
1 fl(O) 1

C
p
~~- C

s

For u = 1000 psi and t I = 500000 hours

1000 _ 12 I' 21
Cs ~ 5.964 X 10-10 - 1.6766 X 10 lb In hr

1000 5 .
K p ,.... 1.526 X 10-3 _ 2.982 X 10-4 = 8.1427 X 10 pSI

However, Cp cannot be evaluated by Eq. (11.8.12) because iJ approaches infinity at t = o.
Instead, Cp may be estimated by using Kp , Cs and cl at some finite time span, e.g., for
t = 10000 hours and u = 1000 psi

c/ (10000) = 7.031 X 10-4

Cp ~ 9.71 X 109 1b/in2fhr
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of stress, which can be converted into data specified on the CREEP and



redefined for a different type of empirical formula. It is also possible to use experimental data
for the curve fitting in place of the empirical law with slight modifications to the current version
of "RHEOLOGY".

The least square fit can also be applied to the creep laws defined by types 111 through 222
to be specified in the CREEP Bulk Data entry. For those creep laws, coefficients "a" through
"g" should be determined, rather than the rheological parameters, by the curve fitting. In this
case, the time and the stress must be treated as a unified variable. This means that all the
data points obtained by sweeping through the time domain, nested under the stress increments
across the operating stress range should be included in the iterative process for the least square
fit.
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Table 11.8.1 Run Progression of the Program "RHEOLOGY"

$RUI RHEOLOGY

* PERFORMS LEAST SQUARE FIT FOR RHEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
** WRITTEH BY SAIG H. LEE.

1 . LEAST SQUARE FIT 01 THE STRAII RATE? Y OR I (DEFAULT)

2. TYPE A TITLE(MAX. 40 CHARACTERS).
LEAST SQUARE FIT 01 FIIDLEY'S CREEP LAW FOR RHEOLOGICAL MODEL.
3. TYPE II AI ERROR TOLERAICE FOR ITERATION. (DEFAULT= 1.E-6)
1.E-8
4. DEFIlE AN X-AXIS II TIME.

TYPE MAXIMUM TIME DOMAII:TMAX (DEFAULT=5.E5)

HOW MARY POIlTS WOULD YOU USE FOR CURVE FIT? (DEFAULT=200)

5. DEFIlE THE RAIGE OF SECOID VARIABLE. STRESS.
TYPE II THE MAXIMUM OPERATIIG STRESS: SMAX (DEFAULT=1500)

TYPE II THE STRESS I1CREMEITS SVEEPIIG STRESS RAIGE (DEFAULT=100)

6. OUTPUT FILE lAMES:
TYPE FILE lAME FOR TIME VS. STRAIIi DEFAULT=RHEOLOGY.OUT

TYPE FILE lAME FOR STRESS VS. CS/CP/KPi DEFAULT=RHEOLOGY.PAM

1 LEAST SQUARE FIT AT STRESS 1.000000E+02

lTERATIOI CS
o 1.6804607E+12
1 1.4885375E+11
2 2. 7227526E+11
3 4.5875800E+11
4 6.7277285E+11
5 8. 1780644E+11
6 8. 5469646E+11
7 8.5576620E+11
8 8.5539796E+11

CP
1. 1392271E+10
1.2051061E+10
1. 1337793E+10
1.0767391E+10
1.0465592E+10
1.0304219E+10
1.0216611E+10
1.0168655E+10
1.0142284E+10

KP
8. 1741463E+05
9.62162948+05
9. 9562881E+05
1.0000585E+06
1.0020148E+06
1.0030722E+06
1.0036497E+06
1.0039670E+06
1.0041417E+06

ERROR
2.4587280E-08
5.4180528E-06
1.0784001E-06
1.8038159E-07
2. 2354318E-08
5. 3207905E-09
4. 7783750E-09
4. 7770992E-09
4. 7770010E-09

2 LEAST SQUARE FIT AT STRESS 2.000000E+02

ITERATION CS CP KP ERROR
o 1.6803444E+12 1.1390349E+10 8.1731938E+05 9.8367003E-08
1 1.4883239E+11 1.2048701E+10 9.6204513E+05 2.1678970E-05
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Table 11.8.2 Strain/Strain-Rate vs. Time (RHEOLOGY.OUT File Content)

1 AT STRESS 1.0000E+02 CS= 8.5494E+ll CP= 1.0110E+l0 KP= 1.0044E+06

TIME
2.500000E+03
5.000000E+03
7.500000E+03
1.000000E+04
1.250000E+04
1.500000E+04

STRAIN/EMPIRICAL
5.271788E-05
6.077321E-05
6.600114E-05
6.996244E-05
7.318766E-05
7.592629E-05

RHEOLOGICAL STR-RATE/EMPIRICAL RHEOLOGICAL
2.218916E-05 4. 349165E-09 7.832982E-09
3. 956276E-05 2. 480685E-09 6. 136065E-09
5. 317984E-05 1.786231E-09 4. 812336E-09
6. 386654E-05 1.414938E-09 3.779724E-09
7. 226731E-05 1. 180974E-09 2. 974205E-09
7.888488E-05 1.018834E-09 2. 345837E-09

4. 850000E+05 1. 511870E-04 1.562951E-04 6.099392E-ll 1. 169668E-l0
4. 876000E+06 1.513392E-04 1.566876E-04 6.074044E-ll 1. 169668E-l0
4.900000E+05 1. 514907E-04 1.568799E-04 6.048929E-ll 1. 169668E-l0
4. 926000E+05 1.616417E-04 1.571723E-04 6.024047E-11 1. 169668E-l0
4. 950000E+05 1. 517919E-04 1.574648E-04 5. 999391E-11 1. 169668E-l0
4. 976000E+05 1. 619416E-04 1.577572E-04 6. 974959E-11 1. 169668E-10
6.000000E+05 1.620907E-04 1.580496E-04 6. 950749E-11 1. 169668E-10

2 AT STRESS 2.0000E+02 CS= 8.5488E+l1 CP= 1.0108E+l0 KP= 1.0042E+06

TIME
2.600000E+03
6.000000E+03
7.600000E+03
1.000000E+04
1.250000E+04

STRAIN/EMPIRICAL
1.054546E-04
1.216664E-04
1.320230E-04
1.399461E-04
1.463970E-04

RHEOLOGICAL STR-RATE/EMPIRICAL RHEOLOGICAL
4. 438558E-05 8.698933E-09 1.566844E-08
7. 913807E-05 4. 961714E-09 1.227393E-08
1.063761E-04 3. 672710E-09 9.626984E-09
1.277523E-04 2.830072E-09 7. 560396E-09
1.446569E-04 2.362111E-09 6.949092E-09

4.900000E+06 3.030140E-04 3. 137931E-04 1.209870E-10 2. 339499E-10
4. 926000E+05 3.033158E-04 3. 143780E-04 1.204893E-l0 2.339499E-l0
4. 960000E+05 3.036164E-04 3.149629E-04 1. 199961E-10 2. 339499E-10
4. 975000E+05 3.039168E-04 3. 165478E-04 1. 196075E-10 2.339499E-10
6.000000E+05 3.042140E-04 3. 161326E-04 1. 190232E-10 2. 339499E-10

3 AT STRESS 3.0000E+02 CS= 8.6476E+11 CP= 1.0103E+l0 KP= 1.0040E+06

TIME
2.600000E+03
6.000000E+03
7.600000E+03

STRAIN/EMPIRICAL
1.682290E-04
1.823994E-04
1.980861E-04

RHEOLOGICAL STR-RATE/EMPIRICAL RHEOLOGICAL
6. 660714E-06 1.304991E-08 2. 361199E-08
1.187649E-04 7.443429E-09 1.841699E-08
1.696242E-04 6. 359683E-09 1.444280E-08
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Table 11.8.3 Cs/Cp/Kp vs. Stress (RHEOLOGY.PAM File Content)

LEAST SQUARE FIT ON FINDLEY'S CREEP LAW FOR RHEOLOGICAL MODEL.

STRESS
1.000000E+02
2.000000E+02
3.000000E+02
4.000000E+02
5.000000E+02
6.000000E+02
7.000000E+02
8.000000E+02
9.000000E+02
1.000000E+03
1.100000E+03
1.200000E+03
1.300000E+03
1.400000E+03
1.500000E+03

CS
8. 549437E+11
8. 548840E+11
8. 547586E+11
8.545849E+11
8.543681E+11
8. 541048E+11
8. 537940E+11
8. 534354E+11
8. 530334E+11
8. 525761E+11
8. 520762E+11
8. 515345E+11
8.509324E+11
8.502909E+11
8.496271E+11

CP
1.010986E+10
1.010815E+10
1.010342E+10
1.009695E+10
1. 008911E+10
1.007964E+10
1.006841£+10
1.005559E+10
1.004132E+10
1.002481E+10
1.000697E+10
9.987841E+09
9. 966111E+09
9. 943285E+09
9. 920581E+09
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KP
1.004357E+06
1.004229E+06
1.004030E+06
1.003749E+06
1.003385E+06
1.002940E+06
1.002414E+06
1.001808E+06
1. 001120E+06
1.000356E+06
9. 995104E+05
9.985831E+05
9. 975832E+05
9. 965015E+05
9. 953303E+05



Table 11.8.4 Run Progression of the Program "DISPLY"

$RUI DISPLY
THIS IS A GENERAL PURPOSE PROGRAM FOR XYPLOT

WRITTEN BY SANG H. LEE.

TYPE II BAUD RATE

1. TYPE A TITLE(MAX. 40 CHARACTERS).
DEFAULT IS TO READ THE FIRST LIIE FROM IIPUT FILE

2. lUMBER OF DATA PolllTS?
DEFAULT WILL I1CLUDE ALL THE DATA PoIlTS II THE FILE.

3. X-AXIS DEFIRITION.
LINEAR DR LOGARITHMIC? TYPE LI DR LG

WHICH DORAIR DO YOU WART TO DISPLAY? TYPE XMIN,IMAX

TYPE A LABEL(RAX . 10 CHARACTERS).

TYPE A LABEL(MAX. 10 CHARACTERS).
TIME IN HOUR
4. Y-AXIS DEFINITION.

LINEAR OR LOGARITHMIC? TYPE LN OR LG

RANGE FOR Y-AXIS WILL BE SET AUTOMATICALLY.
TYPE A LABEL(MAX. 10 CHARACTERS).

CREEP STRAIN
5. GRID LIlES? Y OR B.

6. OVERLAY TWO CURVES? Y OR B.
Y

TYPE 1, 2, 3 OR 4 TO SPECIFY INPUT DATA FORMAT:
1 IF I1PUTS ARE I, Y1, Y2
2 IF IIPUTS ARE Xi, 12, Y
3 IF IIPUTS ARE Xi, Y1. 12. Y2
4 IF IIPUTS ARE X, DUMMY. DUMMY. Yi. Y2

1
1ST CURVE WILL BE A SOLID LINE; 2ND WILL BE DASHED

TYPE A LEGEID FOR SOLID LINE.
FIIDLEY

TYPE A LEGEBD FOR DASHED L~NE.

RHEOLOGY
7. TYPE THE FILE lAME.

RHEOLOGY. OUT
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NUMBER OF DATA POINTS= 200

XMIN= O.OOOE+OO

YIIII= 0.200E-04

XIIAI= 0.500E+06

YMAX= 0.160E-03

HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE.
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Table 11.8.5. Source Listing for the Program "RHEOLOGY"

C
C
C PROGRAM RHEOLOGY(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
C
C BY SANG H. LEE, 11/6/87
C
C THIS PROGRAM PROVIDES RHEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS KP, CP AND CS,
C CORRESPONDING TO THE GIVEN EMPIRICAL CREEP LAW (FINDLEY'S)
C USING THE LEAST SQUARES FIT.
C

COMMON I ITITLE(20)
CHARACTER NAME1.20.NAME2.20,IBK.l
DATA IBK/' 'I

C INPUT DATA INTERACTIVELY
C

CALL INTERACT(NF.ERROR.TMAX.ANDP.SMAX.DSIGMA.NAME1.NAME2)
C
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**.*•••
C
C DEFAULT VALUES ARE DEFIlED HERE.
C

IF(ERROR.EQ.0.)ERROR=1.E-6
TMII=O.
IF(THAX.EQ.0.)TMAX=500000.
IF(ANDP.EQ.O.) ANDP=200.

DTIME=(TMAX-TMIB)/ANDP
TIHIT=DTIME*4.

IF(SMAX.EQ.0.)SHAX=1500.
IF(DSIGHA.EQ.O.) DSIGMA=100.

C CREATE AI EXTERIAL FILE.
IF(IAME1.EQ.IBK)IAME1='RHEOLOGY.OUT'
IF(IAME2.EQ.IBK)IAME2='RHEOLOGY.PAM'
OPEN(UNIT=7.FILE=NAME1.STATUS='IEW')
OPEN(UNIT=8.FILE=NAME2.STATUS='XEW')

C
C INPUT TITLE

WRITE(8.1001)(TITLE(I).I=1.20)
WRITE(8.1002)

1001 FORMAT(X.20A4)
1002 FORMAT(/SX,'STRESS'.10X.'CS'14X'CP'14X'KP')

C NUMBER OF LIlES .
IL=O
SIGMA=O.

100 SIGMA=SIGMA+DSIGHA
IF(SIGMA.GT.SMAX)GO TO 200
NL=NL+l
CALL PROCESS(NL,NF,SIGMA,DTIME,TMAX.TIXIT.ERROR)
WRITE(7.1003)
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1003 FORMAT(lH )
GO TO 100

200 CONTINUE
CLOSE (UNIT=7)
CLOSE(UNIT=8)
STOP
END

C
C ***************.*••**.*******************••******.*.**.*.*••*•••••••
C

FUNCTION EPSF(N.STR.TIM)
C
C FINDLEY'S CREEP LAW AND ITS TIME DERIVATIVE
C

IF(I.EQ.l)THEI
EPSF=O.0067*SIIH(STR/SSOO.)

1 +O.0011*TIM*.0.19.SIIH(STR/SSOO.)-STR!1.2E6
ELSE

EPSF=O.19.0.0011.TIM*.(O.19-1.).SIIH(STR/SSOO.)
ENDIF

C
RETUR!r
UTRY EPSFDT(STR.TIM)

EPSFDT=O. 19.0.0011.TIM*.(O. 19-1.).SIIH(STR/8S00.)
RETURll
EID

C
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••*.*••••*•••••**••••••••••••••

.C
FUNCTIOI EPSR(I,TIM)
COMMOI/STHD/S~RESS.CS.CP.KP

REAL KP
C
C RHEOLOGICAL MODEL
C

IF(i .EQ.1)TBEI
EPSR=STRESS*TIM/CS+STRESS.(1.-EXP(-KP.TIM/CP»/KP

ELSE
. EPSR=STRESS/CS+STRESS.Etp(-KP.TIMlCP)/CP

EIQIF .
RETURI

C DERIVATIVES
EITRY FU1F(R,TI!)

IF(I.EQ.1)THEI
FU1F=-STRESS.TIM/CS*.2

ELSE
FUIF=-STRESS/CS••2

EllDIF
RETURN
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ENTRY FU2F(N.TIM)
IF(N.EQ.1)THEN

FU2F=-STRESS*TIM*EXP(-KP*TIM/CP)/CP**2
ELSE

FU2F=STRESS*(KP*TIM/CP-1.)*EXP(-KP*TIM/CP)/CP**2
ENDIF

RETURI
ENTRY FU3F(I,TIM)

IF(X.EQ.1)THEN
FU3F=STRESS*EXP(-KP*TIM/CP)*(1./KP+TIM/CP)/KP-STRESS/KP**2

ELSE .
FU3F=-STRESS*TIM*EXP(-KP*TIM/CP)/CP**2

EIDIF
RETURN
EID

C
C

SUBROUTINE IXTERACT(XF,ERROR,TMAX,AXDP,SMAX,DSIG,NAME1,XAME2)
- CHARACTER IAME1*20,BAME2*20

COMMON / ITITLE(20)
DATA IY,II,IBK/'Y','N',' '1
WRITE(6.999)

999 FORMAT(/X'* PERFORMS LEAST SQUARE FIT FOR RHEOLOGICAL PARAMETERS'I
1 10X,'** VRITTEX BY SABG H. LEE.'/)

C
C LEAST SQUARE FIT DB THE STRAII DR STRAII RATE?
C

BF=O -
100 WRITE(6,998)
998 FORMAT(X. '1. LEAST SQUARE FIT ON THE STRAIN RATE?',

1 2X.' Y OR I (DEFAULT)')
READ(6.1013)IAIS
IF(IANS.EQ.IBK)IAIS=IN
IF(IANS.EQ.IY)BF=2
IF(IABS.EQ.II)XF=1
IF(NF.EQ.O)GO TO 100

C INPUT TITLE
300 TYPE 1000

ACCEPT 1001.(TITLE(I),I=1,20)
1000 FORMAT(X. '2. TYPE A TITLE(MAX. 40 CHARACTERS).')
1001 FORMAT(20A4)

C . ERROR TOLERANCE
TYPE 1002

1002 FORMAT(X,'3. TYPE IN AI-ERROR TOLERANCE FOR ITERATION.'
1 ,X,'(DEFAULT= 1.E-6)')

ACCEPT 1003,ERROR
1003 FORMAT(F20.0)

C X-AXIS IS TIME.
TYPE 1004
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1004 FORMAT(X,'4. DEFINE AN X-AXIS IN TIME.')
20 TYPE 1005

1005 FORMAT(5X.'TYPE MAXIMUM TIME DOMAIH:TMAX (DEFAULT=5.E5)')
ACCEPT 1003,TMAX

1006 FORMAT(2F15.0)
C DATA POINTS II TIME

TYPE 1007
1007 FORMAT(5X,'HOW MAIY POIITS WOULD YOU USE FOR CURVE FIT?'

1 .2X'(DEFAULT=200}'}
ACCEPT 1003,AKDP

C SECOND VARIABLE IS STRESS
TYPE 1008

1008 FORMAT(X , '5. DEFINE THE RUGE OF SECOND VARIABLE, STRESS.'}
TYPE 1009

1009 FORHAT{5X,'TYPE IN THE MAXIMUM OPERATING STRESS: SMAX'
1 .2X'(DEFAULT=1500}'}

ACCEPT 1003. SMAX
TYPE 1010

1010 FORMAT(SX,'TYPE IN THE STRESS INCREMENTS SWEEPIIG STRESS RAIGE'
1 .2X'{DEFAULT=100}'}

ACCEPT 1003,DSIG
C OUTPUT FILE NAMES FOR STUII VS. TIME Am CS/CP/KP VS. STRESS

TYPE 1014
1014 FORHAT{X,'6. OUTPUT FILE NAMES:'}

TYPE 1011
READ(5,1013}IAMEl

1011 FORMAT(SX,'TYPE FILE lAME FOR TIME VS. STRAII;'
1 X,'DEFAULT=RHEOLOGY.OUT'}
TYPE 1012
READ{S,1013}IAME2

1012 FORMAT(SX,'TYPE FILE NAME FOR STRESS VS. CS/CP/KP;'
1 X'DEFAULT=RHEOLOGY.PAM')

1013 FORMAT{A)
RETURI
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE PROCESS(IL,IF ,SIGMA ,DELT1ME ,THAX, TIIIT ,ERLMT}
COMMOR/STHD/STRESS,CS,CP.KP
DIMEISIOR X(901} ,Y(901) ,YRATE{901}
REAL KP

C
STRESS=SIGMA

·1.=0
X{I)=O.

C
10 1=1+1

X{1}=X(I-1)+DELT1ME
IF(X{I).GT.THAX}GO TO 200
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IP=I
Y(I)=EPSF(1,STRESS,X(I»
YRATE(I)=EPSF(2,STRESS,X(I»
GO TO 10

C READ 1001,X(I).Y(I),J
C IF(J.EQ.O)GO TO 10
C IP=I
C 1001 FORMAT(2F10.0,SOX, 110)

200 CONTINUE
WRITE(6.1000)1L. STRESS
CALL GUESS(TMAX,TINIT)
IF(NF.EQ.1)THEI

CALL CURVFIT(IF,ERLHT,X,Y.IP)
ELSE

CALL CURVFIT(NF,ERLMT.X,YRATE,IP)
ENDIF

C
WRITE(7,999)NL,STRESS.CS,CP.KP
WRITE(S,1001)STRESS,CS.CP,KP
WRITE(7,1002)

999 FORMAT(I4,2X'AT STRESS',1PE11.4,
1 X.3HCS=,E11.4,X,3HCP=,Ell.4,X.3HKP=,El1.4/)

1000 FORMAT(1HO,I5.3X,'LEAST SQUARE FIT AT STRESS' ,1PE15.6/)
1001 FORMAT(5(1PE16.6»
1002 FORMAT(SX,'TIME STRAIN/EMPIRICAL RHEOLOGICAL',

1 2X,'STR-RATE/EMPIRICAL RHEOLOGICAL')
c

DO 99 I=1.IP
STRAII=EPSR(1,X(I»
STRATE=EPSR(2,X(I»
WRITE(7.1001) X(I),Y(I),STRAII.YRATE(I),STRATE

99 COITIRUE
RETURI
ERD

C
C'

SUBROUTIIE GUESS(TIMEF,TlMEI)
C COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES OF CSt CP AID KP FOR ITERATIOI.
C

COMMOI/STHD/STRESS.CS,CP,KP
REAL KP

C
CS=STRESS/EPSFDT(STRESS.TIMEF)
TEMP=EPSF(1.STRESS.TIMEF)
TEMP=TEMP-STRESS*TIMEF/CS
KP=STRESS/TEMP
TEMP=EPSF(1,STRESS,TIMEI)-STRESS*TIMEI/CS
TEMP=TEMP*KP/STRESS
TEMP=-ALOG(1.-TEMP)
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CP=KP*TIMEI/TEMP
C

RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE CURVFIT(NF,ERLMT,X,YY,IN)
DIMENSIOI X( 1),Y(901),C(20),YY( 1)
COMMOK/STBD/STRESS,CS,CP.KP
REAL KP

C
ERROR=1.
M=3
1=0
WR1TE(6,999)

50 ERR=O.
DO 20 1=1,11
Y(I)=YY(K)-EPSR(IF,X(I»
ERR=ERR+Y(R) **2

20 CONTINUE
C

WRITE(6.1002) I.CS,CP,KP.ERR
C CONVERGENCE TEST

IF(ERR.LT.ERLMT**2)GO TO 100
IF(ABS(ERROR/ERR-l.).LT.ERLMT)GO TO 100
IF(ERR.GT.l000.*ERROR)GO TO 200
IF(I.GT.30)GO TO 200

C
1=I+l
ERROR=ERR
CALL LSTSQ(IF.ERLMT.X.Y.IR.C.H)
CS=CS+C(l)
CP=CP+C(2)
KP=KP+C(3)
GO TO 5"0

200 WR1TE(6.1003)
100 COITIIUE

C
999 FORHAT(SX.'ITERAT10K'9X.2HCS.l0X.2HCP,10X.2HKP.9X.SHERROR)

1001 FORHAT(2Fl0.0)
1002 FORHAT(X.I9.4(1PE1S.7»
1003 FDRHAT(/.5X.'1TERATIOI DOES lOT COIVERGE.')

RETURI
EllD

C
C

SUBROUT1IE LSTSQ(IF.ERLKT.X.Y.I.C.M)
C COHHON/STHD/STRESS.CS.CP.KP

DIMENSION X(1).Y(1).C(20).F(20.901).A(20.20).B(20)
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C REAL KP
C DERIVATIVES

·C FU1F(T)=-STRESS*T/CS**2
C FU2F(T)=-STRESS*T*EXP(-KP*T/CP)/CP**2
C FU3F(T)=STRESS*EXP(-KP*T/CP)*(1./KP+T/CP)/KP-STRESS/KP**2
C

DO 1 J=l,1
F(l,J)=FU1F(IF,X(J»
F(2,J)=FU2F(IF,X(J»

1 F(H,J)=FU3F(IF,X(J»
C

DO 3 I=l,M
DO 3 K=l.I
A(K,I)=O.
DO 2 J=l,1

2 A(K,I)=A(K,I)+F(I,J)*F(K.J)
3 A(I,K)=A(K,I)

C

DO 4 K=l,M
B(K)=O.
DO 4 J=l,1

4 B(K)=B(K)+Y(J)*F(K,J)
C CALL GAUSID(A,M.B,C,ERLHT)

CALL £lIM(A.M,B.C)
RETURI
ERD

C
C

SUBROUTIIE £lIM(AA,I.BB.l )
DIMEISIOI AA(20.20),BB(20),A(20,21) ,1(20).10(20)
11=1+1
DO 100 1=1.1
A(I,II)=BB(I)
10(1)=1
DO 100 J=l.1

100 A(I,J)=AA(I.J)
.K=l

1 CALL EXCH1(A,I,II,K,ID)
2 IF(A(K.K»3.999,3
3 KK=K+l "

DO 4 J=KK,II
A(K,J)=A(K.J)/A(K.K)
DO 4 1=1,1
"IF(K-I)41 ,4,41

41 A(I,J)=A(I,J)-A(I,K)*A(K,J)
4 COllTIIUE

K=KK
IF(K,,:,I)1,2.5

5 DO 10 1=1.1
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DO 10 J=1,N
IF(1D(J)-I)10,6,10

6 X(I)=A(J ,NN)
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
999 VRITE(6,1000)

1000 FORMAT(SX.'BO UNIQUE SOLUTIOI.')
RETURI
END

C
C

C
C

SUBROUTIIE EXCB1(A,N,NN,K,ID)
DIMENSION A(20,21),ID(20)
IROV=K
ICOL=K
B=ABS(A(K,K»
DO 2 1=1,1
DO 2 J=1,1
IF(ABS(A(I.J»-B)2,2.21

21 nOV=I
ICOL=J
B=ABS(A(I,J»

2 COITlNUE
IF(IROV-K)3,3,31

31 DO 32 J=K,II
C=A(IROV,J)
A(IROV,J)=A(K,J)

32 A(K,J)=C
3 COITIJIUE

IF(ICOL-K)4,4,41
41 DO 42 1=1,1

C=A(I.ICOL)
A(I.ICOL)=A(I,K)

42 A(;J:,K)=C
1=10(ICOL)
ID(ICOL)=ID(K)
IDCK)=!

4 COlfTlNUE
RETUR!
EID

SUBROUT1IE GAUSID(A,I,B,l,ERR)
DIMEIS10I A(20,20),B(20).C(20.20),l(20)
K=O
11=1+1
DO 11 1=1,1
IF(A(I,I»12.6,12

12 X(I)=1.
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C(l,NN)=B(l)/A(l,l)
DO 11 3=1,1

11 C(l,J)=A(l,J)/A(l,l)
1 CONTINUE

E=O.
C

DO 3 1=1,1
P=C(l,lll)
DO 2 J=1.1
P=P-C(I.J)*X(J)

2 COlTIllUE
X(I)=X(I)+P
E=E+ABS(P)

3 CONTINUE
IF(E-ERR)4.4,5

4 RETURII
5 K=K+l

IF(100-K)6.1.1
6 WRITE(6.1000)

RETURll
1000 FORMAT(5X.26H GAUSID DOES lOT CONVERGE.)

END
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Table 11.8.6. Source Listing for the Program "DISPLY"

COHHOI/DT/IDP.XX1(901).YY1(901).XX2(901).YY2(901)
COHHON/TTL/TITLE(20).XLABEL(4).YLABEL(4).SOLID(4).DASHED(4)
CHARACTER IAME*20
DATA IY,IB,IP.ID.LI,LG.IBK/'Y'.'I','P','D','LI'.'LG'.' ,/
WRITE(6,999)

999 FORMAT(X. 'THIS IS A GElERAL PURPOSE PROGRAM FOR XYPLOT' /
1 10X.'WRITTEI BY SAIG H. LEE.')

WRlTE(S.998)
998 FORMAT(/.X,'TYPE II BAUD RATE')

READ(5,1009)BRATE
IBRATE=BRATE/I0

IF(IBRATE.!Q.0)IBRATE=960
CALL IIITT(IBRATE)

CALL TERM(2,1024)

C
C
C
C
C
C

PROGRAM DISPLY SHL 11/16/87

GENERALIZED PLOT PROGRAM

C
400 CALL ERASE

CALL CHRSIZ(3)
CALL AHMODE

C IIPUT TITLE
TYPE 1000
ACCEPT 1001. (TITLE(I) ,1=1.20)

1000 FORMAT(X.'l. TYPE A TITLE(HAX. 40 CHARACTERS).'/
1 5X, 'DEFAULT IS TO READ THE FIRST LIfE FROM I1PUT FILE')

1001 FORMAT(20A4)
C DATA POUTS(BDP)

TYPE .1002
ACCEPT 1009,ABDP
IDP=AlDP
IF(BDP.EQ.0)IDP=901

1002 FORMAT(X • ' 2. lUMBER OF DATA POUTS?' /
1 .10X. 'DEFAULT WILL IICLUDE ALL THE DATA POUTS U THE FILE. ,)

C X-AXIS
TYPE 1004
IXA=2

10 TYPE 1005
ACCEPT 1006.IAIS

IF(IAIS.!Q.IBK)IXA=O
IF(IAIS.EQ.LI)IXA=O
IF(IAIS.EQ.LG)IXA=l
IF(IXA.IE.2)GO TO 20
TYPE 1007
GO TO 10
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20 TYPE 1008
ACCEPT 1009,XMII,XMAX

21 TYPE 1010
ACCEPT 1001,(XLABEL(I),I=l,4)

IF(XLABEL(l).EQ.' ')GO TO 21
1003 FORHAT(I1)
1004 FORHAT(X,'3. X-AXIS DEFINITION.')
1005 FORHAT(5X,'LINEAR OR LOGARITHMIC? TYPE LN OR LG ,)
1006 FORHAT(A2)
1007 FORMAT(X,'ANSWER NOT ACCEPTABLE, TRY AGAIN.')
1008 FORMAT(SX,'WHICH DOMAII DO YOU WANT TO DISPLAY? TYPE XHII,XMAX')
1009 FORMAT(5Fl0.0)
1010 FORMAT(5X,'TYPE A LABEL(MAX. 10 CHARACTERS).')

C Y-AXIS
TYPE 1011
IYA=2

30 TYPE 1005
ACCEPT 1006,IAIS

IF(IAIS.EQ.IBK)IYA=O
IF(IAIS.EQ.LI)IYA=O
IF(IAIS.EQ.LG)IYA=l
IF(IYA.IE.2)GO TO 40
TYPE 1007
GO TO 30

40 TYPE 1012
41 TYPE 1010

ACCEPT 1001,(YLABEL(I),I=1,3)
IF(YLABEL(1).EQ.' ')GO TO 41

1011 FORMAT(X,'4. Y-AXIS DEFIIITIOI.')
1012 FORHAT(X,'RAlGE FOR Y-AXIS WILL BE SET AUTOMATICALLY.')

C GRID OPTIOI
50 TYPE 1013

ACCEPT 1006.IAIS
RG=2
IF(IAIS.EQ.IBK)IG=O
IF(IAIS.EQ.IY)RG=l
IF(IAIS.EQ.II)IG=O
IF(RG.IE.2)GO TO 60
TYPE 1007
GO TO 60

1013 FORMAT(X.'5. GRID L~IES? Y OR I.')
C OVERLAY

60 TYPE 1014
IDASB=O
ACCEPT 1006.IAIS

IF(IAIS.EQ.IBK)IAIS=II
IF(IAIS.EQ.IY)GO TO 100
IF(IAIS.EQ.II)GO TO 200
TYPE 1007
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GO TO 60
1014 FORMAT(X,'6. OVERLAY TWO CURVES? Y OR I.')

·C INPUT DATA FORMAT
100 IDASH=O

TYPE 1016
ACCEPT 1003,IDASH
IF(IDASH.EQ.O .OR. IDASH.GT.4)GO TO 100

C LEGEND
TYPE 1015
TYPE 1017
ACCEPT 1001,(SOLID(I),I=l,4)
TYPE 1018
ACCEPT 1001,(DASHED(I),I=l,4)

1015 FORHAT(31,'lST CURVE WILL BE A SOLID LIIE; 21D WILL BE. DASHED')
1016 FORHAT(31,'TYPE 1.2,3 OR 4 TO SPECIFY IIPUT DATA FORHAT:'I

1 101,'1 IF I.PUTS ARE I, Yl, Y2'I
2 101.'2 IF IIPUTS ARE Xl. 12, Y 'I
3 101,'3 IF IIPUTS ARE Xl. Yl, 12. Y2'!
4 101.'4 IF I.PUTS ARE I. DUMMY. DUMMY. Yl. Y2')

1017 FORHAT(6X.'TYPE A LEGEID FOR SOLID LIIE.')
1018 FORHAT(5X.'TYPE A LEGEID FOR DASHED LIIE.')

C DATA IIJPUT
200 UPUT=l

TYPE 1021
READ (6. 1022)RAKE

1021 FORHAT(I.'7. TYPE THE FILE IAME.'./)
1022 FORHAT(A)

C CALL ASSIGI(1.IAME.-l)
OPEI(UlIT=IIPUT.FlLE=.AHE.READONLY.STATUS='OLD'.ERR=200)

C CALL BELL
IF(TITLE(l).EQ.' ')READ(IIPUT.l024)(TITLE(I).I=1,20)
GO 'TO 500

300 READ(IIPUT.l024)(TITLE(I).I=1.20)
500 CALL PREP(IIA.IYA.XHII.XHAI.IG.IIPUT.IDASH)

C
450 TYPE 1020.IAHE

ACCEPT 1006.IAIS
IF(IAIS.EQ.IY)GO TO 300
IF(IARS.EQ.II)GO TO 700
TYPE 1007
GO TO 450

1020 FORMAT(X'MORE PLOTS TO PROCESS I'"FILE '.A12.' Y OR I 1'1/)
700 CLOSE(UHIT=IIPUT)

C
C FOR MORE FILES TO PROCESS.

350 TYPE 1023
ACCEPT 1006.IAIS
IF(IARS.EQ.IY)GO TO 400
IF(IAIS.EQ.II)STOP
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TYPE 1007
GO TO 350

1023 FORHAT(X'MORE PLOTS TO PROCESS? Y OR I'll)
1024 FORMAT(20A4,11)

END
C
C

SUBROUTIRE PREP(IXA,IYA,XMIR,XMAX,RG,IIPUT,IDASB)
COMMOR/TTL/TITLE(20),XLABEL(4),YLABEL(4),SOLID(4),DASBED(4)
COMMOI/DT/RDP,XX1(901),YY1(901),XX2(901),YY2(901)
DIMERSIOH GIRC(20),TIIC(20) .

DATA TIIC/1.,1.,2., 2. ,4. ,5. ,5. ,6. ,5. ,5. ,5. ,5. ,5. ,6. ,
1 10.,10.,10:,10.,10.,10.1

DATA GIRC/2.,2.,5.,5.,5.,10.,10.,10.,10.,10.,10.,10.,10.,10.,
1 20.,20.,20.,20.,20.,20.1

DATA IY,II/'Y'.'I'I
C IRPUT DATA

I=O
100 1=1;+1

XX2(I)=0.
YY2(I)=0. ,
IF(IDASB.EQ.0)READ(IRPUT,1003,END=10)XX1(I),YY1(I)
IF(IDASB.EQ.l)READ(IIPUT.l003,EID=10)XX1(I),YY1(I).YY2(I)
IF(IDASB.EQ.l)XX2(I)=XX1(I)
IF(IDASB.EQ.2)READ(IHPUT.1003,EID=10)XX1(I),XX2(I),YY1(I)
IF(IDASB.EQ. 2)YY2(I)=YYl (I)
IF(IDASB.EQ.3)READ(IHPUT.1003,ERD=10)XX1(I),YY1(I),X12(I),YY2(I)
IF(IDASB.EQ.4)TBEN

READ(IIPUT,1003,ERD=10)Xll(I),DUMMY,DUMMY,YY1(I),YY2(I)
XX2(I)=XX1(I)

ElDIF
IF(XX1(I).EQ.0.)TBER

IF(XX2(I).EQ.O.)TBEN
IF(YY1(I).EQ.0.)TBEI

IF(YY2(I).EQ.0.)TBEI
GO TO 10

EHDIF
ENDIF

EHDIF
ENDIF

GO TO 100
10 COrrIllUE

NDP=I-l
TYPE 1008,NDP

C BOUNDARY
CALL BOUID(XX1.IDP.IMIRX.IMAXX.RSCALX)

IF(XHII.EQ.XMAX)TBEI
XMII=IHIIX*10.**HSCALX
XMAX=IMAXX*10.**HSCALl
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ENDIF
CALL BOUND(VY1.NDP,IMlll.IMAX1.NSCAL1)
IF(IDASH.EQ.O)GO TO 50
CALL BOUHD(VY2.NDP.IMII2.IMAX2.ISCAL2)
IF(ISCAL2.GT.ISCAL1)GO TO 30
IF(HSCAL2.LT.HSCAL1)GO TO 40
IF(IHAX2.GT.IHAX1)IMAX1=IMAX2
IF(IMIN2.LT.IHIll)IMlll=IH112
GO TO 50

30 ISCAL1=NSCAL2
IHAX1=1KAX2

40 1K1Il=IK1I2
50 YK1H=IK1Rl*10.**HSCALl

YHAX=IHAX1*10.**NSCALl
C· TICK HARK

200 ITX=(IHAXX-1HIIX)/10+1
1TY=(IHAX1-1H1Hl)/10+1

TIIX=T1NC(ITX)*10.**RSCALX
TIIY=TIIC(ITY)*10.**RSCALl

D TYPE 1011.ITX.ITY.IHAX1.1HII1.ISCALl
C GRID INCREMENTS

GINX=GIBC(1TX)*10.**ISCALX
GINY=GIIC(ITY)*10.**ISCAL1

D TYPE 1010.TINX.TIIY.GIIX.GIIY
D TYPE 1011.IXA.IYA.IG.IDASB

TYPE 1009.XH1I.XHAX
TYPE 1002.YKIR •YHAI

C CALL BELL
TYPE 1004
ACCEPT 1006.DUMHY

300 CALL GElPLT
1 (IXA.IYA.XMII.XHAX.YKIR.YHAX.NG.IDASB.TIIX.TIIY.GIIX.GIIY)

350 TYPE 1005
ACCEPT 1006.1AIS
IF(IAIS.EQ.IY)GO TO 400
IF(IANS.EQ.IR)RETURI
GO TO 350

400 TYPE 10Q7
ACCEPT 1003.XXMIN.XXMAX
IF(XXMII.EQ.XXMAX)GO TO 500
XMIR=XXH1I
XMAX=XXHAX

500 TYPE 1012
~CCEPT 1003.YYKII.YYKAX
IF(YTHII.EQ.YYHAX)GO TO 300
YHII=YYHII
YHAX=VYMAI
GO TO 300

1001 FORHAT(X.l0A4)
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1002 FORMAT(//,X,'YMIN= ',El0.3,5X,' YMAX= ',El0.S)
100S FORMAT(BN,SF1S.0)
1004 FORMAT(//,X,' HIT RETURH TO CONTINUE.')
1005 FORMAT(X,'CHANGE DOMAIN? Y OR H'//)
100S FORMAT(A2)
1007 FORMAT(X,'TYPE XMIN,XMAX')
1008 FORMAT(//,X,'HUMBER OF DATA POIHTS=',I5)
1009 FORMAT(//,X,'XMIN= ',El0.S,SX,' XMAX= ',El0.S)
1010 FORMAT(/,X,SE12.S)
1011 FORMAT(//,X,SI10)
1012 FORMAT(X,'TYPE YMIH,YMAX')

END
C
C

SUBROUTIHE BOUHD (YY ,lOP, IMIN ,IMAX ,ISCALE)
DIMEISIOI YY(IDP)
NSCALE=O

C YMII AID YMAX
YMIH=YY(l)
YHAX=YY(1)
DO 100 I=2,IDP
IF(YY(I).LE.YMAX)GO TO 90
YHAX=YY(I)
GO TO 100

90 IF(YY(I).GE.YMII)GO TO 100
YMII=VY(I)

100 COHTllUE
C TYPE 999,YMIH,YMAX
C TYPE 999, YY
C 999 FORMAT(/5E16.S)
C WHICH IS DOKIIAIT? YHAX OR YMIH

IOSWAP=-l
IF(ABS(YMAX).GE.ABS(YMIH»HOSWAP=l
IF(IOSWAP.EQ.l)GO TO 200

C TYPE 1001,IOSWAP
Cl001 FORMAT(/Il0)

YMAXX=YHAX
YMAX=YMII
YKIH=YMAXX

C IMAX AID ISCALE
200 IF (ABS(YMAX).GE.l00.)GO TO 210

IF(ABS(YMAX).LT.l0.)GO TO 220
GO TO SOO

210 ISCALE=HSCALE+l
YMAX=YMAX!10.
GO TO 200

220 ISCALE=ISCALE-l
YMAX=YKAX*10.
GO TO 200
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300 IMAX=YMAX
IF(IMAX.RE.YMAX)IMAX=IMAX+HOSWAP

C IMIB
YMIN=YMII/10.**NSCALE
IMU=YMIlI
IF(IMIH.GT.YMIH)IMIH=IHII-IOSWAP

IF(IOSWAP.EQ.l)RETURN
IMIIX=IMIIf
IMII=IMAX
IMAX=IH1ll

RETURB
EID

C
C

SUBROUTIBE GEBPLT(IXA,IYA,XHII,XMAX,
1 YHIB,YMAI~IG,IDASH.TIIX.TIIY.GINX.GIIY)

COKHOI/DT/IDP.XX1(901).YY1(901).112(901),YY2(901)
COKHON/TTL/TITLE(20),XLABEL(4) ,YLABEL(4) ,SOLID(4).DASBED(4)
IITEGER IBUF(20)
CHARACTER ISTR*SO
CALL ERASE.

C FRAME
CALL SWIIDO(120.S40.150.600)
lL=(IKAl-lMIB)*1.001
YL=(YMAI-YHIB)*1.001
CALL VWIIDO(lMIB.XL.YMII,YL)
CALL MOVEA(lKII.YHII)
CALL DRAWA(lMAX.YHIB)
CALL DRAWA(lKAX. YKAX)
CALL DRAWA(lKii. YMAX)
CALL DRAWA(lKII.YMII)

C TICK MARKS
IF(lKIB.GT.O.)GO TO SO
XTK=O.

70 CALL MOVEA(lTK.YKII)
CALL DRWREL(O.3)
CALL MOVEA(XTK.YMAX)
CALL DRWREL(0.-3)
ITK=lTK-TIIX
IF(XTK.GT.IMIB)GO TO 70

SO XTK=TIII
90 IF(ITK.GT.XMIB)GO TO 100

XTK=XTK+TIIX
GO TO 90

100 IF(XTK.GE.XMAI)GO TO 200
CALL MOVEA(XTK.YMII)
CALL DRWREL(O,3)
CALL MOVEA(XTK.YMAX)
CALL DRWREL(0.-3)
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XTK=XTK+TINX
GO TO 100

200 IF(YMIH.GT.O.)GO TO 209
YTK=O.

201 CALL MOVEA(XMIN.YTK)
CALL DRWREL(3.0)
CALL MOVEA(XMAX.YTK)
CALL DRWaEL(-3.0)
YTK=YTK-TIHY
IF(YTK.GT.YMIH)GO TO 201

209 YTK=TIHY
210 IF(YTK.GT.YMIH)GO TO 250

YTK=YTK+TIHY
GO TO 210

250 IF(YTK.GE.YMAX)GO TO 300
CALL MOVEA(XMIK.YTK)
CALL DRWaEL(3.0)
CALL MOVEA(XMAX.YTK)
CALL DRWaEL(-3.0)
YTK=YTK+TIHY
GO TO 250

C GaID LIKES
300 IF(HG.EQ.O)GO TO 400

IF(XMIR.GT.O.)GO TO 309
XGD=O.

301 CALL MOVEA(XGD.YMII)
CALL DaAWA(XGD.YMAX)
XGD=XGD-GIKX "
IF(XGD.GT.XMII)GO TO 301

309 XGD=GIIlX
310 IF(XGD.GT.XMII)GO TO 320

XGD=XGD+GIIX
GO TO 310

320 IF(XGD.GE.XMAX)GO TO 350
CALL MOVEA(XGD.YMII) "
CALL DaAWA(XGD.YMAX)
XGD=XGD+GIIlX
GO TO 320

350 IF(YMIR.GT.O.)GO TO 355
YGD=O. .

351 CALL MOVEA(XMIIl. YGD)
CALL DRAWA(XMAX.YGD}
YGD=YGD-GIRY
IF(YGD.GT.YMIR)GO TO 3S1

355 YGD=GIlfY
360 IF(YGD.GT.YMIR)GO TO 370

YGD=YGD+GIIlY
GO TO 360

370 IF(YGD.GE.YMAX)GO TO 400
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CALL HOVEA(XMIN.YGD)
CALL DRAWA(XHAX,YGD)
YGD=YGD+GUY
GO TO 370

C CURVES
400 CALL MOVEA(Xll(1),YY1(1»

DO 410 I=2,EP
410 CALL DRAW!(ll1(I),YY1(I»

1F(IDASH.EQ.O)GO TO 500
CALL HOVEA(Xl2(1).YY2(1»
DO 420 I=2.IDP

420 CALL DASHA(Xl2(I).YY2(I) ,34)
C SCALE

SOO CALL HOVEA(XHI.,YHII)
CALL HOVREL(-20,-20)
WRITE(ISTR,1001)lHII
CALL CHTOIJf (ISTR,IBUF ,12)
CALL AOUTST(12,IBUF)

C TYPE 1001,XM1I
CALL MOVEA(XMAX,YM1I)
CALL MOVREL(-50, -20)
WR1TE(1STR,1001)XMAX
CALL CBTQII (ISTR,IBUF,12)
CALL AOUTST(12,IBUF)

C TYPE 1001,XMAI
CALL MOVEA(IMII,YMII)
CALL MOVREL(-110,2)
WRlTE(ISTR,1002)YMII
CALL CHTOII (I5TR,IBUF,12)
CALL AOUTST(12,IBUF)

C TYPE 1002,YMII
CALL HOVEA(XMII.YMAX)
CALL HOVREL(-110,2)
~RITE(ISTR,1002)YMAX

CALL CBTQII (ISTR,IBUF,12)
CALL AOUTST(12,IBUF)

C TYPE 1002.YMAI
C LABELIJfG

CALL HOVAB5(500.100)
CALL AOUTST(16,iLABEL)

C TYPE 1003,(XLABEL(I),I=l,4)
CALL HOVAB5(20,460)
CALL ADUTST(12,YLABEL)

C TYPE 1003.(YLABEL(I),I=1.3)
C TITLE

CALL MOVABS(10.30)
CALL CBRSIZ(2)

CALL AOUTST(80,TITLE)
CALL CHRSIZ(3)
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C TYPE 1003,(TITLE(I),I=l,10)
C LEGEND

IF(IDASH.EQ.O)GO TO 600
CALL HOVABS(6S0,700)
CALL DRWREL(100,O)
CALL HOVREL(30,O)
CALL AOUTST(16,SOLID)

C TYPE 1003,(SOLID(I),I=l,4)
CALL HOVABS(6S0,675)
CALL DSHREL(100,O,34)
CALL HOVREL(30,O)
CALL AOUTST(16,DASHED)

600 COllTIIUE
C CALL HDCOPY

CALL HOME
C CALL BELL

CALL ABHODE
RETURI

1001 FORHAT(lPE8.1,4X)
1002 FORHAT(lPE10.2,4X)
1003 FORHAT(X,10A4)

END
C
C

SUBROUTIIE CHTOIl (ICH,lBW,IC)
IITEGER IBW(l)
CHARACTER*SO ICH

c
DO 100 l=l.IC

11 = lCHAR(ICH(I:l»
CALL CFS (IBUF.ll,I,q)

100 COITIIUE
RETURI
EID
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Appendix A

Nonlinear Bulk Data Entries 

For information on the following Nonlinear Bulk Data Entries, see the Quick Reference Guide.: 
• CGAP 
• CREEP 
• MATS1 
• NLPARM 
• NLPCI 
• PBCOMP 
• PGAP 
• TABLEST 
• TABLES1 
• TSTEPNL 
 

 

 



Index

absolute convergence, 3.6-5,9.1-8
absolute divergence, 3.3-3
adaptive

arc-length method, 3.7-4
bisection, 3.7-6, 8.4-4
GAP, 4.3-6
Newmark's method, 8.3-2
penalty value adjustment, 4.3-11,12
solution algorithm, 3.1-1
time stepping, 8.4-1

Almansi finite strain, 5.6-2
ALRATIO, 3.7-5, 7.1-6
angular velocity tensor, 5.6-5
anisotropic friction, 4.3-13
anisotropy, 6.6-1
apparent Poisson's ratio, 6.2-27
arc-length method, 3.7-1, 7.1-6
associated flow rule, 6.2-12,13,14
automatic time stepping, 8.1-1, 8.4-1
AUTOSPCR, 1.4-8
auxiliary angle, 5.4-2

basic coordinate system, 2.3-1, 5.2-2
Bauschinger Effect, 1.5-2,6.2-2
BEAM, 4.1-3,6
BEND, 4.1-4
BETA, 1.4-8
BFGS update, 3.5-1,2, 11.2-1

criteria, 3.5-3
for arc-length method, 3.5-11

biaxial loading, 7.4-2
bilateral stress-strain relation, 6.3-4
bisection algorithm, 8.4-4, 8.5-5
boundary conditions, 2.1-2, 7.5-1
BUCKLE, 1.4-8, 10.1-3

buckling, 10.1-1
bulk data, 1.4-6

case control, 1.4-4, 7.1-1, 9.1-1
Cauchy's deformation tensor, 5.6-2
Cauchy stress tensor, 5.6-3
CDAMPi,9.3-6
combined hardening, 6.2-10
constitutive relations, 6.1-1, 5.6-10
constraint, 7.5-1
contact analysis, 4.3-1, 11.5-1
continuum mechanics, 5.6-1
contraction factor, 3.6-4
convective coordinates, 5.2-1
convective rate of change, 5.6-5
convergence, 3.6-1

absolute convergence, 3.6-5, 9.1-8
criteria, 3.6-1
information output, 7.1-7,9.1-7
rate, 3.3-2
tolerance, 3.6-5

coordinate system, 2.3-1
convective, 5.2-1
element, 5.2-2
isoparametric, 4.2-1
material, 4.1-4

coordinate transformations, 2.3-1, 5.2-2
corotational stress rate tensor, 5.6-5
Coulomb friction law, 4.3-7
COUPMASS, 9.3-3
CREEP, 4.1-2, 6.1-5
creep

analysis, 6.4-1,4, 11.3-1
strain, 11.8-1
strain rate, 6.4-2,4, 11.8-3
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Crisfield's method, 3.7-3, 7.1-6
criteria

BFGS update, 3.5-3
convergence, 3.6-1
divergence, 3.3-2, 3.6-6, 8.4-4
line search, 3.4-3
time expiration, 3.3-3
yield, 6.2-3

critical buckling load, 10.1-2
CSHEAR, 4.1-4
CVISC, 9.3-6
cyclic loading, 1.5-2, 6.2-29

damping
matrix, 9.3-7
modeling, 9.3-4
numerical, 1.4-9, 8.3-6, 9.1-2

DBDRNL, 1.4-8
deformation gradient, 5.6-1,3
DESITER,7.1-6
DFP method, 3.5-2
diagnostic outputs (DIAG 50,51),

SOL 66 and 106, 7.2-4
SOL 99 and 129,9.5-1

differential stiffness, 3.2-1, 5.1-5
direct time integration, 8.1-1
discrete damping elements, 9.3-4
discretization, 2.1-2
displaced element coordinate system, 2.3-1,

5.2-3
displacement sets, 2.4-1
divergence criteria, 3.3-2, 3.6-6, 8.4-4
DLMAG, 7.1-7, 9.1-8
DMAP, 1.3-1
doubling scheme, 3.4-4,13
Druker-Prager yield criterion, 6.2-5
DT, 7.1-3,9.1-4
dynamic loads, 9.4-1

effective plastic strain increment, 6.2-14
effective strain for nonlinear elastic, 6.3-1
E-FIRST, 7.1-7,9.1-8

E-FINAL, 7.1-7, 9.1-8
EIGB, 2.5-1
elasto-plastic-creep relations, 6.4-6
elasto-plastic material, 6.2-19
element

coordinate system, 2.3-1, 4.2-8, 5.2-2
matrix, 4.2-5,6, 5.1-2
nonlinear analysis, 4.1-2
stiffness, 2.2-3, 4.2-6

enforced motion, 7.5-1, 9.4-5
ENIC, 7.1-7
EPI, 7.1-7
equilibrium, 2.2-3, 3.2-1, 8.2-1
error functions, 3.6-3
error vector, 3.2-1, 8.2-1
EUI,7.1-7
Eulerian strain, 5.6-2,3,11
Eulerian formulation, 5.6-1
EWI, 7.1-7
Executive System, 1.3-1
EXP, 6.1-6

FACTOR, 7.1-7, 9.1-8
FBS, 3.5-5
FIAT (File Alloca.tion Table), 1.3-1
finite element method, 2.2-1,4.1-1
finite strain, 5.6-2
follower force, 5.1-5
follower matrix, 3.7-1, 5.3-2
frame-indifference, 5.6-5
friction element, 4.3-3
frictional yield function, 4.3-7
FSTRESS, 7.1-5,9.1-5
functional module, 1.3-1

G,9.3-7
GAP element, 4.3-1, 11.5-1
Gaussian elimination method, 3.2-1
generalized effective plastic strain, 6.2-14
generalized logarithmic strain, 5.6-10
geometric nonlinearity, 1.5-1,2.1-2,5.1-1
geometric stiffness, 5.1-5
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gimbal angles, 5.4-1
gimbal lock, 5.4-2
GINO, 1.3-1
global coordinate system, 2.3-1
Green's deformation tensor, 5.6-2
Green's finite strain, 5.6-2

Herzian problem, 4.3-25
Hessian matrix, 3.5-1
hierarchy of nonlinear looping, 1.3-2
hyperelastic material, 5.6-8,11
hysteresis, 6.2-29

IFP (Input File Processor), 1.3-1
illinois algorithm, 3.4-4
impact analysis, 11.6-1
implicit integration, 8.1-1, 9.1-2
increment, 2.5-1,2
initial anisotropy, 6.6-1
input data structure, 1.4-1
integration

direct time, 8.1-1
Gauss, 4.2-6
implicit, 8.1-1, 9.1-2
Newmark, 8.3-1
three-point method, 8.2-1
two-point method, 8.3-1

INTOUT, 3.7-6, 7.1-4
isoparametric elements, 4.2-1
isotropic hardening, 6.2-9
iteration, 2.5-2, 8.2-2,3,8.5-1

Jaumann stress, 5.6-5,6,10

K6ROT, 1.4-8, 11.7-1
Kelvin-Maxwell model, 6.4-3, 11.8-1
kinematic hardening, 6.2-9
Kirchhoff & Love, plate theory, 5.1-1
Kirchhoff stress, 5.6-3,10
KMETHOD, 3.3-1,2, 11.1-12
KSTEP, 3.3-1, 7.1-3, 9.1-4

Lagrange multiplier method, 4.3-1
Lagrangian description, 5.6-3
Lagrangian formulation, 5.6-1
Lagrangian strain, 5.6-2,3
Lagrangian strain rate, 5.6-10
LAMBDA, 7.1-7, 9.1-8
LANGLE, 1.4-9, 5.4-1,3
large rotation, 5.1-2, 5.4-1, 5.5-1
left stretch tensor, 5.6-3
LGDISP, 1.4-9,4.1-2, 5.1-2
LIMIT1, LIMIT2, 6.1-2
line elements, 4.1-2
line search, 3.4-1, 11.2-1

algorithm, 3.4-10
criteria, 3.4-3
iteration, 3.4-11

linear interpolation, 3.4-4,13
load,

dynamic, 9.4-1
static, 7.3-1
superelement,7.3-3

LOADINC, 1.4-9
loading and unloading, 6.2-1
local coordinate system, 2.3-1
logarithmic strain, 5.6-4,10
LOOPID, 1.4-9
LSEQ, 10.3-1
LSTOL, 3.4-4, 7.1-5

mass
matrix, 9.3-2
modeling, 9.3-1
properties) 9.3-1

MAT2, 6.6-1
MAT9,6.6-1
material coordinate system, 2.3-1, 4.r..4
material derivative, 5.6-4,10
material nonlinearity, 1.5-1,2.1-2, 6.1-1
material properties entries, 6.6-1
material stiffness, 2.2-2
MATS1, 6.1-2
MAXALR, 3.7-5, 7.1-6
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MAXBIS, 7.1-5, 9.1-5
MAXDIV, 3.3-2, 7.1-5, 9.1-5, 11.1-12
MAXITER, 7.1-4, 9.1-4
MAXLP, 1.4-9
MAXLS, 3.4-4, 7.1-5, 9.1-5
MAXQN, 3.5-5, 7.1-5,9.1-5
MAXR,7.1-5,
Maxwell-Kelvin model, 6.4-3, 11.8-1
method of false position, 3.4-2,5
MINALR, 3.7-5, 7.1-6
modal coordinate system, 2.3-1
modeling, 1.5-1
Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion, 6.2-5
MPC, 2.4-1,3
MPL (Module Properties List), 1.3-1
MXINC, 7.1-7

natural strain, 5.6-4
NDAMP, 1.4-9, 8.3-6, 9.1-2
NDIV, 3.3-3, 8.4-4
neutral loading, 7.4-2
NEWK,3.3-1
Newmark integration, 8.3-1
Newton-Raphson method, 2.5-2,4, 3.2-1
NINC, 3.7-4, 7.1-3
NLAYERS, 1.4-9
NLITER, 7.2-1

input data block, 7.2-1,2
output data block, 7.2-2,3
parameters, 7.2-3,4

NLPARM, 2.5-1, 7.1-2
NLPCI, 7.1-6
NLTRD module, 8.2-1,4,9.5-1
NLTRD2 module, 8.3-1,4,8.5-6,9.5-2,3
NMATD, 6.3-2
NMEP, 6.2-24
NMEVD, 6.3-2
NMLOOP, 1.4-10,10.2-1
nodal forces, 2.2-2,4.2-7
NOGO :O.ag, 3.3-3
NOLIN, 9.4-1
non-adaptive GAP element, 4.3-13
nonlinear capabilities, 1.2-1

nonlinear characteristics, 1.5-1
nonlinear elasticity, 6.3-1
nonlinear element, 1.2-1,4.1-2

properties, 1.2-3
nonlinear modal analysis, 10.2-1
nonlinear static analysis, 7.1-1, 11.1-1
nonlinear transient response analysis, 9.1-1
nonproportionalloading, 7.4-1
normality principle, 6.2-13
N-QNV, 7.1-7,9.1-8
numerical damping, 1.4-9, 8.3-6, 9.1-2

one-step integration, 8.3-1
open/close boundary, 4.3-9
OSCAR, 1.3-1
output

diagnostics, 7.2-4, 9.5-1
interpretation for large rotation, 5.4-6
iteration process, 7.1-7, 9.1-7
line search, 3.4-8

parameters, 1.4-8
parametric studies

automatic time stepping, 8.6-1
BFGS updates, 11.2-1
K6ROT, 11.7-2
line search, 11.2-1
penalty value in GAP, 4.3-17
static solution method, 11.1-14

penalty GAP element, 4.3-2,3
penalty values

adaptive adjustment, 4.3-11
as input parameters, 4.3-6
selection of Gap stiffness, 11.5-3

Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 5.6-3
PGAP, 4.3-5
plane strain, 6.2-17,18
plane strain element, 4.1-5
plane stress, 6.2-18
plasticity, 6.2-1
plate & shell elements, 4.1-4
plotting output codes, 1.4-17
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polar decomposition, 5.6-2
post-buckling analysis, 3.7-1,12
Prandtl-Reuss stress-strain relation, 6.2-12
Preface Operation, 1.3-1
primary creep, 6.4-1
probable divergence, 3.3-3
program architecture, 1.3-1
proportional loading, 6.2-1

QUAD4, 7.8-1, 11.7-2
quadratic convergence, 3.2-2
quadratic interpolation, 3.4-13
quasi-Newton (QN) update, 3.5-1, 11.2-1

rate of deformation tensor, 5.6-4
reduction of system equations, 2.4-1
restarts

in SOL 66 and 106, 7.6-1
in SOL 99 and 129,9.2-1

RF63D89, 10.2-7
rheological model, 6.1-8,6.4-1, 11.8-1
right stretch tensor, 5.6-3
Rik's method, 3.7-2, 7.1-6
Ritz method, 2.2-1
ROD element, 4.1-2,3
rotation vector, 5.4-3
RT,6.1-6
RTOLB, 5.4-6, 7.1-6, 9.1-7

SCALE, 7.1-7
SDATA, 1.4-10, 9.2-2
secondary creep, 6.4-1
shape function, 4.2-1,2,3
shell element, 4.1-4
slip yield surface, 4.3-8
SLOOPID, 1.4-10, 9.2-1
SMALLDB,I.4-lO
snap-through, 3.7-1,9, 11.1-1
SOL 64, 1.1-1, 5.5-2
SOL 66 and 106, 1.4-1, 1.5-1, 7.2-6

examples, 11.1-1, 11.3-1, 11.5-1

user interface, 7.1-1
SOL 99 and 129, 1.4-1, 1.5-1, 8.1-3

capabilities, 1.2-2
examples, 11.4-1, 11.6-1
static analysis, 10.3-1
user interface, 9.1-1

solid elements, 4.1-4
solution method, 2.5-1, 3.1-1
spatial derivative, 5.6-4
SPC, 2.4-2,4
spin tensor, 5.6-4
SSG3, 1.4-11
stability analysis, 8.2-3,4
static loads, 7.3-1
stress stiffness, 5.1-4
stretching tensor, 5.6-4
stick-slip behavior, 4.3-8
stick-slip boundary, 4.3-9
stiffness

differential, 3.2-1, 5.1-5
element, 2.2-3, 4.2-6
geometric, 5.1-5
material, 2.2-2, 6.5-1
stress, 5.1-4
updates, 3.2-1, 3.3-1

STIME, 1.4-11,9.2-1
strain hardening, 6.2-1,9
strain-rate increment,
stress data recovery, 4.2-9
structual damping, 9.3-4,5
SUBID, 1.4-11
subincremental algorithm, 4.3-9
superelement,7.3-3
surface elements, 4.1-4
SYSTEM(141),3.4-13
SYSTEM(145), 3.5-12

TABLEST, 6.5-2
TABS, 1.4-11
tangent material stiffness, 6.5-1
tangential stiffness, 3.2-2
TEMP, 6.5-1,2,3
tertiary creep, 6.4-1
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TESTNEG, 1.4-12, 3.3-1
thermal strain, 6.5-1
thermal stress analyses, 6.5-3

required input, 6.5-3, 7.3-4
thermo-elasticity, 6.5-1
three-point method, 8.2-1
THRESH, 6.1-6
time expiration criteria, 3.3-3
total Lagrangian, 5.6-6,7
transverse shear stiffness, 4.3-6
Tresca yield criterion, 6.2-5
TRlA3, 11.7-2,8
TSTATIC, 1.4-12, 10.3-1
TSTEPNL, 8.2-1, 8.3-1, 9.1-1,2, 10.3-1
two-point method, 8.3-1

uniaxial stress-strain, 6.3-3
uniaxial stress, 6.2-18,19
UPARTN, 2.4-2
updated Lagrangian, 2.2-2, 5.6-1,6,7
user interface, 1.4-1

arc-length, 7.1-6
buckling analysis, 10.1-2
creep analysis, 6.1-5
GAP element, 4.3-4
geometric nonlinearity, 5.1-1
loads, 7.3-1, 9.3-1
material nonlinearity, 6.1-1
nonlinear modal analysis, 10.2-1
static analysis, 7.1-1
thermo-elasticity, 6.5-1
transient analysis, 9.1-1

velocity gradient, 5.6-4
verification and validation problems

adaptive time stepping, 8.6-1
arc-length method, 3.7-9
buckling analysIs, 10.1-3
follower forces, 5.3-7
creep, 6.4-9, 6.4-13
enforced displacement, 7.5-2
friction, 4.3-19

GAP, 4.3-14
initial anisotropy, 6.6-1
large rotation, 5.5-1
nonlinear buckling analysis, 10.1-7
nonlinear modal analysis, 10.2-1
nonproportionalloading, 7.4-1
plasticity, 6.2-27
restart in SOL 66, 7.6-2
restart in SOL 99, 9.2-3
static analysis in SOL 66, 7.7-1
static analysis in SOL 99, 10.3-2
surface contact, 4.3-25, 4.3-29
thermo-elasticity, 6.5-3
transient response analysis, 8.6-1

viscoelastic, 6.4-1, 11.8-1
viscous damping, 9.3-4,5
volume integration, 4.2-6,7
von Mises yield criterion, 6.2-3
vorticity tensor, 5.6-4

W3,1.4-12
W4,1.4-12
weighted normalization, 3.6-3,4

yield criteria, 6.2-1,3
yield function, 6.2-6
yield function derivatives, 6.2-15
yield stress, 6.2-1
yield surface, 6.2-1
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